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Preface
Undecidables a nd Old Names
UNDECIDABLES AND DECONSTRUCTION
Tympaniser-la philosophie.

Marges

On the present French intellectual scene, the advent and demise of
structuralism have accompanied what has been called the book's super
sedure by the text. The French philosopher and critic Jacques Derrida
is situated at the juncture of the two, the book and the text; he writes
about the origins, delays, and different paths at their crossroads . His
" method" is the " deconstruction" of the very idea of writing .
Texts occur for Derrida only in writing, a writing understood not in
the ordinary sense, but as the place of rature-the always incomplete
erasure or scratching out of Western metaphysics.:! The book as an
I

1 See , for e x ample, Eugenio Donato , " Structuralism: The Aftermath , " Sub-Stance,
NO. 7 (Fall 1 973 ) , 9-26; Phillippe Sollers, "Programme , " in his Logiques (Paris : Seu il ,
1 968), pp. 9- 1 4; or Julia Kristeva, Semei6tike: Recherches pour une semanalyse (Paris:
Seuil , 1 969); as well as any number of works by Roland Barthes or Derrida himself.
� " Like all the notions I am using, it belongs to the h istory of metaphysics and we c an
o n l y u se it u nder erasu re [so us ra ture (added by tr . ) ] ," Jacq u e s Derri d a , Of
Grammatology, tf. Gayatri Spivak (Baltimore: The Johns H opkins U niversity Press ,
1 977) , p . 60. Since this translation , with an e xcellent preface by the translator, appeared
after the present work was completed , I was unable to compare translations for consis
tency of terminology (as I did with Allison ' s translation of Speech and Phenomena), nor
was I able to comment on Mrs . Spivak' s Preface . However , I have added references in
the notes to relevant sections of her preface. H er discussion of rature occurs on pp.
xiii-xx. I t forms the backdrop for her lengthy discussion of Derrida' s " acknowledged
' precursors'-Nietzsche , Freud , Heidegger, Husserl , " pp. xxi-liv . I n his translation of
" La ' differance , ' ' ' contained in Derrida' s Speech and Phenomena: And Other Essays on
Husserl 's Theory of Signs (Evanston: Northwestern U niversity Press , 1 973) , p. 1 4 3 ,
David Allison notes : " Derrida often brackets o r ' crosses o u t ' certain k e y terms taken
from metaphysics and logic, and in doing this , he follows H eidegger ' s usage in Zur
Seinsfrage. The terms in question no longer have their full meaning, they no longer have
the status of a purely signified content of expression-no longer, that is , after the decon
struction of metaphysic s . Generated out of the play of difference , they still retain a
vestigial trace of sense , however , a trace that cannot simply be gotten around
(incontourable ) . "
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archives of metaphysical inscriptions, as the encyclopedia of knowl

edg � or the complete presence of the signified (transcendental or not), is
foreIgn to Derrida's new "concept" of writing,

l'ecriture . Derrida ex

plains: "If I distinguish the text from the book, I shall be saying that the
destruction of the book, as it is now under way in all domains, denudes
the surface of the text. That necessary violence responds to a violence
that was no less necessary." The book's own violence, its "protection

�

of heol ogy and of logocentrism against the disruption of writing,
. .
.
agamst Its aphonstic energy, and . . .against difference in general,"3
forces the present-day violent distinction of the book and the text, in
order for "writing" to be understood.

Rature and the text of Derrida wherein it occurs are themselves crossed
out or somehow suspended in his thought,-t a thought seemingly too
abstract. His method of c riticism, deconstruction, could be seen, as
Ricoeur says, as "consisting in laying waste to metaphysical discourse
by aporia"5-i.e., as a kind of mental gymnastics. This common, but
important, criticism of Derrida actually strikes at the heart of his enter
prise. His continual insistence on the failure of metaphysics as onto
theo-Iogy seems to support Ricoeur's criticism. Derrida still writes

"book �" in the ordinary sense, and all the words of his text are, by

necesSIty, not erased. In fact, deconstruction seems to be the violent

prefaces, as marginal comments written in the margins of other books
or texts."
The preface, Derrida says, is "a fourth text. Simulating the postface,

the recapitulation. and the recurrent anticipation, the auto-moveme� t of
the concept, it is an entirely other, different text, but

[imprime] to everything . .. a movement of fiction. ".8 Derridafic
tionalizes Western tradition, an action, in part, of teanng down or

apart, deconstructing or demolishing.9
.
.
How does Derrida fictionalize? In other words, what IS the fictIonal
motion that his prefaces impress on everything? As the fourth text, it is

di ssemin ation, 10 deconstruction, II differance: I:!
H " All these texts . . . no doubt are the interminable preface to another text that I
would one day like to have the strength to write , or again the epigraph to anoth� r [te � t] ?f
which I would never have had the audacity to write . . . " (Positions [Pans : MlnUlt,
1 972] , p . 1 4). On marginality , see David Allison, " Derrid �' s C � itique of Husserl : The
Philosophy of Presence ," Diss . The Pennsylvania State Umverslty , 1 974, p. 1 77 .
7

Jacques Derrida, La Dissemination (Paris : S euil , 1 97 2) , pp. 33-35.

� Ibid., p. 65 : my emphasis onfiction.
�)

:l

Of Grammatology. p. 1 8 .

� " If there were only percept ion , pure
permeab ility to fraying [facilitat io n , Bahnun g J.
there would be no fraying . We would be written but
nothing would be recorde d ; no
writing would be produce d, retained , repeated as readabil
ity . But pure perception does
not exist [my emphasis ] : we are written only by writing . .
. by the instance within u s
which always already governs perceptio n , b e it i nternal o r external.
The ' subj ect' of
writing does not exist if we mean by that some sovereign solitude
of the author. The
subject of writing is a system of relations between strata: of the
Mystic Pad, of the
psyche , of society , of the world. With in that scene the punctual simplicity
of the classical
subject is not to be found . In order to describe that structure, it is not enough
to recall that
one always writes for someone; and the opposition s sender-rec eiver, code-mes
sage, etc . ,
remain extremely coarse instrument s . We would search the 'public ' i n vain for
the first
reader: i .e . , the first author of a work. And the ' sociology of literature' is
blind to the war
and ruses-wh ose stakes are the origin of the work-be tween the author
who reads and
the first reader who dictates. The sociality of writin g as drama requires
an entirely
different discipline" (Jacques Derrida, " Freud et la sd:ne de I ' ecriture, " in
his L' Ecriture
et la difference [Paris: Seuil, 1 967] , p. 335; ET: " Freud and the Scene
of Writing, " tr.
Jeffrey Mehlman, i n Yale French Studies, No. 48: French Freud [ 1972 ] , 1
1 3- 14) .

5 La Meraphore vive (Paris : Seuil, 1 975) , p. 365.

tIme,

7

parts

also misses the point, or preferably, the non-point, of Derrida's work,

hors-livre, as

,

The
.
fourth text, as text, is "the beyond everything [which] insofar a� It
.
withstands all ontology . . . is not a primum movens. However, It Im

misinterpretation of Western thought. However, the above criticism
all of which could be considered as outside of books,

�t the sam:

as 'discourse of assistance,' it is the 'double' of what It exceeds.

This u nbuilding at times seems close to the negative moment often assigned to the
creative imagination . S ee Ray Hart, Unfinished Man and the Imagination (New York:
Herder, 1 968) , pp. 247-49.
10 "Dissemination ultimately has no meaning and cannot be channeled into a definition.
. . . If it is not possible to summarize dissemination , the seminal differance , in i ts conce �
tual tenor, it is because the force and form of its disru ption break through the semantIc
.
horizon . . . . Dissemination . . . by producing a non-finite n u mber of semantIc effects,
does not allow itself to be reduced either to a present of simple origin (La Dissemination,
La Double Seance. La Mythologie Blanche are practical re-stagings of all the false starts,
beginnings , i ncipits , titles , exergues, fictitious pretexts , etc . : decap �ta � i�ns) or to an e �
chatological presence . It marks an irreducible and generative multJp!tclty . The s lIpple
. fr�m
men! and the turbulence of a certain lack break down the li mit of the text, exem pt It
e xhaustive and enclosing formalization or at least proh ibit a saturating taxonomy of Its
themes, of its signified , of its i ntended meaning ( vouloir-dire).
" H ere we are playing , of course , upon the fortuitious resemblance , upon the purely
simulative kinship between sem e and se men . They are in no way interconnected by
meaning. And yet, i n this skidd i ng and this purely external collusion, �he �ccident d oes
.
produce a sort of semantic mirage: the deviance of the i ntended meant �� , Its reflectlve
effect (effet-reflet) in writing sets a process in motion. " Taken from �OSI!/Ons, pp. 6 1 -62:
ET: " Positions," Diacritics, 2, No. 4 (Winter 1 972) , 37. See SPIVak s Preface .In Of
Grammatology, pp . lxv-lxvi.
11 Alli son in his Translator' s Introduction to Speech and Phenomena note s: " The term
' deconstruction' (deconstruction), while perhaps u nusual , should present no difficulties
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Dissemination displaces the three of onto-theo-logy according to an
angle of a certain bending-back. A crisis of versus: these marks no
longer allow themselves to be resumed or 'decided' in the two of the
binary opposition nor sublated [relever] in the three of speculative
dialectics . . . they destroy the trinitarian horizon. They textually
destroy it: they are the marks of dissemination (and not of polysemy)
because they do not allow themselves at any point to be pinned down
by the concept or content of a signified. They 'add' there the more or
less of a fourth term.1:l

This textual crisis (a crisis of the line, of the line of writing), this addition
of the fourth term-that of fiction - must be conceived of in terms
other than as a calculus or mechanics of choice. In other words, a
new calculus , that of differance or dissemination, is needed, since the
crisis of the text is not brought about by polysemy or the overabun
dance of meaning, but rather by the very inability to decide meaning.
Non-choice runs throughout Derrida' s texts. In " Structure, Sign,
and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences," concerning the
"two interpretations of interpretation," that which "dreams of de
ciphering" the truth or origin and that which " affirms freeplay and tries
to pass beyond man and humanism," Derrida says he does not believe
"that today there is any question of choosing. "15 Or again, in "The
Ends of Man," there is no " simple and unique" choice between two
forms of deconstruction, either Heidegger's deconstruction of onto
theo-Iogy by means of its own language or the structuralist way-by
" affirming absolute rupture and difference. " " A new writing must
weave and intertwine the two motifs. "16 This logic of non-choice is the
very foundation, if there is one, of Derrida's enterprise. It is the notion
of the undecidable-that which, by analogy , Derrida says-cannot be
decided. By analogy because, as Sarah Kofman notes, undecidability
has a reference to decidability , a reference that must be " crossed
out . " 1 7
The undecidable!H takes into itself this non-choice, a s well a s the
figure of the ellipsis. Derrida says in " Form and Meaning":

here. It signifies a project of critical thought whose task is to locate and ' take apart' those
concepts which serve as the axioms or rules for a period of thought, those concepts wh ich
command the unfolding of an entire epoch of metaphysics. ' Deconstruction' is somewhat
less negative than the Heideggerian or Nietzschean terms ' destruction' or ' reversal' ; it
suggests that certain foundational concepts of metaphysics will never be entirely elimi
nated, even if their i mportance may seem to be effectively diminished . There is no simple
' ov ercoming' of metaphysics or the language of metaphysics. Derrida recognizes,
nonetheless, that the system of Western thought is finite; it has a finite number of axioms
and a finite number of permutations that will continue to work themselves out in a given
period of time as particular moments within this tradition, e .g. , as particular schools or
movements of philosophy . In this sense, Derrida also speaks of the ' completion' of
metaphysic s , the terminal point of ' closure ' (cloture) for the system . But the work of
deconstruction does not consist in simply pointing out the structural limits of
metaphysics . Rather, in breaking down and disassembling the ground of this tradition, its
task is both to e xhibit the source of paradox and contradiction within the s yste m , within
the very axioms themselves, and to set forth the possibilities for a new kind of meditation,
one no longer founded on the metaphysics of presence" ( pp . xxxii-xxxiii ) .
I � The a o f d ifferance inscribes the a t onceness o f differing and deferring i n differance
(the French verb differer has both significations: to differ, to defer or delay ; etymologi
cally the English words " differ" and "defer" stem from the same root) . Derrida e x plains
in " La differance," translated in Speech and Phenomena, p. 1 37 : " the word ' difference '
(with an e) could never refer to differing as temporalizing or to difference as polemos [to
difference as division or spacing] . It is this loss of sense that the word differance (with an
a) will have to schematically compensate for. Differance . . . refers to [its] whole com
plex of meanings not only when it is s upported by a language or interpretive context (like
any signification) , but it already does so somehow of itself. Or at least it does so more
easily by itself than does any other word : here the a comes more immediately from the
present participle [diff erant (added by tr. )] and brings us closer to the action of ' differing'
that is in progress . . . . But while bringing us closer to the infinitive and active core of
differing, 'differance' with an a neutralizes what the infinitive denotes as simply active, in
the same way that ' parlance ' does not signify the simple fact of speaking, of speaking to
or be ing spoken to . . . . Here in the usage of our language we must consider that the
ending -ance is undecided between active and passiv e . And we shall see why what is
designated by ' differance' is neither simply active nor simply passive , that it announces or
rather recalls something like the middle voice , that it speaks of an operation which is not
an operation, which cannot be thought of either as a passion or as an action of a subject
upon an object, as starting from an agent or from a patient, or on the basis of, or in view
of, any of these terms. "
1:1

La Dissemination , p. 3 2 .

"

"14

There is, then, probably no choice to b e made between two lines of
thought; our task is rather to reflect on the circularity which makes the
14

" Freud et la scene de l ' ecriture, " p. 302; ET p. 8 1 .

I.";

I n L'Ecriture e t fa difference, p p . 427-28; ET: i n The Structuralist Controversy: The
Languages of Criticism and the Sciences of Man (Baltimore: The Johns H opkins Pre ss,
1 970), pp. 265-66.
IH
" The Ends of Man, " Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, 30, No. 1 ( 1 969),
56. A French version of this article was published in Derrida' s Marges de la phiLosophie
(Paris: Minuit, 1 972) . The above citations occur on pp. 1 62-63.
17

Sarah Kofman, " Un philosophe ' unheimlich , ' ' ' in Ecarts: Quatre Essais a propos
de Jacques Derrida (Paris: Fayard, 1 973) , p. 1 48, n. 1 . The whole essay of Kofman is
invaluable for " understanding" Derrida.
IH
" It was necessary to analyze, to put to work, in the text of the history of philosophy
as well as in the so-called 'literary' text . . . certain marks . . . which I called by analogy
(I emphasize this) undecidables, i .e . , s imulative units, ' false' verbal, nominal or semantic
properties, which escape from inclusion in the philosophical (binary) opposition and
which nonetheless inhabit it, resist and disorganize it, but without ever constituting a third
term, without ever occasioning a solution in the form of speculative dialectics" (Po
sitions, p. 58 : ET p. 36).
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one pass into the other indefinitely. And, by strictly repeating this

circle in its own historical possibility, we allow the production of some
elliptical change of site, within the difference involved in repetition; this

displacement is no doubt deficient, but with a deficiency that is not yet,
or is already no longer, absence, negativity, nonbeing, lack, silence .
Neither matter nor form, it is nothing that any philosopheme, that is,
any dialectic, however determinate, can capture. It is an ellipsis of
both meaning andform; it is neither plenary speech nor peifectly
circular. More and less, neither more nor less-it is perhaps an
entirely different question. 19

The undecidable' s logic is that of the ellipsis of the circle, a deformed,
decentered circle. Along with the circle, this logic of the undecidable,
of differance , unhinges the point, line, and space and time themselves :
differance already suggests a mode of writing (ecriture) without
presence and absence-without history, cause, arche, or telos-which
would overturn all dialectic, theology, teleology, and ontology. This mode
of writing would exceed everything that the history of metaphysics has
conceived in the form of the Aristotelian gramme: the point, the line, the
circle, as well as time and space themselves . 20

This logic of "differance" is what animates, finally, the early text of
Derrida translated here , his Introduction to Husserl ' s Origin ofGeome
try . In Of Grammatology, Derrida says what can also be said of thi s
Introduction: "Here as elsewhere, to pose the problem in terms of
choice, to oblige or to believe oneself obliged to answer it by a yes or
no, to conceive of appurtenance as an allegiance or nonappurtenance as
plain speaking, is to confuse very different levels, paths, and styles . In
the deconstruction of the arche [the proto-] , one does not make a
choice." Even more important for our purposes is the line just before
this . Derrida says: " That is why a thought of the trace [difef

no more break with a transcendental phenomenology tha n be reduced
to it. "21

In other words, Derrida is as much a phenomenologist as not, is as
1 �"La

Forme et Ie vouloir-dire: note sur la phenomenologie du langage ," in Marges, p.
207: ET in Speech and Phenomena , p . 1 28.
�" " Ou sia et gramme: note sur une note de Sein u n d Zeit," in Ma rges, p . 7 8 ; ET:
'Ousia and Gramm e': A N ote to a Footnote in Being and Time , " tr. Edward S . C ase y ,
in Phenomenology i n Perspective, e d . F. J . Smith (The H ague : N ijhoff, 1 970) , p. 9 3 .
. .

�1

P. 62.

much a structuralist as not, an atheist as well as thinker of the sacred,22
as neither. Choices need not be made here, in fact, cannot be made !
DERRIDA'S INTRODUCTION TO THE ORIGIN OF GEOMETRY
"To deconstruct" philosophy would. . . be to think the
structured genealogy of its concepts in the most faithful or
interior manner, but at the same time it would be to determine
from a certain outside unqualifiable or unnameable by
philosophy itself what this history could dissemble or prohibit,
becoming history th rough this somewhere interested
suppression.
Positions

Speech and Phenomena , Derrida says, is the "essay I value the
most. "23 In this work he questions "the privilege of the voice [speech]
and phonetic writing in relation to all of Western history, such a � t�is
. and III ItS
question lets itself be depicted in the history of metaphysIcs
most modern, critical, and vigilant form: Husserl's transcendental
phenomenology. "24 It can be considered , Derrida feels, as a long note
.
to Of Gram mato logy , but a note that has the first place " in a claSSIC
philosophic architecture." Or, he says, Speech and Phe�omena can be
considered as "the other side (front or back as you wish) of another
essay, published in 1 962, as an Introduction to Husser1 ' s O �gin of
Geometry . There the problems concerning writing were already III place
as such and connected to the irreducible structure of 'differer' in its
relations to consciousness, presence, science, history and the history of
science, the disappearance or delaying of the origin, and so on. " 25
22

E . Donato in " Structuralism: The Aftermath," p. 2 5 , sees OJ Gramma tology, along
with Foucault's The Order oj Things , as "the only quest for time past and time regained
that a fundamentalIy atheist [my emphasis] epistemological configuration might offer."
Also see on this M i kel D ufrenne, " Pour une philosophi e non theologique," in his Le
Poetique, 2nd rev ised and enlarged ed. (Paris: Presses U n iv ersitaires de France , 1 97 � ) ,
pp. 7-57. O n Derrida and the sacred , see Henri M eschonnic , L e Signe e t Ie poeme (ParIs:
Gallimard , 1 975 ), pp. 40 1 -92.
2:1

Positions , p . 1 3 .

H

Ibid.

2.> Ibid. Derrida has an e ven earlier essay on H u sserl , given at a conference in 1 959,
entitled" 'Genese et structure' et l a phenomenologie." It was reprinted in L ' Ecriture et
La difference i n 1 967 , but first appeared i n 1 965 i n Entretiens sur les notions de genese : t
de structure, ed . Maurice de Gandillac et aI. (Paris: Mouton , 1 965) , p p . 243-60. ThIS,
then , is both before and after the work on the Origin, hav ing obviously undergone
changes by the time of i ts reprinting in L'Ecriture (the use of the concept differance on p .
239 is the clearest and simplest example of this change ) . The article is very helpful for
understanding Derrida's Introduction .
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In these comments Derrida presents us with an option. As he
suggests, we could take Speech and Phenomena as the reverse of his
Introduction, which becomes the obverse, the right or proper (recto)
side. In light of the comments above, the Introduction would then be the
essay Derrida valued the most. Or, if this is to go too far, as the reverse
(or improper) side, Derrida' s Introduction is still to be highly prized
(and is so by Derrida26), since it is the whole which has value. More
perversely, the improper side , attacking by its very impropriety the
proper side, " supplements" the value of the second essay, Speech and
Phenomena . In this option, the Introduction is both proper (since it was
written first, in 1961, six years before the publication of Speech and
Phenomena ) and improper (since it is the reverse of the second essay) .
The above comments, taken from Henri Ronse' s interview with Der
rida in 1967, and the options they present provide further justification
for a close reading of Derrida' s first major published essay, his Intro
duction to The Origin of Geometry. It is also an introduction to the work
of Derrida in general and furnishes a basic part of the framework for his
later, present work. That basic framework-and here framework should
possibly be changed immediately to set of problems, optic, method, if
all these terms were not already inadequate to what we are going to
consider-is phenomenology. However, as will become clear, the
phenomenology in question is not that rejected by Michel Foucault in
his Foreword to the English edition of The Order of Things, a
phenomenology " which gives absolute priority to the observing sub
ject, which attributes a constitutent role to an act, which places its own
point of view at the origin of all historicity-which , in short, leads to a
transcendental consciousness. "27 What I wish to claim by saying that
Derrida' s framework is phenomenological is not that he is Husserlian or
Heideggerian, or even idealist or existential, or that his method is
phenomenological. Rather, I want to suggest that Derrida has found in
and at the limits precisely where phenomenology fails (i.e . , where it
becomes the modern, exemplary recapitulation of Western meta
physics) a fertile ground for cultivating questions about the non-

philosophical per se (the limits or "margins " of philosophy), about
writing, origins and history, and differance.
M oreover, the phenomenology Derrida examines and argues with is
the " phenomenology of signification. "28 Subtitled " Introduction to the
Problem of Signs in HusserI' s Phenomenology," Speech and
Phenomena leads to the conclusion: " There never was any 'percep
tion. ' "29 Further: "And contrary to what phenomenology-which is
always phenomenology of perception-has tried to make us believe,
contrary to what our desire cannot fail to be tempted into believing, the
thing itself always escapes .
Based on the "absolute will-to -hear
oneself-speak,
phenomenology must always fail, must always
delay-defer-differentiate the thing itself, even the absolute foundation
for so much of today' s thought, i .e . , self-consciousness . What remains
is " for us to speak, to make our voices resonate throughout the cor
ridors in order to make up for the breakup of presence, in order to
supplement the impact of one' s presence.
Derrida ' s work to date remains inside this failure and need to speak of
phenomenology. As he shows, phenomenology breaks upon the rock of
presence; it is "a subjection of sense to seeing, of sense to the sense of
sight, since sense in general is in fact the concept of every
phenomenological field. " :3:3 Yet "before" this breaking up, in the midst
of it, is where Derrida works. Prior to the metaphysical claims that
phenomenology exercises and within the possibility of a deconstructive
reversal of the hierarchy of sight and sense, since they are
undecidable-that is where fruitful Husserlian work can be done. The
problem of method within these limits is what we will see developed in
Derrida ' s Introduction .
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Derrida often refers to and summarizes the results obtained in this study in h is later
work. See, for example , Speech and Phenomena, pp. 80-8 1 ; or L' Ecriture et la dife
f r
ence, pp. 22 and 248 .
27 The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York : Vintage
Books, 1 973) , p. xiv. I cannot resist citing Foucault' s statement to the " English-speaking
reader" concerning h is relation to the other half of the phenomenological-structural de
bate: " In France, certain half-witted 'commentators' persist in labelling me a 'struc
turalist' . I have been unable to get it i nto their tiny m inds that I hav e used none of the
methods, concepts, or key terms that characterize structural analysis" ( xiv).

"ao

"31

"a2

The Introduction to The Origin of Geometry is a long, extensive essay
concerned with a short independent fragment included, according to
HusserI's probable intent, as an Appendix to The Crisis of European
2H
See Paul Ricoeur, " Negativ ity and Primary Affirmation ," in his History a nd Truth,
tr. C harles A. Kelbley (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1 965) , p. 3 1 2.
2 9 p . 1 03 . Also see the comments of N ewton Garver in his Preface to this work , xxiii
xxiv, as well as Note 4 above.
30 Ibid . ,
31

:12
Ibid.,
3:1

p . 1 04.

Ibid. , p . 1 02.

p. 1 04 and xxviii-xxi x .

"Form and M eaning," in Marges, p. 1 88 ; ET in Speech a n d Phenomena, pp. 1 08-09.
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Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology. The major thread guidin�
Husserl's reflections in the Origin is the question of beginnings or on
gins within history and their sense. Derrida' s Introduction � espects H� s

heritage. Ideal objects are what alone guarantee "the possibility of
historicity, i.e. , the always intersubjective consciousness of history"
(29). I n other words, historicity is always a sense-history. It operates on
the level of sense and is related to the problems of language, ideality,
truth, and humankind in its Living Present-the source of all sense and
history.
According to Derrida there are two consequences to this view for
Husserl. First, Husserl's inquiry back to the origin (in this case) of
geometry is an inquiry into the sense-history of geometrical truths, into
the origin and transmission of geometrical ideal objectivities or objects,
an inquiry that can only be a " sense-investigation" (as Husserl used the
term) of geometry. 36 Derrida says about this: " To meditate on or inves
tigate the sense (besinnen) of origins is at the same time to: make oneself
responsible (verantworten) for the sense (Sinn) of science and philoso
phy, bring this sense to the clarity of its 'fulfil[ment] ,' and put oneself in
a position of responsibility for this sense starting from the total sense of
our existence" (31). Sense-investigation reveals the conditions for and
the sense of historicity, but only through personal responsibility and
response.
Secondly, the origin of ideal objects, as origin, raises for Husserl the
problem of their enduring heritage , their tradition. In other words, if
ideal objects are truly original and primordial, how can they be recog
nized or known. What places them in history is their "essence-of-thejirst-time, " their Erstmaligkeit; they do not occur, Husserl says, in a

serl ' s manner of proceeding therein. His commentary-mterpretatIon
follows the order of questioning and the problems raised by Husserl, and
within this structure Derrida elaborates and elucidates-and final �y
" supplements"-what Husserl writes. In what follows, howev � r, I wIll
not proceed so rigorously. Instead, I will elucidate the archItectural
" concept" of historicity (sense-history) and the r� l� ted areas of ques
tioning it entails: language, writing, ideality, the LIVI� g � esent: an d the
transcendental. These comments will be pursued wlthm Dernda, s at
tempt to understand the interplay of phenomenolog( s.· 'princi� le of all
principles" and its final institution: the interp� ay ': Ithm conSCIousness
of the definite thing present in person and the mfinIte Idea as an al� a� s
deferred Telos. Derrida wants to understand phenomenology as It IS
., stretched between the jinitizing consciousness of its priru:iple a� d the
injinitizing consciousness of its final institution, the E�ds�iftung md� fi
.
nitely deferred in its content but always eVIdent
III ItS re� ulatIve
value. The dialectic of these two, phenomenon and Id� a, IS w� at
Derrida seems to feel implicitly guided Husserl in his reflectIOns on hIS
toricity, and a study of Derrida's com.m.entary reveals what happens
when these implications are made explICIt.
"34

Historicity

acquaintance with Heidegger' s Being and Tim e: " It is hardly to be expected , however,
that a problem with which Hu sserl is so preoccupied could have occurred to him over
night, as it were , or e ven have entered his thinking from an outside source-such as
Heidegger's Being an d Time (with its chapter on Geschich tlich keit), which H usserJ seems
to have studied carefu l l y , for the first tim e , in 1 932 . We intend to show, in fact , that the
concept of historicity has its roots in reflections on various subjects going back as far as
1 9 1 3, and that i ts emergence in the Crisis is the effect of an accumulation and confluence
of trains of thought which ultimately force H usserI' s new introduction to phenomenology
to take on its peculiar form ." Carr refers, then , to Gadamer' s support of th is position i n
his Truth a n d Method, tr . ed . Garrett Barden and J oh n Cumming (New York: S eabury
Press, 1 975), p. 2 1 5 : "These statements of the later H usser! [concerning historicity] might
be motivated by the debate with Being and Time , but they are preceded by so many other
attempts to formulate his position that it is clear that H usser! had always had in mind the
application of his ideas to the problems of the historical sciences . "

s and
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at; Sense-investigation, Besinnung, prise de cons cience -George Steiner e xplains th is
notion well in After Babel: Aspects of Language a nd Translation (New York: Oxford
U n iversity Press , 1 975): "The complete penetrativ e gras p of a text , the complete d is
covery and 'recreative apprehension of its life-forms (prise de conscience), is an act whose
realization can be precise l y felt but is nearly impossible to paraphrase or systematize" ( p .
25) .
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in some heavenly locale, and then descend to the
earth . Rather, ideal objects are "traditional objects, " and they possess
historic ity as one of their "eideti c components" (48) . Thus any at
tempt to get at the "origin " of these ideal objects , any historical "re
duction ," would be "reactivating and noetic," and it would have to
work through free phantasy (imaginary) variation. Howev er, as tradi
tion, ideal objects have accrete d (and continu e to do so) sedimen tations
in their tran smission , their delivery to the present and future. They have
picked up lateral and latent strata which the historical reducti on must
finally reduce in order to reach back and grasp the origins of the
idealitie s under discussi on.
Since the origin in question here is a phenomenological one, its reactivation entails a return inquiry (Ruckfrage). This inquiry always starts
with an origin ' s tradition , which must in turn be reduce d to the very
origin the inquiry is seeking to reactivate. In other words, tradition is
essential to both the inquiry back to and the reactivation of an origin.
of
Ruckfrage is the questioning back through tradition to the origin
to
ds
respon
ning
questio
this
s,
suggest
term
s
'
l
ideality . Yet, as Husser
ation
Reactiv
over.
hands
n
traditio
the
that
e
messag
d
an already receive
is the human capacity or ability to reawaken the primordial sense that
sedime nted (traditional) sense covers over. A finite and mediate capac
ity, reactivation must work through equivocal language to regain a
primordial sense. It is, according to Derrida , Verantwortung and Besin
primordial sense
nung, the reawa kening and being respon sible for the
mediate (i .e. ,
and
finite
As
.
ls
concea
n
traditio
cal
that the equivo
traditional), the ability to reactivate sense can be lost, a plight that
Husserl felt gave rise to the crisis in philoso phy which characterized
modern times. And yet, Husserl continu ed, reactivation as a capacity
of humankind in general can be infinitiz ed through the idealiz ing power
of geometry.
The role of tradition in Husserl ' s though t becom es clearer , Derrid a
points out, when we notice that tradition operates analogously to the
"dialectic" of internal time-co nsciousness, the dialectic of protention
and retention within the Living Present. The historical sedimentation of
sense interplays with the creation of new sense within the horizon of
present sense. All of which is possibl e for Husserl, we shall see, be
cause of language, particularly written language (87). Thus, histori city
becom es possible through return inquiry and reactivation, and yet both
are possible only because there is an origin and tradition of ideal ob
jects, because there is historic ity. This circle, Derrid a explain s, is whatl
concern s Husserl : "what seems to be of utmost importance to Hussera
is as much an operation (reactivation itself as the ability to open
" topos ouranios, "
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hidden historical field) as the nature of the field itself (as the possibility
of something like reactivation)" (51).
So far we have seen that historicity is concerned with the origin and
tradition of ideal objects. For Husserl the latter notion , that of ideal
objects, requires examination of both objectivity and ideality. First the
problem of the former, then the latter.
Origins are beginnings of something new ; as such, they raise the
problem of recognizability. Husserl answers by saying that there must
be some objectivity in the origin of an ideality for the ideality to be
recognizable.a7 This means, Derrida says, that the "sense of the con. stituting act can only be deciphered in the web of the constituted ob
ject. And this necessity is not an external fate, but an essential neces
sity of intentionality. The primordial sense of every intentional act is
only its final sense, i .e. , the constitution of an object" (64). In other
words, objectivity , a correlate of intentionality, forces intentionality
the problem of recognizability-to be grasped first through its final
product: the constituted object. So the question is narrowed: what
allows for the objectivity of a primordial sense , an origin-al sense, since
the conditions of objectivity are those of historicity?
This brings us to the problem of language, that by which sense
itself-or rather, expressive meaning, linguistic meaning--obtains its
ideal objectivity. In his comments, Derrida elaborates three degrees of
ideal objectivity implicit in Husserl ' s analysis . First, there is the level of
the word's ideal objectivity. The word "lion," for instance, is recogniz
able within several languages, but is bound to those languages in which
the word itself makes sense . Secondly, there is the level of the word's
sense. The intended content or signification of the word "lion" is avail
able to many languages, for example, Leo, Lowe, lion, such that the
ideality sign ified thereby is free 'from all factual linguistic subjectiv
ity" (71). Thirdly, there is the level of absolute ideal objectivity, such
·

.17 Dorion Cairn s , in h is review-abstract of H u sserl' s " D ie Frage nach dem U rsprung
der Geometrie als intentional-historisches Problem" (" I nquiry Concerning the Origin of
Geometry: a Problem of I ntentional H istory " ) Philosophy and Phenomenological Re 
'
search, I, N o . 1 ( 1 940), p . 1 00, accurately presents H usserl ' s answer to th is problem (he
is abstracting from the German transcription Fink published in the same journal in 1 939) :
" Our mathematics , however, e xists a s an age-long advance from acquisition t o acquisi
tion . Therefore it must have been a more primitive sense that first was projected and
appeared in the evidence of a successful exec ution. But the phrase is redundant. Evi
dence means the grasping of a being in the consciou sness of its original 'itself-therenes s . '
A n d grasping covers other acts besides simply perceptive seeing . The sense o f t h e meant
object indicates the way to grasp it originaliter. Sense-formations whose nature it is to
e xist as subjectivel y produced results are 'grasped ' originaliter in being produced . Suc
cessfully realizing a project is evidence ; in the reali zing, the effect is there as 'itself. · "
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as the free idealities of geometry. The ideality in question here is that of
" the object itself. " On this level of objectivity, there is no adherence to
any de facto language, only adherence to the possibility of language in
general.;�H This means that translation is infinitely open. Derrida has
elucidated these three degrees in order to show that when Husseri, in
the Origin, does not distinguish between the object itself and its sense ,
this can only occur within the third region of ideal objectivity, the
absolutely free ideal objectivity of language. Thus language is the tool
for revealing ideal objectivity , which in turn reveals, since it does not
live in a " topos ouranios, " that objectivity itself is intrinsically historical
and must be connected with transcendental sUbjectivity. The ground
for transcendental historicity is uncovered.
Husserl's question then becomes the " how" of ideality (and not yet
that of its origin): how does ideality, particularly geometrical ideality,
arrive at absolute ideal objectivity from its intrapersonal origin in the
inventor's mind? Paradoxically, he goes back once again to language.
He says that ideality arrives at its absolute objectivity by means of
language, the very thing from which it was trying to escape just a
moment ago . "The paradox," Derrida says, " is that, without the ap
parent fall back into language and thereby into history, a fall which
would alienate the ideal purity of sense, sense would remain an empiri
cal formation imprisoned as fact in a psychological subjectivity-in the
inventor's head. Historical incarnation [in language] sets free the
transcendental, instead of binding it. The last notion, the transcenden
tal, must then be rethought " (77). I will return to this rethinking in
a moment.
This "how" is achieved becau se humankind is "in one and the same
world, " and consciousness of this fact "establishes the possibility of a
universal language. Mankind is first conscious of itself [Husserl says]
'as an immediate and mediate linguistic community' " (79). In addi
tion, our Earth, as the place of all objects, is not an object itself and
cannot become one for an objective science. In fact, Derrida com
ments, " the possibility of a geometry strictly complements the impos
sibility of what could be called a 'geo-Iogy,' the objective science of the
Earth itself" (83) . Geology is as radically impossible, then, as is an
objective science of transcendental sUbjectivity . And geometry is pos
sible only insofar as the above is true, since phenomenology' s basic
principle of finitude always interplays with an infinite (and nonobjec:!H However, as Derrida points out in a note , p . 72 below , thi s ideality occurs and i s di s
covered in a factual language , and this occurrence is "the crucial difficulty of all
[ Husserl' s] philosophy of history : what i s the sense of th is last [type of] factuality?"

tive) ideal pole-here , our Earth-the zero-point of all perception the
'
" infinite horizon" of every object .
The probl em of language and ideality, however, is first encou ntered
intra personally. The first inventor of geom etry,
for example, must have
b�en abl� t� �ecogn ize and comm unicate a geometrical idealit
y within
hiS o.wn IndiVidual consc iousness . Sense must be recog nized and
com
mUnIcated as the same sense from one moment of the ego to anoth
absol utely different moment of the same ego. Here again Husserl er
re
t� rns t? the uniqu e form of temporaliza tion, the Living Presen t, whose
dla�ectIcal character and primordiality permit intrapersonal comm uni
� atlOn. � n � � ense , then, Derrida concl udes, intersubjectivity
is first
ntra subJe ct vlty, a fact that explains Husse rl's rever
sion once more to
the Living Present in his discus sion about the crucial role of writin
g.
.
As mterp
ersonal comm unication par excel lence, writin g guarantees
for Husserl the possib ility of absol ute ideal objec tivity . And Derri
argue s that, since the possibility of writing gives sense the ability da
to
becom e nonspatiotemporal, writin g " sanctions and comp letes the exis
tence of pure transcendental historicity" (87) , thus pushing human
kind, Husserl feels, acros s a new thresh old-that of
endental
comm unity . Derrid a' s comment on this result , that the transc
" authentic act
of writing is a transcendental reduction performed by and toward the
�e ." (92), indicates that writing is a counterpart to the Living
Present
In Interpersonal communication. In order not to have truth disapp
ear
from the world , from inter subjectivity, both men revert to the Living
Present, to the intentional act of the ego, to intra subjectivity . Since
writing is intentional-i . e . , it makes sense-Husserl argues back to writ
ing's i ntentionality, to the ego' s intentional act in the act of writing,
to
. . Present which
the LIVIng
groun ds every intentional act in both its
alterity and sameness. Adapt ing Derrid a' s succinct remarks about the
Living Present, we could say, then, that writin g "const itutes the other
as other in itself and the same as same in the other " (86) .
t

l

Historicity and the Tran scendental

H istoricity, Husserl says, is humankind ' s essential horizo the Liv
ing Present found s the historic Present, and the historic n:
Present as
traditi onalization (the incessant totalization of the Past in the
Present)
revea ls �he univers�l Aprio ri of history. The Living Present is, to
adapt
Husse rl s word s tWice quoted by Derri da, " the vital movement of
coexi stenc e and the interweaving . . . of primordial forma the
and sedimentat ions of sense " (109). Humankind is a comm tions
unity
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of speaking beings in their Living Presents, the Living Present being the
"final retrenchment" and " security ," Derrida says, " of every
phenomenological reduction" ( 1 1 0- 1 1 ) . He wonders if Husserl's merit
was not in having described, in a truly transcendental move, "the condi
tions of possibility for history which were at the same time concrete . . .
because they are experienced under the form of horizon " ( 1 1 7) ? Hori
zon is the Living Present' s dialectical form, the how of its temporaliza
tion, the " already there" of its dialectics of sense.
So far the problem of ideality' s origin has been left in abeyance .
Derrida points out that Husserl will leave the question open. Geometri
cal ideality is always based on the morphological idealities of imagina
tion and sense, yet it is always already a rupture with that sensible
morphological idealization. We could say , perhaps, that Husserl leaves
each strand undecided: geometry is what has taken place in the Greek
creative infinitization, and yet this scientific, theoretical leap is always
based on the morphological, sensible idealization of the pre scientific
world, the Lebenswelt. Thus he saves, Derrida concludes, both the
absolutely original sense of each traditional line (its historicity) and its
"relativity" within history in general ( 1 3 1 ) .
However, the idealizing activity o f understanding, of "pure think
ing," i.e. , of the nonimaginative and nonsensible, is never studied in
itself; nor are its conditions. It is a radical operation, a passage to the
limit whose structure is that of mathematical idealization, the " again
and again" which Derrida feels must have its protentional correlate in
intentionality. Once again we are led back to the Living Present, " the
phenomenological absolute," the now needing a past which in turn
needs a future toward which the present always already tends, so that
the present is the horizon for past and future. However, Derrida says,
the unity of this movement is never given, it must be experienced or
thought (thereby making the phenomenalization of time possible). This
unity , the work of the Idea in the Kantian sense,39 is never phenome
nalized in itself. Here again we see the " conflict" between the finitizing
consciousness of phenomenology's principle and the infinitizing con
sciousness of its final institution, the infinite Idea that authorizes
finitude.
What then is the historicity of the mathematical (philosophical) ori
gin, if the I dea is what allows for ideality' s origin? Both the Idea and
Reason are historicities, both must expose "themselves" in order to be,
although neither are exhau sted in this exposition. They are eternal yet
.39

See L ' Ecriture, pp. 242 and 250 on the concept of the Idea in the Kantian sense .
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historical, since eternity is a mode of historicity. Derrida states, in a
decisive sentence, that the absoluteness of the Idea " is the Absolute of
intentional historicity" ( 1 42), adding that the " of" designates neither a
sUbjective nor objective genetive, i . e . , neither the " Absolute" nor "in
tentional historicity" has fi r st place. In other words, the Idea as au
thorization of ideality, as the limit toward which ideality passes, reveals
the limit of historicity (and thereby its own limit): the progressive
creative-movement of intentionality. This progressive movement is
tradition, or as Derrida says, " intentionality is traditionality."
Moreover, since it is the dialectical root of the Living Present, " inten
tionality is the root of historicity. " Consequently, Derrida concludes,
there is no need to inquire about the sense of historicity, " historicity is
sense " (150). In other words, sense is traditionality and ' 'the Absolute is
Passage " ( 1 49) . The absolute is the act of all tradition (and of histo
ricity and intentionality): transmission in the act of creation.
� ow Derrida also says that sense is "the appearing of being" ( 1 48) ,
which means that being is historical. So the question for him becomes :
what is " the origin of Being as History" ( l 5 1 ) ? Ontology may ask the
question, but only phenomenology can provide the apparatus for an
answer. Being, Derrida says, " is silently shown under the negativity of
the apeiron " (ibid) . The delay or lateness of speech in this manifestation
of Being is finally the philosophical, not just the phenomenological,
absolute. Derrida says:
Here delay is the philosophical absolute, because the beginning of
methodic reflection can only consist in the consciousness of the
implication of another previous, possible, and absolute origin in
general. Since this alterity of the absolute origin structurally appears in
my Living Present and since it can appear and be recognized only
in the primordiality of something like my Living Present, this very fact
signifies the authenticity of phenomenological delay and limitation. In
the lackluster guise of a technique, the Reduction is only pure thought
as that delay, pure thought investigating the sense of itself as delay
within philosophy. ( 152 -53)

Pure thought is always delay . Consciousness of this delay, Derrida
says, is consciousness of Difference : consciousness of the impossibility
of remaining in the simple now of the Living Present as well as the
" inability to live enclosed in" a simple undivided Absolute. The Living
Present, the never present origin of Being and Sense, interplays with
the always deferred Absolute within this consciousness, a conscious
ness without which, Derrida concludes, "nothing would appear. "
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Without ' 'its own proper dehiscence, " there would be no historicity, no
sense, nothing.
More abstractly, then, an Origin, an absolute Origin, must be a dif
fera nt Origin-the never-yet-always-already-there as the "beyond" or
" before" that makes all sense possible. That Difference, Derrida con
jectures, " is perhaps what always has been said under the concept of
'transcendental' through the enigmatic history of its displacements . "
So Primordial Difference would be transcendental-as must be, finally,
historicity and reflections thereon.

DECONSTRUCTION AND THE SCIENCE OF OLD NAMES
The "rationality"-but perhaps that word should be abandoned
for reasons that will appear at the end of this sentence-which
governs a writing thus enlarged and radicalized, no longer
issues from a logos. Further, it inaugurates the destruction , not
the demolition but the de-sedimentation, the de-construction, of
all the significations that have their source in that of the logos.
Particularly the signification of truth.
Of Grammatology

Prior to elaborating the " structure" of historicity, I described the
deconstructive logic of the undecidable, of non-choice, of differance.
However, differance is also an old name , a name sous rature, obliterated
by old senses, parenthesized. The deconstruction of differance includes
then a de-sedimentation and supplementation (or substitution) of an old
name for a new "concept. " This paleonymic supplementarity is a sec
ond moment or level of Derrida' s deconstruction, second moment or
level being understood neither hierarchically nor chronologically. This
supplementary grafting is noteworthy in Derrida' s Introduction . He
has added something new, something different, to the old name of
phenomenology in that text.
The movement of supplementarity , as one of " a certain number of
nonsynonymic substitutions" for differance,-to involves, according to
Derrida, two major senses (taken from the French verb suppleer) : to fill
a deficiency (to complete) and to take the place of (to replace) .-tl This is
�o

deconstruction as the science of old names: it fills a deficiency in the old
concept and replaces it while using its old name. Derrida asks :
What is, then, the " strategic" necessity which sometimes requires that
an old name be preserved in order to initiate a new concept? With all
the reservations imposed by the traditional distinction between the
name and the concept, one ought to be able to begin to describe this
0I? era!i�n: aware of the fact that a name does not name the punctual
slmpliClty of a concept but the system of predicates defining the
concept, the conceptual structure centered on such and such a
predicate, one proceeds: (1) to the setti,!!?-aside (prelevement) of a
reduced predicative trait, which is held in reserve and limited within a
given conceptual structure (limitedfor some motivations and relations
offorce which are to be analyzed) named x; (2) to the de-limitation, the
grafting, and the controlled extension of this predicate which was set
aside, the name x being maintained as a tool of intervention (levier
d'i�ten:e�tion) in order to maintain a hold on the former organization
.
which It IS effectively a question of transforming. Setting-aside,
grafting, extension: you know that this is what I called, according to
the process that I have just described, writing. -t:!

The science of old names is writing, an old name itself.
Let me now rehearse some of the supplementations that Derrida ad
vances in the Introduction . He says Difference is transcendental
transcendental being the primordial Difference of a different Origin.
Thus transcendental is equivalent to differant (with an a ) .
Co� sciousness of Difference , that without which nothing would ap
pear, IS transcendental consciousness, i.e . , differant consciousness . So
we could say that consciousness is differance (with an a ) .-t:l
Similarly, the Reduction, pure thought of its own delay, is
transcendental. Derrida says: " The pure and interminable disquietude
?f thought striving to ' reduce' Difference by going beyond factual infin
It� toward the infinity of its sense and value , i .e . , while maintaining
Dlff�rence-that disquietude would be transcendental" ( 1 53 ) . The Re
ductIon, thought' s own disquietude at Difference , can only be a differ
ant Reduction.
Primordial Difference is transcendental. And transcendental Differ
ence , i.e . , the always deferred-differing difference of the origin is differance (with an a ) .
'

" Differance, " in Speech and Phenomena, p. 147.

4 1 0n the " concept" of supplementarity , see: Speech and Phenomena , ch. 7; Of
Gram ma to logy Part I I, ch. 2 ; La Dissemina tion , p p . 1 80-96 ; and Alan Bass,
" ' Literature '(Literature , " Velocities of Change: Critical Essays from MLN, ed . Richard
Macksey (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press , 1 974), pp. 348-49 .
,

4�

Positions , p. 96; ET: Diacritics, 3 , No. 1 (Spring 1 973) , p. 3 7 .

4:1 S e e Speech a n d Phenomena , c h . 5 : " S igns and t h e Blink of a n Eye . " pp. 60-69. a s
well as Note 4 above .
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And, finally, because it is a method for reflecting on historicity,
is thereby transcendental: it is a differant process. Derrida
says: "And Thought's pure certainty would be transcendental, since
it can look forward to the already announced Telos only by advancing
on (or being in advance of) the Origin that indefinitely reserves
itself. Such a certainty never had to learn that Thought would always
be to come" (ibid.).
Thus the Reduction, Ruckfrage, consciousness, and intentionality
all basic concepts of phenomenology-have been supplemented by dif
ferance; they all partake of its logic. Yet they are still named Reduction,
Ruckfrage, and so on. Phenomenology has been supplemented, its
metaphysical text deconstructed, and the old names retained.
Phenomenology is no longer, but still is, phenomenology. Its " is" is that
of all metaphysics, sous rature: � .
Is there a need to choose here between undecidables and old names ?
Is one choice more faithful to Derrida' s intent than the other, i s one in
fact different from the other? The exemplary case here seems to be
difJerance itself, in which undecidables and old names are both present
and deferred in the silent tomb of the a , in a fragile letter that is easily
erased, crossed out, or misprinted, an that is hardly readable and
definitely undecidable .

the French " en fait" and " en droit. " The same is true of apriori (adjec
tival form) and a priori (adverbial or substantive form). Likewise, I have
followed Cairns' suggestion in differentiating between Objektivitiit and
Gegenstiindlichkeit by the capital or lower case " 0 " respectively. (Der
rida, following the French tradition, indicates Gegenstiindlichkeit by the
neologism objectite and Objektivitiit by objectivite . ) However, since the
French objet comprises both the meaning of Gegenstand and that of
Objekt, no differentiation is possible for the word " object," although in
quotations from Husserl it has been retained. For further details on this
problem, see the Translator's Preface of Lester E . Embree to Suzanne
Bachelard's A Study of Husserl's Formal and Transcendental Logic .
Finally, the translation has been done in light of and in accordance with
David Allison' s earlier translation of Derrida's Speech and Phenomena .

Ruckfrage

a

TRANSLATOR 'S NOTE

The translation offered here is that of the second edition of Derrida's
published by Presses Universitaires de France in 1 974.
The first edition was published in 1 962. In the text itself, I have indi
cated references to present English translations of works to which Der
rida refers, but have modified them where necessary to underscore
Derrida' s argumentation. These modifications have been indicated by
the word " modified" inserted within brackets in the text. Texts un
available in English translation I have translated from the French. The
Husserl texts have been modified in accordance with many of the
suggestions of Dorion Cairns' Guide for Translating Husserl, particularly
when they bear on a point that Derrida is arguing.
All German terms in parentheses are Derrida' s additions . Similarly,
all explanatory brackets that occur within quotations are Derrida's
additions. I have included certain French and German terms within
brackets where necessary in the text.
Such terms as de facto and de jure have been underscored only where
Derrida has stressed them himself, since they are often translations of
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" The Origin of Geometry "

By its date and themes, this meditation of Husserl [The Origin of
Geometry ] belongs to the last group of writings that surround The Crisis
of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology. t It is deeply
rooted there and to that extent its originality runs the risk of not being
immediately apparent. If The Origin of Geometry is distinguishable from
the Crisis, it is not because of its descriptive novelty. Nearly all its
motifs are already present in other investigations, whether they be
largely prior to or almost contemporary with it. In fact, The Origin of
Geometry still concerns the status of the ideal objects of science (of
which geometry is one example) , their production, by identifying acts,
as " the same ," and the constitution of exactitude through idealization
and passage to the limit-a process which starts with the life-world' s
sensib le , finite , and prescientific materials. Also in question are the
I Die Krisis der ellropiiischen Wissenschaften und die tranzendentale Phanomenologie:
Eine Einleitllng in die phanomenologische Philosophie, ed . Walter B iemel , in HlIsser
liana , Vol . 6 (The H ague: N ijhoff, 1 954); English translation [hereafter abbreviated as
ET]: The Crisis of European Sciences and Trans cendental Phenomenology: An Introduc
tion to Phenomenological Philosophy , tr. David Carr ( E vanston: N orthwestern Univer
sity Press , 1 970) . [S ince the ET does not contain all the appendices that the German
edition does, it will be necessary at times to refer to the German pagination . ] Hereafter
the ET will be cited as C, the German as K. The Origin of Geometry (C, pp. 3 53-78) is a
text appended to §9a on "Pure Geometry " (C, pp. 24-28) . In a foreword ing note Derrida
says, after stating that he will translate the version presented in K: "The original manu
script dates from 1 936. Its typed transcription bears no title . The author of this transcrip
tion , Eugen Fink , has also publ ished an elaboration of it in Rel'lIe Internationa!e de
Philosophie , I , No. 2 (January 1 5, 1 939) . pp. 203-25 , under the title ' Die Frage nach dem
Ursprung der Geometrie al s intentional-historisches Problem : Since then, th is text has
been read and frequently cited under this form . Its history , at least , then. already con
ferred on it a certain right to independence . "
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interrelated and concrete conditions for the possibility of these ideal
objects: language, intersubjectivity, and the world as the unity of
ground and horizon . Finally, the techniques of phenomenological de
scription, notably those of the various reductions, are always utilized.
Less than ever do their validity and fruitfulness appear impaired in
Husserl' s eyes.
Nor, initially, is The O rigin of Geometry distinguishable by its
double cluster of critiques that are directed, on the one hand, against a
certain technicist and objectivist irresponsibility in the practice of sci
ence and philosophy, and on the other hand, against a historicism
blinded by the empiricist cult of fact and causalist presumption . The
first criticism was the starting point for Forma l and Transcendenta l
Logic, the Cartesian Meditations, and the Crisis. The second had
appeared much earlier, in the Logical Investigations, in " Philosophy
as Rigorous Science" (in which it was the fundamental preoccupa
tion), and in Ideas I. The reduction , if not condemnation , of historicist
geneticism was always interrelated with that of psycho-geneticism;
even when a certain historicity has become phenomenology's theme,
despite the high cost of its diffi c ulties , this action cannot possibly be
retracted .
But never had the two denunciations of historicism and objectivism
been so organically united as in The Origin of Geometry, where they
proceed from the same impulse and are mutually involved throughout
an itinerary whose bearing is sometimes disconcerting. 2 Now the singu
larity of our text rests on the fact that the conjunction of these two
standing and tested refusals creates a new scheme: on the one hand , it
brings to light a new type or profundity of historicity; on the other hand ,
and correlatively, it determines the new tools and original direction of
historic reflection. The historicity of ideal objectivities, i .e. , their origin
and tradition (in the ambiguous sense of this word which includes both
the movement of transmission and the perdurance of heritage), obeys
different rules, which are neither the factual interconnections of empiri
cal history, nor an ideal and ahistoric adding on. The birth and
development of science must then be accessible to an unheard-of style
of historical intuition in which the intentional reactivation of sense
should�e jure-precede and condition the empirical determination of
fact.
2 I n effect these pages o f H usserl . first written for himself. h ave t h e rhythm o f a thought
feel ing its way rather than setting itself forth . But here the apparent discontinuity al so
depends on an always regressive method. a method which c hooses its interruptions and
multiplies the returns toward its beginning in order to reach back and grasp it again each
time in a recurrent l ight .

In their irreducible originality, the historicity of science and the re
flection that it invites, Geschichtlichkeit and Historie , 3 have certain
common apriori conditions. For Husserl, their disclosure is possible in
principle and this should lead us to reconsider the problems of universal
historicity in their broadest extension. I n other words, the possibility of
something like a history of science imposes a rereading and a re
awakening of the " sense" of history in general: ultimately, i t8
phenomenological sense will merge with its teleological sense .
Husserl tries to accomplish a singular proof of these essential pos
sibilities in connection with geometry and to decipher therein the pre
scription of a general task. Thus, like most of Husser!' s texts, The
Origin of Geometry has both a programmatic and an exemplary value .
Consequently, our reading of it must be marked by the exemplary
consciousness proper to all eidetic attention and be guided by the pole
of this infinite task, from which phenomenology alone can make its
way. In the introduction we now attempt, our sole ambition will be to
recognize and situate one stage of Husserl' s thought, with its specific
presuppositions and its particular unfinished state. Though this moment
of Husserl ' s radicalness is ultimate according to the facts, it is perhaps
not so de jure . Husserl repeatedly seems to agree with this. Therefore,
we will always try to be guided by his own intentions, even when we get
caught up in certain difficulties.
I

The mathematical object seems to be the privileged example and
most permanent thread guiding Husserl's reflection. This is because the
mathematical object is ideal. Its being is thoroughly transparent and
exhausted by its phenomenality. Absolutely objective, i.e . , totally rid
of empirical subjectivity, it nevertheless is only what it appears to be.
Therefore, it is always already reduced to its phenomenal sense , and its
being is, from the outset, to be an object [etre-objet ] for a pure
consciousness.-t
: l In our translation [of The Origin of Geometry ] , w e wi l l indicate t h e d i stinc tion be
tween Historie and Geschichte in parentheses only when t h is distinction corres ponds to
H u sserl ' s explicit intention. wh ich i s not-i ndeed . far from it-always the case .
� On the question of knowing w hether. for HusserI . t he mathematical obj ect is the mode
of every object's constitution. and on the consequences of such a hy pothesis . cf. the
discussion in which Walter Bieme l , Eugen Fink, and Roman I ngarden participated fol low
i ng B iemel ' s lecture on " Les phase s decisi ves dans Ie developpement de la philosophi e
d e H u sser\ . · · i n Husser/ ( Cah iers d e Royaumont . Ph ilosoph ie N o . 3 ) ( Paris : M inuit. 1 959) .
pp . 63 -7 1 .
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The Philosophy of Arithmetic, HusserI' s first important work, could
have been entitled The Origin of Arithmetic. Despite a psychologistic
inflection whose originality has often and justly been emphasized,5 it
already concerns, as does The Origin of Geometry, the reactivation of
the primordial sense of arithmetic' s ideal unities by returning to the
structure of perception and the acts of a concrete subjectivity. Busserl
himself already proposed to account at once for the normative ideality
of number (which is never an empirical fact accessible to a history in
precisely this same style) and for its grounding in and through the lived
act of its production.fi
In such a case , however, the genesis of arithmetic is not thought of as
a history of arithmetic, i . e . , as a cultural form and adventure of human
ity. In 1887-9 1 , the origin of arithmetic was described in terms of
psychological genesis . In The Origin of Geometry , after fifty years of
meditation, Husserl repeats the same project under the species of a
phenomenological history. This fidelity is all the more remarkable since
the path traversed is immense . It passes first through the reduction of
all historical or psychological genesis . After that, when the genetic di
mension of phenomenology is discovered , genesis is still not history. I n
passing from static t o genetic constitution, a s announced i n Ideas I and
then accomplished between the years 1 9 1 5 and 1920, Husserl still had
not engaged phenomenological description in the problems of historic
ity. The thematization of transcendental genesis maintained the :ed � c
tion of history ; all that could be placed under the category of objective
:; Cf. in particular Biemel , ibid . , pp. 35ff. [A German version of B ieme l ' s lecture, " Die
entscheidenden Phasen in H usserls Philosophie , " ' appeared in ZeitschriJt fijr phi
losophische Forsch ung, 1 3 ( 1 959) , pp. 1 87-2 1 3 . An ET of this German version, enti
tled "The Decisive Phases in the Development of H u sseri ' s Ph ilosoph y , " is in The
Phenomenology of Husser!: Selected Critical Readings, ed. and tr. R. O. Elveton
(Ch icago: Quadrangle , 1 970) , pp. 1 48-7 3 . Reference above begins on p. 1 48ff. The Ger
man and English versions differ from the French version published in Husser!; they also
do not include the discussion mentioned in note 4 abo ve . ] Des pite h is severity as regards
this psychologi stic tendency , H u sserl continually refers to his first book , especially in
Formal and Tra nscendental Logic.
" N umbers are mental creations insofar as they form the re su lts of activ ities exerc i sed
upon concrete contents : what these activities create, however, are not new and absolute
contents which we could find again in space or in the 'external world' : rather are they
uniqu e relation-concepts wh ich can onl y be prod uced again and again and wh ich are in no
way c apable of being found somewhere ready-mad e . " This rem ax:kable � ass��e , wh �ch
already designates the prod uction , therefore the primord ial h istoriCIty , of ldealttles whIch
no longer will ever belong to the time and space of empirical h i story , is from Con
cerning the Concept of Number ( 1 887) , which is taken up again as the first c hapter of
Philosophy of Arithmetic ( 1 89 1 ) . The passage is translated in Biemel ' s article , in Husserl,
p. 37 [ ET: p. 1 50] .
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spirit and the cultural world was repressed within the sphere of intra
worldlines s . The retu rn to prepredicative experience . in Experience and
Judgment and in Formal and Transcendental Logic , extended down to a
precultural and prehistoric stratum of lived experience ,
And in the Cartesian Meditations, when Husserl speaks about the
unity of a history, it is a question of the unity of traces, of "referenc es , "
of synthetic "residues " within the pure egological sphere .' Husserl un
derscores this: the ideal objects, " the higher forms of products of
reason, " which alone assure the possibility of historicity , i . e " the al
ways intersubje ctive consciousness of history, do not belong to the
eidos of the concrete ego (CM, § 38 , p. 78) . At the end of the Third
Cartesian Meditation , the investigat ions that particu larly concern the
"theory . . of man, of human community , of culture , and so forth , "
are defined as ulterior, regional, and dependent tasks ( ibid. , §29 , p . 63) .
All these reduction s hold a fortiori for the descriptio ns of primordial
temporality and immanent duration. H
Thus the neutralization of psychological genesis and that of history
are still on equal footing in the texts which place the transcendental
development in focus. But when, in the period of the Crisis, history
itself breaks through into phenomenology, a new space of questioni ng is
opened, one that will be difficult to maintain in the regional limits which
were so long prescribed for it.
While constantl y practiced in the Crisis itself, this new access to
history is never made a problem . At least not directly and as such. On
the one hand, the consciou sness of a crisis and the affirmation of a
teleology of reason are only new paths or means for legitimizing
transcendental idealism once again. On the other hand, to put the whole
developm ent of Western philosoph y into perspecti ve, to define the
European eidos and the man of infinite tasks, and to recount the adven
tures and misadventures of the transcendental motif, concealed each
time by the very gesture that uncovers it: all this would give credit to a
kind of synoptic retrospection that no criticism of historic reason had
explicity ju stified from the start. Neither the structure s of historicity in
.

f;

i Edmund Hu sser! , Cartesian Meditations: An Introduction to Phenomenology, tr.
Dorion Cairns (The H ague: N ijhoff, 1 970 ) ' Meditation I V, § § 3 7 and 3 8 , pp. 75-80
-hereafter cited as CM .

� On the problem of history in H u sserl ' s philosophy , we refer partic ularl y to Paul
Ricoeu r' s very fine article , " H usserl and the Sense of H i story ," in Pau l Ricoeur, Husserl:
An A nalysis of His Phenomenology , tr . Edward G. Ballard and Lester E. Embree
(Evanston : Northwestern U niversity Press, 1 967) . pp. 1 43-74 . On what obstructs the
direct thematization of history in a transcendental phenomenology whic h at the same time
calls for this thematization, cf. more part ic ularl y pp. 1 45-5 1 .
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general (and we do not yet know whether the historicity of science and
that of philosophy are examples or exceptions, whether they are the
highest and most revelatory possibilities , or if they are simply beyond
history itself), nor the methods of the phenomenology of history were
made the objects of specific , original questions . This confidence was
supported by the system of apodictic certainties of phenomenology it
self, which could be considered as a criticism of reason in general . If
this teleological reading of history could not be characterized in Hus
serl 's eyes by the dogmatic imprudence with which so many philoso
phers (from Aristotle to Hegel to Brunschvicg) perceive in the past only
the labored presentiment of their own thought, it is because this reading
referred to the very I dea of transcendental phenomenology-which is
not itself a philosophical system .
But this reading referred to that Idea only mediately. It was still
necessary to show in a specific, concrete, and direct manner:
1 . that history, as empirical science, was, like all empirical sciences,
dependent on phenomenology-which alone could reveal to it its fund
of eidetic presuppositions (this dependence, frequently affirmed, had
always been treated by preterition, signaled rather than explored) ;9
2 . that history-whose own content (contrary to that of the other
material and dependent sciences) was, by virtue of its sense of being,
always marked by oneness and irreversibility, i.e. , by non
exemplariness-still lent itself to imaginary variations and to eidetic
intuitions ;
3. that, in addition to the empirical and non-exemplary content of
history, certain eidetic content (for example, that of geometry as the
eidetic analysis of spatial nature) had itself been produced or revealed
in a history which irreducibly inhabits its being-sense . If, as Husserl
affirms, the history of the geometrical eidetic is exemplary, then history
in general no longer risks being a distinct and dependent sector of a
more radical phenomenology. By remaining completely within a deter
mined relativity, history in general no less completely engages
phenomenology with all its possibilities and responsibilities, its original
techniques and attitudes.
U That, for e xample , was not the case wi th psychology, whose relations with
phenomenology have been most abundantly defined , notably in ldeen II [ldeen Zll einer
reinen Phiinomenologie und phiinomenologischen Ph ilosophie , Vol . I I , ed . M . B iemel , in
Hllsserlia na , Vol . 4 (The H ague: N ijhoff, 1 95 2) ] . in the Cartesian Meditations, and in the
th ird part of the Crisis . The recent publ ication by Walter B i emel of the Lectures of 1 925
and of appended texts devoted to Phiinomenologische Psychologie ( in Husserliana , Vol .
9 [The H ague: Nijhoff, 1 962]) is a very rich testimony to this.

No doubt these three ambitions, which are also difficult ones, ani
mate th e Crisis and, to all intents and purposes , th e earlier works . But it
is in The Origin of Geometry and in the short fragments of the same
period that these ambitions, it seems, are most immediately assumed .
We must be careful here: these ambitions are only served by already
familiar themes which they orient in a new direction . Instead of seeing it
as a prolongation of the Crisis, we might be strongly tempted to see The
Origin of Geometry (after taking into account the brevity of this sketch)
only as the preface to a re-issue of Formal and Transcendental Logic,
whose purpose simply would be adapted to a material ontology . In his
Introduction to that work, Husserl perceives the motif of " radical in
vestigations of sense" within the "present condition of European sci
ences . "10 But we know that for Husserl the critical significance of this
situation results less from some epistemological conflict inherent in the
internal development of these sciences than from a divorce between a)
the theoretical and practical activity of the science in the very renown
of its progress and success, and b) its sense for life and the possibility of
being related to our whole world . This freeing of science with respect to
its bases in the Lebenswelt and its founding subjective acts undoubtedly
remains a necessary condition for its conquests. But this freeing also
involves the threat of an objectivist alienation, which conceals the in
stituting origins and renders them strange and inaccessible to us. This
occultation, which is also a technicization and supposes the "naivete of
a higher level" of an investigator become irresponsible, has simulta
neously ruined the "great belief" of the sciences and philosophy in
themselves : it has made our world "unintelligible. " To meditate on or
investigate the sense (besinnen) of origins is at the same time to: make
oneself responsible (verantworten) for the sense (Sinn) of science and
philosophy , bring this sense to the clarity of its "fulfil[ment]," and put
oneself in a position of responsibility for this sense starting from the
total sense of our existence.
The same disquietude and the same will are underscored and ex
pressed in rigorously identical terms from the first pages of The Origin
J J

1 0 Formal and Transcendental Logic, tr. Dorion Cairns (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1 969) , p .
5-hereafter c i ted a s FTL . Also cf. the commentary o f S uzanne Bachelard, A S tudy of
Husserl' s Formal and Transcendental Logic , tf . Lester E. Embree (Evanston: N orth
western University Press , 1 968) , notably pp . xxxii i-l i i i .
11

" We m u s t place oursel ves above this whole life and all t h i s cultural tradition and , by
radical sense - investigations , seek for ourselves si ngly and in common the ultimate pos
sibilities and necessities , on t he basis of which we can take o ur position toward
actualities in j udging, val uing, and acting" (FTL, pp. 5-6) . The citations are from
FTL, pp. 2 , 5, and 9 .
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of Geometry.

And the question asked there appears at first sight to be
only a specification of the general question begun and defined in Formal
and Transcendental Logic. Is it not a question here of applying a general
project whose program had already been organized to a singular and
dependent science? Did not Husserl write: "These investigations, con
cerning the possible sense and possible method of genuine science as
such, are naturally directed first of all to what is essentially common to
all possible sciences . They should be followed secondarily by corre
sponding sense-investigations for particular groups of sciences and
single sciences" (ibid. , p. 6)? 1 2
The anteriority of Formal and Transcendental Logic in relation to the
problems of origin for the other sciences has a systematic and juridical
significance. This necessary anteriority first derives from the nature of
traditional logic, which is always presented as the general theory of
science, as the science of science. This statement also refers to the
hierarchy of ontologies already elaborated in Ideas I. Materially deter
mined ontologies are subordinated to formal ontology, which treats the
pure rules of Objectivity in general. 1:3 N ow geometry is a material on
tology whose object is determined as the spatiality of the thing belong
ing to Nature.
The fact that every dimension of The Origin of Geometry accentuates
this dependence and this relative superficiality of description will thus
be explained. On several occasions Husserl notes that he presupposes
the constitution of the ideal objectivities1;; of logic and language in
1-1

1�

On the " di rective" character of logic , al so cf. FTL, §7 1 , pp. 1 8 1 -82.

1 :1

•

�

i

Cf. Ideas: General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology. tr. W. R. Boyce Gibson
( 1 93 1 ; rpt. New York: Collier Books, 1 962) , § § 8- 1 O . 1 7 . pp. 56-62 and 70-7 1 -hereafter
cited as Ideas I. [At time s Derrida refers to the note s of Paul Ricoeur in his invaluable
French translation. Idees directrices pOllr line phenomenologie et line philosophie ph e
nomenologique pures . Tome I: Introduction J?enerale a la phenom enologie pu re (Pari s:
Gal limard. 1 950) . We will refer to th is translation as Idees . ] H ere formal ontology de sig
nates formal logic "in the narrower sense " and "all the other disc ipline s whic h constitute
the formal ' ma thesis universa lis ' (th u s arithmetic also. pure analysis. theory of mu lti
plicities) . " Ideas I, p . 57 [modified] .
1� " I t is clearl y realized that it is the essence of a material th ing to be a res extensa, and
that consequently geometry is an ontological discipline relating to an essential ph ase of
sllch thinghood (Dingl ichkeit). the spatial form " ( H u sserI ' s emphasis ) . Ideas I, § 9 . pp .
58-59 .
Also cf. Ideas I, § 25 . p. 84: there geometry and kinematic s (which Hu sserI always
associates with geometry in the Crisis and in the Origin) are al so defined as " pure
mathematical . . . material" disciplines .
15
0n the translation of Gegenstiindlichkeit b y objectivity [FT: objectite (and Objektivitiit
or objectivite by Objectivity)] , cf. the French translation of FTL, p. 1 8, n . 3 . and the
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general, the correlative constitution of intersubjectivity, and all related
investigations. In a certain sense , it is truly necessary to see that this
order of dependence is not reversed. The phenomenon of "crisis, " as
forgetfulness of origins, has precisely the sense of this type of " rever
sal" ( Umkehrung) .
But while completely justifying the priority of his refl ections on logic ,
Husserl also specifies in Formal and Transcendental Logic that this is
only one path among others: "Other paths are possible for sense
investigations with a radical aim ; and the present work attempts to open
up, �t least in. main sections, one suggested by the historically given
relation of the Idea
of genuine science to logic as its antecendent norm"
(FTL, p. 7 ; Husserr s emphasis) .
Also , by a spiraling movement which is the major find of our text, a
I /;

ET. p. 3 , tr. note 2 . Of course the notion of objectiv ity here is not in any sense tied to
Schopenhauer' s concept of Objektitiit . [On matters of translation related to H usser! we
have followed in the main the suggestions of Dorion Cairns in Guide for Translating
Hlisser! (The H ague : N ijhoff, 1 973) . ] As for translations whic h we have had to do , we will
be led to ju stify them in the cou rse of this Introd uction.
I ii
Cf. FTL , p. 2: " the original relationship between logic and science has undergone a
remarkable reversal in modern times . The sciences made themselve s independent . With
out being able to satisfy completely the spirit of critical self-j ustification. they fashioned
extremely differentiated method s. whose fruitfulness. it is true . was pract ically certai n.
but whose productivity (Leistung) was not clarified by ultimate insight . " Our e mphasi s .
� oreover, concerning geometrical science and mathematics in general . Hu sser! has prin
cipally and most often defi ned this Umkehrung as the falsification of sense . the displace
ment of ground, and the forgetting of origins . He has done this under at least three form s:
1 . Geometry . the model of exact science . is responsible for the naturalization of the
psychic sphere-a fact that was pointed out in the first part of " Ph ilosophy as Rigorous
Science , " in Phenomenology and the Crisis ofPhilosophy, tr. Quentin Lauer (N ew York :
Harper and Row, 1 965) , p p . 7 1 - 147-hereafter c ited as " PR S " (cf. in particular p p . 82,
84, and 93). We should also remember that in Ideas I (§§72-75 , pp. 1 85-9 3 ) Husser! de
no�nces the absurdity of geometrizing l i ved experience, on account of both geometrical ex
actitude and deductivity .
2 . The geometrical ideal (or that o f mathematical physics), dogmatically received, i s
what impelled Descartes t o cover over again the transcendental motif that h e had ingeni
ou � ly broug�t to l ight . The certitude of the cogito becomes the axiomatic ground , and
philosophy IS transformed i nto a deductive system . ordine geometrico: " only th is
axio � atic fou �dation lies even deeper than that of geometry and is called on to partici
pate In the ultimate grounding even of geometrical knowledge" (CM, § 3 , p. 8) ; cf. also C,
Part II, in particular § 2 1 .
3 . Final l y , the whole Crisis tends to show how geometry , the ground for the mathemati
zation of nature, h ides true N ature . Perhaps this is one of the reasons why later on
H u sserl will hardly u se-yet without e xplicitl y questioning again-the definiti on of
geometry as an eidetic science or as the material ontology of spatially extended , natural
things , a definition often proposed as an e xample up to Ideas I.

' I'
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bold clearing is brought about within the regional limits of the investiga
tion and transgresses them toward a new form of radicality . Concerning
the intentional history of a particular eidetic science, a sense
investigation of its conditions of possibility will reveal to us exemplarily
the conditions and sense of the historicity of science in general, then of
universal historicity-the last horizon for all sense and Objectivity in
general. Consequently, the architectonic relations evoked a moment
ago are complicated, if not inverted. This would demonstrate , if it were
still necessary, at what point the juridical order of implications is not so
linear and how difficult it is to recognize the starting point.
It is in the midst of these difficulties and with extreme prudence that
Husserl tries to make his purpose understood in The Origin of

familiar with methods of operation as ways of dealing with precisely
defined structures . . . " (ibid. ).
No geometrizing activity as such, however critical , can return to a
point short of that ' 'familiarity. "
2. But if we leave the actual or virtual givens of the received
geo'11etry, and if we then come to history ' s vertical dimension , three
confusions again lie in wait for us:
A) In the first place, we are not interested here in " the manner of
being which the sense [of geometry] had in [Galileo' s] thinking," or " in
that of all the late inheritors of the older geometric knowledge" ( 1 57
[modified]). Despite the value which would be attached to such an
approach, the latter depends, in the best hypothesis, only on a psychol
ogy or history of cognition. And even if, by virtue of their descriptive
style , this history and psychology escaped what Husserl always sus
pected, even if they did not reduce the normativity of ideal objects and
geometrical truth to the empirical facts of lived experience, they would
only inform us about the factual rootedness of truth in a historical or
psychological milieu of fact. No doubt this rootedness may be accessi
ble to a descriptive phenomenology which would respect all its original
ity, but it would teach us nothing about the truth of geometry and its
sense of origin .
For Galileo-whose name here is the exemplary index of an attitude
and a moment, rather than a proper name19-was already an inheritor of
geometry.20 If, in the Crisis, a very important place is reserved for

Geometry.

II

Hu sserl takes numerous, diverse , and rather intricate methodological
precautions in the first pages.
1 . Provided the notion of history is conceived in a new sense, the
question posed must be understood in its most historic resonance . It is a
question of repeating an origin. In other words, reflection does not work
upon or within geometry itself as "ready-made, handed-down" ( 1 57) . 1 7
The attitude taken, then, is not that of a geometer: the latter has at his
disposal an already given system of truths that he supposes or utilizes
in his geometrizing activity; or, further, at his disposal are possibilities
of new axiomatizations which (even with their problems and difficul
ties) already are announced as geometrical possibilities . The required
attitude is no longer that of the classic epistemologist who, within a kind
of horizontal and ahistoric cut, would study the systematic structure of
geometrical science or of variou s geometries. Both these attitudes
would depend on what Husserl had defined in Formal and
Transcendental Logic and recalled in the Crisis as a " naivete of a priori
self-evidence that keeps every normal geometrical project in motion"
(C, §9b, p. 29) . Not only are the intelligence and the practice of
geometry always possible and ocasionally profound and creative, but
so is a certain second reflection on constituted geometry, all without
disturbing or shaking [sollicitee ] geometry in its buried sense of origin.
The Crisis always echoed this . "There is no need for [the question of the
origin] in the attitude of the geometer: one has, after all, studied
geometry , one ' understands' geometrical concepts and propositions, is
1 7 The Origin of Geometry. p . 1 57 in Appendi x . Hereafter all reference s t o the Origin
will be placed in parentheses , as done here . [When placed in brackets , they indicate the
addition of the translator . ]

IX

Natu rall y , here "geometry " serves in an exemp lary way t o de signate mathematics
and even l@gic in general .
IX

1 !1
Cf. C , §9 1 , p. 57: . . . I have linked all ou r considerations to h i s name [Gali leo' s] ,
i n a certain sense simplifying and idealizing the matter; a more exact historical
analysi s would have to take account of how much of his thought he owed to his
predecessors. ' ( I shall continue , incidentally, and for good reasons, i n a similar
fashion . ) "
"

20
What Galileo inaugurated , opening the w a y for objectivism by making mathematized
Nature an " in itself, " marks the birth of a cri sis in the sc iences and in philoso
phy . A ll the more , then , does it command the attention of the author of the Crisis .
Besides, H usserl already insists a great deal on the secondary character of Galileo' s
revoluti on and on the scientific heritage that i t supposed , notably that of . . ' pure
geometry , ' the pure mathematics of spatiotemporal shapes in general, pregiven to Galileo
as an old tradition" (C. §9a, p. 24) , "the relatively advanced geometry known to Galileo ,
already broadly applied not only to the earth but also i n astronomy" (ibid . . § 9b , p . 2 8) .
For Galileo, the sense of the geometrical tradition ' s origin was already lost: "Galileo was
himself an heir in respect to pure geometry . The inherited g eometry. the inherited manner
of ' intuitive' conceptual izing , prov i ng , constructing, w as no longer original geome try: in
this sort of ' intuitiveness ' it was already empty of its sense" (ibid. , § 9 h , p. 49 [mod ified] ;
H usserl' s emphasis) .
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Galileo and his revolution (which Husserl situates at the origin of the
modern spirit's perils), here the radicalist demand wants to undo the
sedimentations upon which the enterprise of an infinite mathematization
was based. We must reduce the very remarkableness of the Galilean
naivete to free the question as to the origin of geometry.
In the Crisis, while invoking Galileo's blindness to the traditional
space of his own adventure and designating his "fateful omission, " Z l
Husserl announces very precisely the task that he will undertake a little
later on in the Origin: " For Galileo, then, [pure geometry as tradition]
was given-and of course he, quite understandably, did not feel the
need to go into the manner in which the accomplishment of idealization
originally arose (i. e . , how it grew on the underlying basis of the pre
geometrical, sensible world and its practical arts) or to occupy himself
21 " It was a fateful omission that Galileo d id not inquire in return as to the original
sense-bestowing production which, as idealization practiced on the original ground of all
theoretical and practical l ife-the immediately i ntuited world (and here especially the
empirically i ntuited world of bodies)-resulted in the geometrical ideal formations)" (C,
§ 9 h , p. 49 [modified ] ) .
L i k e a l l forgetfu l ness i n general , the "fateful ness" o f t h i s "omission" o r negligence
( Versiiumnis ) , which is never questioned for or in itself, assu mes one of the three fol low
ing significations, each varying according to text and context:
a) that of an empirical n ecessity (on the order of individual or social p sychology as
well as that of factual history ) , and thus, of an extrinsic necessity , one which is thereby
contingent in comparison with the sen se and teleology of reason. This nece ssity , then ,
has the inconsistent negati vity of the " non-essence" (das Unwesen), o f the "apparen t "
defeat o f reason . I lluminated by the teleology of Reason, i t c eases to b e "an obscure fate ,
an im penetrable destiny" (cf. " Philoso phy and the Crisis of E uropean H u manity ," A p
pendix I in C, p. 299) . [The ET of das Unwesen offered by Carr is "disarray. " Paul
Ricoeur in his French translation of this text points out the literal translation as " non
essence" : " La Crise de I ' humanite europeenne et la philosophie , " R evu e de
Meraphysique et de Morale, 5 5 , No. 3 (July-October, 1 950) , p. 258. For the relation of
Ricoeur's translation and the English one , see note 1 49 below . ]
b) that of a radical ethico-philosophical fau lt : the bankruptcy of philosophical free
dom and responsibil ity .
c) that of an e idetic necessity: the necessity of sedimentation prescribed for all
constitution and all traditionalization of sense , therefore for all history . This prescription
in turn is sometime s valued as the condition of historicity and the progressive advent of
reason, sometimes devalued as what makes origins and accumulated sense become dor
mant . It truly is a threatening val u e .
I t is a matter of course that these three significations, apparently irreducible t o one
another, are conceived by H u sserl on the basis of o ne and the same latent i ntuition.
H istory itself is what this intuition announces. Even if we managed sim ultaneously and
without contradiction to think the u nitary ground on the basis of which these three
propositions can be received , it is history itself that would be thought . But then the
possibility of a crisis of reason would disappear, the n egativity of which ought to be
u nthinkable in itself.

r
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with questions about the origins of apodictic, mathematical self
evidence" (C, §9b, p. 29) .
And if in the Origin Husserl speaks of engaging himself " in reflec
tions which surely never occurred to Galileo" ( 1 57) , it is because, as he
had said in the Crisis: " It did not enter the mind of a Galileo that it
would ever become relevant, indeed of fundamental importance, to
geometry, as a branch of a universal knowledge of what is (philosophy) ,
to make geometrical self-evidence-the ' how' of its origin-into a prob
lem. For us, proceeding beyond Galileo in our historical reflections, it
will be of considerable interest to see how a shift of focus became
urgent and how the 'origin' of knowledge had to become a major prob
lem" (§9b, p. 29) .z Z
If the Galilean discovery resides especially in a formalizing infinitiza
tion of ancient mathematics, does not the return to them as an origin tie
primordiality to a certain finitude? No simple response is possible to
such a question. We will see that the infinite had already broken
through , was already at work, when the first geometry began-that it,
too, was already an infinitization.
B) But if we return to a point this side of Galileo, is the question
now one of studying for itself the heritage which was given to him? Not
any more. The question of origin will not be a "philological-historical
. . . search" in the investigation of " particular propositions" ( 1 58) that
the first geometers discovered or fonnulated. There, it would only be a
matter for the history of science in the classical sense to take stock of
the already constituted contents of geometrical cognitions, in particular
of the first postulates, axioms, theorems, and so forth, contents that
must be explored and determined as precisely and as completely as
possible from archeological documents. Despite its incontestable inter
est, such an investigation can teach us nothing about the geometrical
sense of the first geometrical acts. It cannot even recognize and isolate
those acts as such except by supposing that the primordial sense of
geometry is already known .
C) Finally, if one must return to the instituting sense of first acts, it
is not at all a question of determining what in fact were the firsf:l acts,
the first experiences, the first geometers who were in fact responsible
22
These sentences announce what follows in the Crisis, devoted to the transcendental
motif in post-Galilean philosoph y, as well as i nvestigations like that of the Origin .
2;) " First" (erste) nearly always designates in H u sserl either an undetermined primacy,
or, most often, a de facto chronological priority in constituted cosmic tim e , i.e . , an
original factuality. Proto-, Arch-, and Ur- refer to phenomenological primordiality. i .e . .
to that of sense, of ground, of the de jure, after the reduction of all factuality .
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for the advent of geometry. Such a determination, even if possible ,
would flatter our historical curiosity (and everything that Husserl attri
butes to a certain " romanticism"); it would enrich our knowledge of
empirical circumstances, of names, dates, and so forth . But even if, at
its limit, this determination would embrace all the historical facts that
have constituted the empirical milieu for truth's founding, it would still
leave us blind about the very sense of such a founding: a sense that is
necessary and compared to which these facts have at best only an
exemplary signification. Such empirical knowledge can justifiably pre
sent itself as historical knowledge of things related to geometry only by
supposing a fully developed clarity about the very sense of what is
called the geometrical science. And here, this means clarity about its
sense of origin. The juridical priority of the question of phenomenologi
cal origin is therefore absolute .
But this question can be asked only secondarily and at the end of an
itinerary which, in its turn, enjoys a methodological and rightful prior
ity. In fact, all these various kinds of inquiries we just dismissed have
been caught up in the element of a constituted geometry. Their object
supposed or was confused with the results of a ready-made geometry
that would have to be reduced in order to attain a consciou sness of its
origin, a consciousness which was at the same time an intuition of its
essence . In other words, although it only has for its content ideal es
sences, ready-made geometry holds here in bulk the status of a fact
which must be reduced in its factuality so that its sense can be read.
Indeed , in this case, the fact has the forgotten sense of the ready-made .
But this reduction needs as its starting point the constituted result it
neutralizes . There must always already have been the fact of a history
of geometry , so that the reduction can be performed . I must already
have a naive knowledge of geometry and must not begin at its origin.
Here the method ' s juridical necessity overlaps history's factual neces
sity. Despite certain appearances, philosophers of method are perhaps
more profoundly sensitive to historicity, even though they seem to re
move digressions from history's path .
Both the necessity to proceed from the fact of constituted science
and the regression towards the nonempirical origins are at the same
time conditions of possibility : such are , as we know, the imperatives of
every transcendental philosophy faced with something like the history
of mathematics . 24 A r'u ndamental difference remains, however, between
24 On the necessity of starting from existing sciences that are util ized as the thread
guiding the transcendental regression, cf. FTL, pp. 8-9 : " Thus we are presupposing the
sciences, as well as logic itself, on the basis of the 'experience ' that gives them to us
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Kant's intention and that of Husserl, one that is perhaps less easily
distinguishable than would first be imagined.
In a historical retrospection towards origins, Kant also evokes this
mutation or transformation ( Umiinderung), this " revolution " which gave
birth to mathematics out of some empirical " gropings" in the Egyptian
tradition (Kritik der reinen Vernunft, Preface to 2nd ed. , p. x).
"The history of this revolution, " attributed to the "happy thought of
a single man" in " an experiment from which the path that had to be
taken must no longer be missed and from which the sure way of science
was opened and prescribed (eingeschlagen und vorgezeichnet war) for all
times and in endless expansion (fur aile Zeiten und in unendlich Weiten), "
was more "decisive" than the empirical discovery " of the path around
the famous Cape [of Good Hope]" (ibid. , p. xi) .25
Thus, like Husserl, Kant is attentive to the historical dimension of
apriori possibilities and to the original genesis of a truth, whose birth
(or birth certificate) inscribes and prescribes omnitemporality and
universality-not only for the opening of its possibility, but also for
each of its developments and for the totality of its becoming. Like
Husserl, he neutralizes the factual contents of this "revolution in the
mode of thinking" with the same indifference. In effect, it is of little
consequence for him that its " history" has "not reached" u s . The
sense of the first demonstration can be rigorously grasped, even though
we know nothing of the first factual experience or the first geometer;
"whether," as Kant specifies, "he be called Thales or whatever one
desires" (ibid.).
Nevertheless, Kant' s indifference to the factual origin (as well as to
the content of the example-the isosceles triangle-concerning which
he develops the implications of its discovery) is more immediately
legitimate than Husserl's. For the inaugural mutation which interests
Kant hands over geometry rather than creates it; it sets free a possibil
ity, which is nothing less than historical, in order to hand it to us. At
first this "revolution" is only a "revelation for" the first geometer. It is
beforehand . Because of this, our procedure seems not to be at all radical, s ince the
genuine sense of all sciences . . . i s the very thing i n quest ion . . . . Nevertheless,
whether sciences and logic be genu ine or spuriou s, we do have experience of them as
cultural formations given to us beforehand and bearing withi n them selves their mean i ng ,
.
their ' sense . ' . Cf. also o n thi s FTL. I ntrod . , p p . 1 3- 1 4 . and § 1 02 , p p . 268-69 : and
eM, § 3 , pp. 8-9 .
2 :; We emphasize those Kantian express ions which are also among t h e most frequent i n
The Origin of Geometry. [The bracketed expression " of Good Hope " i s added in con
formity to the Engl i sh translation of Norman Kemp Smith .]
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not produced by him. It is understood under a dative category, and the
activity of the geometer to which the " happy thought" occurred is only
the empirical unfolding of a profound reception. What is most often
translated by "revelation" is the allusion to " a light that is given , " to
" a light dawns on" : "Dem ersten . . . dem ging ein Licht auf" (ibid. , p .

or in the bare concept of that same figure . Rather he must beget (hervor
bringen) (its object) with the help of what he himself put into it and what
a priori was represented in it through the concept (through construc
tion). And to know something a priori with complete security, he must
attribute to things (Sache) nothing but what necessarily followed from
what he had put there himself in accordance with his concept" (ibid.) . 21'
No doubt, once the geometrical concept has revealed its freedom
with respect to empirical sensibility, the synthesis of the " construc
tion" is irreducible. And indeed it is an ideal history. But it is the
history of an operation, and not of a founding. It unfolds explicative
gestures in the space of a possibility already open to the geometer. The
moment geometry is established as such , the moment, that is, some
thing can be said of it, then geometry already will be on the point of
being revealed to the consciousness of the first geometer, who is not, as
in the Origin , protogeometer, the primally instituting (urstiftende)
geometer. At least it will be ready to be revealed in its initial concept,
that concept whose apriori Objectivity will presently strike any subject
whatever with geometrical insight [lumiere ] . And since Kant is in
terested in the possibility of geometry for a subject in general, it is not
only less constricting, but also de jure necessary, that the de facto
subject of such a "revelation" be " anyone at all, " and that the geomet
rical example serving as guide-the demonstration of the isosceles
triangle-be indifferent. The apriori nature of that concept within which
we operate precludes all historical investigation whatever about its sub
ject matter. Contrary to its synthetic explication, the concept itself, as a
structure of apriori prescription, could not be historical , because it is
not, as such , produced and grounded by the act of a concrete subject. 2!1
Here all history can only be empirical. And if there is a birth of
geometry for Kant, it seems to be only the extrinsic circumstance for
the emergence of a truth (which is itself always already constituted for
any factual consciousness). Thus the spontaneous eidetic reduction
which frees the geometrical essence from all empirical reality-that of
sensible figuration as well as from the geometer's psychological lived
experience-is for Kant always already done.:w Strictly speaking, the

X ) .26

Undoubtedly, Husserl's production (Leistung) 2 7 also involves a
stratum of receptive intuition . But what matters here is that this Husser
lian intuition, as it concerns the ideal objects of mathematics, is abso
lutely constitutive and creative: the objects or objectivities that it in
tends did fWt exist before it; and this " before" of the ideal objectivity
marks more than the chronological eve of a fact: it marks a trans
cendental prehistory . In the Kantian revelation, on the contrary ,
the first geometer merely becomes conscious that it suffices for his
mathematical activity to remain within a concept that it already pos
sesses . The "construction" to which he gives himself, then, is only the
explication of an already constituted concept that he encounters, as it
were, in himself-a description which no doubt for Husserl as well
would be true of every noncreative geometrical act, and which teaches
us about the sense of ready-made geometry as such, but not about
geometry in the act of being instituted. " For," as Kant says, "he
discovered that he must not follow the trace of what he saw in the figure
26
Cf. for example the French translation of A. Tremesaygues and B . Pacaud , Critique
de la raison pure (Paris : Presses U niversitaries de France , 1 950) , p. 1 7. Of course , we are
authorized to pay such attention to these Kantian expressions only by the confirmation
that all of Kant' s philosophy seems to give them .
27 Among all the translations already proposed for the notion of Leistung , so frequently
u tilized in the Origin, the word "production" seemed to overlay most properly all the
significations that Husserl recognizes in this act that he also designates by some com
plementary notions: pro-duetion , which leads to the l ight , constitutes the "over against
us" of Objectivity; but this bringing to light is also, l ike all production (Erzeugung) in
general , a creation (Sehopfung) and an act of formation (Bildung, Gestaltung), from
which comes ideal objectivity as Gebilde, Gestalt, Erzeugnis, and so on. To be c lear on
this, we have translated by "formation" the notion of Gebilde , which appears so often in
the Origin , and which up to now has been very diversely translated . The very vague
character of the word "formation" seemed to us to suit the indetermination of H u sserl ' s
notion. I t also agrees with the geological metaphor which runs throughout t h e text, where
allusions to sedimentation, to deposits, to stages, to strata, and to substrata of sense are
everywhere. But we were also unable to designate the act which engenders das Gebilde.
namel y , die Bildung , except by "formation . " Each time BiLdung has th is active sense ,
we will insert the German word between parenthese s . Do not forget, finally (an d this i s
especially important here), that in German Bildung also carries the general sense of
culture . There again, the notion of formation seemed the least foreign to th is virtual

signification.

2H

The Erdmann edition notes that hen10rbringen has no "object" in Kant' s text.

2� The absence of the decisive notion of " material" or " contingent" a prior i , such as
Husserl defined it, thus seems to uproot Kant ' s formalist apriorism from all concrete
history and to inh ibit the theme of a transcendental history.
On the notion of the contingent a priori, cf. in particular FTL. §6, pp. 29-30. The level
of geometry as a material ontology is precisely that of such a . 'material a prior i . "
: lO T h i s

seems true, furthermore, o f the whole o f Kant' s transcendental analysis.
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science of constituted and intraworIdly factuality. Thus, this history of
geometry had remained in the dark and was judged of doubtful possibil
ity or mediocre interest for the phenomenologist or mathematician as
such .34 Geometry's truth, its normative value, is radically independent
of its history which, at this moment of Busserl' s itinerary , is considered
only as a factual history falling under the stroke of the suspension
(Ausscha ltu ng) . 35 HusserI says this (in the period of " Philosophy as
Rigorous Science" and Ideas l) in some frank phrases which , if the
levels of explication and the senses of the word "history" had not been
clearly distinguished, would be in flagrant contradiction with those of
the Origin . Thus : " Certainly the mathematician too will not turn to
historical science to be taught about the truth of mathematical theories .
It will not occur to him to relate the historical development of mathe
matical representations [the German and French editions add: and
judgments] with the question of truth" ("PRS ," p. 1 26) . Or again, at
the end of criticizing an empiricist theory of the origin of geometry:
" Instead of philosophizing and psychologizing about geometrical
thought and intuition from an outside standpoint, we should enter vi
tally into these activities, and through direct analyses determine their
immanent sense. It may well be that we have inherited dispositions for
cognition from the cognitions of past generations; but for the question
concerning the sense and value of what we cognize, the history of this
heritage is as indifferent as is that of our gold currency to its real value "
(Ideas 1, §25 , pp. 85-86 [modified] ; our emphasis) .

:\4 Cf. in particular Ideas I, § 1 , n. I , p. 45, and p. 46, where both historical origin and
history as a human science are excluded . Concerning the human sc iences, the que stion is
" provisionally" left open whether they are " natural sc iences or . . . sciences of an
essentially new type . "
O f course , i t is a s facts and not a s norms that the hi storical gIven s are pa
renthes ized . In asking himse lf, ' which sciences' " can phenomenology " ' draw from ' "
insofar as phenomenology is itself "a science of ' origins , ' " and what sciences mu st it
. . ' not depend on : " H usser! writes: " In the first place it goes without say ing that with
the su spending of the natural world , physical and psychological, all indiv idual objectivi
ties which are constituted through the functional ac tivities of consc iousness in valuation
and in practice are suspended-all varieties of cultural expression, works of the tec hn ical
and of the fine arts, of the sc iences also (so far as we accept them as cultural fa cts and
not as validity-system s) [our emphasis], aesthetic and practical values of e very shape and
form . Natural in the same sense are also realitie s of such kind s of state , moral custom ,
law , religion . Therewith all the natural and human sciences, with the entire knowledge
they have accumulated , undergo s uspension as sciences which require for their deve lop
ment the natural standpoint" (Ideas I, §56, p. 1 55 [modified]) .
. .

:\.; Cf. the definitions of history as an empirical human science in " PRS ," in particular
pp. 1 24-26.
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The essential uselessness or the " inadequacy" of sens ible " illustration" i s already
u nderscored in the Logical Investigations, tr. J . N . F indlay , 2 vols. (New York :
H umanities Press, I 970)-hereafter c ited as L/. [ A ll future references w i11 list the volume
number, the investigation number or Prologomena, the s ection number, and the page :
e . g. , L/, I , I , § 1 8 , pp. 3 0 1 -02 means the first volume, First Investigation , etc . � � u sserl
.
.
does this in a passage (LI, 1, I , § 1 8 , pp. 30 1 -02) where he recalls the Cartesian dlstmctlon
between imaginatio and intellectio concerning the chiliagon and very precisely an
nounces the theory of geometrical " idealization" that he wil l maintain in the Origin .
:l i

This autonomy of mathematical truth compared to perception and natural reality (on
which mathematical truth could not be based) is described here only in a negative way .
Non-dependence is what is stressed. The positive ground of truth is not investigated for

the hypothesis of hallucination takes up the role assigned , in
. He.re determination,
eIdetIC
to fiction in generaL "the vital element of phe
nomenology" (Ideas /, §70, p. 1 84 [modified]) . But if hallucination does
not undermine the eidos of the constituted ideal object (because the
eidos in general and the ideal object in particular are " irreal ," though
not phantasy realities--even if hallucination reveals them as such) : if,
on t.he ?ther hand.' the eidos and the ideal object do not preexist every
subjective act, as m a [conventional] Platonism; if then they have a his
�ory, they must be related to, i .e. , they must be primordially grounded
m � the protoidealizations based on the substrate of an actually per
� eIve � real world. But they must do this through the element of an orig.
mal hIstOry.
� tself. S.tarting from an analysis of the mathematical " phenomenon: ' or in order to better
Isolate ItS " sense , " one simply reduces what is indicated in this sense as what cannot
presently be retained by virtue of this ground . H usserl measures the eidetic intangib il ity
.
of mathematIcal sense by hallucination. In the Theaetetus ( 1 90b), Plato had recourse to
dream. Huss �r\ ' s devel opment is also situated on the same plane and dons the same style
.
as the � arteslan analYSIS before the hypothesis of the Evil Demon in the First Meditation :
"At thl s rate we might be justified in concluding that . . . arithmetic, geometry, and so
.
on, whIch treat only of the simplest and most general subject-matter, and are i ndifferent
whether it exists in nature or not, have an element of indubitable certainty . Whether I am
a wake or asle�p , two and three add up to five , and a square has onl y four sides; and it
.
see s ImpOSSIble for such obvious truths to fall under a suspicion of being false " [par. 7 :
.
ET: In Descartes: Philosophical Writings, tr. Elizabeth Anscombe and Peter Thomas Geach
(New York: Bobbs-Merril l , 1 97 1 ), p. 63] .
For Descartes, only after this phenomenology of mathematical evidence and with the
hypothesis of the Evil Demon will the critical or juridical question be posed of the ground
that guarantees the truth of naive ev idence . The de scription itself and the " natural"
validity of t is tru th , moreover, wil l never be put into que stion on their own specific
.
level . The pn ordlal round of these constituted truths, whose mode of appearing is thus
c learly recogmzed, WIll be delegated to a veracious God who is also the creator of eternal
rut s . H usserl . afte an analogous descriptive stage , will investigate th is in primally
.
mstttutmg acts ( Urstiftung) , themsel ves historical. In this re spect, Descartes' God, like
at of the gre at assic rationalists, would only be the name given to a h idden h istory and
.
woul funct on as the necessary reduction of empirical history and the natural world . a
reductIon which pertains to the sense of these sciences.
But we will see that, despite this extraordinary revolution which grounds the absolute
a d eternal truth without the aid of God or infinite Reason, and wh ich seem s thu s to
dlsclo se (and e escend toward) a primordially inst ituted finitude while completely
.
. .
a:OIdmg m plnclsm , Husserl is less distant from Descartes than it seem s . This hidden
? Ist ry WIll take its sense from an infinite Telos that H usserl will not hesitate to call God
m hiS l ast unp b l ished writings. It is true that this infinite, which is always already at
.
.
.
work In the ongms, IS not a positive and actual infinite . It is given as an I dea in the
.
KantJan sense , as a regulative .. indefinite" whose negativity gives up its rights to history .
.
ot ?nly th moraltty but also the historicity of truth itself would here prevent this
,
.
f lslficatton of the actual infinite into an indefinite or an a d infinitum , a fal sification of
which Hegel accused Kant and Fichte .
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Hallucination, then, is truth' s accomplice only in a st�tic w.orld of
constituted significations . To proceed to the ground and pnmordtal
con
stitution of truth, we must return, starting from the real world, to a
.
creative experience. Even were it unique and buried, this expenence
remains, de jure as well as de facto, first. We recognize, t �en, t� at !or
the sphere of sense, the true contrary of h �l1ucination. (and Imagma� l �n
in general) is not directly perception, but history . � r, If youy.refer, It IS
the consciousness of historicity and the reawakemng of ongms .
Thus only at the level and point marked by Ideas I doe� Husserl
rejoin Kant' s indifference to a kind of history th� t would sImply be
extrinsic and empirical . Also, as soon as Husserl s account be � omes
concerned with the genesis of geometry and getting beyon� thl.s pre
liminary stage, we might expect to see him remove the eIdetIC �nd
transcendental reductions purely and simply, and return to a constItu
tive history, a history in which the consideration of fac �s thems� lves
would become indispensable,:lH because here for the first tIme, as smgu
lar historical origin, the instituting fact would be irreplaceable, there
fore invariable . This invariance of the fact (of what can never be re
peated as such) would de jure c� rry ov er its eidetic � nvariance �� hat
.
. a hIstory of r gl s.
can be repeated voluntarily and mdefimtely)
mto
�� �
History as institutive would be the profou �d ar� a w�ere sense IS mdls
sociable from being, where the de facto IS .mdlssoclable from � he �e
jure. The notion of "origin" or genesis could no longer be recogmzed m
:lH
The interpretatio n of Trfm-Duc-T hao, Phenomenologie et materialisme di� le�tique
( 195 1 ; rpt. New York: Gordon and Breach , 1 97 1 ) , is strongly oriented t ward thIs kmd f
a conclu sion . At the end of Hu sser\ ' s itinerary , the return to the " 'technical and economic
forms of production" (namel y , in Husserlian langu ge , he return to real, factual, .and
extrinsic causality outside of every reduction) seems mevI.table to that a t or, who thmk
H usserl was h imself " obscurely" resigned to this at the tme of The Orzgm ofG� 0m. etry.
" Moreover, this i s what Husserl was obscurely presenting when he . was search109 10 the
famous fragment on The Origin of Geometry to ground geo etncal truth on hum n
praxis " (p. 220). " The phenomenolo gical explication is thus onented towards determmi ng the actual conditions in which truth is engendered" (p . 2 2 1 ) .
.
H usserl ' s reduction never had the sense (quite the contrary) of a negatIon-of �n
ignorance or a forgetfulnes s that would ' ' leave" the real conditions of sense and factualIty
in general in order to " come back" or not, in order to " pass on" . or not, to th� .real
analysis [of what is] (for sense is nothing �ther thQ1� the se�se of realIty o of fa ualIt�).
,
to an
Otherwise , his reduction might seem vam and dIssemblIng , and the r tu
.
WIth dl lectIcal
,
since
case,
the
be
to
empiricist historicism , fatal . That does not appear
materialism "we find ourselves on a plane subsequent {posterieur] to the reductIOn, the
latter havin suppressed the abstract conception of nature but ot .t e , ctually real ature
which implies in its development the whole movement of subjectiVity (the author s em-
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the pure phenomenological sense that Husserl so doggedly
distinguished :
Because, for Husserl, it has the characteristic which defines fact
namely, singular and empirical existence, the irreducibility of a here
and now-the total fact marking geometry's establishment would be
invariable. Indeed , Husserl says that the upsurge of geometry interests
him here insofar as it had taken place " once" (dereinst), "for the first
time" (erstmalig), starting from a "first acquisition" (aus einem ersten
Erwerben) ( 1 58-59) . But what authorized the essential reading of and
within constituted geometry was the possibility of imaginatively varying
the natural here and now of the figure or the psychological experience of
the geometer who , as we have seen, was not its institutor . Here , on the
contrary, the here and now of the " first time" is institutive and creative.
Is this experience , unique of its kind , not a singular fact-one for which
we should not be able to substitute another fact as an example in order
to decipher its essence?
Is this to say that this inseparability of fact and sense in the oneness
of an instituting act precludes access for phenomenology to all history
and to the pure eidos of a forever submerged origin?
Not at all. The indissociability itself has a rigorously determinable
phenomenological sense. The imaginary variation of static phe
nomenology simply supposed a type of reduction whose style will
have to be renewed in a historical phenomenology. The eidetic aspect of
this reduction was the iteration of a noema: since the eidos is constituted
and objective, the series of acts which intended it could not but in
definitely restore the ideal identity of a sense which was not obscured
by any historical opacity, and it would only be a question of clarifying,
isolating, and determining its evidence, invariance, and objective inde
pendence. The historical reduction, which also operates by variation,
will be reactivating and noetic. Instead of repeating the constituted
sense of an ideal object, one will have to reawaken the dependence of
.

w

39 Opening Ideas I (Chapter 1 , § l a, p. 45, passage already cited), this definition of
phenomenological origin ( in distinction to genesis in the worldly human and natural
sciences) was already clearly specified in the LI, I , Prol. , §67, p p . 237-3 8 ; in The
Phenomenology of Internal Tim e-Consciousness, ed. Martin H eidegger, tf. James S .
Churchill ( B loomington, I nd . : I ndiana U niversity Press, 197 1 ), § 2 , pp . 27-28 ; and i n
" PRS ," p p . 1 15- 1 6 . This d istinction, which H usserl will always j udge a s deci sive, w ill
still be u nderscored quite frequently in Experience and Judgment: Investigations in a
Genealogy of Logic, tf. from rev . ed. of Landgrebe by James S. Churchill and Karl
Ameriks ( Evanston : Northwe stern U niversity Press, 1 973)-hereafter cited as EJ
particularly § 1 , p. 1 1 ; i n FTL, in particular § 1 02, p. 269; in the eM, §37, pp. 75-76; and of
course in the Origin.
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sense with respect to an inaugural and institutive act con� ealed . under
secondary passiv ities and infinite sedimentations--a pnmor.dtal �ct
which created the object whose eidos is determined by the IteratIve
reduction . Here again we are going to see that there is no simple re
sponse to the question of the priority of one reduction over another:
The singularity of the invariable first time already has a necessIty
whose eidetic fund is indeed rather complex.
First, there is an essence-of-the-first-time in general, an Erstmalig�eit, 40
an inaugural signification that is always reproducible, whatever ItS de
facto example may be . Whatever were the empirical content of the
origin, it is apodictically and a priori necessary that geome� ry has. had
an origin and thus has appeared a first time . I deal geometncal objects
cannot have their original place in some topos ouranios . Hus�erl already
emphasized this in the Logical Investigations, where he dIscussed all
ideal significations and objects.-l 1 Their histori� ity, t�en, .IS one of theIr.
.
eidetic components, and there is no concrete histoncity
:vhI.�h does �ot
necessarily implicate in itself the reference to an Er� tmaltgkelf. We saId,
a moment ago, that it would be impossible to S ubst tute .anothe� fact for
the unique fact of thefirst time . Undoubtedly. But only If other IS m � ant
to qualify essence and not empirical existe�ce as su �h . For � umque
fact already has its essence as unique fact WhICh, by �em� not�mg other
than the fact itself (this is the thesis of the non-fictive Irreahty ?f the
essence), is not the factuality of fact but the sense of fact-th �t w�thout
which the fact could not appear and give rise to any determm�tIon or
discourse . Already, when Husserl wrote in " Philosophy as Rigoro� s
Science" that, "for [the phenomenological subsumption], �he sin�ula� IS
eternally the apeiron . Phenomenology can recognize WIth ? bJectlve
validity only essences and essential relations" (p. 1 1 6 [mod!fi �d]), he
evidently understood by singularity only the oneness of fact � n ItS pure
factuality and not that of the eidetic singularities defined m Ide� s I
(§§ 1 1 , 1 4 , 1 5 , pp. 62-63 and 66-69) as ultimate material essences WhICh,
i

40 In its substantive form , this notion does not seem to have been employed b� Husserl
himself. It is found in place of the adverbial expression erstmalig in the transcnpt of the
Origin published by Fink in Revue Internationale de Ph ilosophie ( 1 939), pp. 203-225:
Fink, who also italicizes erstmalig (p. 207), speaks of Erstamaligke �tsmo �us [po 208] and
thus gives a thematic value to a signification aimed at by a profound mtentIon of Husserl.
41 Cf. in particular I , 1 , § 3 1 , p. 330. There Husserl completely condem�s i n a �latonic
manner those who, like the " sons of the earth," can "understand by 'bemg, (Sem) �nlY
· " 1. . e . , "being" in the world of natural reality, and he simultaneously rejects
reaI bemg,
the hypothesis of the intelligible heaven. " They [the significat�on�] are not for t h a� reas�n
objects which, though existing nowhere in the world, have bemg m a top �� ouramos or m
a divine mind, for such metaphysical hypostatization would be absurd .

as Ricoeur notes, exclude " only empirical individuality , only 'factual
ity' " (Idees I, p. 239 , n. 1 of tr.), i.e. , the tode ti of brute existence . The
problem of dependence or independence, of the abstract or concrete
character of these eidetic singularities, posed in Ideas I from the notions
of the Third Logical I nvestigation , is really more difficuH to solve when
it concerns historical singularities, whose empiricalfact is never imme
diately present. It could be said that the eidetic phenomenology of
history, having to treat only singularities as such , is in one sense the
most dependent and the most abstract of sciences. But inversely, since
certain nonempirical singularities, as Husserl says, can be considered in
certain respects as the most concrete and most independent, since the
singularities of origins are those of instituting acts of every ideal
signification and , in particular, of the possibilities of science and of
philosophy, then their history is the most independent, the most con
crete, and the first of sciences.
Indeed, the theme of eidetic singularities is already ticklish enough in
Ideas I . However, since the clue there is the immanent lived experience
or the sensible thing perceived originaliter, singular factuality is always
present, although reduced, to guide and control the intuition of the
ultimate material essence. But as soon as historical distance is inter
posed, the investigation of origins no longer proceeds in this way . A
doctrine of tradition as the ether of historical perception then becomes
necessary: it is at the center of The Origin of Geometry.
Only under these conditions can Husserl write: . ' our interest shall be
the inquiry back into the most original sense in which geometry once
arose, was present as the tradition of millennia . . . we inquire into that
sense in which it appeared in history for the first time-in which it must
have appeared [our emphasis], even though we know nothing of the first
creators and are not even asking after them" ( 1 58 [modified]) .
Here, the "in which it must have appeared" clearly reveals Husserl's
intention and sums up the sense of every reduction. This "must " (have
appeared) marks the necessity now recognized and timelessly assigned
to a past fact of an eidetic pre-scription and of an apriori norm . I can
state this value of necessity independently of all factual cognition .
Moreover, this is a double necessity : it is that of a Quod and a
Quomodo, a necessity of having had a historical origin and of having
had such an origin, such a sense of origin. But an irreducible historicity
is recognized in that this " must" is announced only after the fact of the
eventY I could not define the necessary sense and the necessity of the
�� Th is notion of " mu st , " of apriori requisite, concerning a past is frequently utilized in
the Origin . It marks the possibility of a recurrent structural determination in the absence
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origin before geometry was in fact born and before it had in fact been
given to me. Absolutely free with respect to what it governs, the law
fulness of sense is nothing in itself.
Also, and second, whatever in fact the first produced or discovered
geometrical idealities were , it is a priori necessary that they followed
from a sort of non-geometry, that they sprang from the soil of pre
geometrical experience. A phenomenology of the experience is possible
thanks to a reduction and to an appropriate de-sedimentation.
Third, and finally, whoever in fact the first geometers were , and
whatever in fact the empirical content of their acts was, it is a priori
necessary that the establishing gestures had a sense , such that
geometry issued from them with the sense as we now know it. For, of
course , the reactivating reduction supposes the iterative reduction of
the static and structural analysis, which teaches u s once and for all what
the geometrical "phenomenon" is and when its possibility is consti
tuted. This means-by a necessity which is no less than an accidental
and exterior fate-that I must start with ready-made geometry, such as
it is now in circulation and which I can always phenomenologically
read, in order to go back through it and question the sense of its origin.
Thus, both thanks to and despite the sedimentations, I can restore
history to its traditional diaphaneity . Husserl here speaks of Ruckfrage,
a notion no doubt current enough , but which now takes on a sharp and
precise sense. We have translated it by return inquiry (question en re
tour) . Like its German synonym, return inquiry (and question en retour
as well) is marked by the postal and epistolary reference or resonance
of a communication from a distance. Like Ruckfrage , return inquiry is
asked on the basis of a first posting. From a received and already
readable document, the possibility is offered me of asking again, and in
return, about the primordial and final intention of what has been given
me by tradition. The latter, which is only mediacy itself and openness to
a telecommunication in general , is then, as Husserl says, "open . . . to
continued inquiry" ( 1 58) .
These analogies, the metaphorical focus of our text, confirm at what
point is required the "zigzag " way of proceeding-a procedure that the
of every material determination . And if this apriori normativ ity of history is recognized
starting from the fact , after the fact, thi s after i s not the indication of a dependence . The
fact does not teach u s through its factual content but as an example. It i s due to this
qfter s own specific character, in the nece ssity of preserving transcendence or reduced
factuality as clue , that the particular h istoricity of phenomenological discourse is
announced.
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Crisis

proposes as a sort of necessary "circle " ":l and which is only the
pure form of every historical experience.
Return inquiry, the reactionary and therefore revolutionary moment
of this interplay ( Wechselspiel) , would be impracticable if geometry
were essentially something which continually circulated as common
coin in the validity of ideality. Undoubtedly, no more than the history
of its transmission grounds the value of gold, .... can any wordly history
give the sense of this circulation as common coin , since , on the con
trary, history supposes it. Rather, the maintenance of this circulation
permits the neutralization of worldly history. Neutralization then opens
the space for an intentional and intrinsic history of this very circulation
and permits the comprehension of how a tradition of truth is possible in
general . In short, what seems to be of utmost importance to Husserl is
as much an operation (reactivation itself as the ability to open a hidden
historical field) as the nature of that field itself (as the possibility of
something like reactivation) .
Thu s only under the cover of static phenomenology's reductions can
we make other infinitely more subtle and hazardous reductions, which
yield both the singular essences of institutive acts and, in their
exemplary web, the whole sense of an open history in general. Without
the Wechselspiel of this double reduction, the phenomenology of his
toricity would be an exercise in vanity, as would be all phenomenology .
If we take for granted the philosophical nonsense of a purely empirical
history and the impotence of an ahistorical rationalism , then we realize
the seriousness of what is at stake.
III

All these precautions have made us sensitive to the extreme difficulty
of the task. Thus Husser! underscores the preliminary and general
character of this meditation in a sentence which appears borrowed word
4:l " Thus we find ourselves in a sort of circle. The understanding of the beginnings is to
be gained fully only by starting with science as given in its present-day form , looking back
at its development. But in the absence of an u nderstanding of the beginnings the
development i s mute as a development of sense. Thu s we have no other choice than to
proceed forward and backward in a ' zigzag' pattern
. " (§91 , p. 58 [modified]) .
.

H

.

[ Derrida puts the phrase " pas plus que I ' h i storie de sa transmission ne fonde la
valeur de I 'or" in quotations . I have been unable to locate this phrase , and Professor
Derrida h imself does not remember from what it is taken. It might simply be an adapta
tion of the last phrase quoted from Ideas I on p. 43 above . ]
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for word from Formal and Transcendental Logic (Introduction, p. 6):
" This return inquiry unavoidably remains within the sphere of gen
eralities, but, as we shall soon see, these are generalities which can be
richly explicated . . . " ( 1 58 [modified]) .
Doubtless, a s apriori determination, phenomenology will never be
able to enrich these generalities, whose indigence is essential . And they
will be " richly explicated" only in a prospective, regional , and, in a
certain sense, naive style of work. But this naivete would no longer
have the sense it used to have before the sense-investigation of these
generalities ; a sense-investigation that Husserl terms a " criticism" and
which will have a regulative and normative value for this work. Con
tinually calling us back to the unnoticed presuppositions of ever recur
ring problems, sense-investigation will keep us from aberration, forget
fulness, and irresponsibility. " If science, with radical responsibility,
has reached decisions, they can impress on life habitual norms as
volitional bents, as predelineated forms within which the individual deci
sions ought in any case to confine themselves, and can confine them
selves so far as those universal decisions have become actually appro
priated. For a rational practice, theory a priori can be only a delimiting
form; it can only plant fences, the crossing of which indicates absurdity
or aberration" (FTL, p. 6) .
The first of these radical generalities is precisely that which au
thorizes the return inquiry: the unity of geom etry's sense is that of a
tradition. Geometry's development is a history only because it is a
history. However far its building up progresses, however generous the
proliferation of its forms and metamorphoses may be . they do not call
again into question the unified sense of what, in this development, is to
be thought of as the geometrical science . The ground of this unity is the
world itself: not as the finite totality of sentient beings, but as the
infinite totality of possible experiences in space in general. The unity of
the geometrical science , which is also its oneness, is not confi n ed to the
systematic coherence of a geometry whose axioms are already consti
tuted; its unity is that of a traditional geometrical sense infinitely open
to all its own revolutions . To pose the question of this traditional unity is
to ask oneself: how, historically, have all geometries been, or will they
be, geometries?
Furthermore, this unity of geometry's sense, such as it is announced
in the Origin, is not a general concept that is extracted or abstracted
from various known geometries. On the contrary, it is the primordial
concrete essence of geometry that makes such a generalizing operation
possible . Nor is this sense-unity to be confused with the concept that
Husserl in fact determined as the ideal orienting geometrical practice in

geometry's objective thematic field.45 This concept (already marked by
history) is, as we know, that of a "definite" nomology and an exhaus
tive deductivity. 46 Starting from a system of axioms which " governs" a
multiplicity, every proposition is determinable either as analytic conse
quence or as analytic contradiction.47 That would be an alternative we
could not get beyond . Such confidence did not have long to wait before
being contradicted ; indeed its vulnerability has been well shown, par
ticularly when G6del discovered the rich possibility of "undecidable "
propositions in 1 93 1 .
But all the questions about the possibility or impossibility of main
taining Husserl's demands-either as an essentially inaccessible regu
lative ideal or as a methodological rule and actual technique (which no
longer in general seems possible)-are they not asked precisely within
this unity of the geometrico-mathematical horizon in general , within the
open unity of a science? And it is within the horizon that Husserl here
questions that the preoccupation with decidability belongs. I n its very
negativity , the notion of the un-decidable-apart from the fact that it
only has such a sense by some irreducible reference to the ideal of
decidability4S-also retains a mathematical value derived from some
unique source of value vaster than the project of definiteness itself. This
whole debate is only understandable within something like the geomet
rical or mathematical science, whose unity is still to come on the basis of
what is announced in its origin. Whatever may be the responses con
tributed by the epistemologist or by the activity of the scientific inves4� On the two ' ' faces" of science ' s thematic and the objective character of the thematic
on which the scientific researcher i s exclusively focu sed in his activ ity as researcher. cf.
FTL, §9, pp. 36-38. " Thus the geometer . . . will not th ink of exploring, besides geomet
rical shapes, geometrical thinking" (p. 36).
4 0 On these questions, cf. in particular Jean Cavailles, S ur f a Logique et f a theorie de fa
science (Paris : Presses Universitaires de France , 1 947), pp. 70ff. : Tr�m-Duc-Th {lO ,
Phenomenofogie, p . 35 : and especially S . Bachelard , A Study of Husserl' s Logic [Part I ,
Ch . 3 ] . pp. 43-63 .
47 This ideal is clearly defined by H u sserl , notably in the LI, I , Pro!. , §70, pp. 24 1 and
243 , before a section in which the relations of the philosopher and the mathematician are
defined : in Ideas I. §72, pp . 1 87-88: and in FTL. § 3 1 , pp . 94-97.
4H Moreover, that the analyses of the Origin concerning the synthetic style of mathe
matical tradition serve as an example of tradition in general is thus confirmed. The very
movement which enriches sense retains a sedimentary reference to the antecedent sense
at the bottom of the new sense and cannot dispense w ith it . The intention which grasps
the new sense is original insofar as the prior project stil l remains and the intention will
simply not " gi ve way" to it. Thus , undecidability has a revolutionary and disconcerting
sense , it is itself only if it remains essentially and intrinsically haunted in its sense of
origin by the te/os of decidability-whose di sruption it marks.
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tigator to these important intra-mathematical questions of definiteness
and completeness, they can only be integrated into this unity of the
mathematical tradition which is questioned in the Origin. And they will
never concern, in the "objective" thematic sphere of science where
they must exclusively remain, anything but the determined nature of
the axiomatic systems and of the deductive interconnections that they
do or do not authorize. But the objective thematic field of mathematics
must already be constituted in its mathematical sense , in order for the
values of consequence and inconsistency to be rendered problematic,
and in order to be able to say, against the classic affirmations of Hus
serl, "tertium datur. " 49
Consequently , if the origin of mathematics and the unity of its sense
were in Husserl' s eyes essentially tied to this ideal of exhaustive de
ductivity , and even if they were identical with this ideal, the Origin 's
question would be tainted at the outset by a certain historical relativity,
no matter what Husserl himself may have thought about this relativity
and despite whatever interest it may still hold as such. In other words,
if the primordial act of grounding that Husserl wishes to el icit [solliciter J
here was the institution of an axiomatic and deductive field or even the
institution of ax iomatics and the ideal of deductivity in general-and if
this institution was described as that of mathematics itself-then the
Husserlian project would be seriously threatened by the evolution of
axiomatiziation toward a total formalization within which one necessar
ily comes up against the limits stated by Godel's theorem (and related
theorems) . But that is not so ! Even if Husserl at one time adopted the
conception of grounding axiomatics and even proposed it as the ideal
for " all 'exact' eidetic disciplines" (Ideas I, § 7 , p . 56) , it seems he only
considered this to be a secondary grounding . There is no doubt, in any
case, that the kinds of primordial evidence he investigates here are for

him prior to those of axioms and serve as their ground. In fact, we can
read in the Origin ( 1 68): "one must also take note of the constructive
activities that operate with geometrical idealities which have been 'ex
plicated' but not brought to primordial evidence. (Primordial evidence
must not be confused with the evidence of 'axioms' ; for axioms are in
principle the results of primordial sense-fashioning (Sinnbildung) and al
ways have this behind them )" [modifiedJ,'-'o
Axiomatics in general (from which alone every ideal of exhaustive
and exact deductivity can take its sense , from which alone every prob
lem of decidability can then spring) already supposes, therefore , a
sedimentation of sense: i.e . , axiomatics supposes a primordial evi
dence , a radical ground which is already past. It is then already exiled
from the origins to which Husserl now wishes to return.
Consequentl�', if Husserl (from the Logical Investigations to Ideas I
and to Formal and Transcendental Logic ) indeed assigned the narrow
sense of decidability to the notion of geometrical determinability, this is
because he let himself be guided in his nonhistorical investigations by
the present state of a ready-made science . But as soon as the question of
origin arises, geometrical determinability seems indeed to have the
sense of geometrical determinability in general, as the infinite horizon of
a science, whatever future forms develop.;;! When Husser! speaks in the

1!1

Hu sserl writes in FTL, � 3 1 , p . 96: " the idea of a 'nomolof{ical science ' , or correla
tively the idea of an infinite province (in mathematico-logical parlance , a multiplicity)
governable by an explanatory nomology, includes the idea that there is no truth about
such a province that is not deducibly i nc luded in the 'fundamental laws' of the corre
sponding nomological science-just as, in the ideal Euclid, there i s no truth about space
that is not deducibly included in the ' complete' ( vollstiindigen) system of space-axioms . "
Then , defining the " multiplicity-form in the pregna n t sen se , " Hu sserl continues: " Such a
multiplicity-form is defined, not by just any formal axiom-system , but by a 'complete'
one . . . . The axiom-system formally defini ng such a mult iplicity i s distinguished by the
circumstance that any proposition (proposition-form , n aturally) that can be constructed ,
in accordance with the grammar of pure logic , out of the concepts (concept-forms) occur
ing [sic] in that system , is e ither ' true'-that is to say: an analytic (purely deducible )
consequence of the axioms-or 'false'-that is to say : an analytic contradiction-; ter
tillm non datllr . . .

:;O Our emphasis. " Expl i cation" ( Verdeutlichu ng) is not to be confused e ither with
clarification (Kliirung) or reactivation: remaining within const ituted sense , explication
makes that sense distinct without restoring it to its ful l clarity , i . e. , to its value as present
cognition, and above all without reactivating its primordi al intention. It is for reasons of
grammatical construction (the u se of past or present participles, of substantive or infin i
tive forms , e tc . ) that we have kept the classic translation of Verdeutlichung as e xplica
tion . S . Bachelard comments more rigorously on the sense of this notion by translating it
as " process of distinguishing" or " process wh ich renders distinct . " On all the p roblem s
concerning explication, clarificat ion , and reactivation of propositions in general . problems
to which allusion is made in the Origin, cf. notably FTL, § § 1 6 and 17, pp . 5 6-63 , and
Appendix I I , pp. 3 1 3-29: also S. Bachelard , A S tlldy of Husserl ' s Logic , Ch . 1 , pp. 1 4-2 3 .
I n h is formulation o f the Origin , Fink specifies these distinctions. Instead o f opposing
" reactivation" and " explication ," he distinguishes between two moments or type s of
reactivation in general: reactivation as " logical explication" and reactivation of the
" tradition of sense-formation (Sinnbildungstradition ) i nternally present in a t hematic
sense-formation." " When reactivation i n the first sense i s completed, when it comes to
an end, only then does reactivation as return i nqu iry concerning the 'primal instituting'
begin" ( " Die Frage ," p. 2 1 5) . Thu s , t h is formulation confirms and underscores the
necessary anteriority of the static analy sis and the s tatic fixing of sense, both of which
must control all genetic bearing [demarche ] .
:;1 Geometrical determinability i n the broad sense wou ld only be the regional and
abstract form of an infinite determinability of being in general , wh ich H u sserl so often
called the ultimate horizon for every theoretical attitude and for all philosophy.
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of a " horizon of geometrical future in precisely this style" ( 159) ,
this style is not that of deductivity, but of geometry or mathematics in
general, from which as yet and always the undecidables or any other
future mathematical formation will stem.
This means that from now on when investigating origins, the ideal
itself of decidability , along with every factual stage of the history of
mathematics as such , is reduced; so, too, is each determined factual
tradition-by disclosing the purely mathematical tradition and pure
traditionality in general. Thus we understand HusserI ' s repeated stipu
lation in the Origin that, concerning exact sciences, he is speaking about
the "so-called 'deductive sciences' ' ' ; adding: "so called, although they
by no means merely deduce" ( 1 68) . There is thus a truth , or rather a
geometrico-mathematical truth-sense in general, which does not permit
itself to be bound by the alternative of "true" or "false," as prescribed
by the ideal of a definite multiplicity, in which "the concepts ' true ' and
'formal implication of the axioms' are equivalent, and likewise also the
concepts 'false' and 'formally implied as the opposite of a formal impli
cation of the axioms' (Ideas I, §72 , p. 1 88). The unity of geometrical
truth' s primordial sense, that unity which orients the Origin, could then
be posed in a question of this kind: what is mathematical determinabil
ity in general, if the undecidability of a proposition , for example, is still
a mathematical determination? Essentially, such a question cannot ex
pect a determined response, it should only indicate the pure openness
and unity of an infinite horizon.
Since a fact's opacity could be reduced from the very beginning by
the production of ideal objects, historical interconnections are inter
connections of sense and value, which-by capitalizing ad infinitum and
according to an original mode-can never keep their sedimentary de
posits out of circulation. That is a possibility, but not a necessity, since
the interest and the difficulty of HusserI's analysis result from what
this analysis accrues on both planes at once.
Sometimes Husser! considers geometry and science in general as cer
tain forms among others of what he calls the cultural world. In effect
they borrow all their characteristics from it. This world exists entirely
"through tradition" ( 1 58). And the sciences are only some traditions
among others. On the subject of tradition in general, we have some
apriori evidence that no ignorance of factual history can undermine . On
the one hand, we know with "a knowledge of unassailable
evidence"-an "implicit knowledge" which inhabits this factual " lack
of knowledge, everywhere and essentially" ( I 58)-that cultural forma
tions always refer to human productions ; then, they refer to spiritual
acts, as Husserl immediately concludes in a move which we will con-

sider later. This reference to the productive act is inscribed in the
formation itself, but it can pass unnoticed on account of the ideal forma
tion' s autonomy. Hence the necessity to recall the apriori banalities
buried by science and culture.:;� In a similar fashion, we know that
humanity has a past and that, from this fact, it is in the past that the
" first inventors" ( 1 58) themselves are found ; and although they have
instituted new spiritual forms, they have been able to do so only by
disposing of raw or already traditional , i.e. , spiritually shaped ,
materials .
But on the other hand, traditional development, from which every
culture acquires totality at each moment (in a mediate or immediate
synchrony) , does not have a causal style of genesis . In the world of
natural reality subject to a causal type of development, sedimentation is
not that of an acquired sense that is continually and internally recapitu
lated. There is no natural history for Husser! any more than for Hegel,
and for the same reasons. The analogy will be even greater when we see
that, for Husserl as for Hegel , culture itself in its fi n ite empirical units is
not sufficient to constitute the pure unity of a history. This will be the
case for all anthropological cultures which do not participate in the
European eidos.
Here the Origin repeats Husserl ' s critique ofDilthey in "Philosophy as
Rigorous Science. " While completely accepting Dilthey' s criticism of
the causalist naturalization of spirit and the principle of an original
typo-morphology of cultural totalities, Husser! wishes to extract the
idea of science (i.e. , above all , philosophy) from the SUbj ective imma
nence of the Weltanschauung.
As cultural form, the idea of science is undoubtedly also part of the
Weltanschauung, and the content of science and philosophy is undoubt
edly transmitted according to the same process as all other forms of
culture and tradition in general . The process is analogous, ifnot identicaL
to that of internal time-consciousness described from the noematic
viewpoint in the 1 904- 1 0 lectures. The present appears neither as the
�upture nor the effect of a past, but as the retention of a present past,
I . e . , as the retention of a retention , and so forth . Since the retentional
power of living consciousness is finite , this consciousness preserves
significations, values, and past acts as habitualities (habitus) and
sedimentations . Traditional sedimentation in the communal world will
have the function of going beyond the retentional fi n itude of individual
consciousness. Of course , sedimentary retention is not only the condi-
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tion for the possibility of protention: it also belongs essentially to the
general form of protention, which is itself conceived under the abso
lutely unique and universal form of the Living Present. The latter,
which is the primordial absolute of temporality , is only the maintenance
of what indeed mu st be called the dialectic of protention and retention,
despite HusserI ' s repugnance for that word. In the movement of pro
tention, the present is retained and gone beyond as past present, in
order to constitute another primordial and original Absolute, another
Living Present. Without this extraordinary absolute alteration of what
always remains in the concrete and lived form of an absolute Present,
without this always renewed originality of an absolute primordiality ,
always present and always lived as such , no history would be possible.
Also , what is true of the Living Present is true of what supposes it as its
ground, the historic present; the latter always refers more or less imme
diately to the totality of a past which inhabits it and which always
appears under the general form of a project . At every moment each
historic totality is a cultural structure animated by a project which is an
" idea." Thus " Weltanschauung, too, is an ' idea' " (" PRS ," p. 1 35) .
But at other times, on the contrary, Husserl describes science as a
unique and archetypal form of traditional culture. Besides all the
characteristics that it has in common with other cultural formations,
science claims an essential privilege : it does not permit itself to be
enclosed in any historically determined culture as such, for it has the
universal validity of truth . As a cultural form which is not proper to any
de facto culture, the idea of science is the index of pure culture in
general; it designates culture's eidos par excellence. In this sense , the
cultural form " science" (of which geometry is one example) is itself
" exemplary" in the double sense of this word, eidetic and teleological :
it is the particular example which guides the eidetic reduction and intui
tion, but it also is the example and model which must orient culture as
its ideal. Science is the idea of what, from the first moment of its
production, must be true always and for everyone, beyond every given
cultural area. It is the infinite eidos opposed to the finite ideal which
animates the Weltanschauung:
Weltanschauung, too, is an "idea , " but of a goal lying in the finite , in
principle to be realized in an individual life by way of constant
approach . . . . The "idea" of Weltanschauung is consequently a
different one for each time. . . . The " idea" of science , on the
contrary, is a supratemporal one, and here that means limited by no
relatedness to the spirit of one time. . . . Science is a title standing for
absolute, timeless values . Every such value, once discovered, belongs

thereafter to the treasure trove of all succeeding humanity and
obviously determines likewise the material contel1t of the idea of
culture, wisdom, Weltanschauung, as well as of Weltanschauung
philosophy. (Ibid. , pp. 135-36)

In a non-descriptive pure science , the mode of sedimentation is such
that no signification ceases to circulate at any moment and can always
be reconceived and reawakened in its circulation . If it was necessary
then to distinguish between natural reality and spiritual culture, we
must now discriminate, in order to understand pure culture and
traditionality in general , between empirical culture and that of truth . In
other words, between de facto historical culture, on the one hand, in
which sense-sedimentation does not exclude the fact that validity
(which is rooted in a language, terrain, epoch, and so forth) can become
dated [peremption ] , and on the other hand, the culture of truth , whose
ideality is absolutely normative.53 No doubt, the latter would be in fact
impossible without the former. But on the one hand, the culture of truth
is the highest and most irreducible possibility of empirical culture ; on
the other hand, the culture of truth is itself only the possibility of a
reduction of empirical culture and is manifested to itself only through
such a reduction, a reduction which has become possible by an irrup
tion of the infinite as a revolution within empirical culture.
At the same time, the culture and tradition of the truth are charac
terized by a paradoxical historicity. In one sense, they can appear
disengaged from all history, since they are not intrinsically affected by
the empirical content of real history and by determined cultural inter
connections . This emancipation can be confused with a breaking from
history in general. For those who confine themselves to historical factu
ality, as well as for those who enclose themselves in the ideal ity of
validity, the narration of the truth can only have the historic originality of
myth .
But in another sense, one that corresponds to Husserl' s intention, the
tradition of truth is the most profound and purest history. Only the pure
unity of such a tradition' s sense is apt to establish this continuity.
Indeed, without this no authentic history would be thought or projected
as such; there would only be an empirical aggregate of fi n ite and acci
dental units. As soon as phenomenology breaks from both con
ventional Platonism and historicist empiricism , the movement of
,;3 As Husserl had already stressed in the LI (I, I , §32, p. 3 3 1 ) , ideality is not always
normative . Validity is a higher ideality which can or cannot be attached to ideality in
general. We will see this much later: the sense of error has its own particular ideality.
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truth that it wishes to describe is really that of a concrete and specific
history-the foundations of which are a temporal and creative sub
jectivity ' s acts based on the sensible world and the life-world as cultural
world .
This progress is brought about by the permanent totalization and
repetition of its acquisitions . Geometr y is born "out of afirst acquisi
tion, out of first creative activities . We understand its persisting manner
of being: it is not only a mobile forward process from one set of acquisi
tions to another but a continuo us synthesis in which all acquisitio ns
maintain their validity, all make up a totality such that, at every present
stage, the total acquisition is, so to speak, the total premise for the
acquisitio ns of the new level. . . . The same thing is true of every
science" ( 1 59) .
Let us understand this as true of every non-desc riptive science .
These synthese s do not occur in a psychological memory , however
collectiv e, but rather in that "rational memory " so profound ly de
scribed by Gaston Bachelard , a memory based on a "recurrent fruitful
ness, " which alone is capable of constitut ing and retaining the "events
of reason . " 54 In his Philosophy of Arithmetic, Husserl already distin
guished between psychol ogical temporality as successi veness (what
Hume describe d) and the temporality of the synthetic interconnections
of sense. He continue d to explicate this differenc e , and in the Origin
" in
( 1 66) he emphas izes that a scientific stage is not only a sense which
a
in
sense
fact comes later," but the integration of the whole earlier
new project.
Egological subjectiv ity cannot be responsi ble for this develop ment,
which is continua lly totalized in an absolute Present. Only a commun al
subjectiv ity can produce the historical system of truth and be wholly
responsi ble for it. Howeve r, this total subjectiv ity, whose unity must be
absolute and a priori (otherwise even the slightest truth would be un
imaginable) is but the common place of all egological subjectivities,
whether actually present or possible , whether past, present, or future,
whether known or unknow n. " Every science is related to an open chain
of the generations of those who work for and with one another , re
searchers either known or unknown to one another who are the pro
ductive subjecti vity of the total living science " ( 1 59 [modified]) .
Since the totality of science is open, the universa l commun ity also
has the unity of a horizon. Furthermore, the image of the " open chain"
does not exhau st the depth of this commun al subjectivity. For it not
,';4 Cf. in particular Le Rationalisme applique, 4th ed. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France, 1 970), pp. 2 and 42-46.

only has the unity of interrelatedness and co-responsibility-each in
vestigator not only feels himself tied to all the others by the unity of an
object or task-but the investigator' s own subjectivity is constituted by
the idea or horizon of this total subjectivity which is made responsible
in and through him for each of his acts as a scientific investigator. In
and through him, that means without being substituted for him, because,
at the same time, he remains the absolute origin, the constituting and pres
ent source of truth. Phenomenologically, the transcendental we is not
som ething other than the transcendental Ego . The latter's acts, even
when they seem mandated by an ideal community, do not cease to be irre
ducibly those of a monadic "[ think" -to which it suffices to reduce the
empirical egological content of the ego in order to discover the d imen
sion of the " we" as a moment of the eidos "ego. One would indeed
be tempted to think that it is the we that makes possible the reduction of
the empirical ego and the emergence of the eidos " ego, " if such an
hypothesis did not lead, against Husserl ' s most explicit intentions, to
placing the ego logical monad in abstract relation to the total subjec
tivity. In any case, if there is a history of truth , it can only be this
concrete implication and this reciprocal envelopment of totalities and
absolutes . This is possible only because we are dealing with ideal and
spiritual implications. The description of these two characteristics,
ideality and spirituality, so frequently evoked in the Origin, does not
correspond, as we know, to any metaphysical assertion . In addition to
which, they are "founded" in the sense of Fundierung.
The irreducible historicity of geometrical becoming is characterized
by the fact that "the total sense of geometry" (and its necessary noetic
correlate , total subjectivity) "could not have been present as a project
and then as mobile fulfillment at the beginning" ( ] 59) . If the history of
geometry were only the development of a purpose wholly present from
the beginning, we would have to deal only with an explication or a
quasi-creation. We would have on one side a synchronic or timeless
[uchronique p6 ground and, on the other side, a purely empirical diach
rony with its indicative function but without any proper unity of its
own. Neither pure diachrony nor pure synchrony make a history. The
" :'I;'
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We should also note Derrida's use of the roots "temporalite " and "chronie" in
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rejected hypothesis is once more that of a complicity between
" Platonism" and empiricism.
As a matter of fact, even before the possibility of the open project of
geometry, " a more primitive formation of sense (Sinnbildung) necessar
ily went before it as a preliminary stage, undoubtedly in such a way
that it appeared for the first time in the evidence of successful actualiza
tion" ( 1 59-60 [modifi e d]).
,
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Having reached this point, Husser! performs a detour which may
seem .d isconcerting. Instead of describing this primitive genesis of sense
in itself and in its Erstmaligkeit, he tacitly and provisionally considers it
to be already done, its sense being already evident. He is content to
recall that we know the general form of this evidence:37 the latter must
be-it cannot not be-like all evidence (whether perceptive or eidetic),
the intuition of a natural reality or of an ideal object, i . e . , "grasping an
existent in the consciousness of its original being-itself-there" ( 1 60
[modified]). This recalls the "principle of all principles" defined in Ideas
I. However little we may know about the first geometrical evidence, we
do know a priori that it has had to assume this form. But even though
applied to a historical origin in this case, this a priori knowledge con
cerning the form of evidence is nothing less than historical. Defining a
"source of au thority" [Ideas I, §24 , p. 83] for the cognition of any object
in general, it is one of those formal a priori supposed by every material
science; here by geometry and history. Since the first geometrical evi
dence has had to conform to this pattern, we can have a first certainty
about it in the absence of any other material knowledge. Hence the
content of geometrical evidence (a content which is historical because
created for the first time) is not defined for the moment. Husser! consid
ers it already acquired.
This abstention before the content of the primordial act and evidence
is provisional. It is a question of a methodological limitation and , once
again, of the necessity to take one' s starting point in the constituted .
But this methodological necessity is only legitimate on the basis of a
profound philosophical decision. Having cleared this stage, Husserl in
effect continues his meditation (now protected by that formal legitima
tion) as if his theme were no longer the origin of geometrical sense, but
.) 7 This i s done i n terms which recall those of Ideas I, no doubt, b ut above all those of
FTL: cf. notably FTL, § 59, pp. 1 56-59 .
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the genesis of the absolute (i .e. , ideal) Objectivity of sense, this sense
being already present for any consciousness whatsoever. Husserl re
peatedly and obstinately returns to a question which is at bottom the
following: how can the subjective egological evidence of sense become
objective and intersubjective? How can it give rise to an ideal and true
object, with all the characteristics that we know it to have: omnitem
poraI validity, universal normativity , intelligibility for "everyone, " up
rootedness out of all "here and now" factuality, and so forth? This is the
historical repetition of the question of Objectivity so frequently asked in
the five lectures of The Idea of Phenomenology: how can subjectivity go
out of itself in order to encounter or constitute the object?·'JH
Husserl has, then, provisionally abstained before the historical con
tent of Erstmaligkeit only to ask the question of its objectification
[objectivation ], i . e . , of its launching into history and its historicity. For a
sense has entered into history only if it has become an absolute object,
.'H H usserl had posed this question in the same terms but in i ts most inclusive extension
and with a more cri tical , but less h istorical, inflexion i n FTL, § 1 00, pp. 263-64. There,
however, it is limited to the egological sphere of Objecti v ity . Here it is focu sed on the
possibility of objective spirit as the condition for h istory and in this respect takes the
opposite view to Dilthey' s question. Dilthey, in effect, starts from the already constituted
objective spiri t . For him, what matters is knowing how the significations and the values of
thi s objective milieu can be interiorized and assumed as such by i ndiv idual subjects-first
of all in the historian ' s work on the basis of testimonies which are individual in their origin
or object . Moreover, this question led Dilthey to discover , like H usserl, a non
psychological dimension of the subject. Dilthey writes: " N ow the following que stion
arises: how a nexus which is not produced as such in a mind [tete ], which consequently i s
not directly experienced and c a n no more be l e d back t o t h e lived experience o f a person,
how can it be constituted as such in the historian on the basis of the statements of th i s
person o r o f statements made about t h i s matter'? Th is pre suppose s that some logical
SUbjects, who are not psychological subjects, can be constitu ted" (Part I I I : " Plan der
Fortsetzung zum Aufbau der geschichtlichen Welt in den Geisteswissenschaften . En
twiirfe zur Kritik der historischen Vernunft" [" Plan for the Continuation of the Forma
tion of the H istorical World in the H uman Studies. Sketches for a Critique of H istorical
Reason" ] , in Dilthey' s Der Aufbau der geschichtlichen Welt in den Geisteswissenschaf
ten, ed . B ernard Groethuysen , 2nd ed. (Stuttgart: B . G . Teubner and Gottingen: Van
denhoeck and Ruprecht, 1 958), Vol . 7 of Gesammelte Sch riften , p. 282.
Thi s question i s "turned over" in the Origin in formulas which are strangely similar to
those of Dilthey. This "reverse side" of the question concerns the radical origin and the
conditions of possibility for the objective spirit itself. After the interconnections of sense
and the evidences of a monadic ego from which we cannot not start , de facto as wel l as de
j ure , how can an objective spirit i n general be constituted as the place of truth, tradition ,
co-responsibility , and so forth ? We will see that, according to H u sserl, a " logical "
subject will no more be able to be responsible for such a possibility than could the
psychological subject .
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i.e. , an ideal object which, paradoxically, must have broken all the
moorings which secured it to the empirical ground of history. The con
ditions of Objectivity are then the conditions of historicity itself.
When Husserl farther on devotes a few lines to the production and
evidence of geometrical sense as such and its own proper content, he
will do so only after having determined the general conditions of its
Objectivity and of the Objectivity of ideal objectivities. Thus, only
retroactively and on the basis of its results can we illuminate the pure
sense of the subjective praxis which has engendered geometry. The
sense of the constituting act can only be deciphered in the web of the
constituted object. And this necessity is not an external fate, but an
essential necessity of intentionality. The primordial sense of every in
tentional act is only its final sense, i .e . , the constitution of an object (in
the broadest sense of these terms) . That is why only a teleology can
open up a passage, a way back toward the beginnings.
If the sense of geometrical sense is Objectivity or the intention of
Objectivity, if geometry is here the exemplary index of being scientific ,
and if history is the highest and most revelatory possibility for a univer
sal history (the concept of which would not exist without it), then the
sense of sense in general is here determined as object: as some thing
that is accessible and available in general and first for a regard or gaze.
The worldly image of gaze would not be the unnoticed model of the
theoretical attitude of pure consciousness but, on the contrary, would
borrow its sense from that attitude. This is very much in accord with the
initial direction of phenomenology : the object in general is the final
category of everything that can appear, i.e . , that can be for a pure
consciousness in general. Objects in general join all regions to con
sciousness, the Ur-Region. 59
Also, when Husserl affirms that a sense-production must have first
presented itself as evidence in the personal consciousness of the inven
tor, and when he asks the question of its subsequent (in a factual
chronological order) objectification, he elicits a kind of fiction destined
to make the characteristics of ideal Objectivity problematic and to
show that they are not a matter of course . Truly, there is not first a
SUbjective geometrical evidence which would then become objective .
Geometrical evidence only starts "the moment" there i s evidence of an
ideal objectivity. The latter is such only " after" having been put into
intersubjective circulation. " Geometrical existence is not psychic exis
tence � it does not exist as something personal within the personal sphere
of consciousness ; it is the existence of what is Objectively there for
.';9

Cf. Ideas

I.

in particular § 76, pp. 1 94-97.

' everyone' (for actual and possible geometers, or those who understand
geometry). Indeed, it has, from its primal institution, an existence
which is peculiarly supratemporal and which-of this we are certain-is
accessible to all men, first of all to the actual and possible mathe
maticians of all peoples, all ages; and this is true of all its particular
forms " ( 1 60 [modified]).
" Before" and " after" must then be neutralized in their factuality and
used in quotation marks. But can we simply replace them with the
timeless "if" and "provided that" of the condition of possibility?
The language of genesis could well seem fictive at this point: the
description of any real development (neutralized in principle) would not
call for it, but bringing to light the formal conditions of possibility, the
de jure implications, and eidetic stratifications does. Are we not then
dealing with history? Does this not return us to a classic transcendental
regression? And is not the interconnecting of transcendental neces
sities, even if narrated according to how it develops, at bottom the
static, structural, and normative schema for the conditions of a history
rather than history itself?
Questions of this kind might seriously impugn the whole originality of
this attempt. But it seems they remain outside Husserl ' s intention.
Undoubtedly there is not in this account the least grain of history if we
understand by that the factual content of development. But the neces
sity of this reduction has been justified at the outset. And the annoyed
letdown of those who would expect Husserl to tell them what really
happened, to tell them a story [leur raconte une histoire ], can be sharp
and easily imaginable: 60 however, this disappointment is illegitimate.
Husserl only wished to decipher in advance the text hidden under every
empirical story about which we would be curious . Factual history can
then be given free rein: no matter what its style, its method, or its
philosophy, it will always more or less naively suppose the possibility
and necessity of the interconnections described by Husserl. Undoubt
edly these interconnections are always marked by a juridical and
transcendental signification, but they refer to concrete acts lived in a
unique system of instituting implications , i.e. , in a system that has been
originally produced only once-that remains de facto and de jure, ir
reversible. These then are the interconnections-of what is, in the fullest
sense of the word, history itself. Thus, confronting what is through and
through a historical adventure (the fact of which is irreplaceable), an
flO
Cf. in particular Tran-Duc-Thao, Phenomenoiogie, p. 22 1 . Following this interpreter,
"the subjectivist point of view" in The Origin of Geometry would have prohibited Hus
serl from "going beyond the level of common sense remarks."
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apriori and eidetic reading and discourse should be possible. Husserl
did not invent such a possibility ; it was simply disclosed as what im
plicitly has always conditioned the existence of the ideal objects of a
pure science and thus of a pure tradition, and consequently of a pure
historicity, the model of history in general.
Pure-interconnections-of history, apriori-thought-of history, does this
not mean that these possibilities are not in themselves historical? Not at
an , for they are nothing but the possibilities of the appearance of history
as such , outside which there is nothing. History itself establishes the
possibility of its own appearing.

than the natural existent. For if the latter resists or opposes anything, it
would always be a de facto empirical subjectivity. Therefore , the real
object can never attain that absolute Objectivity which can be proposed
for all subjectivity in general in the intangible identity of its sense. The
question "how is any object in general possible? " assumes its sharpest
and most adequate form, then, in the Origin, when Husserl wonders:
"How is ideal Objectivity possible? " Here the question also attains its
greatest difficulty, since recourse to the natural Objectivity of a worldly
existent is no longer possible. Besides, once having reached the level of
ideal Objectivity, we still encounter several more degrees .
N o doubt language i s "thoroughly made u p of ideal objectivities ; for
example, the word Lowe [lion] occurs only once in the German lan
guage ; it is identical throughout its innumerable utterances by any given
persons" ( 1 6 1 [modified]).
Thus, the word [mot] has an ideal Objectivity and identity, since it is
not identical with any of its empirical , phonetic , or graphic mate
rializations. It is always the same word which is meant and recognized
through all possible linguistic gestures. Insofar as this ideal object con
fronts language as such, the latter supposes a spontaneous neutraliza
tion of the factual existence of the speaking subject, of words, and of
the thing designated. Speech [La parole ], then, is only the practice of an
immediate eidetic .fi� Andre de Muralt notes very precisely that the

v

This possibility is first called "language. " If we ask ourselves about
the manner in which the subjective evidence of geometrical sense gains
its ideal Objectivity, we must first note that ideal Objectivity not only
characterizes geometrical and scientific truths ; it is the element of lan
guage in general. " It is proper to a whole class of spiritual products of
the cultural world, to which not only all scientific formations and the
sciences themselves belong but also, for example, the formations of
literary art" ( 1 60 [modified]).
This movement is analogous to what we analyzed earlier: the ideal
Objectivity of geometry is first presented as a characteristic common to
an forms of language and culture, before its ' 'exemplary" privilege is
defined. In an important note , Husserl specifies that "the broadest
concept of literature" ( 1 60) comprises all ideal formations, since, in
order to be such , they must always be capable of being expressible in
discourse and translatable , directly or not, from one language into
another. In other words, ideal formations are rooted only in language in
general, not in the factuality of languages and their particular linguistic
incarnations .
I t i s through these themes, already present i n the Logical Investiga
tions and the first sections of Formal and Transcendental Logic, that the
very subtle and specific character of the Husserlian question appears.
The ideal object is the absolute model for any object whatever, for
objects in general.!i! It is always more objective than the real object,
61
This ideality of the object, i .e . , here , of the mathematical thing itself, is not the
non-reality of the noema described in Ideas I (especially § § 88, 97ff. ) . The l atter charac
terizes the type of intentional i nclusion of every noema in conscious lived experience,
whatever the intended type of existent may be and however it may be intended (even if

we are deali ng with perception of a real thing) . H owever, there is no doubt that this
non-reality of the noema (a very d ifficult and decisive notion) may be what, in the last
analysis, permits the repetition of sense as the "same " and makes the idealization of
identity in general possible . U ndoubtedly, we could show this in a precise way on the
basis of §62 of FTL, devoted to ' ' The I deality of All Species of Objectiv ities Over Again st
the Constituting Consciousness" and the " universal ideality of a ll intentional unities"
(pp. 1 65-66).
li2
The linguistic neutralization of existence is an original idea only in the technical and
thematic signification that phenomenology gives it. Is not this idea the favorite of Mal
larme and Valery? H egel above all had amply explored it. In the Encyclopedia ( one of the
few Hegelian works that H usserl seems to have read) , the l ion already te stifies to this
neutralization as an exemplary martyr: " Confronting the name-Lion-we no longer
have any need either of an intuition of such an animal or even an image , but the name
(when we u nderstand it) is its simple and imageless representation; in the name we think"
(§462) . (This passage is cited by Jean H yppolite in his Logique et existence: Essai sur La
logique de Hegel [Pari s: Presses Universitaires de France , 1 953] , p . 39, a work which , on
a great many points, lets the profound convergence of Hegelian and H usserlian thought
appear.)
Hegel also writes : "The first act , by which Adam is made master of the animal s, was to
impose on them a name , i .e . , he annihilated them in their existence (as existents)"
( " System of 1 803- 1 804" ) . C ited by Maurice Blanchot in La Part dufeu (Paris: Gallimard,
1 949) , p. 325.
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"reduction is implicitly carried out-simply performed and not yet made
explicit-as soon as language is considered on its own account.
Here we are concerned with the eidetic reduction. But, paradoxi
cally, for this reason it seems more difficult to say that "a thought which
moves solely on the level of language is necessarily in the attitude of the
phenomenological reduction [our emphasis] ; it is set squarely in the
eidetic world of significations or pure lived experiences .
For if the phenomenological reduction is taken in its fullest sense, it
must also entail the reduction of constituted eidetics and then of its own
language. The precaution of "quotation marks" only satisfies this im
perative in an equivocal fashion. This transcendental reduction of eide
tics, which in its most radical moment must still turn us back toward a
new and irreducibly necessary eidetic , that of pure consciousness,
creates in effect some considerable difficulties. HusserI is very con
scious of this and he exposes these difficulties with the greatest clarity
in Ideas 1. 65
Therefore , to the very extent that language is not " natural ," it
paradoxically offers the most dangerous resistance to the phe
nomenological reduction, and transcendental discourse will remain
" Ii:l

" Ii·t

B:l The Idea of Phenomenology: Husser/ian Exemplarism , tr. Garry L. Breckon
(Evanston: Northwestern U niversity Press, 1 974) , p. 1 28.
6 4 Ibid.

[modified] .

" Meanwh ile we cannot disconnect transcendents indefinitely, transcendental purifi
cation cannot mean the disconnection of all transcendents, since otherwise a pure con
sciou sne ss might indeed remain over, but no possbility [sic 1 of a science of pure con
sciousness" (Ideas I, § 59, p. 1 59) . In th is section, devoted to the necessary but difficult
reduction of formal ontology and fonnal logic once all the transcendents of the material
eidetics have been excluded, Husserl concludes in favor of the possibility of such a
reduction, provided the " logical axioms " are maintained, axioms (like the principle of
contradiction) " whose universal and absolute validity" the description of pure con
sciousness could " make transparent by the help of e xamples taken from the data of its
own domain" (p. 1 60). But he says nothing about the language of this ultimate science of
pure consciousness, about the language which at least seems to suppose the sphere of
fonnal logic that we j ust excluded. For Husserl, the univoc ity of expression and certain
precautions taken within and with the help of language itself (distinctions, quotation
marks, neologisms, revaluation and reactivation of old words, and so on) w ill always be
sufficient guarantees of rigor and nonworldline ss .
That is why, despite the remarkable analyses which are devoted to it , despite the
constant interest it bears (from the Logical Investigations to the Origin ) , the specific
problem of language-its origin and i ts usage in a transcendental phenomenology-has
always been excl uded or deferred. Thi s is e xplicitly so in FTL (§2, p. 2 1 , and §5 , p. 27)
and in the Origin, where he h as written: "we shall not go into the general problem which
also arises here of the origin of language in its ideal existence and its existence in the real
world" ( 1 6 1 ) .
I;:;

irreducibly obliterated by a certain ambiguous worldliness.'i'i By imag
ining that the Origin will first indicate the possibility of history as the
possibility of language, we are calculating how difficult is every attempt
to reduce (in some ultimate and radical transcendental regression) a
phenomenology of historicity . And so once more we see a certain non
dependence confirmed in that phenomenology.
66 This is a difficulty that Fink has frequently underscored (particularly in his famous
article in Kan tstudien of 1 933 ["The Phenomenological Philosophy of Edmund Husserl
and Contemporary Criticism " ] ) . For him, the phenomenological reduction "cannot be
presented by means of s imple sentences of the natural attitude. It can be spoken of only
by transforming the natural function of language" ( Letter of May 1 1 , 1 936, cited by
Gaston Berger, The Cogito in Husserl's Philosophy, tr. Kathleen McLaughlin [ Evanston:
Northwestern U niversity Press. 1 972] , p. 49).
And in his admirable lecture on " Les concepts operatoires dans la phenomenologie de
Husserl ," he attributes a certain equivocation in the u sage of operative concepts (that of
" constitution ," for exam ple) to the fact that " H usserl does not pose the problem of a
'transcendental language. ' " H e wonders if, after the reduction, one can still "have at his
disposal a Logos in the same sense as before" (in Husserl, Cah iers de Royaumont, p.
229) .
Similarly , concerning the expression " intentional life , " S. Bachelard evokes the
danger of " a surreptitious return to psychologism. " for " language does not know the
phenomenological reduction and so holds us in the natural attitude" (A Study ofHusserI' s
Logic, p. xxxi ) .
On the basis o f the problems in t h e Origin , we can thu s g o o n t o ask ourselves, for
example , what i s the hidden sense , the nonthematic and dogmatically rece ived sense of
the word " hi story" or of the word " origin"-a sense wh ich . as the common focus of
these s ignifications, permits us to distinguish between factual " history" and intentional
"hi story , " between " origin" in the ordinary sense and phenomenological "orig in ," and
so on . What is the unitary ground starting from which this diffraction of sense is permitted
and intelligible? What is history, what is the origin , about wh ich we can say that we must
understand them sometimes in one sense, sometimes in another? So long as the notion of
origin in general is not criticized as such , the radical vocation i s always threatened by this
mythology of the absolute beginning, so remarkably denounced by Feuerbach in his
" Contribution to the C ritique of H egel ' s Philosophy" ( 1 839) ( cf. Manifestes
philosophiques, tr. L. AIthusser [Paris : Presses Universitaires de France . 1 960] , pp.
1 8-2 1 ) .
These questions can show the need for a certain renewed and rigorous philological or
" etymological" thematic , which would precede the discourse of phenomenology. A
fonnidable task, because it supposes that all the problems which it would have to precede
are resolved , in particular, as a matter of fact : the interlocutory problem of h istory and
that of the possibility of a historical philology . In any c ase , th is task never seems to have
appeared urgent to Husserl , e ven when the i dea of l i nguistic " reactivation" takes on so
much importance for h im . U nlike Heidegger, he almost never indulges in e tymological
variations, and when he does so (cf. FTL, § 1 , pp. 1 8- 1 9) , it does not detennine but
follows the orientation of the investigation. For Husserl, it would be absurd for sense not
to precede---d e jure (and here the de jure is difficult to make clear rune evidence
difficile D-the act of language whose own value will always be that of expression .
It is rather significant that every critical enterprise, juridical or transcendental, is made
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But the word' s degree of ideal Objectivity is only, we could say,
Only within a facto-historical language is the noun "Lowe"
free, and therefore ideal, compared with its sensible, phonetic , or
graphic incarnations. But it remains essentially tied, as a German word,
to a real spatiotemporality � it remains interrelated in its very ideal
Objectivity with the de facto existence of a given language and thus
with the factual subjectivity of a certain speaking community. Its ideal
Objectivity is then relative and distinguishable only as an empirical fact
from that of the French or English word " lion. "
Therefore we cross into a higher degree of ideal Objectivity-let us
call it secondary-as soon as we pass from the word to the unity of the
sense "lion , " from "the expression " to what Husserl calls in the
Logical Investigations the "intentional content" or " the unity of its
signification . The same content can be intended starting from several

languages, and its ideal identity assures its translatability. This ideal
identity of sense expressed by lion, leo, Lowe, and so forth , is then freed
from all factual linguistic subjectivity.
But the "object" itself is neither the expression nor the sense
content.(;r; The flesh and blood lion, intended through two strata of
idealities, is a natural, and therefore contingent, reality; as the percep
tion of the immediately present sensible thing grounds idealities under
those circumstances, so the contingency of the l ion is going to reverber
ate in the ideality of the expression and in that of its sense. The
translatability of the word lion, then, will not in principle be absolute
and universal. It will be empirically conditioned by the contingent en
counter in a receptive intuition of something like the lion. The latter is
not an "objectivity of the understanding, " but an " object of receptiv
ity. "(;9 The ideality of its sense and of what it evokes irreducibly
adheres to an empirical subjectivity. This would be true even if all men
had been able to and could in fact encounter and designate the lion.
Under those circumstances the tie to a de facto anthropological gen
erality would not be reduced any further. This is because the ideality of
sense, considered in itself and l ike that of language, is here a "bound"

primary.

" IH

vulnerable by the irreducible factuality and the natural naivete of its language. We be
come conscious of this vulnerability or of this vocation to silence in a second reflection on
the possibility of the jur�dico-transcendental regression itself. Despite its necessarily
speCUlative style, this reflection is always focused, without having to succumb to empiri
cism , on the world of culture and history. Attentiveness to the "fact" of language in
which ajuridical thought lets itself be transcribed, in which juridicalness would like to be
completely transparent, is a return to factuality as the de jure character of the de jure
itself. It is a reduction of the reduction and opens the way to an infinite discursiveness.
This explains why the return on itself of thought which has never wanted to prescribe
anything but a turning back [rep/i] toward its own proper conditions remains more dif
ficult for the " master" than for the "disciple . " Did not Herder. in his Verstand und
Erfahrung: Eine Metakritik zur Kritik der rein en Vernunft [Leipzig, 1799; rpt. Bruxelles:
Culture et Civilisation, 1 969, 2 vols.]. already reproach Kant for not taking into consid
eration the intrinsic necessity of language and its immanence in the most apriori act of
thought? Did not the author of the Essay on the Origin of Language [tr. Alexander Gode
in On the Origin of Language (New York: Frederick U ngar, 1 966)] also conclude that
language, rooted in cultural experience and in history, made all aprioriness of s ynthetic
judgments impossible or illusory? The inability of received language to be treated themat
ically, an inability which precedes every critical regression as its shadow-is not the
unavowed dogmatism he thus denounces that geschichtlose "Naivitiit" about which
Fink wonders whether it is not the basis for "phenomenology' s methodological revolu
tion" (cf. "L'Analyse intentionnelle et Ie probleme de la pensee speculative" [French tr.
Walter Biemel and Jean Ladriere] , in Problemes actuels de La phenomenologie, ed. H. L.
Van Breda [Paris: Descl ee de Brouwer, 1952], pp. 64-65)? That is only one of the
numerous analogies which could be taken up between the different futures of Kantian and
Husserlian transcendental idealisms, such as they are already outlined. Thus, in any
case, an irreducible proximity of language to primordial thought is signified in a zone
which eludes by nature every phenomenal or thematic actuality. Is this immediacy the
nearness of thought to itself? We would have to show why that cannot be decided.
6 7 Vol. I , Introd. to Vol. I I of the German ed. , §5, and 1 , § 1 1 , particularly pp. 259 and
284-85. Like those of FTL, the analyses concerning linguistic ideality in the Origin

directly suppose the subtle as well as indispensable distinctions found in the LI (nos. 1-5),
especially in the first and fourth Investigations.
In the First Investigation, the notion of " intentional content" or "unity of its significa
tion" announces in the linguistic sphere the notion of "noematic sense," or the " nuclea
tic layer" (Kernschicht) of the noema, a notion the former implies and which is fully
elaborated only in Ideas I (in particular, cf. §90, pp. 24 1ff.). Just as the core unity of
noematic sense (which is not the reality of the object itself) can be intended according to
various intentional modes (the sense " tree" can be attained in a perception, a memory,
an imagining, and so on) in order finally to constitute a "complete" noema with all its
characteristics, so the ideal identity of signification is made accessible to several lan
guages and allows itself to be "translated. " In the Foreword to the 2nd edition of LI
( 1 9 1 3 ; p. 48 of Vol. I of ET), Husserl recognizes that the notion of noema and of the
noetic-noematic correlation lacks completion in the First Investigation.
68 Husserl used a great number of examples when analyzing this distinction for the fi r st
time in the LI (I, 1 , particularly § 12, pp. 286-87).
69 The difference between these two types of Objectivity, which comes back to the
difference between ideal objectivity and real object, is amply described in EJ (§63 , pp.
250tf.). The objectivities of the understanding are on a "higher level" than those of
receptivity. They are not preconstituted, like the latter, in the pure passivity of sensible
receptivity, but in predicative spontaneity. "The mode of their original pregivenness is
their production in the predicative activity of the Ego . . . " [po 25 1 ] . Another difference:
that of their temporality (§64). Whereas the real object has its individual place in the
objective time of the world, the irreal object is, with respect to this latter, tot�lly free,
.
i.e., "timeless. " But its timelessness (ZeitLosigkeit) or its supratemporality ( Uberzeit
lichkeit) is only a " mode" of temporality: omnitemporality (Allzeitlichkeit).
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ideality and not a "free " one . This dissociation between "free idealities "
and "bound idealities, " which is only implied in the Origin 70 (but indis
pensable for its understanding), enables us to comprehend what the
absolute ideal Objectivity of, for example, the geometrical object can
be and what distinguishes it from that of language as such and from that
of the sense-content as such .
The ideal Objectivity of geometry is absolute and without any kind of
limit. Its ideality tertiary is no longer only that of the expression or in
tentional content; it is that of the object itself. All adherence to any real
contingency is removed. The possibility of translation, which is identi
cal with that of tradition , is opened ad infinitum: "The Pythagorean
theorem, indeed all of geometry, exists only once, no matter how often
or even in what language it may be expressed. I t is identically the same
in the 'original language' of Euclid and in all 'translations' ; and within
each language it is again the same, no matter how many times it has
been sensibly uttered , from the original expression and writing-down to
the innumerable oral utterances or written and other documentations
(Dokumentierungen) " ( 1 60).
The sense of "only once" or of "once and for all," which is the
essential mode of the object's ideal existence and thus that which dis
tinguishes the object from the multiplicity of related acts and lived
experiences, seems to have been clearly defined in these very terms by
Herbart (Psychologie als Wissenschaft, II, § 1 20, p. 1 75) and taken up
again by Husserl. The latter, recognizing that he owes much to Herbart
and praising him for having distinguished better than Kant between the
-
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From the perspective of our text , this dissociation finds its most direct and illum inat

ing explication in EJ (§ 65 , p. 267). In particular, we can read there: " Thus it appears that
even cultural systems are not always completely free idealities, and this reveals the

difference between free idealities (such as logicomathematical systems and pure essential
structures of every kind) and bound idealities, which in their being-sense carry reality

logical and the psychological , reproaches him, nonetheless, for having
confused ideality and normativity (LI, I , Prol. , §59, pp. 2 1 6-18) .
This reproach i s very enlightening, since absolutely objective,
translatable, and traditional ideal identity is not just any geometrical
objectivity , but genuine objectivity . Once we get beyond the bound
idealities and reach ideal objectivity itself, we can still encounter a
factual restriction : that of disvalue , falseness, or datedness
[peremption ] . No doubt the objective sense of a false judgment is also
ideal. For this reason it can be indefi n itely repeated and thus becomes
omnitemporal. 71 But the origin and the possibility of this ideal omni
temporality remain marked by a factual contingency, that of the reality
intended by the judgment or that of su bjective acts. Thus, in de
scriptive judgments bearing on worldly realities, sense can lose its va
lidity without simultaneously losing its omnitemporal ideality . For, to
take up HusserI' s example again, I can indefi n itely repeat, as the same,
the proposition: " The automobile is the fastest means of travel ,"
whereas I know it to be false and out-of-date . The anachrony of validity
in no way affects the intemporality [uch ronie ] or pantemporality [pan
chronie ] of ideality . Likewise, in the interconnections of a non
descriptive science such as geometry, error also has a content which
can become ideal and omnitemporal (error results either from the
71

Once again it is in Experience and Judgment that the omnitemporality of simple

ideality is scrupulously distinguished from the omnitemp orality of validity : " Furthermore ,
it should be noted that this omnitemporality does not simply include within itself the
omnitemporality of validity. We do not speak here of validity, of truth , but merely of
objectivities of the understanding as suppositions [Verm einheiten] and as possible, ideal
identical, intentional poles, which can be ' realized' anew at any time in individual acts of
judgment-precisely as suppositions; whether they are realized in the self-evidence of
truth is another qu estion. A judgment wh ich was once true can cease to be true, like the
proposition 'The automobile is the fastest means of travel,' which lost its validity in the

with them and hence belong to the real world. All reality is here led back to spatiotempo
rality as the form of the individual . But originally , reality belongs to nature : the world as

age of the airplane . Nevertheless, it can be constituted anew at any time as one and
identical by any individual in the self-evidence of distinctness: and , as a supposition, it

the world of realities receives its individuality from nature as its lowest stratum . When

has its supratemporal. irreal identity" (§64

we speak of truths, true states of affairs in the sense of theoretical science, and of the fact
that validity 'once and for all' and 'for everyone' belongs to their sense as the telos of

285.

j udicative stipulation, then these are free idealities . They are bound to no territory , or
rather, they have their territory in the totality of the [mundane] universe and in every

c,

p. 26 1 [modified)) . Also cf. LI. I. I , § I I , p .

In the Origin Husserl also alludes to the ideal identity of judgments which not only
would be anachronistic in their validity but also contradictory and absurd in their sense
content. These analyses, at the same time that they announce and orient a phenomenol

coming on the scene and their " 'being discovered' " in a historically determined territory,

ogy of the specific ideality of negative validities (of the fal se , the absurd, the evil, the
ugly, etc . ) , assign limits to the "freedom" of those idealities which will always be , as we
wiII soon try to show, idealities " bound" to an empirical, determined temporality or to
some factuality. For what absolutely frees and completes the ideality of sense (already
endowed in itself with a certain degree of "freedom") is the ideality of positive validity

free idealities are also factual and worldly. Thus he states the crucial difficulty of all his phi
losophy of history: what is the sense of this last factuality?

(by which evidence is not only distinct but clear when it reache s j udgment) . It alone
causes sense to attain infinite universality and infinite omnitemporality .

possible universe . In what concerns their possible reactivation, they are omnispatial and
omnitemporal. Bound realities [the German and Derrida' s translation thereof reads:
Bound idealities] are bound to Earth , to Mars, to particular territories , e tc . " (Hu sserl ' s
emphasis) . Husserl immediately spec ifies, however, that b y their " occurrence , " b y their
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logico-deductive handling of symbols which are void of their sense and
into which , unknown to us, a sensible factuality is reintroduced, or
from some psychological contingency having no sense in comparison
with geometrical truth) . The content of error can become such even
when (in error or assumption), once the strata of already defined
idealities is traversed, we have not reached the truth of geometrical
S a chverh a lt, 72 and even when the very theme of the statement remains
bound to factuality . The ideality of sense symbolically puts up with a
deluded or inauthentically satisfied truth-intention. 7:; It follows,
then, that if the omnitemporality of disvalue is possible, it is always in
the sense of empirical possibility , i. e. , of contingent eventuality. Be
sides, omnitemporality is maintained in its eventuality only by a sense
which always keeps up a certain essential relation with the absent or
exceeded truth. This is because I know that such an outdated proposi
tion had been true and still remains unified and animated by an intention
of truth, authenticity , or "clarity" (Klarheit)-these terms are in cer
tain respects synonyms for Husserl-that I can maintain and repeat the
ideal unity of its sense. An eventually absurd intention, absurd in the
sense of " nonsense" or " countersense , " to be what it is, must continu
ally point (in spite of itself) toward the telos of authenticity and let itself
be guided symbolically by it in the very gesture in which the intention
pretends to be disoriented. This intention must (in the Eurycleian lan
guage which the Stranger of the Sophist speaks) own up to [dire ] the
telos in order to disown [de dire ] it.
This transgression of linguistic ideality, then, really describes a
movement analogous to what we earlier described: science was a cul
tural form, but its pure possibility appeared as the pure possibility of

culture only after a reduction of every de facto culture. So here
sci �nce is, like languages and language in general, one of the forms
of Ideal . Objectivity; but its pure possibility appears only through
a reduction of all language-not only of every de facto language but of
the .f�ct of language in general. Thus Husserl specifies in an absolutely
deCISIve sentence: " But the idealities of geometrical words sentences
theories--considered purely as linguistic formations-a;e not th�
idealities that make up what is expressed and brought to validity as
trut? . geometry; the latter are ideal geometrical objects, states of
affaIrs, etc. Wherever something is asserted, one can distinguish what is
thematIc. , that about which it is said (its sense), from the assertion
which itself, during the asserting, is never and can never be thematic �
And the theme here is precisely ideal objectivities, and quite different
ones from those coming under the concept of language" ( 1 6 1
[modified]).74
Let us first note that in this sentence the sense of the assertion the
: 'the �e" "about which [something] is said, " and the object itself are
IdentIcal , a fact which could never result in the case of real objects or of
: 'bo�nd" ideal objectivities . For the first time, with the absolute
IdealIty of an object-the geometrical object which is through and
through only the unity of its true sense-we pass beyond or rid our
selves of the ideal, but still bound, Objectivity of language. We simul
taneously �eac ? �n Objec �ivity that is absolutely free with respect to all
fac �ual . s �bJectivity. That IS why the exemplary question of the origin of
ObjectIVIty
co� ld . not be asked apropos linguistic ideality as such , but
apropos what IS mtended
across [d travers ] and on the other side of
[�u- �eld de ] this ideality . B ut as the absolute ideal objectivity does not
lIve a tapas ouranios, it follows that:
III

III

72

A notion difficult to translate other than by the clumsy , strange , and l ess exact (but

for so long accepted) expression " s tate-of-affairs . "
7:1 I n the LI, I . 1 , § 1 1 , pp . 285-86, these themes are already greatly explicate d . For
example, H usserl writes: "What my assertion asserts, the content that the three p erpen

diculars of a triangle intersect in a point, neither arises nor passes away . (The first
German edition and the French translation continue: " Each time I (or whoever else it
may be ) pronounce with the same sense this same assertion , there is a new j udgment .
. . . But what they judge , what the assertion says, is all the same thing . " ] It is an identity
in the strict sense , one and the same geometrical truth.
" It is the same in the case of aB assertions , even if what they assert is false and absurd.
Even in such cases we distinguish their ideal content from the transient acts (of] affirming
or asserting it: it is the signification of the assertion, a unity in plurality . . . .
" If ' possibility' or ' truth ' is lacking, an assertion' s intention can only be carried out
symbolically: it cannot derive any 'fulness' from intuition or from the categorial functions
performed on the latter, in which 'fulness' its value for knowledge consists. It then lacks,
as one says, a ' true ' , a 'genu ine ' signification. Later we shall look more closely into this
distinction between intending and fulfilling signification" (modified] .

1 . � ts fre �?om with resp ect to all factu
al subje ctivity has only laid
bare ItS legItImate [de droit ] ties with a transcendental
subjectivi ty;
2. its histo ricity is intrin sic and essen tial.

Thus �he space for a transcendental historicity is prescribed in all its
�mg �atIc d �pth . After having determined and provided access (with all

ItS dIfficultIes) to this space , Husser! can then ask the historico74

B y the distinction they propose, these sentence.s give the greatest and most

exemplary sharpness to the central question of the Origin. Hu sserl added them after the
fact to Fink's typed version of the manuscript. They do not appear in the published
.
verSIon of 1 939.
At the end of a similar analysis, Husserl writes in FTL: locutions "are not thematic
ends but theme-indicators " (§5 , p. 27).
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transcendental question which focuses all the disquietude of his text:
" Our problem now concerns precisely the ideal objectivities which are
thematic in geometry: how does geometrical ideality (just like that of all
sciences) proceed from its primary intrapersonal origin, where it is a
formation produced within the conscious space of the first inventor' s
soul, to its ideal Objectivity?" ( 1 6 1 [modified]).
VI

Husserl ' s response is direct and comes very quickly. It has the style
of a turnabout which can be surprising. Ideality comes to its Objectivity
" by means of language, through which it receives, so to speak, its
linguistic flesh" ( 1 6 1 [modified]). Husserl notes that "we see" this "in
advance. " The only question, then, is how (Quomodo): " how does
linguistic incarnation make out of the merely intrasubjective formation
the Objective, that which, for example, as geometrical concept or state
of affairs, is in actual fact present, intelligible for all, now and always,
already being valid in its linguistic expression as geometrical discourse,
as geometrical proposition in its geometrical ideal sense?" ( 1 6 1
[modified]).
We might be surprised. After having so patiently extracted the thematic truth of Sachverhalt from linguistic ideality and from all "bound"
idealities, Husserl then seems to redescend toward language as the in
dispensable medium and condition of possibility for absolute ideal Ob
jectivity, for truth itself, which would be what it is only through its
historical and intersubjective circulation. Thus, does Husserl not come
back to language, culture, and history, all of which he reduced in order
to have the pure possibility of truth emerge? Is he not " bound" again to
lead into history that whose absolute "freedom" hejustdescribed? From
then on, will he not be compelled to remove all the reductions step by
step, in order to recover finally the real text of historical experience �
In reality-and we think it the most interesting difficulty of thIS
text-Husserl does exactly the opposite. This return to language, as a
return home to culture and history in general, brings to its final comple
tion the purpose of the reduction itself. Going beyond ' 'bound ideali
ties" toward the theme of truth is itself a reduction which makes the
independence of truth appear with respect to all de facto culture and
language in general. But once more it is only a question of � isc1osing .a
juridical and transcendental dependence. No doubt geometncal truth IS
beyond every particular and factual linguistic hold as such, one for
which every subject speaking a determined language and belonging to a

determined cultural community is in fact responsible. But the Objectiv
ity of this truth could not be constituted without the pure possibility of an
inquiry into a pure language in general. Without this pure and essential
possibility, the geometrical formation would remain ineffable and soli
tary. Then it would be absolutely bound to the psychological life of a
factual individual, to that of a factual community, indeed to a particular
moment of that life. It would become neither omnitemporal, nor intel
ligible for all: it would not be what it is.7;; Whether geometry can be
spo�en about is not, then, the extrinsic and accidental possibility of a
fall lOtO the body of speech or of a slip into a historical movement.
Speech is no longer simply the expression (Aiisserung) of what, without
it, would already be an object: caught again in its primordial purity,
speech constitutes the object and is a concrete juridical condition of
truth. The paradox is that, without the apparent fall back into language
and thereby into history, a fall which would alienate the ideal purity of
sense, sense would remain an empirical formation imprisoned as fact in
a psychological subjectivity-in the inventor' s head. Historical incarna
tion sets free the transcendental, instead of binding it. This last notion,
the transcendental , must then be rethought.
Does this ultimate reduction , which opens onto a transcendental lan
guage, revolutionize Husserl's thought?7h Does this return to the speak
ing subject as what constitutes the ideal object, and then absolute Ob
jectivity, proceed to contradict a previous philosophy of language?
Merleau-Ponty speaks of a " striking" contrast in this respect between
the Origin on the one hand and the Logical Investigations on the other.7i
73 According t o t h e same movement, omnitemporality a n d universal intelligibility (al
though they may be concrete and experienced as suc h) are only the reduction of
f��tual historical temporality and factual geographical spatial ity . "Supratemporality"

( Uberzeitlichkeit) and "timelessness" (Zeit/osigkeit) are defined i n the ir transcendence or
their negativity only in rela tion to worldly and factual temporality . Once the latter is
reduced, they appear as omnitemporality (Allzeitlichkeit). the concrete mode of temporal
ity in general.
70

� �
�

The expression "transcendental language" that we use here doe s not have the sense

o "t anscendental discourse . " Th is latter notion, invoked earlier, has been utilized by
lOk 10 the sense of discourse adapted to transcendental description. Here we are speak109 of transcendental language insofar as, on the one hand, the latter is "constituting"
compared with ideal Objectiv ity , and, on the other hand, insofar as it is not confused in
its pure possibility with any de facto empirical language.
77 Cf. " On the Phenomenology of Language , " in Merleau-Ponty ' s Signs. tr. Richard C .
McCleary (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1 964) , p. 84, or even

" Phenomenology and the Sciences of Man , " tr. John Wild in Merleau-Ponty ' s The Pri
macy of Perception, ed. James M . Edie (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
1 964) , pp . 83-84.
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Undoubtedly the Logical Investigations w � s . mo:e intere �t� d only in
what corresponds to a first phase of descnptlOn � n the Orzgln: the a� 
tonomy of constituted ideal objects compared � It� � language th �t IS
itself constituted. But in reaction against a subjectivIst psychologIsm ,
the question is above all to dissociate the ideal . object from al � sub
jectivity and all empirical language, bo�h o.f wh.Ich. cou �d only , con
fuse" the transparent, univocal, and ObjectIve sIgmfic. atIons ?f a .pure
logic. But the return to the primordiality of the speakmg subject IS no
more in contrast with this first appro �ch to language th �n. th�
" idealism" of Ideas I is, as was thought, wIth the appa.rent " l�gIcism ,
or " realism" of the Logical Investigations. The questIon IS. SI �ply to
parenthesize constituted language, which is w� at Husse� l con�mues to
. m order,
do in Formal and Transcendental Logic and m the Orzgln,
subsequently, to let the originality of constitutive language come to
light .
.
..
To constitute an ideal object is to put it at the permanent dISpoSItIOn ?f
a pure gaze . Now, before being the constituted and exceed�d a� xI.I
iary of an act which proceeds toward the tr� th of sense, ImgUlstI.C
ideality is the milieu in which the ideal object settles as w�at IS
sedimented or deposited. But here the act of primordial depositing I � not
the recording of a private thing, but the production of a common object,
i .e. , of an object whose original owner is thus disposses �ed . Thus lan
guage preserves truth , so that trut.h ca � be regarded In the h.ence
forth nonephemeral illumination of ItS sOjourn; but �lso so that It can
lengthen that stay. For there would be no truth wItho � t that word
hoarding [th esaurisation ] , which is not on.ly what .deposlts and keeps
hold of the truth, but also that without WhICh a proJect of truth and t �e
idea of an infinite task would be unimaginable. That is why langu.age IS
the element of the only tradition in which (beyond individual fimtude)
sense-retention and sense-prospecting are possible.
In this respect there is so little discontinuity or contrast between
Husserl's earliest and latest thought that we find pages i.n t�e Logic�l
Investigations which could be inscribed without � odificatlOn I � th � Orz
.
gin ' pages on the essential function of Dokumentlerung, on the spmtual
cor�oreality" of language, and on the state�ent as th� fulfilling of the
truth-intention.7H This is all the more so If we consIder Formal and
Thu s, for example, Husserl write s : "All theoretical research, though by no mea� s
solely conducted in acts of verbal expression or complete state ent, none t he less termi
, particular t he truth of theory,
nates in such statement. Only in this form can truth , and 10
.
become an abiding possession of science, a documented, ever available tr asure for
7H

�

�

knowledge and advancing research . Whatever the connection of thought with speech
may be , whether or not the appearance of our final judgements in the form of verbal

Transcendental Logic (particularly §§ 1-5, pp. 1 8-29) and the Cartesian
Meditations (§4 , p. I I ) . Each time , Hu sserl begins by uprooting thought

from what it would be " solely . . . in the act of verbal expression ," in
order to specify then that it could not become " truth" without that
"stating" and " communicating . . . to others, " of which he also spoke
in the Investigations (LI, I, Intro. Vol . II of German Ed. , § 3 , p. 2 55 ) .
For, is the recognition in language of what constitutes absolute ideal
Objectivity, as far as it states this Objectivity, not just another way of
announcing or repeating that transcendental intersubjectivity is the
condition of Objectivity? At bottom, the problem of geometry' s origin
puts the problem of the constitution of intersubjectivity on par with
that of the phenomenological origin of language. Husserl is very con
scious of this.7!J But he will not attempt this difficult regression in the
Origin , although he says it "arises here" ( 1 6 1 ) . For the moment it
suffices to know, if not how, at least that language and consciousness of
fellow humanity are interrelated possibilities and already given the
moment the possibility of science is established. The horizon of fellow
mankind supposes the horizon of the world: it stands out and articulates
its unity against [se detache et articule son unite sur] the unity of the
world. Of course, the world and fellow mankind here designate the
all-inclusive , but infi n itely open, unity of possible experiences and not
this world right here , these fellow men right here, whose factuality for
Husserl is never anything but a variable example. Consciousness of
being-in-community in one and the same world establishes the possibil
ity of a universal language. Mankind is fi r st conscious of itself ' 'as an
immediate and mediate linguistic community" ( 1 62) .
In connection with this we need to note three important points :
1 . Within the horizon of this consciousness of fellow mankind, it is
"mature , normal " mankind that is "privileged , " both "as the horizon
of civilization and as the linguistic community" ( 1 62 ) . The theme of
pronou ncemen ts has a necessa ry grou nding in
essence , it is at least plain that judgem ents
stemm ing from h igher intellec tual regions ,
and in particu lar from the regions of science
,
could barely arise withou t verbal expres sion"
(LI, I , Introd. to Vol . II of German ed . , §2,
p. 250) .

7!i Already in FTL, on the subject of the " idealizi ng
presup position s of logic" and tying
the problem of constitution with that of express
ion, H u sserl conclu ded: " The problem of
constit ution is again broadened when we recall
that verbal expression, which we exclud ed
from our conside rations of logic , is an essenti
al presup position for intersubject ive think
ing and for an intersu bjectiv ity of the theory
accepted as ideally existin g ; and that accord

i ngly an ideal identifi ability of the expres
sion, as expres sion, must likewise raise a prob
lem of consti tution " (§73 , p. 188) .
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adult normality, which took up more and more room in HusserI's
analyses, is here treated as a matter of course. We will not stress this,H O
despite the serious problems that it seems to have �o P? se �or a
transcendental philosophy: how can maturity and normahty gIVe fIse to
a rigorous transcendental-eidetic determination? Could adult normality
ever be considered other than as an empirical and factual modification
of universal transcendental norms in the classic sense, from which con
tinually stem those other empirical "cases," madness and childhood?
But here too Husserl has overthrown this classic notion of
"transcendental, " to the point of giving a sense to the idea of
transcendental pathology.HI The notion of (adult normality' s)
privilege" denotes here a telos' meddling beforehand in the eidos. To
have access to the eidos of mankind and of language, certain men and
certain speaking subjects-madmen and children-are not good exam
ples. And first, no doubt, because they do not possess in their own right
a pure and rigorously determinable essence. But if this is so, does adult
normality, which begins where childhood ends and stops when madn�ss
starts, have an essence? Because here the expression of adult normalIty
is not a given eidetic determination , but the index of an ideal no� ativ
ity which is on the horizon of de facto normal adults. In proportion to
our advancement in the spiritual world and then in history, the eidos
ceases to be an essence in order to become a norm, and the concept of
horizon is progressively substituted for that of structure and essence.
2 . The possibility of a mediate or immediate horizon of universal
language risks running into essential difficulties and limits. This possi
bility first supposes that the hazardous problem concerning the possibil
ity of a "pure grammar" and "a priori norms" of language is resolved,
a possibility Husserl never ceased to take for granted.H2 . It sU'ppo � �,
next, that everything " is namable in the broadest sense, I.e. , hngmstI. •
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cally expressible" : " everyone can talk about what is within the sur
rounding world of his civilization as Objectively existing" ( 1 62
[modified]). In other words, as heterogeneous as the essential structures
of several constituted languages or cultures may be, translation in prin
ciple is an always possible task: two normal men will always have a
prioriH3 consciousness of their belonging together to one and the same
humanity, living in one and the same world . Linguistic differences
and what they imply-will appear to them at the bottom of an apriori
horizon or structure: the linguistic community, i.e. , the immediate cer
ta�nty of both being speaking subjects who can never designate any
thmg bu t what belongs to the horizon of their world as the irreducibl y
common horizon of their experience. This implies that they can always,
immediately or not, stand together before the same natural existent
which we can always strip of the cultural superstructures and
categories founded (fundiert) on it, and whose unity would always fur
nish the ultimate arbitration for every misunderstanding. Consciousness
of confronting the same thing, an object perceived as such,H--l is con
sciousness of a pure and precultural we. Here the return to preculture is
not regression toward cultural primitiveness but the reduction of a de
termined culture, a theoretical operation which is one of the highest
forms of culture in general. This purely natural objective existent is the
existing sensible world, which becomes the first ground of communica
tion, the permanent chance for the reinvention of language . As the most
universal , the most objectively exhibited element given to us, the earth
itself is what furnishes the first matter of every sensible object. Insofar
as it is the exemplary element (being more naturally objective, more
permanent, more solid, more rigid, and so forth , than all other elements;
and in a broader sense, it comprises them), it is normal that the earth
has furnished the ground for the first idealities, then for the first abso
lutely universal and objective identities, those of calculus and
geometry.
But preculturally pure Nature is always buried. So, as the ultimate
M�

But both still have to meet. The question here, then, is only that of a material ,

therefore in a certain sense contingent, a priori (cf. above) .

H4 Jt i s the " as such" of the object' s substantial and objective un ity which i s decisive
here . In part ic u lar it distinguishes human intersubjectivity from that wh ich is created
between animals, men and animals, c hildren, etc . All those finite c ommunitie s also rest
on the feeling of a presence to the same world whereby they confront the same things , and so
on , but in a nonobjective, nontheoretical consciousness-which does not posit the object
"as such " in its independence and as the pole of infinite determination. Those lower commu
nities can also g i ve rise to a specific phenomenology, and Husserl devoted important
unpublished fragments to them .
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possibility for communication, it is a kind of inaccessible infra-ideal.
Can we not say , then, just the opposite of what Husserl said? Are not
non-communication and misunderstanding the very horizon of culture
and language? Undoubtedly misunderstanding is always a factual hori
zon and the finite index of the infinite pole of a sound intelligence. But
although the latter is always announced so that language can begin, is
not finitude the essential which we can never radically go beyond?
The above seems all the more true, especially since absolute
translatability would be suspended starting the moment the signified
could no longer be led back, either directly or indirectly, to the model of
an objective and sensible existent. Every l inguistic dimension that
would escape this absolute translatability would remain marked by the
empirical subjectivity of an individual or society . For Husserl, the
model of language is the objective language of science. A poetic lan
guage, whose significations would not be objects, will never have any
transcendental value for him. That fact would have no consequence
within Husserlian thought, if his thought were not also the thorough
investigation [approfondissement ] of subjectivity. Now subjectivity in
general , as much empirical as transcendental, appeared very early to
Husserl as inaccessible to a direct, univocal, and rigorous language.
Subjectivity is fundamentally ineffable. Already in The Phenomenology
of Internal Time-Consciousness, Husserl referred to the ultimate identity
of the constitutive flux of immanent time and absolute subjectivity and
concluded: " For all this, names are lacking" (§36, p . 100).85 And in the
unpublished manuscripts of Group C on prototemporality, he wonders
if pre-objective temporality , pretemporality (Vorzeit), is not beyond all
discourse (unsagbar) for the " phenomenologizing Ego" (Ms C 1 31 1 5 II,
1934, p. 9). Therefore , language, tradition, and history exist only in
sofar as objects break the surface.
3 . As the infinite horizon of every possible experience, the world is
consequently " the universe of Objects which is linguistically ex
pressible in its being and its being-such" ( 1 62) . Thus, the signification
of the world as horizon is clearly explicated, i.e. , as the infinitely open
common place for everything we can encounter in front of and for

ourselves. In front of and for ourselves implies, then, given as an ob
ject. The world, therefore , is essentially determined by the dative and
horizontal dimension of being perceived [l' etre-perqu ] in a gaze whose
object must always be able to be a theorem . Geometrical exemplariness
undoubtedly results from the fact that, as an "abstract" material sci
ence , this exemplariness treats the spatiality of bodies (which is only
one of the body' s eidetic components), i . e . , treats what confers sense
on the notion of horizon and object. Despite all the antagonistic motifs
which animate phenomenology, space' s privilege therein is in certain
respects remarkable. It testifies to that "objectivist" tendency which
Husserl simultaneously opposes so vigorously, and yet which is only a
period, an essential, and therefore irreducible, movement of thought.
The profound rhythm of this tension between objectivism and the
transcendental motif, a tension so remarkably described in the Crisis, is
also imparted to phenomenology. In this respect, the problem of
geometry is revealing.
Geometry, in effect, is the science of what is absolutely objective
i.e. , spatiality-in the objects that the Earth, our common place, can
indefinitely furnish as our common ground with other men . 86 But if an
objective science of earthly things is possible, an objective science of
the Earth itself, the ground and foundation of these objects , is as radi
cally impossible as that of transcendental SUbjectivity. The trans
cendental Earth is not an object and can never become one . And
the possibility of a geometry strictly complements the impossibility of
what could be called a "geo-logy, " the objective science of the Earth
itself. This is the sense of the fragmentK7 which reduces, rather than

H � In the same sense , cf. all �he subtle analyses in the LI devoted to expressions
" lack[ing] an objective sense, " such as personal pronouns which " indicate " med iately
bllt can never give anything to be seen . "The word T has not itself directly the power to
arouse the specific I -presentation; this becomes fi xed in the actual piece of tal k . I t does
not work like the word ' lion' which can arouse the idea of a l ion in and by itself. I n i ts
case , rather, an indicative function mediates, cry ing as it were , to the hearer ' Your
vis-a-vis i ntends h imself' " (I, 1 , § 26 , p . 3 1 6) .

Hfi
On the theme of "our Earth " as the " life-world" " in the most comprehensive
sense " for a h umanity which lives in community and where one can be "understood" in a
communication which must always say and pass through the thi ngs of our Earth , cf. EJ,
§38, p p . 1 62-67. Thi s section effectively illuminates, especially by its degree of elabora
tion , the similarly inspired fragment on the Earth c ited below. In this section , the unity of
the Earth i s grounded in the unity and oneness of temporality , the " fundamental form"
(Grundform), the "form of all forms" [ibid. , p. 1 64] .
Hi
This fragment , which i s entitled "Grundlegende Untersuchungen zum
Phanomenologischen Ursprung der Raumlichkeit der N atur" [" Fundamental Investiga
tions on the Phenomenological Origin of the Spatiality of N ature " ] , dated May 1 934, was
publi shed in 1 940 by Marvin Farber in Philosophical Essays in Memory of Edmund
Husserl [rpt . Greenwood Press, 1 968] , pp . 307-25 . From the perspective of the science of
space , it sketches a movement analogous to that of the Origin , but directed toward
kinematics . In a certain sense , it completes the Origin , although in the Origin Husserl
c learly specifies that geometry is onl y a title for all mathematics of pure
spatiotemporality.
This text, very spontaneous and not greatly worked out in its writing, is presented as a
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preface to a "science of the origin of spatiality, " of "corporeality, " of "Nature in the
sense of the natural sciences, " and to a "Transcendental Theory of Cognition in the
Natural Sciences" [p o 307]. Husserl first wonders about the sense of the world in the
infinite openness of my surrounding world whose frontiers I can always go beyond. Over
against a determined objectivation [representation] of the world, that of the "Negroes"

"refutes,"1'!1'! the Copernican naivete and shows that the Earth in its
protoprimordiality does not move. Just as one's own body, as the
primordial here and zero-point for every objective determination of
space and spatial motion, is not itself in motion in this space as an
object, so-analogously-the Earth, as primordial body, as the ground
body (Bodenkorper) from which alone a Copernican determina
tion of the earth as body-object becomes possible, is not itself one body
among others in the mechanical system . Primordially, the Earth moves
no more than our body moves and leaves the permanence of its here,
grounded in a present. The Earth therefore knows the rest of an abso
lute here; a rest which is not the rest of the object (rest as " mode of
motion "), but Rest starting from which motion and rest can appear and
be thought as such, the Rest of a ground and a horizon in their common
origin and end. The Earth is, in effect, both short of and beyond
every body-object-in particular the Copernican earth-as the ground,
as the here of its relative appearing. But the Earth exceeds every
body-object as its infinite horizon, for it is never exhausted by the work
of objectification that proceeds within it: " The Earth is a Whole whose
parts . . . are bodies, but as a 'Whole' it is not a body"
[" Grundlegende ," p. 3 1 3] . There is then a science of space, insofar as
its starting point is not in space.

or ' ' Greeks, " he sets that of the Copernican world. " We Copernicans, we men of modern
time , we say: the earth is not ' the whole of Nature , ' it is one of the planets, in the infinite
space of the world. The earth is a spherical body which certainly is not perceptible as a
whol e , by a single person and all at once , but in a primordial [p rim ordia le] synthesis as
the unity of singular experiences bound to each other. But nonetheless it is a body!
Although for us it may be the experiential ground for all bodies in the experiential gene sis
of our world-objectivation" (p. 308).
H usserl then " reduces" the Copernican thesis by making the certainty of an Earth-as
the origin of every objective kinetic determination-appear as the transcendental presup
position of this thesis. The question is to exhume, to unearth, the Earth , to lay bare the
primordial ground buried under the sedimentary deposits of scientific culture and
objectivism.
For the Earth cannot become a mobile body: " It is on the Earth , toward the Earth ,
starting from it, but still on it that motion occurs. The Earth itself, in conformity to the
original idea of it, does not move, nor is it at rest; it is in relation to the Earth that motion
and rest first have sense. But then the Earth does not 'move' nor is at rest-and it is
entirely the same for the heavenly bodies and for the earth as one of them" (p . 309) .
The Earth is the final ground of our co-humanity (Mitmenscheit), for it is "the same
Earth for us, on it, in it, above it, there are the same bodies existing on it-'on it , ' etc . ,
the same corporeal (leiblichen) SUbjects, subjects o f bodies (Leibern), who, for all, are
bodies (Korper) in a modified sense. But for us all , the Earth is the ground and not a body
in the full sense" (p . 3 1 5) .
But toward the end of the text, the Earth takes on a more formal sense. No longer is it a
question of this Earth here (the primordial here whose factuality would finally be irreduc
ible), but of a here and a ground in general for the determination of body-objects in
general. For if I reached another planet by flying, and if, Hu sserl then said, I could
perceive the earth as a body, I would have "two Earths as ground-bodies. " " But what
does two Earths signify? Two pieces of a single Earth with one humanity" (pp. 3 1 7- 1 8) .
From then o n the unity o f all humanity determines the unity o f the ground as such . This
unity of all humanity is correlative to the unity of the world as the infinite horizon of
experience, and not to the unity of this earth here. The World , which is not the factuality

If the possibility of language is already given to the primally institut
ing geometer, it suffices that the latter has produced in himself the
identity and the ideal permanence of an object in order to be able to
communicate it. Before the " same" is recognized and communicated
among several individuals, it is recognized and communicated within
the individual consciousness: after quick and transitory evidence, after
a finite and passive retention vanishes, its sense can be re-produced as
the " same" in the act of recollection� its sense has not returned to

of this historical world here , as Hu sserl often recalls, is the ground of grounds, the
horizon of horizons, and it is to the World that the transcendental immutability attributed
to the Earth returns, since the Earth then is only its factual index. Likewise
correlatively-humanity would then only be the facto-anthropological index of sub
jectivity and of intersubjectivity in general , starting from which every primordial here can
appear on the foundation of the Living Present, the rest and absolute m aintenance of the
origin in which, by which , and for which all temporality and all motion appear.
Just as here he reduces the Copernican "relativity" of the earth, Husserl elsewhere
reduces Einstein's "relativity" : " Where is that huge piece of method subjected to
critique and clarification-that method that leads from the intuitively given surrounding
world to the idealization of mathematics and to the interpretation of these idealizations as
Objective being? Einstein's revolutionary innovations concern the formulae through
which the idealized and naively Objectified physis is dealt with . But how formulae in
general , how mathematical Objectivation in general, receive sense on the substratum of

life and the intuitively given surrounding world-of th is we learn nothing; and thus
Einstein does not reform the space and t ime in wh ich our vital life (unser lebendiges

Leben) runs its course" ( " Philosophy and the Crisis of European Humanity," in C, p.
295 [modified]) . In the Crisis (§34b, pp. 1 25ft'. ), a similarly oriented analysis also ques
tions the objectivism of Einstein ' s relativity.
88
In referring to this fragment, Tr�m-Dlic-Thao (Phenomenologie , p. 222) speaks of an
" undaunted refutation of the Copernican system . " However, it is a matter of course that

Husserl does not at any moment or on its own proper level contest the particular truth of
the objective Copernican science. He only recalls that Copernican science presupposes a
primordial Earth which this science will never be able to integrate into its objective
system.
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nothingness. In this coincidence of identity [recouvrement d'identitf? ] ,
i s announced as such and in general in an egological subject.
Consequently, what makes this ideality a geometrical ideality will only
interest us later on . We will respect Husserl's order of description and
in the meantime will defi n e the conditions for ideality in an intersubjec
tive community.
Thus, before being the ideality of an identical object for other sub
jects, sense is this ideality for other moments of the same subject. In a
certain way, therefore, intersubjectivity is first the nonempirical rela
tion of Ego to Ego , of my present present to other presents as such ; i.e. ,
as others and as presents (as past presents) . Intersubjectivity is the
relation of an absolute origin to other absolute origins, which are always
my own, despite their radical alterity . Thanks to this circulation of
primordial absolutes, the same thing can be thought through absolutely
other moments and acts. We always come back to the final instance of
this: the unique and essential form of temporalization . By its very
dialecticalness, the absolute primordiality of the Living Present permits
the reduction, without negation, of all alterity. The Living Present con
stitutes the other as other in itself and the same as the same in the
other. 90

VII

XH

ideality

��I These processes are abundantly described in The Phenomenology of Internal Tim e
Consciou sness, Ideas I, and in FTL. The passage from passive retention to memory or to
the activity of recollection , a passage which ' 'produces" ideality and pure Objectivity as
such and makes other absolute origins appear as such , is always described by H u sserl as
an already given essential possibility , as a structural ability whose source is not made a
problem . Perhaps this source is not questioned by phenomenology because it is confused
with the possibility of phenomenology itself. I n its " factuality , " this p assage is also that
of the lower forms of Nature and consc ious life. It can also be the thematic site of what
today is called an " overcoming . " Here phenomenology would be "overcome " or com
pleted i n an interpretative philosoph y . Thus Tran-Duc-Thiw, after a remarkable interpre
tation of phenomenology , exposes the " Dialectic of Real M ovement, " starting from the
concepts of retention and reproduction and from difficulties attached to them in
phenomenology, which alone. however , can give them a rigorous sense.
90 The possibility of constituting, w ith in the u nique and irreducible form of the Liv ing
Present (unchangeable in itself and always other in its ' ' content" ) , another now and on its
basis another here, another absolute origin of my absolutely absolute origin , this possibil
ity is elsewhere presented by Husserl as the root of i ntersubjectivity. I n the Cartesian
Meditations, this dialectic of temporalization is i nvoked as an analogous e xample of the
dialectic of i ntersubjectivity. In order to illuminate the extraordinary constitution of
"another monad
in mine , " H u sserl alludes to temporalization, in what he calls an
" instructive comparison" C§52, p. 1 15 ) .
But in some unpublished material , h e seems to g o much further: " U rhyl e , " i .e . ,
temporal hyl e , i s defined there as the " core o f the other than the Ego ' s own " (Ichfremde
Kern ) . Cf. Group C 6 (August 1 930) , p. 6 . On the sense of this notion of "alien to my
.

.

.

A decisive step remains to be taken. By itself the speaking subject, in
the strict sense of the term , is incapable of absolutely grounding the
ideal Objectivity of sense . Oral communication (i.e. , present, im
mediate, and synchronic communication) among the protogeometers is
not sufficient to give ideal objectivities their "continuing to be" and
"persisting factual existence, " thanks to which they perdure "even dur
ing periods in which the inventor and his fellows are no longer awake to
such an exchange or even, more universally, no longer alive. " To be
absolutely ideal, the object must still be freed of every tie with an
actually present subjectivity in general . Therefore, it must perdure
"even when no one has actualized it in evidence" ( 1 64 [modified]) .
Speech [langage oral] has freed the object of individual subjectivity but
leaves it bound to its beginning and to the synchrony of an exchange
within the institutive community .
The possibility of writing will assure the absolute traditionalization of
the object, its absolute ideal Objectivity-i.e. , the purity of its relation
to a universal transcendental subjectivity. Writing will do this by eman
cipating sense from its actually present evidence for a real subject and
from its present circulation within a determined community . "The de
cisive function of written expression, of expression which documents, is
that it makes communication possible without immediate or mediate
address; it is, so to speak, communication become virtual" ( 1 64
[modified]).
That virtuality, moreover, is an ambiguous value: it simultaneously
makes passivity, forgetfulness, and all the phenomena of crisis possible.
Far from having to fall again into a real rreale ] history, a truth that we
have gained from this history-scriptural spatiotemporality (whose
originality we will soon need to determine )-sanctions and completes
the existence of pure transcendental historicity. Without the ultimate
objectification that writing permits, all language would as yet remain

Ego, " " the intrinsically first other, " or of " the first ' non-Ego' " in t he constitution of the
alter ego, see notably CM, § § 4S-49, pp . 1 05-0S.
Preobjective and preexact temporality , which had to become the principal theme of the
transcendental aesthetics projected by H usserl (cf. notably FTL, Conclusion, pp. 291-92:
and CM, §6 1 p . 1 46), is then the root of transcendental intersubjectivity . All the egos,
beyond all possible differences, can be encountered, recognize d , and understood also in
the identity of the concrete and u niversal form of the Living Present. In E/, " time as the
form of sensibility" is described as the " ground" of the " necessary connection . . .
between the intentional objects of all perceptions and positional presentifications of an
Ego and a community of Egos" (§3S, p . 1 62 [modified)) .
,
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captive of the de facto and actual intentionality of a speak ing subject or
community of speaking subjects. By absolutely virtualizing dialogue,
writing creates a kind of autonomous transcendental field from which
every present subject can be absent.
In connection with the general signification of the epoche, Jean Hyp
po lite in vokes the possibility of a " subjectless transcendental field ,"
one in which "the conditions of subjectivity would appear and where
the subject would be constituted starting from the transcendental
field. "91 Writing, as the place of absolutely permanent ideal objec
tivities and therefore of absolute Objectivity , certainly constitutes such
a transcendental field. And likewise, to be sure, transcendental sub
jectivity can be fully announced and appear on the basis of this field or
its possibility. Thus a subjectless transcendental field is one of the
" conditions" of transcendental subjectivity.
But all this can be said only on the basis of an intentional analysis
which retains from writing nothing but writing's pure relation to a
consciousness which grounds it as such, and not its factuality which,
left to itself, is totally without signification [insignifiante] . For this ab
sence of sUbjectivity from the transcendental field, an absence whose
possibility frees absolute Objectivity, can be only a factual absence,
even if it removed for all time the totality of actual subjects. The origi
nality of the field of writing is its ability to dispense with, due to its
sense, every present reading in general. But if the text does not an
nounce its own pure dependence on a writer or reader in general (i .e. ,
if it is not haunted by a virtual intentionality), and if there is no purely
juridical possibility of it being intelligible for a transcendental subje � t
in general, then there is no more in the vacuity of its soul than a chaotic
literalness or the sensible opacity of a defunct designation, a designation
deprived of its transcendental function. The silence of prehistoric arcana
and buried civilizations, the entombment of lost intentions and guarded
secrets, and the illegibility of the lapidary inscription disclose the
transcendental sense of death as what unites these things to the abso
lute privilege of intentionality in the very instance of its essential
juridical failure [en ce qui l' unit a l' absolu du droit intentionnel dans
l'instance m eme de son echec l .

When considering the de jure purity of intentional animation, Husserl always says that the linguistic or graphic body is a flesh, a proper
body (Leib), or a spiritual corporeality (geistige Leiblichkeit) (FTL, § 2 , p.
2 1 ) . From then on, writing is no longer only the worldly and

mnemotechnical aid to a truth whose own being-sense would dispense
with all writing-down. The possibility or necessity of being incarnated
in a graphic sign is no longer simply extrinsic and factual in comparison
with ideal Objectivity: it is the sine qua non condition of Objectivity ' s
internal completion. As long a s ideal Objectivity is not, o r rather, can
not be engraved in the world-as long as ideal Objectivity is not in a
position to be party to an incarnation (which, in the purity of its sense ,
is more than a system of signals [signalisation ] or an outer garment)
then ideal Objectivity is not fully constituted. Therefore, the act of
writing is the highest possibility of all "constitution, " a fact against
which the transcendental depth of ideal Objectivity's historicity is
measured.
What Fink writes about speech in his excellent transcript of the
Origin is a fortiori true for writing: " In sensible embodiment Occurs
the 'localization' and the 'temporalization' (Temporalisation) of what is,
by its being-sense, unlocated and untemporal" ("Die Frage, " p. 2 1 0) .
Such a formulation remarkably sharpens the problem and awakens
the peculiar virtue of language . It clearly translates Hu sserl' s exacting
effort to catch the ideality of thematic sense and of words [mots] in their
relations with the linguistic event.92 But does not this formulation per92

Th is sensible embodiment has the peculiar qualities [l'errangete] of both sense ' s

inhabitation o f the word [mot] and the here a n d now u s e o f the word ' s ideality. In the first
case , embodiment is at its limit the inscription of an absolutely "free " and objective
ideality (that of geometrical truth, for example) within the ' 'bound" ideality of the word,
or in general of a more free ideality within a less free ideality. In the second case ,
embodiment is that of a necessarily bound ideality, that of the word' s identity w ithin
language, in a real-sensible event. But this last embodiment is still done through another
step of mediate ideality whi(;h Husserl does not directly describe , but which we think can
be located on the basis of strictly Husserlian concepts. It is a question of ideal forms or
vague morphological types (a notion that we will have occasion to spec ify farther on) ,
which are proper to the corporeality of graphic and vocal signs. The forms of graphic and
vocal signs must have a certain identity which is imposed and recognized each time in the
empirical fact of language. Without this always intended and approximate ideal identity
(that of letters and phonemes, for example), no sensible language would be possible or
intelligible as language, nor could it intend higher idealitie s . Naturally , th is morphological
ideality is still more " bound" than the word' s ideality. The precise place of the properly
termed realizing [realisante] embodiment is ultimately therefore the union of the sensible
form with sensible material, a union traversed by the linguistic intention whic h always

9 1 We refer here to a comment by Jean Hyppolite during the discussion which followed
the lecture of Fr. Van Breda on " La Reduction phenomimologique , " in Husserl, Cahiers

intends, explicitly or not, the highest ideality. Linguistic incarnation and the constitution
of written or scriptural space suppose, then, a closer and closer " interconnection" of ideality
and reality through a series of less and less ideal mediations and in the synthetic unity of an
intention . This intentional synthesis is an unceasing movement of going and returning that
works to bind the ideality of sense and to free the reality of the sign . Each of the two opera
tions is always haunted by the sense of the other: each operation is already announced in the
other or still retained in it . Language frees the ideality of sense, then, in the very work of its

de Royaumont, p. 323.

"binding" (" interconnecting" [enchainement]).
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mit linguistic embodiment to be understood as taking place outside the
being-sense of ideal objectiv ity? As " occurrin g" or " unexpec tedly
happeni ng" in addition to the being-se nse? Does not this formulation
give the impression that ideal objectiv ity is fully constitu ted as such
before and independently of its embodi ment, or rather, before and inde
pendently of its ability to be embodied?
But Husserl insists that truth is not fully objective , i.e. , ideal, intelligible for everyone and indefinite ly perdurab le, as long as it cannot be
said and written . Since this perdurability is truth ' s very sense, the
conditions for its survival are included in those of its life. Undoub tedly,
truth never keeps the ideal Objecti vity or identity of any of its particu
lar de facto linguistic incarnations ; and compared to all linguistic factu
ality it remains "free. " But this freedom is only possible precisel y from
the moment truth can in general be said or written , i.e. , on condition that
this can be done. Paradox ically, the possibil ity of being written fpossibi
re , we
lite graphiq ue ] permits the ultimate freeing of ideality . Therefo
to
sense
of
ability
the
:
formula
Fink's
of
terms
the
reverse
could all but
be linguistically embodi ed is the only means by which sense become s
nons patiote mporal .
Because ideal Objectivity can essentially inform or shape the body of
speech and writing , and since it depend s on a pure linguistic intentio n,
it is radically independent of sensible spatiote mporali ty. This means
that a specific spatiotemporality is prescri bed for commu nication , and
therefore for pure tradition and history , a spatiotemporality that es
capes the alternat ive of the sensible and the intelligible, or the empiric al
and the metemp irical. Conseq uently, truth is no longer simply exiled in
the primordial event of its language. Its historical habitat authenticates
this event, just as the protodocument authenticates whether it is the
depositary of an intentio n, whether it refers withou t fal sificatio n to an
original and primordial act. In other words, whether the linguis tic event
refers to an authentic act (in the Husserlian sense of the word) , becaus e
it establi shes a truth-v alue, is made respon sible for it, and can appeal
to the universality of its testimony .
Husserl thus indicates the direction for a phenomenology of the writ
ten thing, specific ally, describ ing the book in its unity as a chain of
ry, and
significations. This unity can be more or less ideal and necessa
3
9
not
And
:
therefore univers al, according to the book's sense-content.
!J:l l n the Origin, H usserl distinguishes between literature i n the broad sense, the realm
of all written discourse, and literature as l iterary art. The literary work is often chosen by
Husserl as the clue for analyzing the ideality of cultural objectivitie s . The ideal identity of
the work will never be mistaken for its sens ible embodiments. It does not derive i ts i ndi
vidual identity from the latter. The origin of identity , moreover, is the criterion which

only can that ideal unity be more or less "bound" to factuality, but also
according to numerous and completely original forms and modalities.
Moreover, the relation of the " exemplars" to their archetypal unity is
undoubtedly unique among the reproductions of other cultural forma
tions, especially those of the nonliterary arts. Finally, the book' s
proper volume and duration are neither purely sensible phenomena, nor
purely intelligible noumena. Their specific character seems irreducible.
This " being of the book, " this " instance of printed thought" whose
"language is not natural, " Gaston Bachelard calls a "bibliomenon. "9-1
permits us to distinguish between the real and the ideal . Husserl writes in EJ (§65, pp.
265-66) : " We call real in a specific sense all that which , in real things in the broader
sense . is, a ccording to its sense, essentially individualized by its spatiotemporal position;
but we call irreal every determination which , indeed, is founded with regard to
spatiotemporal appearance in a specifically real thing but which can appear in different
realities as identical-not merely as sim il ar" (Husserl ' s emphasis) .
Thus the relation between the ideal and the real in all cultural objectivities (and first in
all the arts) can be expl icated. That is relatively easy for the literary work. Thus,
" Goethe's Faust is found in any number of real books (' book' denotes here what is
produced by men and intended to be read: it is already a determination wh ich i s itself not
purely material. but a determination of significance !) , wh ich are termed exemplars of
Faust. This mental sense which determines the work of art. the mental structure as such ,
is certainly 'embodied ' i n the real world. but it i s not individualized by this embodiment.
Or again : the same geometrical proposition can be uttered as often as desired: every real
utterance has . . . identically the same sense" (ibid. , p. 266) .
But how can we determine the ideality of a work whose proto individualization is tied to
the work ' s single spatiotemporal embodiment? How can we make its ideality appear by
varying factual exemplars . since the latter can only imitate a factuality and not express or
" indicate" an ideal sense? I s it, i n short. the same for the ideality of the plastic arts. of
architecture? Or of music . whose case is even more ambiguous? Although repetition may
be of a different nature here. which in each case requires an appropriate and p rudent
analysis. it is no less possible in principle and thus makes an incontestable ideality
appear: "To be sure , an ideal object like Raphael' s Madonna can in fact have only one
mundane state (Weltlichkeit) and in fact is not repeatable in an adequate identity (of the com
plete ideal content) . But in principle this ideal is indeed repeatable, as is Goethe's Faust"
(ibid . ) .
From the first perception, then, o f a work o f plastic art a s such (whose i deal value is
primordially and intrinsically rooted in an event), there is a sort of immediate reduction of
factuality which permits, next, the neutralization of the necessary imperfection of re
production. Here is not the place to prolong these analyses of aesthetic perception and
ideality. Husserl is content to situate the ir domain and to define preliminary, i ndispens
able distinctions . He proposes some analogous distinctions in the cultural sphere of poli
tics and strives to bring to light both the ideality of the constitution of the state (of the
national will. for example) and the originality of its " boundness" to the factuality of a
territory, a n ation, etc . , within which this constitution can be i ndefinitely repeated as its
ideal validity (ibid. , pp. 266-67) .
94 L ' Activite rationaliste de l a physique contemporaine (Paris: Presses U niversitaire s
d e France , 1 95 1 ) , pp . 6-7.
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In the Origin , Husserl illuminates more directly that milieu of writing
.
whose difficult signification and importance he had already recogmzed
in the Logical Investigations . 95 The difficulty of its des� ri� tion is due to
the fact that writing defines and completes the ambigUIty of all lan
guage. As the process of that essential and constitu � ive cap.acity. for
embodiment, language is also where every absolutely Ideal object
(I. e . ,
where truth) i s factually and contingently embodied. Conversely , truth
has its origin in a pure and simple right to speech and writing., ?ut once
constituted it conditions expression, in its turn, as an empIrIcal
fact.
Truth depe�ds on the pure possibility of speaking and writing, .but is
independent of what is spoken or written, insofar. as they are m the
world. If, therefore, truth suffers in and through Its language from a
certain changeableness, its downfall will be less a fall toward language
than a degradation within language.
. a
From then on, in effect, as is prescribed for it, sense is gathered mto
sign,96 and the sign becomes the worldly and exposed residence of a�
unthought truth. We have previously seen that truth c �n perdure I. � this
way without being thought in act or in fact-and that IS what r�dlcallY
emancipates truth from all empirical subjectivity, all factual lI�e, ��.d
the whole real world. At the same time, man's communal bemg IS
lifted to a new level" ( 1 64): it can appear, in effect, as a transcende�tal
community. The authentic act of writing is a transcendental reductIo�
performed by and toward the we . But since, in order to escape worl.dh
ness sense must first be able to be set down in the world and be depOSited
in s�nsible spatiotemporality, it must put its ?�r� intent.ional ideality,
i .e . , its truth-sense, in danger. Thus a pOSSibility, which
even here

95 Cf. LI, I, Prol. , §6, p. 60: " Science exists objectively only in its literature, �n,, � in
written work has it a rich relational being limited to men and their intellectual a�tlvltIes:
in this form it is propagated down the millennia, and survives individuals, generatIons and
nations. It therefore represents a set of external arrangements, which , ju st as they arose
.
out of the knowledge-acts of many individuals, can again pass over into Just such act � of
.
countless individuals, in a readily understandable manner, whose exact de scnpt�on
.
would require much circumlocution" (our emphasis) . On this level of ana!ysl s, which
.
above all should disengage the objective autonomy of signification, th� questIo� IS c �early
.
that of "external arrangements" : sensible exemplars on which neither the Ideahty of
sense nor the clear intention of cognition depends. But this fact neither prohibits nor contra
dicts at all the subsequent theme of writing as the intrinsic possibility and intr!nsic c�ndition
of acts of objective cognition. The Origin maintains these two themes. That IS the difficulty
we are striving to illuminate here .
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We take this word in the broad sense of sign-signifier or " sign-expression" (graphic
or vocal), the meaning that Husserl gives this term by opposing it to the " ind�cative" sign
(LI, I , 1 , §§ 1-5 , pp. 269-75) . On the basis of this distinc�ion, we �ould Interpret the
phenomenon of crisis (which , for Husserl , alwa�s r�fer s to a dlsord�� or I11 ? ess of l�ngua�e)
. .
as a degradation of the sign-expression into a Sign-indIcatIOn,
of a clear , (klar) intentIon
into an empty symbol.
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accords only with empiricism and nonphilosophy , appears in a philoso
phy which is (at least because of certain motifs) the contrary of empiri
cism: the possibility of truth ' s disappearance. We purposely use the
ambiguous word disappearance. What disappears is what is annihi
lated, but also what ceases, intermittently or definitely, to appear inJact
yet without affecting its being or being-sense. To determine the sense of
this " disappearance" of truth is the most difficult problem posed by the
Origin and all of Husserl' s philosophy of history. Furthermore, we were
unable to find in Husserl an unequivocal response to a question which
only makes that of phenomenology itself return: what is the sense of its
appearing? That equivocation will presently reveal both how much the
author of the Crisis was a stranger to history or how fundamentally
incapable he was of taking it seriously, and at what point (in the same
moment) he strives to respect historicity' s own peculiar signification
and possibility and truly to penetrate them .
What then is this possibility of disappearance?
1 . In the first place, let us rule out the hypothe sis of a death oj sense
in general within the individu al conscio usness . Husserl clearly specifi e s
in the Origin and elsewhere that, once sense appeared in ego logical
conscio usness, its total annihilation become s impossi ble.97 A sense that
is conserv ed as a sedimentary habitua lity and whose dormant potential
ity can de jure be reanimated is not returne d to nothingness by the
vanishin g of retentions of retentio ns . " Far from being a phenomenolog
ical nothing ," "the so-called 'unconscious ' " or ' 'universal substratum "
where sense is deposited is " a limit-m ode of conscio u sness" (FTL, p.
3 19) .9H Clearly in this type of analysis , upon whic-h formida ble difficul
ties already weigh , Husserl is only worried about the permanence and
virtual presence of sense within the monadi c subject , and not about the
absolute ly ideal Objectiv ity of sense gained through speech and writing
from that subjectiv ity. Now this Objectiv ity is found threatened as truth
in the world. ProfoundJorgetJulness therefore extends into the spaces of
intersubjectivity and the distance between commu nities. Forgetfulness
is a historical category. 99
i', I n Ideas I; in El; but above all in FTL (in term s which are literally taken up again in
the Origin ) , cf. in particular Appendix I I , § 2 c , pp. 3 1 8- 1 9 .

UH
On the naivete of the classic problems of the Unconscious and on the question of
knowing whether an intentional analysis can open a methodical access to the Uncon
sciou s, see " Fink' s Appendix on the Problem of the ' Unbewussten ,' " in C, pp. 385-87 .
�9 Forgetfulness is a word that Husserl rarely employs in the Crisis; he never uses it in
the first text of the Origin , perhaps because habit relates it very easil y to individual
consciousness or to its psychological sense : perhaps also because it can suggest an
annihilation of sense .
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2 . The graphic sign, the guarantee of Objectivity, can also in fact be
destroyed. This danger is inherent in the factual worldliness of inscrip
tion itself, and nothing can definitively protect inscription from this. In
such a case, because Husserl considers sense neither an in-itself nor a
pure spiritual interiority but an "object" through and through, we
might first think that the forgetfulness which follows upon the destruc
tion of Objectivity' s custodial sign [signe gardien ] would not affect (as
in a "Platonism" or " Bergsonism") the surface of a sense without
undermining the sense itself. Such a forgetfulness would not only sup
press this sense but would annihilate it in the specific being-in-the-world
to which its Objectivity is entrusted. For Husserl clearly said this:
insofar as signs can be immediately perceptible by everyone in their
corporeality; insofar as their bodies and corporeal forms are always
already in an intersubjective horizon, then sense can be deposited there
and communalized [mettre en communaUf(j ] . Corporeal exteriority un
doubtedly does not constitute the sign as such but, in a sense that we
must make clear, is indispensable to it.
Yet the hypothesis of such a factual destruction does not interest
Husserl at all. While completely recognizing the terrifying reality of
the current risk, he would deny it any thinkable, i.e. , any philosophical
signifi c ance. No doubt he would admit that a universal conflagration,
a world-wide burning of libraries, or a catastrophe of monuments or
"documents" in general would intrinsically ravage "bound" cultural
idealities, whose notion we evoked above. By their adherence to some
factuality, these idealities, in their very sense, would be vulnerable to
that worldly accident. Death is possible for them alone and has the
transcendental signification we just now granted it, but only insofar as
the "bound" ideality is animated or traversed by a transcendental
intention, only insofar as it is guided by the Telos of an absolute freeing
which has not been fully attained . But l ike that which orients Husserl 's
reflection (specifically, the fully freed ideality and absolute Objectivity
of sense, for which mathematics is the model), the threat of an intrinsic
destruction by the body of the sign can be ruled out. All factual writings,
in which truth could be sedimented, will never be anything in them
selves but sensible "exemplars, " individual events in space and time
(which is only true to a certain degree for " bound" idealities). Since
truth does not essentially depend on any of them , they could all be
destroyed without overtaking the very sense of absolute ideality. Un
doubtedly, absolute ideality would be changed , mutilated, and over
thrown in fact; perhaps it would disappear in fact from the surface of
the world, but its sense-of-being as truth, which is not in the world
neither in our world here, nor any other-would remain intact in itself.

Its being-sense would preserve its own intrinsic historicity, its own
interconnections, and the catastrophe of worldly history would remain
exterior to it.
That is what Husserl means when he opposes internal or intrinsic
(innere) historicity to external (aussere) history. This distinction, which
has only a phenomenological sense, is decisive.loo It would be fruitless
for him to object that historicity or being-in-history is precisely the
possibility of being intrinsically exposed to the extrinsic, for then the
historicity absolutely proper to any truth-sense would be missing, and
Husserl's discourse would be plunged into a confusion of significations
and regions. We would then be conceding that a pure ideality can be
changed by a real cause , which is to lose sense. If geometry is true, its
internal history must be saved integrally from all sensible aggression.
Since geometry is tied neither to this moment here, nor to this territory
here, nor to this world here, but to all the world ( Weltall), nothing will
ever stand between the worldly experiences which incarnated geometry
and what they have begun again: discovering afresh (without any traces
and after the shrouding of this world here) the paths of an adventure
buried in another real history. I n comparison with veritas aeterna,
whose proper historicity Husserl wishes to grasp and about which he
speaks more and more often as his thought becomes allured by history ,
no real development other than that of the variable example interests
him . Accordingly, the hypothesis of the world-wide catastrophe could
even serve as a revelatory fic tion.
Thus, we should be able to repeat analogously the famous analysis of
Section 49 of Ideas 1. 101 The analysis concluded that, after a certain
eidetic-transcendental reduction, pure consciousness is intangible,
even when the existing world is annihilated or factual experience dis
solved " through internal conflict . . . into illusion" (Ideas I, §49, p. 1 37
[modified]) . Husserl did not dispute that under those circumstances all
consciousness would in fact be destroyed and that its worldly existence
would be engulfed with the world. In addition, the clearest intention of
]()O The opposition between intrinsic penetration and extrinsic circumspection is al
ready announced in Ideas I, precisely concerning the history of geometry . There H usserl
shows how psychologistic or historicist empiricism remains " outside" [ Derrida' s empha
sis] " geometrical thought and intuition , " whereas "we should enter v itally into these
activities and . . . determine their immanent sense " (§25, p. 85 [modified]). Once exter
nal history is "reduced, " nothing is opposed to the fact that th is immanent sense may
have its own particular historicity . The opposition between the two histories is an explicit
theme in the Crisis ( se e , for e xample , §7, pp. 1 7- 1 8, and § 1 5 , p. 7 1 ), in " Ph ilosophy as
Mankind' s Self-Reflection" (c, pp. 338-39), and above all in the Origin .
101

P . 1 36. The movement is taken up again i n CM, § 7 , p p . 1 7- 1 8 .
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this analysis and fiction is to explicate a reduction which must reveal to
the Ur-Region -transcendental consciousness-the essential relativity
of the world' s sense (the world being the totality of regions) . Since
transcendental consciousness can always and with complete freedom
modify or suspend the thesis of each (therefore of all) contingent exis
tence and of each (therefore of all) transcendence, its very sense is
de jure and absolutely independent of the whole world. The situation of
truth , particularly of geometrical truth, is analogous. It therefore
provokes the same questions.
In fact, this eidetic independence, brought to light in a methodologi
cal idealism by a fiction, can be questioned as to its value beyond the
moment of Ideas I; i . e . , beyond the moment the eidetic-transcendental
reduction has not yet attained its final radicality and is provisionally
immobilized in one region. In effect, the region of pure consciousness is
the " residue" of a " su spension" that still remains more eidetic than
transcendental and is only the most profound of the eidetic reductions.
Yet this suspension, which tends to discover the protoregion' s essential
structures and is certainly constitutive of the world, is constituted it
self. And, as Husserl will say, it is not the "ultimate" transcendental
regression (ibid. , § 8 1 , p. 2 1 6) . 102 Would Husserl have judged this fiction
valid the moment he studied (for example, in the Cartesian Meditations )
the genetic constitution of the ego in the "unity" of its " history"? lOa In
a certain sense we can say yes. Through the solipsistic hypothesis in
which the Cartesian Meditations are first couched, pure consciousness
is still considered as that which no worldly factuality can penetrate as
such, as "a self-contained nexus of being" (Ideas I, §49, p. 1 39
[modified]). Undoubtedly, the intra-egological sedimentation, the po
tential evidence, the " residues," and the " references" l o4 that this " his
tory" makes necessary are only a network of sense . But by the irre
placeability, irreversibility, and invariability of their interconnections,
are they not also "facts" or factual structures with respect to which
pure consciousness would no longer be free? Could these sedimentary
structures de jure survive the annihilation, the overthrow, in a word,
the complete " variation" of factuality? As sense, would they not be
marked by a certain order of the factual world to which past conscious
ness is tied-a consciousness tied there by its own interconnections and
structurally implicated in every present consciousness?
1 02
These first reductions lead us to " the very threshold of phenomenology" (Ideas I,
§ 88 , p. 237) .
1 0:\ Already c ited [see note 7 above] . Also cf. on this FTL . Appendix I I , � 2 h .
pp . 3 1 6- 1 7 .
1 04

Already cited [see note 7 above] .

Husserl would probably reply that, in such a case, we are considering
factual structures in the life of the ego-i . e. , structures "bound" to
some reducible contingency-and not essential ones reduced to their
pure ideality. The " unity" of the ego' s "history" is that of the eidos
"ego. " Husserl's description means that the essential form of every
interconnection, every sedimentation, and therefore every history for
every ego is self-sufficient. Within thisform of historicity that we wish
to attain as an invariant, all facto-historical interconnections are vari
able at will.
Similarly, since the interconnections and sedimentations of geomet
rical truth are free of all factuality, no worldly catastrophe can put truth
itself in danger. All factual peril , therefore, stops at the threshold of its
internal historicity . Even if all geometrical "documents"-and as well,
all actual geometers-had to come to ruin one day, to speak of this as
an event "of" geometry would be to commit a very serious confusion
of sense and to abdicate responsibility for all rigorous discourse. One
cannot come back to all this evidence without making the sensible the
ground of geometrical truth and, therefore, without questioning once
more the sense of geometry constituted as an eidetic science. N ow this
sense was securely decided within the static analyses that, as we saw
above, were the indispensable guard rails for all genetic or historical
phenomenology.
3 . We would be fully convinced , if here-as in his static analyses
Husserl had considered writing to be a sensible phenomenon . But did
we not just find out that writing, inasmuch as it was grounding (or
contributing to the grounding of) truth' s absolute Objectivity, was not
merely a constituted sensible body (Korper), but was also a properly
constituting body (Leib)-the intentional primordiality of a Here-and
N ow of truth? If writing is both a factual event and the upsurging of
sense, if it is both Korper and Leib, how would writing preserve its
Leiblichkeit from corporeal disaster? Husserl is not going to immobilize
his analysis within this ambiguity, which for him is only a provisional
and factual confusion of regions. The phenomenologist must dissolve
the ambiguity, if he does not want to be reduced to equivocation, to
choose silence, or to precipitate phenomenology into philosophy. Hus
serl, therefore , maintains his dissociative analysis and disarticulates the
ambiguity. In order to grasp the nature of the danger threatening truth
itself in its constitutive speech or writing, in order not to leave "inter
nal" historicity, he is going to track down the intention of writing (or of
reading) in itself and in its purity ; in a new reduction he is going to
isolate the intentional act which constitutes Korper as Leib and maintain
this act in its Leiblichkeit, in its living truth-sense. Such an analysis no
longer has any need of Korper as such. Only in the intentional dimen-
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sion of a properly animate body, of the geistige Leiblichkeit, more pre
cisely, in the Geistigkeit of the Leib (to the exclusion of all factual
corporeality), is sense intrinsicall y threatened . Although in a word
[mot], Korper and Leib , body and flesh , are infact numerically one and
the same existent, their senses are definitively heterogene ous, and no
thing can come to the latter through the former. Forgetfulness of truth
itself will thus be nothing but the failure of an act and the abdication of a
responsibil ity , a lapse more than a defeat-and this forgetfulne ss can be
made to appear in person only on the basis of an intentional history.
From then on, whether it remains as the disappearance of intersub
jective truth or, as we said above, a historical category, forgetfulness
can nevertheles s be described as a phenomenon of the ego, as one of its
intentional " modification s. " As intentional sense, everything can and
should be described only as a modification of the pure ego, provided the
sense of each modification is prudently respected, as Husserl tries to
do, for example, concerning the difficult constitution of the alter ego.
We also see that, for the same reason, forgetfulne ss will never be radi
cal, however profound it may be, and sense can always, in principle and
de jure , be reactivated.
In Formal and Transcendental Logic and then in the Crisis, linguistic
objectification and mathematical symbolizat ion were presented as the
occasion of the technicist' s and objectivist 's alienation, which de
graded science into a skill or game. 1 0.') This accusation , taken up again in
the Origin, is more particularly directed against the methodological and
operative teaching of mathematic s . One learns to use signs whose
primordial sense (which is not always the logical sense that is
sedimented and accessible to an explication ) is concealed or poten
tialized under sedimentations . The latter, which are only intentions or
intentional senses made dormant, are not only superimposed in the
internal becoming of sense, but are more or less virtually implicated in
their totality in each stage or step. (In the Origin, the notion of Stufe has
both a structural and genetic sense and can be translated by " step" or
by " stage. ") The geological image of " sedimentat ion" translates re
markab ly well the style of that implication. It brings togethe r, for all
intents and purposes, the following images: The image of level or
stratum-w hat is deposited by an inroad or a progression after the
radical novelty of an irruption or upsurge: every advance, every pro
position (Satz) of a new sense is at the same time a leap (Satz) and a
I ().; Cf. in particular C, §9f. On "meaningless signs" [signes depourvus de signification]
and "game s-meaning" [signification de jeu ] , cf. LI. I , 1 , *20. pp. 304-06. On vocable s
and real signs as " bearers" of signified idealities, cf. El, §65 , p. 268.

sedimentary (satzartig) fall back of sense . Also , the image of the sub
stantial permanence of what is then 'Supposed or situated under the sur
face of actually present evidence . And finally, the image of the con
cealed presence that an activity of excavation can always re-produce
above ground as the foundation, that is itself grounded, of higher
stratifications. It brings all this together in the structural and internal
unity of a system, of a "region" in which all deposits, interrelated but
distinct, are originally prescribed by an archi-tectonics.
Confronting sedimented sense, our first danger is passivity. In the
Origin , Husserl dwells more on the receptive acceptance of signs-first
in reading-than on the secondary technical or logical activity that is
not only not contradictory to the first passivity but, on the contrary,
supposes it. The synthesis which awakens the sign to signification is
first, in fact, necessarily passive and associative. l on The possibility of
giving way to this first expectation of sense is a lasting danger. But only
freedom can let itself be threatened in this way ; we are always free to
reawaken any passively received sense, to reanimate all its virtualities,
and to " transform" them " back . . . into the corresponding activity . "
This freedom is the " capacity for reactivation that belongs originally to
every human being as a speaking being" ( 1 64) . By this reactivation,
which, Husserl states, is not "in fact" the "norm" and without which a
certain comprehension is always possible, I actively re-produce the
primordial evidence ; I make myself fully responsible for and conscious
of the sense that I take up. Reaktivierung is, in the domain of ideal
objectivities, the very act of all Verantwortung and of all Besinnung, in
the senses defined earlier. Reaktivierung permits bringing to life, under
the sedimentary surfaces of linguistic and cultural acquisitions, the
sense arising from instituting evidence. This sense is reanimated by the
fact that I restore it to its dependence on my act and reproduce it in
myself such as it had been produced for the first time by another. Of
course, the activity of reactivation is second. What it gives back to me
I Ofi
This theme of passive synthesis is copiously explicated in EJ and eM, but once
again it is in FTL that it is particularly focused (as in the Origin ) by the problem of the
sign and of the sedimentation of ideal objectivitie s . Cf. in particular Appendix I I , pp .
3 1 3-29. On the sense of activ ities and passiv ities in a phenomenology of reading as
outlined in the Origin , also see FTL, § 1 6, pp. 56-60.
Of course , the themes of passivity and sedimentation, i .e . , of the potentiality of sense ,
derive all their seriousness from the fact that they are imposed on a ph ilosophy of actua lly
present evidence whose "principle of all principles" is the immediate and actual [en acte]
presence of sense itself. If reactivation is valuable and urgent, that is because it can bring
back to present and active evidence a sense which is thus retrieved out of h istorical
virtuality. If, on the surface , phenomenology allows itself to be s ummoned outside of
itself by history, it thus has found in reactivation the medium of its fidelity.
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is the originally presentive intuition (that of the geometrical formation,
for example) which is both an activity and a passivity. If this activity is
especially illuminated here, it is no doubt because the evidence consid
ered is that of created and established ideal formations .lo7
Responsibility for reactivation is a co-responsibility. It engages the
one who receives, but also and first of all the one who creates and then
expresses the sense. For sedimentations obliterate sense only insofar as
there are surfaces available for this. The equivocity of expression is the
chosen field of sedimentary deposits . That is why the primally institut
ing geometer and those who follow after him must be concerned about
" the univocity of linguistic expression and about securing, by a very
careful coining of words, propositions, and complexes of propositions,
the results which are to be univocally expressed" ( 1 65 [modified]) .
Husserl never ceased to appeal to the imperative of univocity.
Equivocity is the path of all philosophical aberration. It is all the more
difficult not to be hasty here , as the sense of equivocity in general is
itself equivocal. There is a contingent plurivocity or multisignificance
and an essential one. These are already distinguished in the Investiga
tions (LI, I , 1 , § 26 , p. 3 14) . The first depends on an objective con ven
tion; thus the word " dog" signifies both " a type of animal" and (in
German) "a type of wagon (used in mines) . " This plurivocity does not
mislead anyone and we are always free to reduce it.loS The second is of
107

To try to illuminate this point, we first would have to approach directly and for itself

SUbjective origin, and it depends on original intentions, on always new
experiences which animate the identity of objective sense and make it
enter into unforeseeabl e configuration s. This plurivocity is an " un
avoidable rather than chance ambiguity fplurivocite], one that cannot be
removed from our language by an artificial device or convention"
(LI, p . 3 1 4) .
However, this last equivocity is what science and philosophy must
overcome. It is "unavoidabl e" only in natural language, i.e. , in the
facto-cultural phenomenon preceding the reduction. That Husserl is so
anxious to reduce the equivocal sense of cultural naivete reveals a
concern that once more could be interpreted both as a refusal of history
and as a deep fidelity to the pure sense of historicity. On the one hand, in
effect, univocity removes truth out of history ' s reach. Univocal ex
pression completely breaks the surface and offers no turning back
[rep/i] to the more or less virtual signification s that the intentions could
deposit all along the advances of a language or culture. Thus Husserl's
constant association of equivocal proceedings with a criticism of profundity is understandable .lo9 Because it brings everything to view within
a present act of evidence, because nothing is hidden or announced in
the penumbra of potential intentions, because it has mastered all the
dynamics of sense, univocal language remains the same . It thus keeps
its ideal identity throughout all cultural development. It is the condi
tion that allows communication among generations of investigators no
matter how distant and assures the exactitude of translation and the

the difficult and decisive problem in phenomenology of act ivity and passivity in general
on the basis of texts directly devoted to th is (EJ, FTL, eM) . Such a study would perhaps
have to conclude that phenomenology has only argued with the arbitrary sense
[exigence du sens] of this couple of concepts , or indefinitely struggled with them, namely,
with the most " irreducible" heritage (and indeed thereby perhaps the most obscuring

Theophilus says: " i t depends upon us to fix their meanings [significations ] , at least in any
scholarly language , and to agree to destroy this tower of Babel" (Book I I , Ch . ix, §9 [ET:

heritage) of Western philosophy. In one of the finest analyses where he works with the

New Essays Concerning Human Understanding, tr. Alfred Gideon Langley (Chicago:

concepts of passivity, activity, and passivity in activity, Husserl notes that the distinction

Open Court, 1 9 1 6), p . 373]) 7 This optimism is only one of the affinities between Leibniz ' s

be "recreated" according to " the concrete situation of the analysis , " as "for every

and Husserl's philosophies o f language : More broadly speaking, Husserl also very early
felt himself the heir to the Leibnizian conception of logic in general. Cf. notably LI, I ,

description of intentional phenomena" (El, § 23 , p. 1 08) .

Prol . , § 60, p p . 2 1 8ff.

between these two notions cannot be " inflexible ," and that in each case their sense must

1 08

LI, I , 1 , § 26, p. 3 1 4: "The class of ambiguous expressions illustrated by this last

example are what one usually has in m ind when one speaks of 'equivocation' . Ambiguity
in such cases does not tend to shake our faith in the ideality and objectivity of
significations. We are free , in fact, to limit our expression to a single signification. The
ideal unity of each of the differing significations will not be affected by their attachment to
a common designation" [modified] .
The purpose of univocity supposes, then, a decisive rupture with spontaneous lan
guage , with the "civil language " of which Leibniz used to speak; after that, "philo
sophical" or " scholarly [sa vant]" language can freely be given its own particular con
ventions. Does not the sentence just cited sound like the faithful echo of another sentence
of the Nouveaux Essais sur l' Entendement Humain, well known to Husserl and where
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On this, cf. above all " PRS , " p . 1 44 : " Profundity [Tiefsinn ] is a mark of the chaos

that genuine science wants to transform into a cosmos, into a simple , completely clear,
lucid order. Genuine science, so far as its real doctrine extends, knows no profundity . "
Hu sserl then proposes t o re-strike (umpriigen), a s in the case o f a currency revaluation,
" the conjectures of profundity into unequivocal [German: eindeutige; French : uni

voques] rational forms " and thus to "constitut[e] anew the rigorous sciences . " Likewise ,
Husserl ' s criticisms written in the margins of [Heidegger's] Sein und Zeit attribute to a
Tiefsinnigkeit the responsibility for the Heideggerian "displacement" toward what Hus
serl defines as a facto-anthropological plane. Husserl prefers the value of interiority to
that of profundity or depth , interiority being related to the penetration of internal, intrinsic
(inner), i . e. , essential (wesentlich), sense.
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pu rity of tradition . 1 1 1I In other words-on the other h nd -th e very
moment univocity removes sense beyond the reach of historical modifi
cation, it alone makes pure history possible, i.e. , as the transmission and
recollection [recueillement] of sense. Univocity only indicates the lim
pidity of the historical ether. Once again, Husserl' s demand for uni
vocity (which he formulated before the practice of the reduction) is
therefore only the reduction of empirical history toward a pure history.
Such a reduction must be recommenced indefi nitely, for language
neither can nor should be maintained under the protection of univocity .
If a radical equivocity precludes history , in effect, by plunging it into
the nocturnal and ill-transmissible riches of " bound" idealities, abso
lute univocity would itself have no other consequence than to sterilize
or paralyze history in the indigence of an indefinite iteration . Since
equivocity always evidences a certain depth of development and conceal
ment ofa past, and when one wishes to assume and interiorize the memory
of a culture in a kind of recollection (Erinnerung) in the Hegelian sense,
one has, facing this equivocity, the choice of two endeavors. One would
resemble that of James Joyce: to repeat and take responsibility for all
equivocation itself, utilizing a language that could equalize the greatest
possible synchrony with the greatest potential for buried, accumulated,
and interwoven intentions within each linguistic atom , each vocable,
each word, each simple proposition, in all wordly cultures and their
most ingenious forms (mythology, religion, sciences, arts, literature,
politics, philosophy, and so forth). And, like Joyce, this endeavor
would try to make the structural unity of all empirical culture appear in
the generalized equivocation of a writing that, no longer translating one
language into another on the basis of their common cores of sense,
circulates throughout all languages at once, accumulates their energies,
actualizes their most secret consonances, discloses their furthermost
common horizons, cultivates their associative syntheses instead of
avoiding them, and rediscovers the poetic value of passivity. In short,
rather than put it out of play with quotation marks, rather than ' 're
duce" it, this writing resolutely settles itself within the labyrinthian field
of culture "bound" by its own equivocations, in order to travel through
and explore the vastest possible historical distance that is now at all
possible.
a

1 1 0 Exactitude and univocity are overlapping notions for H u sserl. Moreover, the e xac
titude of expression will have as its condition the exactitude of sense . Geometry , the
model of the sciences whose objects are exact, will therefore more easily attain u nivocity
than will the other sciences, phenomenology in particular. We will return to this l ater.
About the relations between exactitude and univocity in geometry, also cf. Ideas I, § 73 ,
pp . 1 89-90.

The other endeavor is Husserl' s: to reduce or impoverish empirical
language methodically to the point where its univocal and translatable
elements are actually transparent, in order to reach back and grasp
again at its pure source a historicity or traditionality that no de facto
historical totality will yield of itself. This historicity or traditionality is
always already presupposed by every Odyssean repetition of Joyce's
type , as by all philosophy of history (in the current sense) and by every
phenomenology of spirit. The essences of finite totalities and the typol
ogy of figures of the spirit will always be idealities that are bound to
empirical history. Only by means of historicism is it possible to remain
there and confuse them with the movement of truth .
But HusserJ ' s project, as the transcendental "parallel" to Joyce ' s,
knows the same relativity. Joyce' s project, which also proceeded from
a certain anti-historicism and a will "to awake" from the " nightmare"
a will to master that nightmare in a total and present
of " history,
resumption, could only succeed by allotting its share to univocity ,
whether it might draw from a given univocity or try to produce another.
Otherwise, the very text of its repetition would have been unintelligi
ble ; at least it would have remained so forever and for everyone .
Likewise, HusserJ had to admit an irreducible, enriching, and always
renascent equivocity into pure historicity. In effect, absolute univocity
is imaginable only in two limiting cases. First: suppose the designated
thing is not only an absolutely singular, immutable, and natural object,
but also an existent whose unity , identity , and Objectivity would in
themselves be prior to all culture. Now if we suppose that such a thing
or perception exists, linguistic ideality and its project of univocity
i . e . , the act of language itself-intervene and from the outset place
that supposition in a culture, in a network of linguistic relations and
oppositions, which would load a word with intentions or with lateral
and virtual reminscences. Equivocity is the congential mark of every
culture . This first hypothesis of a univocal and natural language is,
therefore, absurd and contradictory.
Second: is not the result the same if, at the other pole of language, an
absolutely ideal object must be designated? This time, the chance for
I I I

" 1 12

1 1 1 Husserl has always associated " Hegelianism" with "romantic i sm" and with " his
toricism ," to which romanticism is led when " be lief" in its " metaphysics of h istory" has
been lost. (Cf. especially " PRS , " pp. 76-77.) Was not the e xpression Weltanschauung
first Hegelian? (Cf. on this J. Hyppolite , Genesis and Structure of Hegel's "Phenomenology
of Spirit, " tr. Samuel Cherniak and John Heckman [Evanston: Northwestern University
Press, 1 974] , pp. 469-70 . )
1 12
James Joyce , Ulysses (New York : Random , 1 96 1 ) , p . 3 4 [ " H i story , Stephen said, i s
a nightmare from which I a m trying t o awake. " ] .
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univocity would not be offered by a precultural, but by a transcultural
object, for example, the geometrical object. In any case, univocity
corresponds to the very vocation of science. Husser! writes in the Ori
gin: " In accord with the essence of science, then, its functionaries
maintain the constant claim, the personal certainty, that everything
they put into scientific assertions has been said 'once and for all,' that it
' stands fast, ' forever identically repeatable, usable in evidence and for
further theoretical or practical ends-as indubitably able to be reacti
vated with the identity of its genuine sense " ( 1 65-66 [modified]).
But this identity of sense, the ground of univocity and the condition
for reactivation, is always relative, because it is always inscribed within
a mobile system of relations and takes its source in an infinitely open
project of acquisition. Even if those relations are, within a science,
relations of pure idealities and "truths," they do not therein give rise
any less to some singular placings in perspective [mises en perspectives ],
some multiple interconnections of sense, and therefore some mediate
and potential aims. If, in fact, equivocity is always irreducible, that is
because words and language in general are not and can never be abso
lute objects. 1 13 They do not possess any resistant and permanent iden
tity that is absolutely their own. They have their linguistic being from
an intention which traverses them as mediations. The " same " word is
always "other" according to the always different intentional acts which
thereby make a word significative [signijiant] . There is a sort of pure
equivocity here, which grows in the very rhythm of science. Con
sequently, Husserl specifies in a note that the scientific statement,
without being questioned again as to its truth, always remains
provisional, and that "Objective, absolutely firm knowledge of truth is
an infinite idea" ( 1 66) . Absolute univocity is inaccessible, but only as_
an Idea in the Kantian sense can be. If the univocity investigated by
Husserl and the equivocation generalized by Joyce are in fact relative,
they are, therefore, not so symmetrically. For their common telos, the
positive value of univocity, is immediately revealed only within the
relativity that Husserl defined. Univocity is also the absolute horizon of
equivocity. In giving it the sense of an infinite task, Husser! does not
make univocity, as could be feared, the value for a language impover
ished and thus removed out of history' s reach. Rather, univocity is
both the apriori and the teleological condition for all historicity ; it is that
1 13

That is why, as we noted above, Husserl could not inquire as to the absoLute ideal
Obj ectivity concerning language itself, whose ideality is always that of a " thematic
index" and not a theme. This irreducible mediacy thus makes illusory all the safety
promised by speech or writing themseLves .

without which the very equivocations of empirical culture and history
would not be possible .
The problem of univocity echoes immediately upon that of reactiva
tion. Its schema is the same , for, without a minimal linguistic transpar
ency, no reactivation would be imaginable. But if univocity is in fact
always relative, and if it alone permits the reduction of all empirical
culture and of all sedimentation, is the possibility of a pure history of
sense to be doubted de jure? More particularly since, after having pre
sented the capacity for reactivation, Husserl does not fail to ask the
serious question of itsjinitude. In a science like geometry , whose poten
tiality for growth is extraordinary, it is impossible for every geometer,
at every instant and every time he resumes his task after necessary
interruptions, to perform a total and immediate reactivation of the
"immense chain of foundings back to the original premises" ( 1 66
[modified]) . The necessity of those interruptions is a factual one (sleep ,
professional breaks, and so forth), which has no sense compared with
geometrical truth but is no less irreducible to it.
A total reactivation , even if that were possible, would paralyze the
internal history of geometry just as surely as would the radical impossi
bility of all reactivation. Husser! is not worried about that: at this point
a total recuperation of origins is still only a teleological horizon. For
under the extrinsic necessity that geometrical activity be intermittent is
also hidden an essential and internal necessity: since no piece of the
geometrical edifice is self-sufficient, no immediate reactivation is possi
ble, on any level . That is why , Husser! remarks, the "individual and
even the social capacity" for reactivation is of an "obvious finitude"
( 1 68) . It will always be denied immediate totality.
The obviousness [evidence ] of that finitude and of that necessary
mediacy could stamp Husserl's whole purpose as nonsense. Since that
finitude is in fact irreducible, should it not furnish the true starting point
for reflecting on history? Without that essential concealment of origins
and within the hypothesis of an all-powerful reactivation, what would
consciousness of historicity be? Also, no doubt, that consciousness
would be nothing, if it was radically prohibited access to origins.
But, so that history may have its proper density , must not then the
darkness which engulfs the "original premises" (it can be penetrated
but never dissipated) not only hide the fact but also the instituting
sense? And must not the "critical" forgetfulness of origins be the faith
ful shadow in truth's advance rather than an accidental aberration?
This distinction between fact and sense (or the de facto and the de jure)
would be effaced in the sense-investigation of a primordial finitude.
But for Husser!, as we know, that finitude can appear precisely in its
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primordiality only given the Idea of an infinite history . Thus, faced with
the finitude of reactivation, Husserl does not give up, as we suspect, the
first direction of his investigation. He postpones the problem until later
and invites with a slightly enigmatic brevity, to " notice" that there
exists "an idealization: namely, the removal of limits from our capac
ity , in a certain sense its infinitization'" ( 1 68) . A secondary idealizing
operation then comes to relieve the reactivative ability of its finitude
and lets it get beyond itself. This movement is analogous to the con
stitution, for example, of the unity of the world' s infinite horizon or
(beyond the finite interconnection of retentions and protentions) to the
constitution of the evidence for a total unity of the immanent flux as an
Idea in the Kantian sense. 1 1.t But above all, this movement is analogous
to the production of geometry' s exactitude : the passage to the infinite
limit of a finite and qualitative sensible intuition. Strictly speaking, even
here it is geometrical idealization which permits infinitizing the reac
tivative ability. Working in the diaphanousness of pure ideality, this
ability easily and de jure transgresses its limits, which are then no more
than the nominal limits of pure factuality. This idealization, which has
for its correlate an infinite Idea, always decisively intervenes in the
difficult moments of Husserl' s description. The phenomenological
status of its evidence remains rather mysterious . The impossibility of
adequately determining the content of this Idea does not undermine,
Husserl says in Ideas I, the rational transparency of its insightful evi
dence (Einsichtigkeit). 1 15 However, the certainty of what can never im
mediately and as such present itself in an intuition should pose some
serious problems for phenomenology (problems similar to those, for
example , of the constitution of the alter ego by an irreducibly mediate
intentionality). We will come directly back to this later, when the prod
uction of geometrical exactitude by idealization will be our concern. At
the present juncture, Husserl provisionally averts this difficulty . He
writes : "The peculiar sort of evidence belonging to such idealizations
will concern u s later" ( 1 68 [modified]).
The capacity of reactivation must then be transmitted, in order that
science not decay into a "tradition emptied of sense. " As long as

science moves away from its beginnings and its logical superstructures
are accumulated , the chances for such a transmission decrease until the
day when the ability happens to fail. " Unfortunately . . . this is our
situation, and that of the whole modern age'" ( 1 69) . The advancements
of science can be pursued, even when the sense of its origin has been
lost. But then the very logicality of the scientific gestures, imprisoned in
mediacy, breaks down into a sort of oneiric and inhuman absurdity.
Did not Plato describe this situation? Was not the eternity of essences
for him perhaps only another name for a nonempirical historicity?
"Geometry and the studies [sciences ] that accompany if ' are exiled far
from their fundamental intuitions. They are incapable of " vision"
(idein) and riveted to the hypotheses held as their principles. Confusing
symbol with truth, they seem to us to dream (oromen os oneirottousi)
(Republic VII, 533c) . 1l6 The return inquiry is therefore urgent: through
us and for us it will reawaken science to its primordial sense, i.e. , as we
know , its final sense.

lI S ,

1 14
1 15

Cf. Ideas I, especially § 8 3 , pp . 220-22.

Ibid. , p. 22 1 . [In his translation of the Origin , Derrida translates Einsicht by " evi
dence rationnelle . " In this he follows, as he says, the j ustification and practice of S .
Bachelard (see A Study of HusserI' s Logic, p . \ 06). This helps e lucidate the phrase "la
transparence rationnelle de son evidence" as a " translation" of " E insichtigke it . " I n h is
Guide for Translating Husserl, Dorion Cairns suggests the fol lowing : i n sight, insightful
ness, intellectual seenness, apodictic evidentness, e videntness. Note adapted by Tr. ]

VIII

Thus the method and the sense of the question concerning origins are
illuminated at the same time as the conditions for the tradition of sci
ence in general . In closing these preliminary considerations, Husserl
recalls their exemplary and fully "historical" character (in the sense of
Historie ) : " Everywhere the problems, the clarifying investigations, the
insights into principles are historical (historisch) . . . We stand, then,
within the historical horizon in which everything is historical, however
little we may know about determined things. But this horizon has its
essential structure that can be disclosed through methodical inquiry"
( 1 7 1 -72 [modified]).
With respect to other sciences, as with respect to the world of presci
entific culture, other returns to their origins are therefore prescribed.
They are always possible , although as problems they still remain " un
asked. " This field of inquiry has no limits, since historicity embraces
the infinite totality of being and sense: "Naturally, problems of this
particular sort immediately awaken the total problem of the universal
historicity of the correlative manners of being of humanity and the
cultural world and the a priori structure contained in this historicity"
.

( 1 72) .

1 1 6 Plato, The Collected Dialogues, ed. Hamilton and Cairns (Princeton: Princeton
U niversity Press, \ 96 \) , p. 765 . The translation is that of Paul Shorey .
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After having opened his question about geometry to its broadest
horizon, but before coming back to the determined origin of that sci
ence, Husserl responds (as a sort of complementary clarification) to two
diametrically opposed methodological objections.
Certainly, the first would proceed from a standard epistemologism
for which the return to primordial evidence and to its instituting con
cepts is an indispensable task. But there is nothing historical to that.
The illusion of history can be given to this first objection only by verbal
or symbolic allusions to some " undiscoverable" [ 1 72] but hardly
mythical Thales . Husserl himself had handled this classic objection
when, concerning the origin of science and geometry in particular, he
attacked empiricism and external history He now rejects it because
it misconstrues its own style of historical investigation, which is as
internal and nonempirical as possible. Is it useful to recall that never has
it been a question of returning to Thales or the factual beginnings of
geometry? But to renounce factual history is not at all to cut oneself off
from history in general. On the contrary, it is to open oneself to the
sense of historicity. And in a sentence whose stress, at least, contrasts
with that of his early phenomenology (but which only confirms and
deepens, with an admirable fidelity, the initial distrust with regard to
conventional history), Husserl specifies ( 1 72-73) :
.117

The ruling dogma of the separation in principle between epistemo
logical elucidation and historical, even humanistic-psychological
explanation, between epistemological and genetic origin , is funda
mentally mistaken [is fundamentally turned upside down: Derrida 's
translation ], unless one inadmissibly limits, in the usual way, the
concepts of "history, " "historical explanation, " and "genesis. " Or
rather, what is fundamentally mistaken is the limitation through which
precisely the deepest and most genuine problems of history are
concealed.

To investigate the sense of a science as tradition and as cultural form
is to investigate the sense of its complete historicity . From this fact,
every intrascientific explication, every return to first axioms, to
primordial evidences and instituting concepts, is at the same time ' ' his
torical disclosure" [ 1 73] . Whatever our ignorance on the subject of
117

I n Ideas I , §25, p p . 84-86, will b e found a long piissage i n which Husserl develops
on his own, and in curiously similar terms, the objection that he pretends to address here .
The confrontation of this text with that of the Origin can be remarkably illuminating as to
the sense and fidelity of Husserl ' s itinerary.

actual history, we know a priori that every cultural present, therefore
every scientific present, implicates in its totality the totality of the past.
The unity of this unceasing totalization which is always brought about
in the form of the historic Present (the " Primordial in itself" [Primordial
e� soiD leads us, if correctly inquired of, to the universal Apriori of
hIstory. As the Absolute unchangeable in itself of the Living Present in
whic� it is grounded, the historic Present is at first sight only the ir
redUCIble and pure place and movement of that totalization and that
traditionalization . 1 1 8 The historic Present is the historical Absolute
" the vital movement of the coexistence and the interweaving (des
Miteinander und Ineinander) of primordial formations and sedi
mentations of sense (Sinnbildllllg [lind Sinnsedimentierllng ] ) " ( 1 74
[modified]) .
Every particular historical investigation must de jure note its more or
less immediate dependence on that insight into apodictic principles
[evidence absolument principielle ] . All habitual factual history "remains
incomprehensible" ( 1 74) as long as these a priori have not been expli
cated and as long as factual history has not adapted its method to the
notion of intrinsic history, to the notion of the intentional history of
sense.
This leads us to the second riposte, this time directed against histori
cism rather than empirical history. The schema of this criticism is anal
ogous to that which underlies "Philosophy as Rigorous Science. " But
the historicism Husserl now attacks, despite affinities connecting it to
Dilthey's theory of the Weltanschauung, seems to have a more ethno
sociological, a more modern style. And here what Husserl wants to
wrest from historical relativism is less the truth or ideal norms of sci
ence and philosophy than the a priori of historical science itself.
In effect, ethnologism sets the abundant mUltiplicity of testimonies
attesting that each people, each tribe, each human group has its world,
its a priori , its order, its logic , its history, over against the universal a
priori, the unconditioned and apodictic structures, the unitary ground
of history, such as Husserl means to describe them.
Now , on the one hand, these unimpeachable testimonies do not be
lie but, on the contrary, presuppose the structure of the universal
horizon and the a priori of history that Husserl designates ; these prel IS Naturally, it is a question, as Husserl clearly states, of the historic Present in
general as the ultimate universal form of every possible historical ex perience, an experi
ence which itself is grounded in the Living Present of egological consciou sness.
Moreover, H usserl emphasizes in a footnote [ 1 74] that all of intrinsic hi story passe s

through the intrinsic history of the totality of individual persons.

- . ...
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suppositions only cause singular and determined a priori to be articu
lated therein. It suffices, then, to respect those articulations and the
complicated hierarchy which submits more or less determined material
a priori to the apriori form of universal historicity. On the other hand,
the "facts," which are thus invoked to support this relativism, can be
determined as certain historical facts only if something like historical
truth is determinable in general. 11 9 Ranke' s " ' how it really was' "
[ 1 76], the ultimate reference for all factual history, presupposes as its
horizon a historical determinability that every empirical science, by
itself alone and as such, is powerless to ground. " Accordingly, we need
not first enter into some kind of critical discussion of the facts set out by
historicism; it is enough that the claim of their factuality already pre
supposes the historical a priori if this claim is to have any sense" ( 1 76
[modified]) .
In order to be able "to establish" facts as facts of history, we must
always already know what history is and under what conditions
concrete conditions-it is possible. We must already be engaged in a
precomprehension of historicity, i . e . , of the invariants of history that
language, tradition, community, and so forth are. In order for the
ethnological ' 'fact" to appear, ethnological communication must al
ready be started within the horizon of universal humanity ; two men or
two groups of men must have been able to be understood starting from
the possibilities, however poor, of a universal language. The ethnologist
must be sure , apodictically, that other men also necessarily live within a
community of language and tradition, within the horizon of a history ;
sure, also, of what all that means in general . In the ultimate recourse, it
is necessary to know that the historic Present in general-the irreduci
ble form of every historical experience-is the ground of all historicity,
and that I could always come to terms in this Present with the most
distant, the most different "other. " However strange to each other two
men may be, they always are understandable-at the limit-in the
commonality of their Living Present in which the historic Present is
rooted. That each of their fundamental Presents is, also, materially
determined by its insertion within the factual content of a tradition,
social structure, language, and so forth, that each does not have the
same sense-content, this in no way affects the commonalty of their
form. This universal form, which is the most primordial and concrete
lived experience, is supposed by all being-together. This form also
seems to be the final retrenchment, therefore the most responsible secu1 1 \1

Some analogous developments will be found in the V ienna Lecture, " Philosophy
and the Crisis of European H u manity , " in C, p. 296.
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rity, of every phenomenological reduction. In this ultimate juridical
is announced the most radical unity of the world.
Thu s every problem of historical facts involves historical invariants
the very moment the problem authorizes a certain relativism. 1 20 The
latter retains all its value, provided its level of materiality and its apriori
conditions are appropriately determined. The part devoted to re
lativism in the celebrated Letter to Levy-Bruhl can be interpreted in
this way . From that letter, written a year earlier than the Origin, 121 we
might th ink, on the contrary , that Husserl renounced the historical a
priori discovered by imaginary variation and recognized that the pure
phenomenology of history had to expect something other than exam
ples from the content of the empirical sciences, ethnology in particular.
This is notably the reading that Merleau-Ponty proposed: "In a letter to
Levy-Bruhl which has been preserved, Husserl seems to admit that the
facts go beyond what we imagine and that this point bears a real
significance. It is as if the imagination, left to itself, is unable to repre
sent the possibilities of existence which are realized in different cul
tures . . . . [Husserl] saw that it is perhaps not possible for u s, who live
in certain historical traditions, to conceive of the historical possibility of
these primitive men by a mere variation of our imagination. " 1 22
Or again:
instant [instance ]

Historical relativism is now no longer dominated at one stroke by a
mode of thought which would have all the keys of history and would be
in a position to draw up a table of all historical possibles before any
factual experimental inquiry. On the contrary, the thinker who wishes
1 20
Is it necessary to underscore that the question here is not that of a criticism of
h istorical or socio-ethnological science as such ? H usserl simply wants to cal l the problem
back to its presupposition s . Phenomenology , which alone can bring them to light as such ,
at times has been, moreover, taken up by the researchers themsel ves with various de
grees of e xplication.
This precaution had been formulated as an hommage to history as human science in
" PRS , " p. 1 29.
1�1

Letter of March I I , 1 93 5 . H u sserl there speaks notably of the " indubitable legiti
macy" that " historical relativism" involves "as anthropological fact" (our emphasis)
and of the possible and necessary task of a comprehensive Einfiihlung with respect to
primitive societies that are " without h istory" (geschichtlos) . [A great deal of this letter i s
available i n Merleau-Ponty' s articles cited beiow . See note s 1 22-1 2 5-tr.] H e insists
v igorously on the fact that the rights of relativ ism thu s understood are preserved and
" conserved" by " the i ntentional analysis" of transcendental phenomenology.
122
Cf. " Phenomenology and the S ciences of Man , " pp. 90-9 1 . The same interpretation
is presented in Merleau-Ponty ' s article , "The Philosopher and Sociology , " in Signs, pp .
98- 1 ] 3 .
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to dominate history in this way must learn from the facts and must
enter into them . . . . The eidetic of history cannot dispense with
factual historical investigation. In the eyes of Husserl, philosophy, as a
coherent thought which leads to a classification offacts according to
their value and truth, continues to have its final importance . But it
must begin by understanding all lived experiences. (Our emphasis) 123

.�

Is such an interpretation justifie d?
The only relativ ism Husserl acknowledge s as valid is that attached to
historico-ant hropo logical " facts" as such and in their factuality. Hus
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Ibid. , pp. 9 1 -92 [modified] .
Ibid. , p. 92.

Huss�rl, so l!ttle a question of " begin[ning] by understanding all lived
exp.er�ences, ' of abandoning or limiting the technique of imaginary
va�I�hon, th.a� the latter is explicitly and frequently prescribed in the
O�lgm, a ,: ntmg that can be considered one of Husserl' s last. For him,
. the " method" according to which we obtain " a
thI.S techmque remams
u�l�ersal and also fixed a priori of the historical world which i s always
ongmally genuine" ( 1 77) .
Far�her on, he says: " we also have , and know that we have , the
capaCIty of c?mp�ete fr�edom to transform, in thought and phantasy,
our hu�a� histonc�l eXlst�nce . . . . And precisely in this activity of
free :ranahon, and m runmng through the conceivable possibilities for
the lIfe-world, there arise�, with apodictic self-evidence, an essentially
general set of elements gomg through all the variants . . . . Thereby we
have removed every bond to the factually valid historical world and
h��� :eg,�rded this world itself merely as one of the conceptual pos
SIbIlIties ( 1 77) .
Here �gain, �o dou ? t, i.maginary variation and the reduction de facto
take .their startmg pomt m
factuality. But again they retain from fact
?nly Its ex�mplarity and its essential structure, its "possibility" and not
Its factualIty.
If t�e d�s�ov�ry of the apriori structures and the invariants of univer
sal hIstOrICIty IS. metho�o!ogically and juridically first, this discovery
teaches .us nothmg-this IS evident, and first to Husserl-about each
real society' s or each real historical moment' s own specific character
proposed for the s�ciologist's or historian' s activity . Therefore, it has
never been a �uestion of that, nor of "construct[ing] what makes sense
of other expenences and civilizations by a purely imaginary variation of
[one' s] own experiences . " 12 5
if I were able to "construct" the " sense of other expe
. Nevertheless,
nences
and civiliza�ions" in that manner, I would discover in what way
they are also exper�enc�s and civilizations, and not how they are diffe 
ent. In order to attam thiS sense of every civilization or every experience,
r

�

1 25 Mer eau-Ponty, "The Philosopher and Sociology, " p . 1 07 [modified] . A lways
commentlfl on the same letter, Merleau-Ponty writes: " H ere he [H usserl] seems to admit
t at the philosopher ou ld not pos s bly have immediate access to the universal by reflec
.
.
tIon alone-that he s m no posItIon to do without anthropological experience or to
ons ruct wha c nstItut s the meaning of other experiences and civ ilizations by a purely
Imagmary varIatIon of hIS own experiences" (p. 1 07 ) .
In
e rleau-Ponty' s Phenomenology of Perception [ t r . Colin Smith ( N e w York:
.
H umaflltle Pre ss, 1 962)] . the w ole l ast period of H u sserI' s thought was already i nter
.
.
preted as . t Cltly [ break n ] Wlt the ph ilosophy of essences , " a rupture by wh ich
,
H u ss rl as merely explICItly laYII'lg down analytic procedure s which he had long been
applymg' (p. 49) .
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I will first have to reduce what there is of my own (in the factual sense,
of course) in the experience and civilization from which I in fact start.
Once that sense of the experience or civilization in general has been
made clear, I could legitimately try to determine the difference between
the various facts of civilization and experience. This does not mean that
I should abandon every eidetic attitude from that moment on. Within a
much greater factual determination, other reductions are still possible
and necessary, reductions that must be prudently articulated according
to their degree of generality, dependence, and so forth, yet always
respecting, as Husserl specifies in the Origin, the rule of the strict
" subsumption" [ 1 59] of the singular under the universal. In proportion
to the increase of material determination, "relativism" extends its
rights, but, since it is dependent to the highest degree, it will never be,
as Husserl notes in the same letter, " the last word of scientific
knowledge. "
Certainly the work of the historian, sociologist, ethnologist, and so
forth constitutes a kind of realized imaginary variation in the encounter
with factual difference; this kind of variation can be used directly for
access to the concrete and universal components of sociality or historic
ity . Since these invariants will teach us nothing about the specific
character of a particular society or epoch, I will-especially-have to
" empathize" (einzufuhlen), as HusserI said to Levy-Bruhl. But this
empathizing (Einfuh lung) , as the factual determination of difference,
cannot exactly institute science de jure. Einfuhlung itself is possible only
within and by virtue of the apriori universal structures of sociality and
historicity. It supposes an immediate transcendental community of all
historical civilizations and the possibility of an Einfuhlung in general.
In the material determination of historicities, Einfuhlung, moreover,
strictly conforms with the method of all historical phenomenology,
since it penetrates historical significations from within and makes the
external inquiry depend on internal intuition.
But, then, how do we reconcile the affirmation according to which
historicity is an essential structure of the horizon for all humanity (as
well as for every community) and the allusion to the " nonhistoricity"
(Geschichtlosigkeit) of certain archaic societies? 126 This nonhistoricity
seems not to have any pure and absolute signification for HusserI. It
would only modify the apriori structure of mankind' s universal historic
ity empirically or materially. It would be the form of historicity that is
only proper to finite societies enclosed in their "locked horizons"
societies as yet removed from the irruption of the " European" Idea of
1 21)

Letter already c ited.

the infi n ite task and tradition. Their " stagnation" would not be the
mere absence of historicity but a kind of finitude in the project and
recollection of sense . Therefore , and only in comparison with the infi
nite and pure historicity of the European eidos, do archaic societies seem
" without history." In the Crisis, moreover, Husserl only recognizes an
empirical type in those societies which do not participate in the Euro
pean Idea. N onhistoricity, then, would only be the lower limit-mode of
empirical historicity . The ambiguity of an example which is at once an
undistinguished sample and a teleological model is still found here. In
the first sense, in fact, we could say with HusserI that every community
is in history, that historicity is the essential horizon of humanity, insofar
as there is no humanity without sociality and culture. From this per
spective , any society at all, European, archaic , or some other, can
serve as an example in an eidetic recognition. But on the other hand,
Europe has the privilege of being the good example, for it incarnates in
its purity the Telos of all historicity: universality, omnitemporality ,
infinite traditionality, and so forth ; by investigating the sense of the
pure and infinite possibility of historicity , Europe has awakened history
to its own proper end. Therefore, in this second sense, pure historicity
is reserved for the European eidos. The empirical types of non
European societies, then, are only more or less historical; at the lower
limit, they tend toward nonhistoricity.
Thus HusserI is led to distinguish the originality of various levels
within the most universal eidos of historicity . In a very brief fragment,
whose inspiration is very similar to that of the Origin, HusserI deter
mines three stages or steps of historicity. In proportion to the ad
vancement in that hierarchy or to the progression in that development,
historicity assumes greater possession of its own essence . First, there
would be historicity in the most general sense, as the essence of all
human existence , inasmuch as human existence necessarily moves in
the spiritual space of a culture or tradition. The immediately higher
level would be that of European culture , the theoretical project, and
philosophy . The third level, finally, would be characterized by the
"conversion of philosophy into phenomenology. " 1 27 Thus, at each
1 �7 " Stufen der Geschichtlichkeit . Erste Geschichtlic hke it . " 1 934. Beilage X X V I . in K ,
pp. 502-03. El sewhere Husserl writes in t h e same v e i n : ' " Human life i s necessarily, in the
main and as cultural life, h istorical in the strictest sense. But scientific life , life as the l ife
of a man of science in a horizon of a community of men of science , signifies a new kind of
historicity" (Beilage XXVI I , 1 93 5 , in K , p . 507 ) . A l so see " Ph ilosophy and the Crisis of
European Humanity, " in C, p. 279. Husserl speak s there of a " revolutionization of
h istoricity . " [In the version that Paul Ricoeur translates (see note 1 49 below) , the line i s
rendered: " ' re volution i n the heart o f historicity , " the emphasis b y Derrida . ]
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stage, the revolution which overthrows the previous project by an infin
itization is only the sense-investigation of a hidden intention.
(Moreover, the equivalence of every sense-investigation to an infinitiza
tion can be posited as a phenomenological rule.) On the other hand ,
since these three moments are stratifying structures of different heights,
they are not in fact mutually exclusive: not only do they coexist in the
world, but one and the same society can make them cohabit within
itself, in the differentiated unity of an organic simultaneity.
It is then straight toward the eidetic invariants and the teleological
absolutes of historicity that Husserl's reflection is directed. The internal
and dynamic differentiation of those invariants must not lose sight of
that fact; this differentiation is precisely the sign that the invariants of
historicity, the essences of becoming are really in question here. We
could then be tempted by an interpretation diametrically opposed to
that of Merleau-Ponty and maintain that Husser!, far from opening the
phenomenological parentheses to historical factuality under all its
forms, leaves history more than ever outside them . We could always
say that, by definition and like all conditions of possibility , the in
variants of history thus tracked down by Husser! are not historical in
themselves . We would then conclude, like Walter B iemel , that
" Husserl' s essays which try to grasp historicity thematically can be
considered as failures. " 12R
But what would historicity and discourse about history be, if none of
those invariants were possible? In order to speak of failure in the
thematization of historicity , must we not already have access to an
invariant and more or less thematic sense of historicity? And is not that
sense precisely what is announced in Husserl's last meditations, incom
plete as they are?
If the thematization of the apodictic invariants and of the historical a
priori was at fault, would not that be in comparison with history rather
than with historicity? The failure would then be flagrant if, at some
moment, Husserl was to become interested in something like history.
1 2H

" Les Phases decisives dans Ie developpement de la ph ilosophie de Husserl" (al
ready cited [see note 5] , in Husserl, Cahiers de Royaumont, p. 58) . [This comment is only
found in the French version of this essay . J Walter Biemel very accurately sees the Crisis
as a work of old age too easily interpreted as a turning point in H u sserl' s thought, despite
the profound continuity which unites it to his previous i nvestigations. At the end of this

�

I

valuable lecture-while underscoring Husserl ' s fidelity-the author recalls the discom
fort of Husserl who, in " an entire series of manuscripts from group K I I I , " " asks h im se lf
why philosophy should need h istory" ( in The Phenomenology of Husserl, ed. Elveton, p .
1 67) . A n d in Beilagen X X V and XXVIII o f the Krisis, H u sserl asks h im self in particular:
" Why does philosophy need the history of philosophy?" ( in K, p. 495), and : "How is
History Required?" ( in K, p. 5 08 ; in C, Appendix I X , p. 3 89).

He never seems to h �ve done that. Would not, then, his original merit
be to have described, in a properly transcendental step (in a sense of
that word which Kantianism cannot exhaust) , the conditions of possibil
ity for history which were at the same time concrete? Concrete, because
they are experienced [vecues ] under the form of horizon.
The notion of horizon is decisive here: " horizon-consciousness,"
" horizon-certainty," " horizon-knowledge," such are the key concepts
of the Origin. Horizon is given to a lived evidence, to a concrete knowl
edge which, Husserl says, is never "learned" [ 1 76] , which no empirical
moment can then hand over, since it always presupposes the horizon.
Therefore, we are clearly dealing with a primordial knowledge concern
ing the totality of possible historical experiences. Horizon is the
always-already-there of a future which keeps the indetermination of its
infinite openness intact (even though this future was announced to con
sciousness). As the structural determination of every material indeter
minacy, a horizon is always virtually present in every experience ; for it
is at once the unity and the incompletion for that experience-the an
ticipated unity in every incompletion. The notion of horizon converts
critical philosophy' s state of abstract possibility into the concrete infin
ite potentiality secretly presupposed therein. The notion of horizon thus
makes the a priori and the teleological coincide.
IX

After broadening his reflection to include the problems of universal
historicity, Husserl narrows the field of his analysis and comes back to
the origin of geometry. In a few pages, he puts forward the most con
crete descriptions of this text. Commentators have most often retained
these descriptions because, in short, as Husserl himself underscores,
they go beyond "formal generalities" [ 1 77] and (starting from human
praxis) draw near to the constitution of geometrical protoidealities in
the prescientific sphere of the cultural world.
The posture [situation ] of this analysis seems rigorously prescribed
by the bearing of the meditation, despite its rather free style . As we are
going to see, its content is less novel in HusserI' s work than at first
apparent. After having determined the conditions for traditionality in
general, we have the right to return to one of those traditions which
(serving just a moment ago as an exemplary guide) is now studied in
itself. After having fixed the sense and the method for all questioning of
origins, we ask a question about a single origin. On the other hand,
geometry has been recognized as a traditional system of ideal objec
tivities. Now in ideal objectivity, both Objectivity and ideality must be
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accounted for; despite their deep-rooted interrelatedness and their re
ciprocal conditioning , they can be separated. Analyzed in general and
not as geometrical (as in the first part of the text), ideality effectively
enters into tradition by its objectification and thus can be freed, can be
handed over. We ought, then, to begin (as Husserl does) by accounting
for Objectivity, i.e . , the historicity of ideal objectivity in general . The
apriori structures of historicity could be questioned only by recourse to
language , writing , the capacity of reactivation, and finally to method .
Thanks to this method, which alone enables comprehension of the in
variants of historicity in general with an apodictic certainty , we can now
return (this side of science) to the invariants of the pre scientific world
on the basis of which geometrical proto idealities have been produced
and established . Thus, after having defined the conditions for the Ob
jectivity of ideal objects, we can try to describe the conditions for
geometrical ideality itself, by a new reduction of constituted scientific
Objectivity and all its specific historicity. Earlier, it will be recalled,
Husserl asked himself: how could ideal sense, already constituted in
subjective immanence , be objective and engaged in history and in the
movement of intersubjectivity? He now asks himself: how, in a "previ
ous" moment, could ideality itself be constituted?
The necessity of this way of going back [recursion] through a series of
"zigzags" seems to guide Husserl when he writes : "Through this
method, going beyond the formal generalities we exhibited earlier, we
can also make thematic that apodictic aspect of the pre scientific world
that the original founder of geometry had at his disposal, that which
must have served as the material for his idealizations" ( 1 77) .
First, we must delimit those structures of the prescientific world
which could institute a geometry. This description is always possible,
since the stratum of the prescientific world is never destroyed , nor
defi n itively concealed . This stratum remains intact under the universe
determined by the ideal exactitude of science. And, according to an
image which Husserl uses at least twice, it is "nothing more than a garb
of ideas thrown over the world of immediate intuition and experience,
[over] the life-world ; for each of the results of science has its foundation
of sense in this immediate experience and its corresponding world and
refers back to it. ' It is through the garb of ideas that we take for true
Being what is actually a method' . . . .

Therefore , it is proper to reduce the ideal sedimentations of science
in order to discover the nakedness of the pregeometrical world. Thi �
new "epoche" of the objective sciences, the problem of which is
developed in the Crisis, is difficult for several reasons:
I :W

1 . The first difficulty is that of every reduction: it must be kept from
being a forgetfulness and a negation, a subtraction or devaluation of
what it methodically de-sediments or neutralizes.
2 . As the reduction of objective-exact science, this new epoch e must
not cause us to renounce all scientificness. The thematization of the
Lebenswelt must be " scientific" and attain to the a priori which are no
longer the habitual ones of logic and objective science . 1 31 Husserl often
presents this as a "paradox" : the Lebenswelt, the preobjective sphere
of " subjective-relative" significations, has a universal , unconditioned
structure , a structure prescribed for its very relativity The a priori of
logic and objective science are also "rooted" and "grounded" in the a
priori of the Lebenswelt (C, §34 e , p. 1 30) . We are confined by naivete to
the former and kept ignorant of their " sense-relation" (Sinnbeziehung)
to the life-world. Without this grounding relation, they are ' 'in mid-air"
(ibid. , § 36, p. 1 4 1 ) .
3 . Finally , it i s not sufficient to dissolve what Husserl calls, in the
language of Bolzano, the truths of science, " 'truths in themselves' "
(ibid. , p. 1 30) ; we must continually make problematic the relation of the
Lebenswelt ' s subjective-relative truths and science' s objective-exact
truths. The paradox of their mutual interrelation makes both truths
"enigmatic" at once (ibid. , p. 1 3 1 ) . In the insecurity of this enigma, in
the instability of the space between these two truths, the epoche must
be stretched between the arche and the telos of a passage. Two truths,
that of doxa and that of episteme, whose sense and a priori are heteroge
neous in themselves , remain interrelated (Aufeinanderbezogenheit)
(ibid.) . Science' s truth "in itself" is not any less truth-of the
subjective-relative world, in which it has its bases. No doubt there
exists a naively superficial baselessness (Bodenlosigkeit): that of the
rationalists and the traditional scientific investigators who move uncon
strained in the atmosphere of the logical and objective a priori and do
.

1 :12

" 129

1 2 !1

EJ , pp. 44-45 , in a paragraph wh ich concerns precisely geometry' s ideal exactitude .
The same image is u sed in C (§9h : " The life-world as the forgotten meaning-fundament of
natural science , " p. 5 1 ) . H u sserl ' s ambiguous attitude before science-which he v alued
utmost as project and least i n i ts superstructural precariousness and ability to conceal-
reflects the very movement of the "historical" constitution of sense : creation which
discloses and sedimentation which covers over imply each other.

1 :1 0

Cf. notably § § 3 3 to 39, pp . 1 2 1 -48, and the related texts appended there.

1 :1 1

Ibid. On the difficulty and necessity for a scientific thematization of the Lebenswelt.
cf. (§ 33] , p. 1 22 . On the distinction between the two a priori, cf. above all ( § 3 6] , pp.
1 37-4 1 . I n the Origin , " logic" always has the sense of the " sedimented. "
1� 2 Ibid. [§37], pp. 1 42-43 . On the structural permanence o f the prescientific life-world ,
also cf. [§9h ] , p . 5 1 .
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This work does not attain the prepredicative world in its first radicality . I t supposes,

like Ideas I, an already constituted temporality. Cf. on this Ideas [, notably §8 1 , pp .
2 16- 1 7 , and EJ, § 14, p . 68 .

alter ego,

primordial temporality, and so forth. These reductions,
moreover, are done in texts earlier than the Crisis . In Ideas I, the
broadening of the transcendental reduction already extends by anticipa
tion as far as the eidetic of history, which Husserl thought still remained
to be done . After having justified his suspension of " all transcendent
eidetic domains, " "actual physical Nature, " and the empirical or eide
tic sciences of Nature (geometry , kinematics, pure physics, and so
forth) , Husserl wrote :
Si:nilarly, just as we � ave suspended all experiential sciences dealing
With the nature of ammate beings and all empirical human sciences
concer� ing pers�nal beings in personal relationships, concerning men
as subjects of history, as bearers of culture , and treating also the
cultural formations themselves, and so forth , we also suspend now the

eidetic sciences which correspond to these objectivities . We do so in
oo.vance and in idea; for, as everyone knows, these ontological- :idetic
.
sClen.,ces (rational
psychology, sociology, for instance) have not as yet
recelv�d � proper grounding, at any rate none that is pure and free from
all obJectIOn . (Ideas I, § 60, p. 162 [modified]; our emphasis)

We could then say that Husserl in advance subjected history's eidetic
to. the authe�tic t �anscendental reduction-an eidetic he will try to con
stItute startmg m the Crisis. That is why , no doubt, the word
"transcendental," which Husserl nearly always reserves for the ego ' s
pure constituting activity , i s never utilized in the Origin . If I myself
have spoken of transcendental historicity , I do so in order to distinguish
at once empirical history and a simple eidetic of history parallel to the
other eidetics of Nature and spirit. The eidos of historicity , as expli
cated after the Crisis, seems to exceed the limits assigned to it be
forehand by Ideas I. Its science is no longer merely one human science
among others. It is that of an activity constituting the whole sphere of
absolute ideal Objectivity and all the eidetic sciences . That this con
stituting history may be more profoundly constituted itself, such is, no
doubt , one of the most permanent motifs of Husserl's thought; also, one
of the most difficult, for it accords badly with that of a historicity which
(as Husserl said more and more often) traverses everything through and
through , and first of all the ego itself.1:3-t
AI�

1:14
these difficulties seem concentrated to us in the sense that Husserl gives to the
ex presslo� "transcendental history, " which he utilizes (to our knowledge) only once, in
an unpublIshed manuscript of Group C (C 8 I I , October 29, p. 3 ) : thu s , the question

concerns the intermonadic relation (always considered in itself, of course , as an inten
tional modification of the monad in general in its primordial temporality) , a relation
thanks to which the constitution of a common world becomes possible. This relation

�

s ructurally implies the horizon of the history of the spirit, past and futu re; the latter
discovers for us what perception cannot give us.
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x

What , then, are the essential and general components of the prescie n
tific cultural world? Or rather, what are, in that world , the invariant
structures which have conditioned the advent of geometry? Howev er
profoun d our ignorance concerning historical facts, we know with an
immedi ate and apodictic knowle dge-the sense of which can always be
investigated-the followin g:
1 . That this pregeometrical world was a world of things disposed of
according to an anexact space and time.
2 . That these things must have been "corporeal. " Corporeality is a
particular determination of thinghood (Dinglichkeit) in general; but since
culture already had to have left its mark on the world (because language
and intersubjectivity must have preceded geometry), 1 36 corporeality
does not exhaustively overlap thinghood: " since the necessarily
coexisting human beings are not thinkable as mere bodies and, like
even the cultural Objects which belong with them structurally, are not
exhausted in corporeal being" ( 1 77) .
3 . That these pure bodies had to have spatial shapes, shapes of
motion, and " alterations of deformation" [ 1 77] .
4. That material qualities (color, weight, hardness, and so forth)
must necessarily be "related" to these pregeometrical, spatiotemporal
shapes by a supplementary eidetic determination.
In Ideas I, while explicating the principles of regional articulation and
internal structure, Husserl treated these eidetic characteristics as an
index, whereas they are a direct theme in the Origin: " The construction
of the highest concrete genus (the region) out of genera that are partly
disjunctive , partly founded in one another (and in this mutually incl� 
sive), corresponds to the construction of the concreta that belong to .It
out of lowest differences that are partly disjunctive, partly founded m
one another; as obtains with temporal, spatial, and material determina
tions, for instance, in the case of the thing " (§ 72 , p. 1 86 [modified] ; our
emphasis) .1:37
Pure geometry and kinematics (and all the associated sciences for
1 :1.',

inscribed within
This idea, already develope d in §9a of the Crisis , is more directly
in the Origin .
that
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This j ustifies (at least on a specific point) the anteriority of the Origin
1 :\.')

1 3fi

concernin g language and being-in-c ommunity .
1 :1 7

Also cf. § 149, pp. 3 82-83 et passim .

which they are the example here) , then, will be m aterial eidetics, since
their purpose is the thingly, and thus the corporeal, determination of
objects in general. But they are abstract material sciences, because they
only treat certain eidetic components of corporeal things in general ,
disregarding their independent and concrete totality , which also com
prises the " material" (stojJtich), sensible qualities and the totality of
their predicates. Spatial shapes, temporal shapes, and shapes of motion
are always singled out from the totality of the perceived body.
By itself alone, then, a static analysis could a priori and rigorously
recall for us that the protogeometer always already had at his disposal
anexact spatiotemporal shapes and essentially " vague" morphological
types, which can always give rise to a pregeometrical descriptive sci
ence . This could be called geography . For such a subject, the rigor of
eidetic assertions (like that for determining vague essences) is not at all
undermined by the necessary anexactitude of the percei ved object. We
must indeed beware of scientific naivete, which causes this anexac
titude of the object or concept to be considered as a " defect," as an
inexactitude . Husserl writes (we are still quoting from Ideas I) : "The
most perfect geometry and its most perfect practical control cannot
help the descriptive scientific investigator of Nature to express pre
cisely (in exact geometrical concepts) that which in so plain, so under
standable , and so entirely suitable a way he expresses in the words:
notched , indented , lens-shaped, umbilliform, and the like-simple con
cepts which are essentially and not accidentally inexact, and are therefore
also unmathematical" (§74, p. 1 90 [modifiedD . 138
5 . That, by a practical necessity of daily life, certain shapes and
certain processes of transformation could be perceived, restored, and
progressively perfected ; for example, rigid lines, even surfaces, and so
forth . Every morphological, i.e. , pregeometrical, determination works
according to the qualitative gradations of sensible intuition: more or less
smooth surfaces, sides, lines, or more or less rough angles, and so on.
This does not prohibit a rigorous and univocal eidetic fixing of vague
morphological types. In the Origin, Husserl writes (parenthetically and
somewhat'enigmatically) that before exactitude emerges, " proceeding
from the factual, an essential form becomes recognizable through a
method of variation" ( 1 78). The sense of this remark becomes clearer
on the basis of Ideas I and the Crisis. By imaginary variation we can
obtain inexact but pure morphological types: " roundness," for exam1 38

This whole section , devoted to " Descriptive and Exact Sciences , " i s very impor
tant for understanding the Origin .
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pIe , under which is constructed the geometrical ideality of the "cir
cle . " 139 The notion of this operation of " substruction" is also repeated
in the Crisis . But the type " roundness" is no less already furnish ed with
a certain ideality ; it is not to be confuse d with the multipl icity of natural
shapes which more or less correspond to it in perception. Only an
imaginative intending can attain that ideality in its pregeometrical pur
ity. But this pure ideality is of a sensible order and must be distin
guished carefu lly from pure geometrical ideality , which in itself is re
leased from all sensible or imaginative intuitiv eness. The imagination is
what gives me the pure morphological type, and it " can transform
sensible shapes only into other sensible shapes" (C, §9a, p. 25) . Ac
cording to Husser l, then, pure sensible ideality is situated on a premath
ematical level. Once constituted, pure mathematics will thus be accessi 
ble only to " understanding" (whose notion has no precise technic al
sense in Husserl ); in any case , to an activity conceiv able in the sense of
Cartesian intellec tualism , since this activity is at once freed from two
homogeneous facultie s, from imagination and sensibil ity. In some very
enlightening lines concerning this in the Crisis, the precise content of
which does not seem to be found in any other of HusserI ' s texts, he has
written:
In the intuitively given surrounding world, by abstractively directing
our regard to the mere spatiotemporal shapes, we experience
.
"bodies " -not geometrical-ideal bodies but precisely those bodies that
we actually experience , with the content which is the actual content of
experience. No matter how arbitrarily we may transform these bodies

in phantasy, the /ree and in a certain sense "ideal" possibilities we thus
obtain are anything but geometrical-ideal possibilities: they are not the
geometrically ' 'pure" shapes which can be inscribed in ideal
space "pure " bodies, "pure " straight lines, "pure " planes, other
-

"pure" figures, and the movements and deformations which occur
in "pure" figures. Thus geometrical space does not signify anything like
imaginary space. . . . (Ibid. , [modified]; our emphasis) 1 40

find
Cf. on this Ideas I, § 75 ; and Notes 3 and 4 of Ricoeur in Idees, p. 238. We would
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The Liberal Arts Press, 1 950) , p. 34] ) . According to Kant, geometry is
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ffa ntastique ] because it is grounded on the universal form s of pure

Although geometrical ideality may be produced starting from sensi
ble morphological ideality, this facto-historical departure point is nul
lified as a ground within constituted geometry . Undoubtedly, in its
turn, imaginative-sensible idealization (without which geometry could
not have arisen) poses some delicate problems of origin, of which Hus
serl is very conscious. Although this origin is the origin of what pre
cedes and conditions geometry, it is not to be confused with the origin
of geometry itself and all of its related possibilities ; it only authorizes
what we earlier called a "geography. " In every phenomenological re
gression to beginnings, the notion of an internal or intrinsic history and
sense lets us delineate some safety-catches [crans d' arret], as well as
articulate, if not avoid, all "regressus ad infinitum . " The internal sense
of geometry, which provides us with a static analysis, prescribes that
the question of geometry' s origin stop at the constituted sense of what
has immediately conditioned geometry. The source of pregeometrical
idealities can be left provisionally in the dark. 1 41 Thus, Husser! writes:
" Still, questions like that of the clarification of the origin of geometry
have a closed character, such that one need not inquire beyond those
prescientific materials" ( 1 72) .
The problems of origin posed outside that enclosure and concerning
the sense of preexact or preobjective spatiotemporality would find their
ideality of sensible space. B u t according t o Hu sser!, o n the contrary , geometrical ideality
is not imaginary [imaginaire] because it is uprooted from a ll sensible ground in general .
In accordance with Kant, it was sufficient for Hu sserl to be purified of empirical and
material sensibility to escape empirical imagination. As for what concerns at least the
structure of mathematical truth and cognition, if not their origin . Hu sserl remains then
nearer to Descartes than to Kant. It is true for the latter, as has been sufficiently em
phasized, that the concept of sensibility is no longer derived from a " sensualist" defini
tion . We could not say this is always the case for Descartes or Husser! '
1�1

Access to the origin of sensible ideality, a product of the imagination, would also

require, then, a direct thematization of imagination as such . Now the latter, whose
o perative role is nevertheless so deci sive , never seems to have been sufficiently inquired
into by Husser! ' It retains [ garde ] an ambiguous status: a derived and founded reproduc
tive ability on the one hand, it is, on the other, the manifestation of a radical theoretical
freedom . It especially makes the exemplariness of the fact emerge and hands over the
sense of the fact outside of the factuality of the fact . Presented in the Crisis as a faculty
that is homogeneous with sensibility, it simultaneously uproots morphological ideality
from pure sensible reality.
It i s by beginning with the direct thematization of imagination in its situation as an
original lived experience (utilizing imagination as the operative instrument of all eideticsL
by freely describing the phenomenological conditions for fiction, therefore for the
phenomenological method, that Sartre 's breakthrough [trouee) has so profoundly
unbalanced-and then overthrown-the landscape of Hu sserl ' s phenomenology and
abandoned its horizon.
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place inside the new transcendental aesthetics which Husserl particu
larly contem plated in the Conclu sion of Formal and Transcendental
Logic (pp. 291 _93) .1 42
.
.
.
Paradoxically, because ideal geometrical space IS not ImagI� ary (and
therefore not sensible ) , its ideality can be related to the total umty of �he
sensible world. And, for the same reason, applied geomet ry remams
possible , going so far as to be confuse d in our eyes with the "true
nature" that applied geomet ry at the same time conceal s.143 In effect, a
sensible ideality , which always springs from i magination, could only
give rise to an imaginary rfantastique] space and an i maginary rfant�s
atI o�
tique ] science of space, to an unforeseeable and inorganic prolifer .
legItI
we
as
affirm,
not
could
of morphological types . In that case, we
mately and with comple te security did, that ' 'we have not two but, �nlY
(C,
one universalform of the world: not two but only one geometry . . .
§9 c , p . 34).
. . ,
. .
This sensible and, to a certain degree, empIrIcal antIcIpatIOn �although in comparison with facts submitted to variatio n, ima?i .natIv.e
ideality of the morphological type can no longer be merel� empIrIC al) IS
true not only for geometrical forms but also for geometrIcal measure 
ment. The latter comes to the fore in and through praxis: for example ,
"where just distribu tion is intended" ( 1 78) . An empirical technique of
measur ement (in surveyi ng, in architecture, and so forth) must neces
sarily belong to every prescientific culture . Husserl. does no� �laborate
on that in the Origin . In the Crisis he seems to consIder empIrIcal mea
sure as a stage further than sensible morphology on the path toward s
pure geometrical ideality . Measur e initiates an .adv.ance in th� se �se of
the univocal , intersubjective , therefore ideal-objectIve determmatIOn of
the geometrical thing (C , §9 c , p. 34). Moreov er, on � clearly higher or
subsequent level, the arithme tization of geometry ":I! l be ev? ked. as a
new revolution within geometry . Howeve r, the ongm of thIS SCIence
will only be more deeply buried, and its sense " emptied . " 145
IH

the �rchitec
These few pages are very important , here in particu lar, for determini ng. .
, also cf.
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ental
transcend
"
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of
tonic situation of the Origin . On the sense
46.
1
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CM,
i nqu iry in
1 4:l
"So familiar to us is the shift between a priori theory and empirical
�e spatia.l shape.s
e veryday life that we u su al l y tend not to separate the space a�d t
al actualIty , as If
geometry talks about from the space and spatial shapes of expenentI
they were one and the same" (C, §9a, p . 24).
142

On surveying as "pregeom etrical
1 4 4 On surveying , see notably §9a, pp. 27-28.
§9h, p. 4 9 .
achieve ment, " which is also "a meaning-fu ndament for geometry , " see

of an "arithmeti zat on of �eometry
W Cf. C. §9f. pp. 44-45 . Husserl speaks there
of Its sense
which " leads almost automatica ll y , in a certain way , t o the emptymg

�

::

We know, then, a priori that the physical thing, the body, the vague
morphological and phoronomic types, the art of measure, the possibility
of imaginary variation, and preexact spatiotemporality already had to
be located in the cultural field that was offered " to the philosopher who
did not yet know geometry but who should be conceivable as its inven
tor" ( 1 78).
Thus the institution of geometry could only be a philosophical act.
Husserl, who often speaks of "Platonizing geometry" (FTL, Conclu
sion, p. 292) , always assigned to this' instituting act a contemporaneity
of sense with "the school of Plato" (Ideas I, §9, p. 58), " Platonism" (C,
§ 9 , p. 23), the Greeks "guided by the Platonic doctrine of Ideas" (ibid. ,
§8, p. 2 1 ) ,1 4 6 " Platonic idealism,"147 and so forth . The philosopher is a
man who inaugurates the theoretical attitude ; the latter is only the
spirit's radical freedom, which authorizes a move beyond finitude and
opens the horizon of knowledge as that of a prehaving, i.e . , of an
infinite project or task ( Vorhaben) . Thereby, the theoretical attitude
makes idealization's decisive "passage to the limit" possible, as well as
the constitution of the mathematical field in general. Naturally, this
passage to the limit is only the going beyond every sensible and factual
limit. It concerns the ideal limit of an infinite transgression , not the
factual limit of the transgressed finitude.
Starting from this inaugural infinitization , mathematics cognizes new
infinitizations which are so many interior revolutions. For, if the
primordial infinitization opens the mathematical field to infinite fecun
dities for the Greeks, it no less first limits the apriori system of that
productivity . The very content of an infinite production will be confined
within an apriori system which , for the Greeks, will always be closed.
[modified] . Formal algebrization was already presented as a threat for primordial s ense
and the "clarity" of geometry in Ideas I. where the " ' pure' geometer" was defined as
the one " who dispenses with the methods of algebra" (§70, p. 1 82 ) .
1 41; As Husserl often remarked, the allusion to Greece , to the Greek origin of philoso
phy and mathematics, has no external historico-empirical sense. It is the factual
[h'cncmentief] index of an internal sense of origin . Cf. on th is particularl y " Phi losophy
and the Crisis of European H umanity" ( in C, pp. 279-80) . Of course , the whole problem
of a phenomenology of history supposes that the " indicative" character of such language
is resolved .
Hi " Idealization and the Science of Reality-The Mathematization of N ature" (Before
1 928) , Abhandlung in Krisis, p . 29 1 ; A ppendix I I in Crisis . p . 3 1 3 . In addition to this text.
one of the most specific sketches from the h istorical perspective concerning the relation
between Plato ' s philosophy and the advent of pure mathematics by idealization and
passage to the limit has been published by R. Boe hm in Beilage V I I of Erste Philosophie
( 1 923124) . Vol . 1 (in Husserliana. Vol . 7 [The H ague : N ij hoff, 1 956] , pp. 3 27-28 ) .
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Crisis of Europ ean Humanity" ) and the Crisis itself, whichEuclidean
notes , "goes back to Greek thoug ht and in particular to e task of
geometry , to assign the glory of having conceived of an infinit
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two
Moreover, the difference we propo se to observe betwe enthethe

literal
in
kinds of infinity would not at all comp letely efface what, place
by
side
ness of the texts, remai ns a flagrant opposition. Let us
side the two most apparently irreconcilab le passages:
A)
Only Greek philosophy leads, by a specific development, to a science
in the form of infinite theory, of which Greek geometry supplied us,
for some millennia, the example and soverei{?n model.
Mathematics-the idea of the infinite, of infinite tasks-is like a
Babylonian tower: although unfinished, it remains a task full of sense ,
opened onto the infinite . This infinity has for its correlate the new man
of infinite ends.

And farther on:
Infinity is discovered, first in the form of the idealization of
magnitudes, of measures, of numbers, figures, straight lines, poles,
surfaces, etc . . . . Now without its being advanced explicitly as a

hypothesis, intutitively given nature and world are transformed into a
mathematical world, the world of the mathematical natural sciences.
A ntiquity led the way: in its mathematics was accomplished the first
.
dlscovery of both .infinite ideals and infinite tasks. This becomes for all
.
later times the gUldmg star of the sciences. 14 9

B)
Of course the ancients, guided by the Platonic doctrine of Ideas, had
already idealized empirical numbers, units of measurement, empirical
figures in space, points, lines, surfaces, bodies; and they had
transformed the propositions and proofs of geometry into
ideal-geometrical propositions and proofs. What is more, with
Euclid�an geometry had grown up the highly impressive idea of a
s�stemlcally �ohe:ent deductive theory, aimed at a most broadly and
highly conceived Ideal goal, resting on "axiomatic " fundamental
concepts and principles, proceeding according to apodictic
argume!l�s-a totality formed of pure rationality, a totality whose
uncondltloned truth is available to insight and which consists
exclusively of unconditioned truths recognized through immediate and
mediate insight. But Euclidean geometry, and ancient mathematics in
general, knows only finite tasks, a finitely closed a priori. Aristotelian
syl/ogistics belongs here also, as an a priori which takes precedence
over all others. Antiquity goes this far, but never far enough to grasp
the possi� ility of the infinite task which, for us, is linked as a matter of
Course wlth the concept of geometrical space and with the concept of
geometry as the science belonging to it. (C, § 8, pp. 2 1 -22 ; Husserl's
emphasis)

We can note that the first of the above texts only attributes infinitiza
tion in the first sense to Greek philosophy and geometry,1.� O i.e . , the
creative idealization of mathematics in general-a fact they will not
be denied in the Crisis . There exists an infinity which equalizes
1 4 9 [The first part o f this passage is taken from " La Crise d e J ' humanite europeenne et
la philosoph ie , " translated by Paul Ricoeur. This version (translated from Ms M I I I 5 I I
b ) differs i n places from the version ( M s M I I I 5 I I a ) published i n the Krisis and translated
i nto English ( Lauer ' s translation of this text in the same volume that contains his transla
tion of " PR S , " Phenomenology and the Crisis of Philosophy, also follows the latter
v �rsion). I have always cited the version in C, since here occurs the only significant
divergence between the two texts in Derrida's u se of them . The second part of the above
quoted passage is found on p. 293 of C. Note adapted by tr. ]
\. jO

In this respect, it c an be said that, by their intention, the Vienna Lecture and the

Orig in are nearer each other than they both are to the Crisis . Both are interested in a

," in Husserl: An AnaLysis, p. 1 6 1 ,
Paul Ricoeu r, " Hu sserl and the Sense of H istory
n. 1 5 .
1 4H

proto-origin prior to the " Galilean" origin of modern tim e s . Cf. what we s aid above
about the reduction of the Galilean attitude.
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the discovery of the aprioriness of mathematics in general and the
transgression of sensible finitudes, even if the first apriori system is in
itself closed, as the second passage states. On the basis of a finite apriori
system, an infinite number of mathematical operations and
transformations is already possible in that system, even if they are not
infinitely creative. Above all, despite the closedness of the system, we
are within mathematical infinity because we have definitively idealized
and gone beyond the factual and sensible finitudes. The infinite infinity
of the modern revolution can then be announced in the finite infinity of
Antiquity' s creation. While investigating the sense of what they
created-mathematical aprioriness-the Greeks simply would not have
investigated the sense of all the powers of infi n ity which were enclosed
in that aprioriness and, therefore, to be sure , of the pure and infinite
historicity of mathematics. That will be done only progressively and
later on, by interconnecting revolutionary developments conforming to
the p �ofound historicity of mathematics and to a creativity which al
ways proceeds by disclosure . 151
If that were so , the contrast between the two texts would be less
abrupt: one would thematize mathematical aprioriness and the other the
apriori system or systems, or rather mathematical systematicity. Within
the infi n ity opened by the Greeks, a new infi n itization is produced, one
which will make the previous closure appear, not as the closure
paralyzing the Greeks on the threshold of mathematical infinity itself,
but as the closure secondarily limiting them within the mathematical
field in general. Even in the spirit of the Crisis, the modem infinitization
will mark less an authentic upsurging than a kind of resurrection of
geometry. Moreover, this self-rebirth [renaissance a sol] will be at the
same time only a new obliteration of the first birth (certificate). And, it
must be added, the process of intra-mathematical infinitization can then
be generalized ad infinitum and according to an acceler�te.d rhythm .
But if each infinitization is a new birth of geometry In Its authentIc
primordial intention (which we notice still remained hidden to a certain
1 52
.

1.;1
1 :;2

On this cf. the Crisis. notably §8, p. 22, and §9h, pp . 5 1 -5 2 , and § 7 1 , pp. 245-46.

The text taken from the Crisis, which does not seem to put into question ever again
the " Greek" origin of mathematics as an infi nite t ask , poses thus the diffic u lt intra
mathematical problem of closure, a notion which can have mu ltiple senses according to
the contexts in which it is employed. On all these questions, we refer particularly to S .
Bachelard . A Study of Husserf 's Logic . Part 1 . Ch. 3 . pp . 43-63 . Moreover, there i s also a
closure of the mathematical domain in general in i ts ideal unity as mathematical sense , a
closure within which all i nfinitization will have to be maintained , s imply becau se th is
infinitization still concerns ideal-mathematical objectivities. About the mathematical sys
tem in genera\ H u sserl speaks of " an i nfinite and yet self-enclosed world of ideal objec
'
tivities as a field for study" (C, §9a. p. 26 [modified]) .

extent by the closure of the previous system), we may wonder if it is
still legitimate to speak of an origin of geometry. Does not geometry
have an infinite number of births (or birth certificates) in which , each
time, another birth is announced, while still being concealed? Must we
not say that geometry is on the way toward its origin, instead of pro
ceeding from it?
Husserl undoubtedly would agree. Telelogical sense and the sense of
origin were always mutually implicated for him. Being announced in
each other, they will be revealed fully only through each other at the
infinite pole of history. But, then, why have geometry begin with pure
idealization and exactitude? Why not have it begin with imaginative
sensible idealization and morphological typology, since exactitude is
already anticipated there? Or, conversely, why still call the systems
which were totally rid of concrete geometry geometrical? This type of
questioning undoubtedly relativizes the specificity of geometrical sense
as such but does not question it in itself. The geometrical telos is no
doubt only the fragment or particular segment of a universal Telos
which traverses, precedes, and goes beyond the geometrical one; but
geometry' s adventure is rigorously articulated or deployed in [s' articule
en ] that Telos: the adventure did not begin as such before the emergence
of absolutely pure and nonsensible ideality ; it remains the adventure-of
geometry as long as pure ideal objectivities are confined within the field
of aprioriness opened by the Greeks.13:� Then Husser! can at one and the
same time speak of a pure sense and an internal historicity of geometry
and can say, as he often does, that a universal teleology of Reason was
at work in human history before the Greco-European coming to con
sciousness [prise de conscience ] , that pure ideality is announced in
bound ideality, and so on. Thus, at the same time he saves the abso
lutely original sense or internal historicity of each traditional line and its
" relativity" within universal historicity. In this manner he is assured of
penetrating universal historicity only from within, especially if, by
preference , he turns his regard to a tradition as " exemplary" as that of
mathematics.
Far from being the access to some possibility that is itself ahistoric
yet discovered within a history (which would in turn be transfigured by
it) , the openness of the infinite is only, on the contrary, the openness of
history itself, in the utmost depths and purity of its essence . Without
I :;;l
This is true , of course , only insofar as these objectivities are related , immediately or
not . to spatiality in genera\ , if geometry is considered in itself and in the strict sense ; to
movement in general . if kinematics is considered in itself and in the strict sense . (But
H usser! often says that " geometry" is an " abbre viation" for all the objective and exact
sc iences of pure spatiotemporality . ) But if geometry is considered in its e x emplarine ss.
th is is generally true for every absolutely pure and "free" ideal objectivity .
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this rift in the finite, historical humanity, or rather h istorical civiliza
tions, would only claim an empirical type of socio-anthropological un
ity. But, as we have clearly seen: empirical h istory is essentially indis
tinguishable from nonhistory.
Also, Husserl judges it no more necessary in the Origin than in the
Vienna Lecture or the Crisis to account, historically, for the birth of
philosophy which has conditioned that of geometry. This was the birth
of pure history. The origin of historicity (Geschichtlichkeit) will never be
dependent on a history (Historie). Although the theoretical attitude may
be secondary and intermittent on the order of factuality, 1 54 it would be
fruitless to describe the phenomenological and intrinsic genesis of what
precisely establishes the possibility for such a description. This does
not mean, moreover, that it is impossible or useless to try an extrinsic
and "parallel" historical approach to this subject, utilizing all the pos
sible factual givens (geographical, economic, cultural, sociological,
psychological, and so forth) with the finest competence, the utmost
methodological security , and without yielding to causalism , atomism,
and so on. Likewise , a facto-genetic description of the most ambitious
transcendental reduction can be tried, with the help of all available
empirical tools. Such attempts would have their full value only insofar
as they would be conducted with the certainty that everything is spoken
of then except the reduction itself, except the origin of philosophy and
history themselves and as such . In the best of cases, we speak of what is
strictly " parallel" to them.
From the moment Husserl is given both the pre scientific cultural
world and the philosopher as conditions for geometry' s origin, the ab
sence of all concrete description of the institutor's acts should not be
surprising. Nor disappointing. Those conditions were indispensable,
but also sufficient. Also, in some very allusive lines which add nothing
to the previous static descriptions, the sense of the inaugural operation
is exhausted. The finitudes, which the protogeometer philosopher has
at his disposal (among the highest are " bound" idealities) and which he
perceives on an infinite horizon, " as formations developed out of praxis
and thought of in terms of perfection, clearly serve only as bases for a
new sort of praxis out of which similarly named new formations grow.
It is evident in advance that this new sort of formation will be a product
arising out of an idealizing, spiritual act, one of ' pure' thinking, which
has its materials in the designated universal pregivens of this factual
humanity and human surrounding world and creates 'ideal objectivities'
out of them" ( 1 79 [modified]).
1 ;'4

On this cf. notably EJ, § 1 4, p. 65 .

Here we are , then, as a last recourse, before an idealizing operation
whose activity has never been studied for itself and whose conditions
are never to be so studied, since we are dealing with�a radically institu
tive operation. This idealization is that which , on the basis of a sensible
ideality (the morphological type of "roundness," for example) , makes a
higher, absolutely objective, exact, and nonsensible ideality occur-the
" circle , " a " similarly named [but] new" formationY5 In order to reach
back and grasp again the species (i.e. , the original aspect of sensible
morphological ideality), we must constantly get free from geometrical
habits which tend to obfuscate it. In The Poetics of Space , concerning
the chapter entitled: "The Phenomenology of Roundness," Gaston
Bachelard evokes this troublesome but necessary deception: " The diffi
culty that had to be overcome in writing this chapter was to avoid all
geometrical evidence. " 156
Unlike morphological ideality , exact ideality has been produced
without the essential aid of sensibility or imagination; it broke away by
a leap from every descriptive mooring. Undoubtedly this leap drew its
support or appeal from sensible ideality ; Husserl always speaks of
geometry's sensible " support, " " substrate," or "basis" (Ideas I, §70,
p. 1 83).157 But these foundations are not the fundamentals ones, al1 ;'.;

The same principle and notion of substructive idealization, but without substantial

supplementary explication, is found again and again from one end to the other of Hus
sert ' s work. In particular: a) in the LI, I , 1 , § 1 8 , p. 302 . There we read among others those
lines devoted to idealization and to which the Origin will add noth ing: " The image . . .
provides only a foothold for intellectio . It offers no genuine instance of our intended
pattern, only an instance of the sort of sensuous form which is the natural starting-point
for geometrical ' idealization' . In these intellectual thought-processes of geometry , the
ideal of a geometrical figure is constituted, which is then expressed in the fixed meaning
of the definitory expression. Actually to perform this intellectual process may be presup
posed by our first formation of primitive geometrical expressions and by our application
of them in knowledge , but not for their revived understanding and their continued
significant use " ; b) in Ideas I, §74, pp. 1 90-9 1 ; c) in " Ide alization and the Science of
Reality-The Mathematization of Nature" (Before 1 928), Appendix I I , in C, pp. 30 1 - 1 4 ;
d ) inEl, § to, pp. 4 1 -46; e ) in FTL, §96c, and Conclusion , pp. 243 and 29 1 -9 3 ; f) in C , §9a
naturally, but also in § 36, where in summary is said: " These categorical features of the
life-world have the same names but are not concerned, so to speak, with the theoretical
idealizations and the hypothetical substructions of the geometrician and the physicist"
(p. 1 40; our emphasis); and g) in Appendix V: "Objectivity and the World of Experi
ence , " in C, pp . 343-5 1 .
1 56

The Poetics of Space, tf. Maria Iolas (Boston: Beacon, 1 964) , p. xxxv .

157

All these formulas are also encountered in the texts we just cited. The sensible type
serves as the foundation for geometry in the process of being constituted. Next, it will
only serve as an illustrative "auxiliary" or " adjunct" to a geometrical activity which
goes through it toward pure ideality.
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though the latter ought not to make the former be forgotten. It is " pure
thinking" that is responsible for the leaping advance of idealization and
for geometrical truth as such . The inaugural character of the idealizing
act, the radical and irruptive freedom which that act manifests, and the
all
decisive discontinuit y which uproots the act from its past conditions,
5
this hides the idealizing act from a genealogical description . 1 H
If the earlier texts do not teach us any more about the process of
idealization , are they more precise as to the origin of the ability to
idealize? It does not seem so. In its most concrete determinati ons, the
operation is always presented as a " passage to the limit. " Starting from
an anticipatory structure of intentionali ty , we go beyond morpho
logical ideality toward the ideal and invariant pole of an infinite
approximation.I;)9
But for the intentional anticipation to leap to the infinite , it must
already be ideal. What this idealization of anticipation at once auI �H

I n the same sense Gonseth notes : "The passage from the i ntuitive notion: the
intended line, to the ideal notion: the straight line, is something completely indescriba
ble " (Les Mathematiques et la realite: Essai sur la methode axiomatique [Paris : L ib
rairie Felix A lcan, 1 936] , p . 76).
1 �!I

To us the most specific passages concerning this seem to be the fol lowing :
A) " Geometrical concepts are 'ideal' concepts, they express something which one
cannot 'see ' ; their 'origin, ' and therefore their content also, is essentially other than that
of the descriptive concepts as concepts which express the e ssential nature of t h ings as
drawn directly from simple intuition, and not anything ' ideal . ' Exact concepts have their
correlates in essences, which have the character of 'Ideas ' in the Kantian sense . Over
against these I deas or ideal essences stand the morphological essences, as correlates of
descri ptive concepts .
" That ideation . . . gives ideal essences as ideal 'limits , ' which cannot on principle be
found in any sensory intuit ion, to which on occasion morphological essences ' approxi
mate more or less, without ever reaching them . " (Ideas I, �74 , pp. 1 90-9 1 ; H u sserl ' s
emphasis).
B) The text wh ich follows, taken from the Crisis ( §9a , p. 26) , is of a more genetic style .
Here H u sserl also shows h imself more sensitive to the difficulty of a description which, he
thinks, still remains to be done : " Without going more deeply into the essential intercon
nections involved here (which has never been done systematically and is by no means
easy ) , we can understand that, out of the praxis of perfecting, of freely p re ssing toward
the horizons of conceivable (erdenklicher) perfecting ' again and again' (Immer-wieder),
limit-shapes emerge toward which the particular series of perfectings tend, as toward
invariant and never attainable poles . If we are interested in these ideal shapes and are
consistently engaged in determining them and in constructing new ones out of those
already determined, we are ' geometers. ' The same is true of the broader sphere whi ch
includes the dimension of tim e : we are mathematicians of the 'pure' shapes whose uni
versal form is the coidealized form of space-time. In place of real praxis . . . we now
have an ideal praxis of ' pure thinking' which remains exclusively within the realm of
pure limit-shapes . " H usserl ' s emphasis.
.

.

thorizes and prescribes is the presence for consciousness of an Idea in
The latter is the object of an ideation, a name Husserl
often gives to idealization and which must be distinguished from idea
tion as the intuition of an essence ( Wesensschau). The difference be
tween these two ideations is: one can constitute an object as a creation,
the other can determine it in an intuition. Primordial geometrical idea
tion, for example, brings about an essence which did not exist before
the ideation. This ideation is therefore more historical. But once the
ideal object is constituted within ready-made geometry, the
Wesensschau regains its rights . It is not by chance that the same word
designates two different operations: in both cases, the object is an irreal
essence, although not at all imaginary [fantastique ] . I n constituted
geometry, the Wesensschau only repeats the productive idealization. If
t ?e geometrical Wesensschau is possible only because idealizing idea
tI�n ha � already produced the geometrical object, conversely, the
pn �ordIaI passage-to-the-limit is possible only if guided by an essence
which can always be anticipated and then " recognized, " because a
truth of pure space is in question. That is why passages to the limit are
not to be done arbitrarily or aimlessly. That is why geometry is this
extraordinary operation: the creation of an eidetic. It follows that
g� o �etry's infinite history will always see its unity prescribed by the
eidetiC structure of a region, or more precisely, by the unity of an
a? str�ct " �� ment' � � spatiality) of a region. This unity certainly is not
� Isto.ncal .' It I � emplncally unchangeable . But it is only the unity of the
mfimte hlstoncal development of the eidetic called geometry. It is no
thing outside the history of geometry itself.
Essence-limits suppose then an open horizon and the breakthrough
toward the infinite of an " immer wieder" or an " und so weiter, " which is
the very movement of mathematical idealization in general. If the struc
tur� �f the "again and again " is fundamental here,161 the privileged
pOSItion of the protentional dimension of intentionality and of that of the
future in the constitution of space in general must be acknowledged.
the Kantian sense.

l oO

1 60
161

Cf. Idees, § 74 , pp. 235-36, n. 1 of translator.

O n t h e " again and agai n , " t h e iterative " o ver a n d o ver again , " o r t h e "an d so
forth" as fundamental forms of idealization, " since de facto no one can a lways again"
[take all the idealizations into consideration] (FTL, p. 1 88), cf. FTL, § 74 , pp . 1 88-89; and
�. Bachelard : A Study of Husserl's Logic [Part I I , Ch . 3 ] , p p . 1 1 9ff. The "and so forth , "
masmuc� a s I t belon�s t o the evident structure of the noema o f the thing in general, had
been copIOusly descnbed i n Ideas I (cf. particularly § 1 49, pp. 379-83 , which sketches on
this a comparison between ideation, i ntuition of the I dea and of the "and so forth , " and
pure intuition in the Kantian sense, whose ideation would only be phenomenological
clarification) .
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But in opposition to the lived space in which the indefiniteness of the
adumbrations is a transcendence that essentially can never be mas
tered , the idealized space of mathematics allows us to go immediately
to the infinite limit of what is in fact an unfinished movement. Thus, the
transcendence of every lived future can be absolutely appropriated and
reduced in the very gesture which frees that future for an infinite de
velopment. Mathematical space no longer knows what Sartre calls
" transphenomenality. " The developments of mathematical space will
never de jure escape us; that is why it might seem more reassuring,
more our own. But is that not also because it has become more foreign
to us?
Were we to respect and to repeat these numerous mediations once
again, we would thus be led back once more toward primordial tempor
ality . The " again and again" which hands over exactitude inscribes the
advent of mathematics within the ethico-teleological prescription of the
infinite task. And the latter is grounded, then, in the movement of
primordial phenomenological temporalization, in which the Living Pre
sent of consciousness holds itself as the primordial Absolute only in an
indefinite protention, animated and unified by the Idea (in the Kantian
sense) of the total flux of lived experience.162 As we have seen, the
Living Present is the phenomenological absolute out of which I cannot
go because it is that in which, toward which, and starting from which
every going out is effected. The Living Present has the irreducible
originality of a Now, the ground of a Here, only if it retains (in order to
be distinguishable from it) the past Now as such, i.e . , as the past pre-

sent of an absolute origin, instead of purely and simply succeeding it in
an objective time . But this retention will not be possible without a
protention which is its very form: first, because it retains a Now which
was itself an original project, itself retaining another project, and so on ;
next, because the retention is always the essential modification of a
Now always in suspense , always tending toward a next Now. The
Absolute of the Living Present, then, is only the indefinite Maintenance
[the Nowness] of this double enveloping. But this Maintenance itself
appears as such , it is the Living Present, and it has the phenomenological
sense of a consciousness only if the unity of this movement is given as
indefinite and if its sense of indefiniteness is announced in the Present
(i.e . , if the openness of the infinite future is, as such , a possibility
experienced [vecue ] as sense and right). Death will not be com
prehended as sense but as a fact extrinsic to the movement of tem
poralization. The unity of infinity, the condition for that temporaliza
tion, must then be thought, since it is announced without appearing and
without being contained in a Present. This thought unity, which makes
the phenomenalization of time as such possible, is therefore always the
Idea in the Kantian sense which never phenomenalizes itself.
The unfinishedness of Husserl' s reflections on primordial
temporality-their richness, but also, as is said, the dissatisfaction they
left their author-has long been underscored. If the manuscripts of
Group C thus justly fascinate Husserl ' s commentators, is that not be
cause these manuscripts touch on the most profound region of
phenomenological reflection, where darkness risks being no longer the
provision of appearing or the field which offers itself to phenomenal light,
but the forever nocturnal source of the light itself? Are not the Idea and
the idealizing ability, which exemplarily occupy us here as the origin of
mathematics, kept back in this essential darkness?
The Idea in the Kantian sense, the regulative pole for every infinite
task, assumes diverse but analogous functions that are decisive at sev
eral points along Husserl' s itinerary. Paul Ricoeur very precisely rec
ognizes in the Idea " the mediating role between consciousness and
history. " 163 Now, while completely marking it with the highest and
most constant teleological dignity, while completely granting a believing
attention to what it conditions, Husserl never made the Idea itself the
theme of a phenomenological description. He never directly defined its
type of evidence within phenomenology, whose ' 'principle of all princi
pies" and archetypal form of evidence are the immediate presence of

, ,;�

Cf. t h e important §83 o f Ideas I : " Apprehension o f the Unitary Stream of Experi

ence as ' Idea, ' ' ' pp. 220-2 2 . Thi s Idea is the common root of the theoretical and
the eth ical. Finite and objective ethical values are undoubtedly constituted and
grounded, according to Husserl, by a theoretical subject. This point has been very accu
rately brought to light by Emmanuel Levinas (The Theory of Intuition in Husserl' s
Phenomenology, tr. Andre Orianne [Evanston: Northwestern University Pre ss, 1 973] ,
pp. 1 33 -34) and by Gaston Berger (The Cogito in Husserl's Ph ilosophy , pp . 80-82). But
on a deeper level, theoretical consciousness i s nothing other, in itself and thoroughly
understood, than a practical consciousness, the consciousness of an infinite task and the
site of absolute value for itself and for humanity as rational subjectiv ity. Cf. , for example:
" Philosophy as Mankind' s Self-Reflection , " Appendix IV in C, pp . 335-4 1 . There we
read: mankind " is rational in seeking to be rational . . . reason allows for no differentia
tion into ' theoretical , ' ' practical , ' ' aesthetic' . . . being human is teleological being and
an ought-to-be . . . " (p. 34 1 ) . Also cf. CM, § 4 1 , p. 88 . The unity of Reason in all its
u sages would manifest itself fully for H u sserl in the theoretical project (rather than in the
practical function , as would be the case for Kant). O n this point , a systematic confronta
tion between Husserl and Kant on the one hand and Husserl and Fichte on the other
would be necessary .

1 63

" Husserl and the Sense of H istory , " in Husserl: An Analysis, p. 1 45.
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the thing itself " in person . " Implicitly that � ean� : of the pheno.menally
defined or definable thing, therefore the finzte thmg . (The motif
? f fin
itude has perhaps more affinity with the latte� i �plication t? a� It fi ���
seems to have with phenomenology , s pnnciple of pnncipies.
Phenomenology would thu s be stretched between the jinitizing con
sciousness of its principle and the injinitizing consciousness of its final
institution, the Endstiftung indefinitely deferred [differee ] in its content
but always evident in its regulative value.)
It is not by chance that there is no phenomenology of the Idea. ��e
latter cannot be given in person, nor determined in an evidence, for It IS
only the possibility of evidence and the openne � s of. ' � see �ng" itself; it is
only determinability as the horizon for every mtuition In gener� l, the
invisible milieu of seeing analogous to the diaphaneity of the Anstote
lian Diaphanous, an elemental third, but the one source of the s�� n a�d
the visible: " by diaphanous I mean what is visible, and yet not vIsIble m
itself, but rather owing its visibility to the colour of something else. " It
is thanks to this alone "that the colour of a thing is seen" (De Anima ,
41Sb). l fi5 If there is nothing to say about the Idea itse/f, it is because the
An essential finitude can appear in phenomenology in another sense : to recogni� e
that the transcendental reduction must remain an eidetic reduction in order to avo � d
empirical idealism is to recognize that transcend ental idealis� does nOt proceed , e ,:, en 10
.
.
,
the Kantian tradition itself, w ithout the affirmatIon of the phIlosopher s radIcal fimtude.
This necessity for the transcendental reduction to remain so is th� necess ity to make �he
.
absolute and primordial ground of the sense of being appear 10 � regIon (the r �glOn
" consciousness" unified by an ego and an Idea), i . e . , in a region whIch , even were It the
.
Ur-Region, is no less a domain of determined existents . The unitary ground of all �eglOn s
can only appear i n one region; it can onl y then b e concealed und�r a typ� o f bemg�ess
[itance] determined the very moment it app� ars as the �round. Wlthout thIs oc� ult�tI ?� ,
. .
.
philosophical discourse would renounce all eldetIc r1gor, I . e . , all sense . T�e eIdetIc
l l m1ta
.
.
.
,
tion is then indispensable, and the reductIOn receIves 1ts true sen � e ,,: h1Ch , c �ntrary
to
appearances, is that of prudence and critical hum! lit� . � ithout �h l � d 1sappe �nng �f the
.
ground necessary for appearing itself, without th1S hmltatlon w1thm a cert� m reglonal
.
ness, without this reduction that H eidegger implicitly reproaches h1m
w1th , �us serl
.
thinks that philosophy even more surely falls back i nto regionalness; better st1l1, mto
empirical regionalness-here , for example, under the form of anthropological factu �l ity ,
Husserl thinks, that of Dasein . On this point, the dialogue between H usserl and Heldeg
ger could go on indefinitely, except considering that the reduction is alw �ys already
supposed as the essential possibility of Dasein, and that, convers� IY , consc10u sness as
.
transcendental source is not a "region" in the strict sense, even If the neceSSIty of �n
eidetic language has to consider it as such. For both H usserl and H e idegger, the co� � hc
ity of appearing and of concealing seems in any case primordial, essential, and defimtlv e .
1 64

1 65
[ET: O n the Soul, t r . J . A . Smith, i n The Basic Works of Aristotle, ed . R ichard
McKeon (New York: Random H ou s e , 1 94 1 ) , p. 568 (modified) .]
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Idea is that starting from which something in general can be said. Its
own particular presence , then, cannot depend on a phenomenological
type of evidence . Despite the mUltiplicity of references to the Idea in
Husserl' s last writings, the most precise text concerning its type of
evidence is found, it seems, in the chapter of Ideas I devoted to the
phenomenology of Reason (§143 , pp. 366-67). Concerning the adequate
givenness of the transcendent thing, we find there a problem analogous
to that of the total unity of the immanent flux in which, this time , each
lived experience is adequately given. Although the transcendent thing
belonging to Nature cannot be given "with complete determinancy and
with similarly complete intuitability in any limited finite conscious
ness," "as Idea (in the Kantian sense), [its] complete givenness is . . .
prescribed . . . " (ibid. , p. 366).
This Idea of the infinite determinability of the same X-moreover, as
well, that of the world in general-"designat[es] through its essential
nature a type of evidence that is its own" (ibid. , p. 367 [modified]).16fi But
this evidence of the Idea as regulative possibility is absolutely excep
tional in phenomenology: it has no proper content, or rather it is not
evidence of the Idea' s content. It is evidence only insofar as it isjinite,
i .e . , here, formal, since the content of the infinite Idea i s absent and is
denied to every intuition. "The idea of an infinity essentially motivated
is not itself an infinity; the evidence that this infinity is intrinsically
incapable of being given does not exclude but rather demands the
transparent givenness of the Idea of this infinity" (ibid. [modified]).
I n the Idea of infinity, there is determined evidence only of the Idea,
but not of that of which it is the Idea. The Idea is the pole of a pure
intention, empty of every determined object. It alone reveals, then, the
being of the intention: intentionality itself.
Thus, for once, nothing appears in a specific evidence. What does
appear is only the regulative possibility of appearing and the finite
certainty of infinite phenomenological determinability, i . e. , a certainty
without a corresponding evidence. By definition, nothing can be added
to this formal determination of the Idea. The latter, as the infinite deter
minability of X, is only relation with an object. It is, in the broadest
sense, Objectivity itself.
In his article on " Kant and Husserl , " Paul Ricoeur writes : "the
166
In FTL, H u sserl also evokes " this phenomenologically c l arifiable i nfinite anticipa
tion (which , as an i nfinite anticipation, has an evidence of its own)" (§ 16c, n. I , p . 62).
But, at that point , H usserl no longer goes beyond the prom ise or suggestion made i n the
passage. Moreover, at the end of this note he refers to Ideas I .
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distinction, fundamental in Kant . . . between intention and intuition "
is " totally unknown in Husserl.
In fact, such a distinction is never
thematic in Husserl. No doubt, an intention in which nothing is given
cannot have, as such, a phenomenological character, and Husserl can
not concretely describe it; at least not in its content, for the intention's
form is a concrete and lived evidence, which is not the case in Kant.
Accordingly, phenomenology cannot be grounded as such in itself, nor
can it itself indicate its own proper limits. But is not the certainty
(without a materially determined evidence) of the infinite determinabil
ity of X or of the object in general an intention without intuition, an
empty intention which both grounds and is distinguished from every
determined phenomenological intuition? Is not the same true for any
consciousness of the infinite task and for teleological certainty under all
its forms? Assuredly, then, this intentional pure sense [sens pur d'inten
tion ], this intentionality, in itself is the last thing that a phenomenology
can directly describe otherwise than in its finite acts, intuitions, results,
or objects ; but, without wanting or being able to describe it, Husserl
nevertheless recognizes, distinguishes, and posits this intentionality as
the highest source of value . He locates the space where consciousness
notifies itself of the Idea's prescription and thus is recognized as
transcendental consciousness through the sign of the infinite: this space
is the interval between the I dea of infinity in its formal and finite (yet
concrete) evidence and the infinity itself of which there is the Idea. It is
on the basis of this horizon-certainty that the historicity of sense and the
development of Reason are set free.
" 1 67

1 67

" Kant and Husserl , " in Husserl: An Analysis, pp. 1 75-20 1 . In this very dense

article, Ricoeur defines Husserlianism as the completion of a latent phenomenology and
the reduction of an ontological disquietude, both of which anim ate Kantianism; of these
he has said that " Husserl did phenomenology, but Kant limited andfounded it" (p. 201 ) .

In th is way the formidable and decisive problems of the Fifth Cartesian Meditation are
taken up again in a Kantian reading: the practical detennination of the person by respect
must precede and condition a theoretical constitution which, by itself alone, cannot have
access to the alter ego as such . Also cf. on this Fallible Man, tr. Charles Kelbley
(Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1 965), pp. 1 05-2 1 . As for the relation with an object which
preoccupies us here, Ricoeur writes more particularly: " The key to the problem is the
distinction, fundamental in Kant but totally unknown in Husserl, between intention and

intuition . Kant radically separates from one another the relation to something and the
intuition of something. An object = X is an intention without intuition. This distinction
subtends that of thinking and knowing and maintains the agreement as well as the tension
between them" (p. 1 89).
Here we naturally leave aside those various possibilities, so often invoked by Husserl ,
of empty intentions, like the symbolic intentions that are deceived or not fulfilled, and so
on. They could not be said to be deprived of intuition in genera l . Their emptiness is
circumscribed, in that they always bear reference to a determined but absent intuition.

Perhaps thi s helps us to comprehend why the Idea in the Kantian
sense and , here, the mathematical idealization which supposes it could
only be operative and not thematic concepts. This phenomenological
nonthematization obeys a profound and irreducible necessity. The Idea
is the basis on which a phenomenology is set up in order to achieve the
final intention of philosophy. That a phenomenological determination of
the Idea itself may be radically impossible from then on signifies
perhaps that phenomenology cannot be reflected in a phenomenology of
phenomenology, and that its Logos can never appear as such, can never
be given in a philosophy of seeing, but (like all Speech) can only be
heard or understood through the visible. The Endstiftung of
phenomenology (phenomenology' s ultimate critical legitimation: i.e . ,
what its sense , value , and right tell us about it), then, never directly
measures up to a phenomenology. At least this Endstiftung can give
access to itself in a philosophy, insofar as it is announced in a concrete
phenomenological evidence, in a concrete consciousness which is made
responsible for it despite the finitude of that consciousness, and insofar
as it grounds transcendental historicity and transcendental intersub
jectivity. Husserl's phenomenology starts from this lived anticipation
as a radical responsibility (something which, when considered literally,
does not seem to be the case with the Kantian critique).
1 68

XI

of the Idea alone, therefore, authorizes the leap to pure
. Th� presence
IdealIty
by the figure-limit and the advent of mathematics, a fact that
could give rise to doubts about that origin' s specific historicity. Are we
not confronted with an ahistorical Idea on the one hand and its insertion
in the event or historical fact on the other? In which case, we would
strike the snags that Husserl precisely wants to avoid and would miss
our target-phenomenological history. What we truly need is to inves
tigate the sense of the Idea' s profound historicity.
Undoubtedly the Idea and the Reason hidden in history and in man as
: 'animal rationale" are eternal. Husserl often says this. But this eternity
IS only a historicity. It is the possibility of history itself. Its
supratemporality-compared with empirical temporality-is only an
omnitemporality. The Idea, like Reason, is nothing outside the history
16H

We refer here to the very enlightening distinction proposed by F ink in his lecture,

already cited, on " Les Concepts operatoires dans la phenomenologie de Husser\ . " [See
note 66 above . ]

1
,

I
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in which it dispLays itself, i.e., in which (in one and the same movement)
it discloses and lets itself be threatened.
Since the Idea is nothing outside history but the sense of all history,
only a historico-transcendental subjectivity can be made responsible for
it. Thus, in the Cartesian Meditations (I, §4), Husserl speaks of disclos
ing the final sense (Zwecksinn) of science as a "noematic phenomenon . "
In transcendental sUbjectivity' s disclosure o f the Idea, progressiveness
is not an extrinsic contingency that affects the Idea but the imperative
prescription of its essence. 1 69 The Idea is not an Absolute that first
exists in the plenitude of its essence and then descends into history or
becomes disclosed in a subjectivity whose acts would not be intrinsi
cally indispensable to it. 1 70 If that were true, all transcendental historic
ity could be said to be only an " empirical history . . . utilized as what
reveals essential interconnections . " 1 7 1 But these essential interconnec
tions would be impossible , they would be nothing without a
transcendental subjectivity and its transcendental historicity. The Ab
solute of the Idea as the Telos of an infinite determinability is the
Absolute of intentional historicity. The of designates neither a merely
objective nor a merely subjective genitive : the "of" concerns neither
an independent, objective Absolute that is disclosed in an intention
which is relative to that Absolute, waits for it, and conforms to it; nor
does the "of" concern a subjective Absolute which creates and assimi
lates sense into its own interiority. Rather, this "of" concerns the
intentional Absolute of Objectivity, the pure relation with an object-a
relation in which subject and object are reciprocally engendered and
governed. If the of announces neither an objective nor a subjective
genitive, that is because it concerns the Absolute of genitivity itself as
i f;!l
That the Idea may not be immediately graspable in its evidence i s, in any case, the
s ign of its profound historicity . The expanded title of " Philosophy as M ankind ' s Self
Reflection" i s : " Philosophy as Mankind ' s Self-Reflection: the Self-Realization of Reason
through Stages of Development Requires as its Own Function the Stages of Development
of this Self- Reflection" ( see ' ' La Philosophie comme prise de conscience de I' humanite , "
tr . Paul Ricoeur, i n Deucafion , 3 : Verite e t Liberte [Cahiers d e Ph ilosoph ie] , ed. Jean Wahl
[N euchatel: Edition de la Baconniere, October 1 950] , p. 1 1 6) .
1 70
H usserl rigorously distinguishes Idea from eidos (cf. Ideas I, Introd. , p . 4 2) . The
Idea, then, is not essence. From which the difficulty , already indicated, of an intuitive
grasp or evidence of what is neither an existent nor an essence . But it is also necessary to
say of the Idea that it has no e ssence , for it is only the openness of the horizon for the
emergence and determination of every e ssence. As the invisible condition of nidence, by
preserving the seen, it loses any reference to seeing indicated in eidos, a notion from
which it nevertheless results in its mysterious Platonic focu s . The I dea can only be
understood [or heard: entendre J .
171

Jean Cavailles, Sur fa Logique, p. 77 .

the pure possibility of a genetic relation: the of can mark the subject's,
the object's, genealogically secondary and dependent status;
then, through the very openness of its indetermination, it can mark their
primordial interdependence . If that is clearly the case, why should we
choose, as Cavailles thought, between an " absolute logic" and a
" transcendental logic" (Sur La Logique, p. 77), or between " a con
sciousness of progress" and a " progress of consciousness" (ibid. , p.
78)? All the more so, since the dialectical genesis that Cavailles opposes
to the " activity" of Husserlian consciousness is described precisely
and copiously by Husserl on various levels, although the word is never
mentioned. We have seen how much this "activity" of consciousness
was both anterior and posterior to passivity ; that the movement of
primordial temporalization (the ultimate ground of all constitution) was
dialectical through and through; and that (as every authentic dialecticity
wants) this movement was only the dialectic between the dialectical (the
indefinite mutual and irreducible implication of protentions and reten
tions) and the nondialectical (the absolute and concrete identity of the
Living Present, the universal form of all consciousness) . If the Absolute
of transcendental history is indeed, as Husserl says in the O rigin , the
"vital movement of the coexistence and the interweaving (des Mitein
ander und Ineinander) of primordial formations and sedimentations
of sense (Sinnbildung und Sinnsedimentierung) " (cited, p. 1 09 above),
then the creative activity of sense implies in itself a passivity re
garding constituted and sedimented sense-a sense which appears
and acts as such only within the project of a new creativity, and so
forth. What Cavailles judges impossible or "difficult to admit for
phenomenology-where the motive for research and the ground of ob
jectivities are rightly the connection to a creative subjectivity" (Sur La
Logique, p. 65)172_is precisely what Husserl describes in the Origin,
each time the theme of sedimentation is the focus of his reflection. To
again take up Cavailles ' terms, Husserl shows exactly that a sub
jectivity " normed" in its Present by a constituted objective sense
(which is therefore its " absolute logic" ) "fastens" its "norms" to a
" higher subjectivity," i.e. , to itself, in the creative movement by which
it goes beyond itself and produces a new sense, and so on. This new
sense will also be the moment of a higher sense-investigation in which
the past sense, sedimented and retained first in a sort of objectivist
attitude, will be reawakened in its dependent relation to living suba s well a s

1 7 2 Cavailles, who then referred above all to Ideas I and to FTL, moreover added: " Per
haps the later phenomenological investigations at least permit such a bluntly posed di lemma
to be contested " (p . 65 ) .
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jectivity. Husserl never seems to have thought that this was "to abuse
the singularity of the absolute-to reserve for it the coincidence be
tween the constituting and the constituted moments" (ibid.) . For him
this coincidence is simply nothing but the absolute unity of sense's
movement, i.e. , the unity of the noncoincidence and of the indefinite
co implication of the constituted and constituting moments in the abso
lute identity of a Living Present that dialectically projects and maintains

first because there is no history without Reason, i.e. , no pure transmis
sion of sense as the tradition of truth ; then because (reciprocally) there
is no Reason without history, i.e. , without the concrete and instituting
acts of transcendental SUbjectivity, without its objectifications and
sedimentations . Now when we speak of Reason hidden in humankind,
it is difficult to get rid of the psychological phantom of faculty or ability;
when we speak of Reason hidden in history , the imaginative schema of
noumenal substance is hard to efface. If we confine ourselves to these
speCUlative prejudices, either history would only have an empirical and
extrinsic signification, or else Reason would only be a myth. Once more
we would have to choose between Reason and History. Yet very
early, in his criticism of psychologism and in the ' 'return to the things
themselves" as the advent of "true positivism," Husserl urged getting
rid of the spectrum of the soul' s faculties and all the vestiges of classic
substantialisms.

itself·

Of course, all this remains paradoxical and contradictory as long as
we continue to consider-implicitly or not-the Idea as some thing and
Reason as an ability . We must constantly return, then:
1 . To Husserl' s concrete descriptions concerning the noema's being
non-really included in consciousness, concerning the ideality of noema
tic sense (an includedness which is neither a subject nor an object, and
therefore is nothing but the object's Objectivity, the appearing of its " as
such" for a consciousness), and concerning the nonimaginary [nonfan
tastique ] irreality of the eidos (an irreality which is nothing other than
the sense and possibility of factual reality to which it is always related,
immediately or not, as the rigorous prescription of the eidos' essential
mode of appearing). If we admit for just one instant, even were it an
irreducible presumption, that there is in Husserl what perhaps there
was not even in Plato (except in the literalness of his myths and
pedagogy)-namely, a " Platonism" of the eidos or the Idea-then the
whole phenomenological enterprise, especially when it concerns his
tory, becomes a novel. The Idea is still less an existent than the eidos, if
that is possible ; for the eidos is an object that is determinable and
accessible to a finite intuition. The Idea is not. It is always "beyond
being" (epekeina tes ousias) . As the Telos of the infinite determina
bility of being, it is but being's openness to the light of its own phe
nomenality, it is the light of light, the sun of the visible sun, a
hidden sun which shows without being shown. And it is no doubt what
a Plato muted by Platonism tells us about.
2. To Husserl' s notion of Reason. Even if certain expressions at
times might suggest this, " hidden Reason" is not an ability concealed in
the shadows of a historical subjectivity or in the subworld [arriere
monde ] of becoming. Reason is not some eternity at work in history:
In

1 73 Likewise, the transcendental Ego in the phenomenological sense has no other con
tent but the empirical ego and, further, no real content of its own, although it is not the
abstractform of a content either, as indeed might some falsely posed problems about this
suggest. I n its most radical moment, every transcendental reduction gives access to a

If Reason is but the essential structure of the transcendental ego and
the transcendental we, it is , like them, historical through and through.
Conversely, historicity, as such, is rational through and through . But
being, which articulates Reason and History in relation to each other, is
a "sense, " a teleological ought-to-be which constitutes being as move
ment. The last pages of the Origin are engaged in this problem. " Do we
not stand here before the great and profound problem-horizon of Rea
son, the same Reason that functions in every man, the animal rationale,
no matter how primitive he is?" ( 1 80 [modified]) .
Each type of factual humanity has this essence of animal rationale.
Each type, Husserl continues, has " a root in the essential structure of
what is universally human , through which a teleological Reason run
ning throughout all historicity announces itself. With this is revealed a
set of problems in its own right related to the totality of history and to
the total sense which ultimately gives it its unity" ( 1 80 [modified]) .
1 7-1

thoroughly historical SUbjectivity. In a letter of November 1 6, 1 9 30, H usserl write s :
" For, with the transcendental reduction, I attained, I a m conv inced, concrete a n d real
subjectivity in the u ltimate sense in all the fullness of its being and life, and in this
subjectivity , universal constituting life (and not simply theoretical constituting life):
absolute subjectivity in its historicity" (letter published by A. Diemer, French tf.
Alexandre Lowit and H enri Colombie, in " La Phenomenologie de Hu sserl comme
metaphysiqu e , " Les Etudes Philosophiques, NS 9 [ 1 954] , p. 3�hereafter cited as
Diemer) .
1 7� "Reason is not an accidental de facto ability, not a title for possible accidental
matters of fact, but rather a title for an all-embracing essentially necessary structural
form belonging to all transcendental subjectivity " (eM, § 2 3 , p. 5 7) .
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Like the first geometrical act which supposes it, the first philosophical
act is only the sense-investigation of this historical rationality ' 'in the
constant movement of self-elucidation. " 1 75 Teleological Reason already
occupied civilizations [l'humanite dans ses types empiriques ] before
the philosophical sense-investigation (a sense-investigation which
awakened Reason to itself) and announced the pure sense of historicity,
i. e. , the very sense of Reason, to history. The sense-investigation of
what was already there marks a rupture and, consequently, a radical
and creative origin. 1 76 Every self-awakening [naissance a soi] of a
latent intention is a rebirth. Having arrived at itself, philosophical Rea
son can thus exercise only the "archontic" function of beginning and
prescription ("Philosophy and the Crisis of European Humanity, " in C,
p. 289). Insofar as the radical philosopher complies with the demand of
the Logos, he mustprescribe [commander] ; insofar as he responds to and
is responsible for it, he assumes the responsibility for a mandate. Only
in this sense does Husserl define him as a "functionary of mankind" [C,
§7, p. 1 7] .
But what i s the self (selbst) of this self-elucidation (Selbsterhellung) ?
I s human transcendental consciousness only the place of reflexive artic
ulation, i.e . , the mediation of a Logos retaking possession of itself
through this consciousness? Certain manuscripts of the last period
might suggest this, ones according to which the " absolute Logos"
would be " beyond transcendental subjectivity . " 1 77 But if this " be 1 7:; "Thus philosophy is nothing other than rationalism, through and through , but it i s
rationalism differentiated within itself according t o the different stages o f t h e movement
of intention and fulfillment: it is ratio in the constant movement of self-elucidation
[Sclbsterhel lung] , begun with the first breakthrough of philosophy into mankind. whose in
nate reason wa� previously in a state of concealment, of nocturnal obscurity" ( " Philosophy
as Mankind's Self-Reflection , " in C, p. 3 3 8 ) .
.�

i

1 7n " Just a s man and even t h e Papuan represent a n e w stage of animal nature, i .e . , as
nature and
opposed to the beast, so philosophic al reason represents a new stage of human
also cf.
290;
p.
C,
in
"
,
umanity
H
European
of
Crisis
its reason" (" Ph ilosophy and the
pp . 298-99) .
in a new
177 Cf. E I I I , 4, p. 60: " The absolute polar ideal I dea. that of an absolute
, beyond
sense , of an absolute which is situated beyond the world, beyond man
. as unum,
transcende ntal subjectivit y: it is the absolute Logos, the absolute truth . .
. " (Diemer, p . 39) .
verum , bonum .
see in a
If the I dea is thought here to have a transcende ntal sense and . as we will
ntal
moment, is " beyond" only compared with the constituted moment of transcende
scholastic
original
the
s
recuperate
profoundly
Husserl
that
subjectivit y , we can observe
sense of the transcendental (unum , verum, bonum , etc . , as the transcategorial of Aristote
lian logic) over and above its Kantian meaning . but also in a development of the Kantian
.

enterprise .
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yond" designates only a teleological transcendence, it very clearly
cannot deprive historical transcendental subjectivity of the absolute of
the Self; because, since the Logos always has the form of a Telos, its
transcendence would not be real transcendence but the ideal Pole for
bringing about transcendental subjectivity itself. . Other passages
suggest this, passages which, without any doubt, more literally conform
to all of Husserl ' s most lasting intentions.17il
The fragments which mention God are marked with the same appar
ent ambiguity. God is no longer invoked, as for example in Ideas I (§44,
p. 1 25 , and §79, p. 2 1 0), only as the exemplary model and limit of all
consciousness of impossibility in the proof of an eidetic truth, the latter
being first what God himself could not call into question. God is no
longer designated as the transcendent principle-and consequently also
" reduced" in Ideas I (§58, pp . 1 57-58)-of every universal factual
teleology, either of Nature or the spirit, i.e . , of history . Divine con
sciousness, which reveals the intangibility of constituted essences is a
fictional content and the directing Telos for the real universe . As s� ch
it is a factuality. The reduction of God as factual being and factual
consciousness sets free the signification of transcendental divinity, such
as it appears in the last writings. The ambiguity we announced a mo
ment ago concerns precisely the relation of the transcendental Absolute
�s divinity and the transcendental Absolute as historical subjectivity. In
Its transcendental sense, God is sometimes designated as the one to
ward which " I am on the way" and "who speaks in us," at other times
as what "is nothing other than the Pole. "179 At times the Logos ex
presses itself through a transcendental history, at other times it is only
the absolute polar authenticity of transcendental historicity itself. In the
first case , transcendental phenomenology would be only the most rigor
ous language of a speculative metaphysics or an absolute idealism. In
the second case, the concepts borrowed from metaphysics would have
only a metaphorical and indicative sense, which would not essentially
affect the original purity of phenomenology as transcendental idealism.
In the first case, the essential and present plenitude of an infinity would
1 7H
I n the same fragment (Diemer, p . 40) . the transcendence of the Logos i s defined a s a
transcendental norm, " the i nfinitely distant Pole . the I dea of an absolutely perfect
transcendental omni-community . · ·

1 7� K I I I , p . 1 06 (Diemer. p . 47) . [Derrida translates his first cited phrase from the
German found in Diemer on p. 48 rather than quoting the French given on p . 47 . 1 In this
sense . the Pole as " beyond" i s always beyond for the Self of transcendental consc ious
ness. It i s its own beyond. It will never be a real transcendence : "the path which starts
from the Ego . . . is its own path [our emphasis] , but all these paths lead to the same
pole , s ituated beyond the world and man: God" (ibid. ) .
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be unfolded only in a historical discursiveness from which it would let
itself be derived. In the second case, infinity would be only the indefinite
openness to truth and to phenomenality for a subjectivity that is always
finite in its factual being.
We could be no more unfaithful to Husserl than by seeing a dilemma
here . To do so would surely be to strand ourselves in a speculative
attitude (in the pejorative sense that Husserl always assigned to this).
The phenomenological attitude is first an availability of attention for the
future of a truth which is always already announced. I nstead of franti
cally investigating the options, we must strive toward the necessarily
single root of every dilemma. Does the sense of transcendental historic
ity make itself understood [or heard] through that historicity, like the
Logos which is at the beginning? I s God, on the contrary, only the final
fulfillment situated at the infinite, the name for the horizon of horizons,
and the Entelechy of transcendental historicity itself?1 80 The two at
once, on the basis of a still deeper unity, such perhaps is the only
possible response to the question of historicity. God speaks and passes
through constituted history, he is beyond in relation to constituted his
tory and all the constituted moments of transcendental life. But he is
only the Pole for itself of constituting historicity and constituting histori
cal transcendental subjectivity. The dia-historicity or the meta
historicity of the divine Logos only traverses and goes beyond " Fact"
as the " ready-made" of history, yet the Logos is but the pure move
ment of its own historicity.
This situation of the Logos is profoundly analogous-and not by
chance-to that of every ideality (such as our analysis of language has
enabled us to specify this concept). Ideality is at once supratemporal
and omnitemporal, and Husserl qualifies it sometimes in one fashion,
sometimes in the other, according to whether or not he relates it to
factual temporality. Only then can we say that pure sense, the ideality
of ideality, which is nothing other than the appearing of being, is at once
supratemporal (Husserl also often says timeless [in-temporel] ) and om
nitemporal, or again that " supratemporality implies omnitemporality, "
the latter itself being only " a mode of temporality " (E!, §64 c , p . 26]
[modified]). Are not supratemporality and omnitemporality also the
characteristics of Time itself? Are they not the characteristics of the
Living Present, which is the absolute concrete Form of phenomenologi
cal temporality and the primordial Absolute of all transcendental life? 1 8 1
I HO
IH I

F I , 24, p . 6 8 (Diemer, p . 47: " God i s the Entelechy . . . " )

.

" Die urzeitliche, iiberzeitliche ' Zeitlichkeit,' " Husserl says, speaking of " m y Liv

ing Present" (C 2 I I I , 1 932, pp. 8-9).

The hidden temporal unity of "dia" -, " supra" -, or " in " -temporality on
the one hand and of omni temporality on the other is the unitary ground
of all the significations Unstances ] dissociated by the various reductions:
�actu.ality and essentiality, worldliness and nonworldliness, reality and
Ideahty, empeiria and transcendentality. This unity, as temporality' s
temporal unity for every Geschehen, for every history a s the assemblage
of what happens in general, is historicity itself.
If there is any history, then historicity can be only the passage of
Speech [Parole ] , the pure tradition of a primordial Logos toward a
polar Telos . But since there can be nothing outside the pure historicity
of that passage, since there is no Being which has sense outside of this
historicity or escapes its infinite horizon, since the Logos and the Telos
are nothi �g �uL ide the interplay ( Wechselspiel) of their reciprocal inspi
. then that the Absolute is Passage. Traditionality is
.
thIS slgmfies
ratIOn,
what circulates from one to the other, illuminating one by the other in a
movement wherein consciou sness discovers its path in an indefinite
reduction , always already begun, and wherein every adventure is a
cha?ge of direction [conversion ] and every return to the origin an au
dacIOUS move toward the horizon. This movement is also Danger(ous)
as the Absolute [I'Absolu d'un Danger] . For if the light of sense is only
th rough Passa�e, that is because the light can also be lost on the way.
. speech, hght can be lost only in the inauthenticity of a language
LIke
and by the abdication of a speaking being. In that respect , phenome
nology as Method of Discourse is first of all Selbstbesinnung and
Verantwortung, the free resolution to "take up one's own sense" (or
regain consciousness [reprendre son sens ]) , in order to make oneself
accountable, through speech, for an imperiled pathway. This speech
is historical, because it is always already a response . Responsibility
here means shouldering a word one hears spoken [une parole enten
due ] , as well as taking on oneself the transfer of sense, in order to look
after its advance. In its most radical implications, then, Method is not
the neutral preface or preambulatory exercise of thought. Rather, it is
thought itself in the consciousness of its complete historicity.
I ll:!

182 Since The Idea of Phenomenology [tr. William P. Alston and George Nakhnikain
(The Hague: N ijhoff, 1 973)] (cf. [Lecture 1] , pp. 1 8- 1 9) , Hu sserl' s entire itinerary con
firms the essence of phenomenology in its fundamental discovery, that of the
transcendental; reduction as the essence of Method, in the richest and perhaps most
enigmatic sense of this word. Husserl says the transcendental reduction is " the Proto
Method of all philosophical methods" (C 2 I I ; S, 7; Diemer, p. 36) . On the sense of
phenomenology as Method, see particularly Beilage X I I I : " Foreword to the Continuation
of the Crisis," in K, pp. 435-45. [A French translation is presented by H. Dussort in
Revue Philosophique de France et de l'Etranger, 1 49 ( 1 959) , pp. 447-62. Some passages
are translated in C, p. 1 02 , and pp . xxviii ff. ]
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All this rigorously develops the discovery of intentionality. The latter
is also nothing but the Absolute of a living Movement without which
neither its end nor its origin would have any chance of appearing.
Intentionality is traditionality . At its greatest depth-i .e . , in the pure
movement of phenomenological temporalization as the going out from
self to self of the Absolute of the Living Present-intentionality is the
root of historicity . If that is so, we do not have to ask ourselves what is
the sense of historicity. In all the significations of this term, historicity is

sense.

Provided we respect its phenomenological value, such an assertion
does not transgress sense itself, i.e. , history's appearing and the possi
bility of its appearing. Such an assertion does not mix transcendental
idealism and speculative metaphysics. Instead, it marks the moment
phenomenology can be articulated, without confusion, with a "philoso
phy" posing the question of Being or History. This "ontological" ques
tion ("ontological" in the non-Husserlian sense of the term , which
alone can be , and today often is, opposed to Husserl's phenomenologi
cal ontology) cannot stem from a phenomenology as such. But we do
not believe either that this question can ever, in philosophical discourse ,
simply precede transcendental phenomenology as its presupposition or
latent ground. On the contrary, this question would mark within phi
losophy in general the moment wherein phenomenology terminates as
the philosophical propaedeutic for every philosophical decision-a mo
ment conceived moreover by Husserl. Since this propaedeutic is always
announced as infinite, that moment is not a factuality but an ideal sense,
a right which will always remain under phenomenological jurisdiction, a
right that phenomenology alone can exercise by explicitly anticipating
the end of its itinerary.
We need to conclude this propaedeutic de jure or anticipate its factual
end, so that we may pass from the question "how" to the question
"why " -to know of what we speak. It is in this respect that all philo
sophical discourse must derive its authority from phenomenology. We
must exhaust de jure the question of historicity' s sense and of historic
ity as sense, i.e. , of the possibility of historical factuality appearing, so
that we can make full sense of the following questions: Is there , an d
why is there, any historical factuality? These two questions are irre
ducibly interrelated. The " why" can emerge only from the possible (in
the metaphysical or ontological sense , and not in the phenomenological
sense) nonbeing of historical factuality; and nonbeing as nonhistory
only discloses its eventuality on the basis of a consciousness of pure
sense and pure historicity, i.e. , on the basis of a consciousness of pos
sibility in the phenomenological sense. As we have sufficiently seen,
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this consciousness (which phenomenology alone can bring to light) can
only be a teleological consciousness . This is because the sense to which
we have access is not an event' s being; because this sense can always
not be incarnated, it can die out or not be born: because the ' 'why" owes
its seriousness to a phenomenological certainty and through this serious
ness recovers the virulence of an "in view of what?" The ontological
question, then, seems able to arise only out of a teleological affirmation,
i.e., out of freedom . Teleology is the threatened unity of sense and
being, of phenomenology and ontology. However, this teleology, which
never ceased to ground and animate Husserl's thought, cannot be de
termined in a philosophical language without provisionally breaking this
unity for the benefit of phenomenology.
Thus, knowing what the sense of an event is on the basis of a factual
[evenementielle ] example, and what the sense of sense in general is on
the basis of exemplariness in general, we can then ask ourselves a
question which no longer proceeds from phenomenology as such. Not:
" What is a Fact? " , a question to which a phenomenological ontology
responds as a rule . But: " Why are a factual starting point in factuality
and a reduction possible in general? " Or: " What is the factuality offact
which supposes the exemplariness offact? " Or yet: " What is the primor
dial unity of sense andfact, a unity for which, by themselves alone , neither
can account? " In other words, knowing what sense is as historicity, I

can clearly ask myself why there would be any history rather than
nothing. l ila On the condition that the taking seriously of pure factuality
follows after the possibility of phenomenology and assumes its juridical
priority, to take factuality seriously as such is no longer to return to
empiricism or nonphilosophy. On the contrary, it completes philoso
phy. But because of that, it must stand in the precarious openness of a
question: the question of the origin of Being as History. Every response
to such a question can resurface only in a phenomenological process.
Ontology only has a right to the question. In the always open breach
[breche] of this question, Being itself is silently shown under the negativ
ity of the apeiron . l il4 Undoubtedly, Being'itself must always already be
I H:,
Such a question can be repeated about every single factuality and about all the
particular forms of infinite h istoricity as the horizon of every phenomenon, about all the
determined forms of the world in general as the horizon of every possible experience,
singularly of this historical world right here .
I H4
We have already c ited the passage in which Hu sserl, gathering together the entire
significance of his enterprise , affirms that , for phenomenology, pure existential [existen
tielle] factuality as wild singularity (always outside the reach of every eidetic subsump
tion) is " eternally the apeiron " ( " PRS ," p. 1 1 6). We pass from phenomenology to ontol
ogy ( in the non-H usserlian sense) when we silently question the upsurge of stark fact and
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given to thinking, in the pre-sumption-which is also a resumption--of
Methody�5 And undoubtedly access to Being and Being's arrival must
always already be contracted or drawn together, when phenomenology
begins by claiming the right to speak [droit a parole ] . And if Being did
not have to be History through and through, the delay or lateness of
Discourse after the showing of Being would be but a simple misfortune
[fautive misere ] of thought as phenomenology. That this cannot be so,
because historicity is prescribed for Being; that delay is the destiny of
Thought itself as Discourse-only a phenomenology can say this and
make philosophy equal to it. For phenomenology alone can make infin
ite historicity appear: i .e. , infinite discourse and infinite dialecticalness
as the pure possibility and the very essence of Being in manifestation. It
alone can open the absolute subjectivity of Sense to Being-History by
making absolute transcendental sUbjectivity appear (at the end of the
most radical reduction) as pure passive-active temporality, as pure
auto-temporalization of the Living Present-i.e. , as we already saw, as
intersubjectivity. The discursive and dialectical intersubjectivity of
Time with itself in the infinite multiplicity and infinite i mplication of its
absolute origins entitles every other intersubjectivity in general to exist
and makes the polemical unity of appearing and disappearing irreduci
ble. Here delay is the philosophical absolute, because the beginning of
methodic reflection can only consist in the consciousness of the implica
tion of another previous, possible, and absolute origin in general. S ince
cease to consider the Fact in its phenomenological "function. " Then the l atter can no
longer be exhausted and reduced to its sense by a phenomenological operation, even were
it pursued ad infinitum . The Fact is always more or always less, always other, in any
case , than what Husserl defines it as when he writes, for example , in a formu la which
marks the highest ambition of his project: . . fact' , with its 'irrationality ' , is itself a

structural concept within the system of the concrete Apiori" (eM, § 39 , p. 8 1 ; HusserJ ' s
emphasis) . But phenomenology alone, b y going t o the end of eidetic determination, by
exhausting itself, can strip pure materiality from the Fact. It alone can avoid the confu
sion of pure factuality with such and such of its determinations . Naturally, having
reached this point, in order not to fall back into the philosophical nonsense of ir
rationalism or empiricism, the Fact then must not function : its sense must not be deter
mined outside or independently of all phenomenology . Also , once we have become
conscious of phenomenology' s juridical priority in all philosophical d iscourse , perhaps it
is permissible to regret again that Husserl had not also asked th is ontological question
about which there is nothing to say concerning the question itself. But how can we lament
that phenomenology is not an ontology?
185 [Derrida says of the neologism presumption: "} wanted to escape the current mean
ing of the word presomption (conjecture or hypothesis), in order to be nearer the

metaphorical schema of anticipation and in order to set it more visibly over against the
very rare French word resumption ( I ' m not even sure it exists}--w hich can only be
written with a u . " Therefore, this word is translated as " pre-sumption" to emphasize its
difference from ' ' presumption . ' ' ]

this alterity of the absolute origin structurally appears in my Living
and since it can appear and be recognized only in the primor
diality of something like my Living Present, this very fact signifies the
authenticity of phenomenological delay and limitation. In the lackluster
guise of a technique, the Reduction is only pure thought as that delay ,
pure thought investigating the sense of itself as delay within philoso
phy. Could there be an authentic thought of Being as History , as well as
an authentic historicity of thought, if the consciousness of delay could
be reduced? But could there be any philosophy, if this consciousness of
delay was not primordial and pure? Now a primordial consciousness of
delay can only have the pure form of anticipation. At the same time,
pure consciousness of delay can only be a pure and legitimate, and
therefore apriori, presumption, without which (once again) discourse
and history would not be possible.
The impossibility of resting in the simple maintenance [nowness] of a
Living Present, the sole and absolutely absolute origin of the De Facto
and the De Jure, of Being and Sense, but always other in its self
identity; the inability to live enclosed in the innocent undividedness
[indiviSion ] of the primordial Absolute, because the Absolute is present
only in being deferred-delayed [dijferant] without respite , this impotence
and this impossibility are given in a primordial and pure consciousness
of Difference . Such a consciousness, with its strange style of unity , must
be able to be restored to its own light. Without such a consciousness,
without its own proper dehiscence, nothing would appear.
The primordial Difference of the absolute Origin, which can and in
definitely must both retain and announce its pure concrete form with
apriori security: i.e. , the beyond or the this-side which gives sense to all
empirical genius and aU factual profusion, that is perhaps what has
always been said under the concept of "transcendental, " through the
enigmatic history of its displacements . Difference would be tran
scendental . The pure and interminable disquietude of thought striv
ing to "reduce" Difference by going beyond factual infinity toward the
infinity of its sense and value, i.e. , while maintaining Difference-that
disquietude would be transcendental. And Thought' s pure certainty
would be transcendental, since it can look forward to the already an
nounced Telos only by advancing on (or being in advance of [en avan
cant sur]) the Origin that indefinitely reserves itself. Such a certainty
never had to learn that Thought would always be to come.
This strange procession of a "Riickfrage" is the movement sketched
in The Origin of Geometry, whereby this piece of writing also holds, as
Husserl says, " an exemplary significance" [ 1 57] .
Present
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The Origin of Geometry 1
THE INTEREST THAT propels us in this work makes it necessary to
engage first of all in reflections which surely never occurred to Galileo.
We must focus our gaze not merely upon the ready-made, handed
down geometry and upon the manner of being which its meaning had in
his thinking; it was no different in his thinking from what it was in that
of all the late inheritors of the older geometric wisdom , whenever they
were at work, either as pure geometers or as making practical applica
tions of geometry. Rather, indeed above all, we must also inquire back
into the original meaning of the handed-down geometry, which con
tinued to be valid with this very same meaning-continued and at the
same time was developed further, remaining simply " geometry" in all
its new forms. Our considerations will necessarily lead to the deepest
problems of meaning, problems of science and of the history of science
in general, and indeed in the end to problems of a universal history in
general; so that our problems and expositions concerning Galilean
geometry take on an exemplary significance.
Let it be noted in advance that, in the midst of our historical medita
tions on modem philosophy, there appears here for the fi r st time with
Galileo, through the disclosure of the depth-problems of the meaning
origin of geometry and, founded on this, of the meaning-origin of his
new physics, a clarifying light for our whole undertaking: namely, [the
idea of] seeking to carry out, in the form of historical meditations,
self-reflections about our own present philosophical situation in the
hope that in this way we can finally take possession of the meaning,
method, and beginning of philosophy, the one philosophy to which our
life seeks to be and ought to be devoted. For, as will become evident
here, at first in connection with one example, our investigations are
historical in an unusual sense, namely, in virtue of a thematic direction
which opens up depth-problems quite unknown to ordinary history,
problems which, [however ,] in their own way , are undoubtedly historiI This manuscript was written in 1 936 and was edited and published (beginning with the
th ird paragraph) by Eugen Fink in the Revue internationale de philosoph ie , Vol . I , N o . 2
( 1 939) under the title " D er U rsprung der Geometrie als i ntentional-historisches Prob
lem . " It appears in B iemel ' s edition of the Crisis as " Beilage I I I , " pp. 365-86. The first
paragraphs suggest it was meant for i nclusion i n the Crisis.
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cal problems . Where a consistent pursuit of these depth-problems leads
can naturally not yet be seen at the beginning.
The question of the origin of geometry (under which title here , for the
sake of brevity, we include all disciplines that deal with shapes existing
mathematically in pure space-time) shall not be considered here as the
philological-historical question, i.e. , as the search for the first geomet
ers who actually uttered pure geometrical propositions, proofs,
theories, or for the particular propositions they discovered, or the like.
Rather than this, our interest shall be the inquiry back into the most
original sense in which geometry once arose, was present as the tradi
tion of millennia, is still present for us, and is still being worked on in a
lively forward development;* we inquire into that sense in which it
appeared in history for the first time-in which it had to appear, even
though we know nothing of the first creators and are not even asking
after them. Starting from what we know, from our geometry, or rather
from the older handed-down forms (such as Euclidean geometry) , there
is an inquiry back into the submerged original beginnings of geometry
as they necessarily must have been in their " primally establishing"
function. This regressive inquiry unavoidably remains within the
sphere of generalities, but, as we shall soon see, these are generalities
which can be richly explicated, with prescribed possibilities of arriving
at particular questions and self-evident claims as answers . The
geometry which is ready-made, so to speak, from which the regressive
inquiry begins, is a tradition. Our human existence moves within in
numerable traditions. The whole cultural world, in all its forms, exists
through tradition. These forms have arisen as such not merely causally;
we also know already that tradition is precisely tradition, having arisen
within our human space through human activity, i . e. , spiritually, even
though we generally know nothing, or as good as nothing, of the par
ticular provenance and of the spiritual source that brought it about.
And yet there lies in this lack of knowledge, everywhere and essen
tially, an implicit knowledge, which can thus also be made explicit, a
knowledge of unassailable self-evidence. It begins with superficial
commonplaces, such as: that everything traditional has arisen out of
human activity, that accordingly past men and human civilizations
existed, and among them their first inventors, who shaped the new out
of materials at hand, whether raw or already spiritually shaped. From
the superficial , however, one is led into the depths. Tradition is open in
this general way to continued inquiry ; and, if one consistently maintains
* So also for Galileo and all the periods following the Renaissance, continually being
worked on in a lively forward develop ment, and yet at the same time a traditi on .

the direction of inquiry, an infinity of questions opens up, questions
which lead to definite answers in accord with their sense. Their form
of generality-indeed, as one can see , of unconditioned general
validity-naturally allows for application to individually determined
particular cases, though it determines only that in the individual that
can be grasped through subsumption.
Let us begin , then, in connection with geometry, with the most obvi
ous commonplaces that we have already expressed above in order to
indicate the sense of our regressive inquiry. We understand our
geometry, available to us through tradition (we have learned it, and so
have our teachers), to be a total acquisition of spiritual accomplish
ments which grows through the continued work of new spiritual acts
into new acquisitions. We know of its handed-down, earlier forms, as
those from which it has arisen; but with every form the reference to an
earlier one is repeated . Clearly, then, geometry must have arisen out of
a first acquisition, out of first creative activities. We understand its
persisting manner of being: it is not only a mobile forward process from
one set of acquisitions to another but a continuous synthesis in which all
acquisitions maintain their validity, all make up a totality such that, at
every present stage, the total acquisition is, so to speak, the total pre
mise for the acquisitions ofthe new level. Geometry necessarily has this
mobility and has a horizon of geometrical future in precisely this style:
this is its meaning for every geometer who has the consciousness (the
constant implicit knowledge) of existing within a forward development
understood as the progress of knowledge being built into the horizon.
The same thing is true of every science. Also, every science is related to
an open chain of the generations of those who work for and with one
another, researchers either known or unknown to one another who are
the accomplishing subjectivity of the whole living science. Science, and
in particular geometry, with this on tic meaning, must have had a histor
ical beginning; this meaning itself must have an origin in an ac
complishment: first as a project and then in successful execution.
Obviously it is the same here as with every other invention. Every
spiritual accomplishment proceeding from its first project to its execu
tion is present for the first time in the self-evidence of actual success.
But when we note that mathematics has the manner of being of a lively
forward movement from acquisitions as premises to new acquisitions,
in whose ontic meaning that of the premises is included (the process
continuing in this manner), then it is clear that the total meaning of
geometry (as a developed science, as in the case of every science) could
not have been present as a project and then as mobile fulfillment at the
beginning. A more primitive formation of meaning necessarily went
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before it as a preliminary stage, undoubtedly in such a way that it
appeared for the first time in the self-evidence of successful realization.
But this way of expressing it is actually overblown. Self-evidence
means nothing more than grasping an entity with the consciousness of
its original being-itself-there [Selbst-da l Successful realization of a
project is, for the acting subject, self-evidence; in this self-evidence,
what has been realized is there, originaliter, as itself.
But now questions arise. This process of projecting and successfully
realizing occurs, after all, purely within the subject of the inventor, and
thu s the meaning, as present originaliter with its whole content, lies
exclusively, so to speak, within his mental space. But geometrical exis
tence is not psychic existence; it does not exist as something personal
within the personal sphere of consciousness: it is the existence of what
is objectively there for " everyone" (for actual and possible geometers,
or those who understand geometry) . Indeed, it has, from its primal
establishment, an existence which is peculiarly supertemporal and
which-of this we are certain-is accessible to all men, first of all to the
actual and possible mathematicians of all peoples, all ages; and this is
true of all its particular forms. And all forms newly produced by some
one on the basis of pregiven forms immediately take on the same objec
tivity . This is, we note, an " ideal" objectivity. It is proper to a whole
class of spiritual products of the cultural world, to which not only all
scientific constructions and the sciences themselves belong but also, for
example, the constructions of fine literature. * Works of this class do
not, like tools (hammers, pliers) or like architectural and other such
products, have a repeatability in many like exemplars. The Pythago
rean theorem, [indeed] all of geometry, exists only once , no matter how
often or even in what language it may be expressed. It is identically the
same in the "original language" of Euclid and in all " translations" ; and
within each language it is again the same , no matter how many times it
has been sensibly uttered, from the original expression and writing
down to the innumerable oral utterances or written and other documen
tations. The sensible utterances have spatiotemporal individuation
in the world like all corporeal occurrences, like everything embodied
in bodies as such; but this is not true of the spiritual form itself,
* But the broadest concept of l iterature encompasses them all: that is , it belongs to
their objective being that they be linguistical l y expressed and can be expressed again and
again ; or, more precisely , they have their objectivity, their e x istence-for-everyone, only
as signification, as the meaning of speech . This is true in a peculi ar fashion i n the case of
the objective sciences : for them the difference b etween the original language of the work
and its translation i nto other languages does not remove i ts identical accessibility or
change it i nto an i nauthentic , indirect accessibility.

which is called an " ideal object" [ideale Gegenstiindlichkeit] . In a cer
tain way ideal objects do exist objectively in the world, but it is only in
virtue of these two-leveled repetitions and ultimately in virtue of sensi
bly embodying repetitions. For language itself, in all its particulariza
tions (words, sentences, speeches), is, as can easily be seen from the
grammatical point of view, thoroughly made up of ideal objects; for
example, the word Lowe occurs only once in the German language; it is
identical throughout its innumerable utterances by any given persons.
But the idealities of geometrical words, sentences, theories
considered purely as linguistic structures-are not the idealities that
make up what is expressed and brought to validity as truth in geometry ;
the latter are ideal geometrical objects, states of affa irs, etc. Wherever
something is asserted, one can distinguish what is thematic , that about
which it is said (its meaning), from the assertion, which itself, during the
asserting, is never and can never be thematic. And what is thematic
here is precisely ideal objects, and quite different ones from those com
ing under the concept of language. Our problem now concerns precisely
the ideal objects which are thematic in geometry: how does geometrical
ideality Gust like that of all sciences) proceed from its primary intraper
sonal origin, where it is a structure within the conscious space of the
first inventor's soul, to its ideal objectivity ? In advance we see that it
occurs by means oflanguage, through which it receives, so to speak, its
linguistic living body [Sprachleib] . But how does linguistic embodiment
make out of the merely intrasubjective structure the objective structure
which, e.g. , as geometrical concept or state of affairs, is in fact present
as understandable by all and is valid, already in its linguistic expression
as geometrical speech, as geometrical proposition, for all the future in
its geometrical sense?
N aturally, we shall not go into the general problem which also arises
here of the origin of language in its ideal existence and its existence in
the real world grounded in utterance and documentation; but we must
say a few words here about the relation between language, as a function
of man within human civilization, and the world as the horizon of
human existence.
Living wakefully in the world we are constantly conscious of the
world, whether we pay attention to it or not, conscious of it as the
horizon of our life , as a horizon of "things" (real objects), of our actual
and possible interests and activities. Always standing out against the
world-horizon is the horizon of our fellow men, whether there are any of
them present or not. Before even taking notice of it at all, we are
conscious of the open horizon of our fellow men with its limited nucleus
of our neighbors, those known to us. We are thereby coconscious of the
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men on our external horizon in each case as " others" ; in each case " I "
am conscious of them a s " my" others, a s those with whom I can enter
into actual and potential, immediate and mediate relations of empathy;
[this involves] a reciprocal " getting along" with others; and on the
basis of these relations I can deal with them , enter into particular modes
of community with them, and then know, in a habitual way, of my
being so related. Like me, every human being-and this is how he is
understood by me and everyone else-has his fellow men and, always
counting himself, civilization in general, in which he knows himself to
be living.
I t is precisely to this horizon of civilization that common language
belongs . One is conscious of civilization from the start as an immediate
and mediate linguistic community. Clearly it is only through language
and its far-reaching documentations, as possible communications, that
�he horizon of civilization can be an open and endless one , as it always
IS for men. What is privileged in consciousness as the horizon of civili
zation and as the linguistic community is mature normal civilization
(taking away the abnormal and the world of children) . In this sense
civilization is, for every man whose we-horizon it is, a community of
those who can reciprocally express themselves, normally, in a fully
understandable fashion; and within this community everyone can talk
about what is within the surrounding world of his civilization as objec
tively existing. Everything has its name, or is namable in the broadest
sense, i . e . , linguistically expressible. The objective world is from the
start the world for all, the world which " everyone" has as world
horizon. Its objective being presupposes men, understood as men with
a common language . Language, for its part, as function and exercised
capacity, is related correlatively to the world, the universe of objects
which is linguistically expressible in its being and its being-such. Thus
men as men, fellow men, world-the world of which men, of which we,
always talk and can talk-and, on the other hand, language, are in
separably intertwined; and one is always certain of their inseparable
relational unity, though usually only implicitly, in the manner of a
horizon.
This being presupposed, the primally establishing geometer can ob
viously also express his internal structure. But the question arises
�gain: How does the latter, in its "ideality," thereby become objec
tIve? To be sure, something psychic which can be understood by others
[nachverstehbar] and is communicable, as something psychic belonging
to this man, is eo ipso objective, just as he himself, as concrete man, is
experienceable and namable by everyone as a real thing in the world of

things in general. People can agree about such things, can make com
mon verifiable assertions on the basis of common experience, etc. But
how does the intrapsychically constituted structure arrive at an inter
SUbjective being of its own as an ideal object which, as "geometrical, "
i s anything but a real psychic object, even though i t has arisen psy
chically? Let us reflect. The original being-itself-there, in the immedi
acy [Aktualitiit ] of its first production, i.e. , in original " self-evidence,"
results in no persisting acquisition at all that could have objective
existence. Vivid self-evidence passes-though in such a way that the
activity immediately turns into the passivity of the flowingly fading con
sciousness of what-has-just-now-been. Finally this "retention" disap
pears, but the "disappeared" passing and being past has not become
nothing for the subject in question: it can be reawakened. To the passiv
ity of what is at first obscurely awakened and what perhaps emerges
with greater and greater clarity there belongs the possible activity of a
recollection in which the past experiencing [Erleben ] is lived through in
a quasi-new and quasi-active way . Now if the originally self-evident
production, as the pure fulfillment of its intention, is what is renewed
(recollected), there necessarily occurs, accompanying the active recol
lection of what is past, an activity of concurrent actual production, and
there arises thereby, in original "coincidence, " the self-evidence of
identity: what has now been realized in original fashion is the same as
what was previously self-evident. Also coestablished is the capacity
for repetition at will with the self-evidence of the identity (coincidence
of identity) of the structure throughout the chain of repetitions. Yet
even with this, we have still not gone beyond the subject and his sub
jective, evident capacities; that is, we still have no ' 'objectivity" given.
It does arise, however-in a preliminary stage-in understandable fash
ion as soon as we take into consideration the function of empathy and
fellow mankind as a community of empathy and of language. In the
contact of reciprocal linguistic understanding, the original production
and the product of one subject can be actively understood by the others.
In this full understanding of what is produced by the other, as in the
case of recollection, a present coaccomplishment on one's own part of
the presentified activity necessarily takes place; but at the same time
there is also the self-evident consciousness of the identity of the mental
structure in the productions of both the receiver of the communication
and the communicator; and this occurs reciprocally. The productions
can reproduce their likenesses from person to person, and in the chain
of the understanding of these repetitions what is self-evident turns up as
the same in the consciousness of the other. In the unity of the commu-
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nity of commu nication among several persons the repeatedly produc ed
structure become s an object of consciou sness, not as a likenes s, but as
the one structur e common to all.
Now we must note that the objecti vity of the ideal structure has not
yet been fully constituted through such actual transferring of what has
been originally produced in one to others who originally reproduce it.
What is lacking is the persisting existence of the " ideal objects " even
during periods in which the inventor and his fellows are no longer
wakefu lly so related or even are no longer alive. What is lacking is their
continu ing-to-be even when no one has [conscio usly] realized them in
self-evidence.
The important function of written , documenting linguistic expression
is that it makes commu nication s possible without immedi ate or mediate
personal address ; it is, so to speak, commu nication become virtual.
Through this, the commu nalization of man is lifted to a new level.
Written signs are , when considered from a purely corporeal point of
view, straightforward ly, sensibly experienceable ; and it is always pos
sible that they be intersubjectivel y experienceable in commo n. But as
linguistic signs they awaken , as do linguistic sounds, their familiar
significations. The awakening is somethi ng passive ; the awakened
signification is thus given passivel y, similarly to the way in which any
other activity which has sunk into obscurity , once associat ively
awaken ed, emerges at first passively as a more or less clear memory . In
the passivity in question here, as in the case of memory , what is pas
sively awakened can be transformed back,* so to speak, into the corre
sponding activity : this is the capacity for reactivation that belongs orig
inally to every human being as a speaking being. Accord ingly, then, the
writing-down effects a transformation of the original mode of being of
the meaning-structu re, [e.g. ,] within the geometrical sphere of self
evidence, of the geometrical structure which is put into words . It be
comes sedimented, so to speak. But the reader can make it self-evid ent
again, can reactivate the self-evid ence. t
There is a distinction, then, between passivel y understanding the
expression and making it self-evident by reactivating its meaning . But
there also exist possibil ities of a kind of activity , a thinking in terms of
* This is a transformation of which o n e is conscious as being in i tself patterned after
[what is passivel y awakened].

this he can
t But this is by no means necessary or even factu all y normal . Even without
is u nderstood
understan d; he can concur " as a matter of course" in the validity of what
passively and
without any activity of his own . In this case he comports himself purely
receptively.
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things that have been taken up merely receptively, passively, which
deals with significations only passively understood and taken over,
without any of the self-evidence of original activity. Passivity in general
is the realm of things that are bound together and melt into one another
associatively, where all meaning that arises is put together passively.
What often happens here is that a meaning arises which is apparently
possible as a unity-i.e. , can apparently be made self-evidence through
a possible reactivation-whereas the attempt at actual reactivation can
reactivate only the individual members of the combination, while the
intention to unify them into a whole, instead of being fulfilled, comes to
nothing; that is, the ontic validity is destroyed through the original
consciousness of nullity.
It is easy to see that even in [ordinary] human life , and first of all in
every individual life from childhood up to maturity, the originally intui
tive life which creates its originally self-evident structures through ac
tivities on the basis of sense-experience very quickly and in increasing
measure falls victim to the seduction of language. Greater and greater
segments of this life lapse into a kind of talking and reading that is
dominated purely by association; and often enough, in respect to the
validities arrived at in this way, it is disappointed by subsequent
experience .
Now one will say that in the sphere that interests us here-that of
science, of thinking directed toward the attainment of truths and the
avoidance of falsehood-one is obviously greatly concerned from the
start to put a stop to the free play of associative constructions. In view
of the unavoidable sedimentation of mental products in the form of
persisting linguistic acquisitions, which can be taken up again at first
merely passively and be taken over by anyone else, such constructions
remain a constant danger. This danger is avoided if one not merely
convinces oneself ex post facto that the particular construction can be
reactivated but assures oneself from the start, after the self-evident
primal establishment, of its capacity to be reactivated and enduringly
maintained. This occurs when one has a view to the univocity of lin
guistic expression and to securing, by means of the most painstaking
formation of the relevant words, propositions, and complexes of propo
sitions, the results which are to be univocally expressed. This must be
done by the individual scientist, and not only by the inventor but by
every scientist as a member of the scientific community after he has
taken over from the others what is to be taken over. This belongs, then,
to the particulars of the scientific tradition within the corresponding
community of scientists as a community of knowledge living in the
unity of a common responsibility. In accord with the essence of science,
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then, its functionaries maintain the constant claim, the personal ce�
tainty , that everything they put into scientific assertio? s has been saId
"once and for all," that it " stands fast," forever identIcally repeatable
with self-evidence and usable for further theoretical or practical
ends-as indubitabl y reactivatable with the identity of its actual
meaning.*
However, two more things are important here. First: we have not yet
taken into account the fact that scientific thinking attains new results on
the basis of those already attained, that the new ones serve as the
foundation for still others, etc.-in the unity of a propagative process of
transferred meaning .
I n the finally immense proliferation of a science like geometry, what
has become of the claim and the capacity for reactivatio n? When every
researcher works on his part of the building, what of the vocational
interruptions and time out for rest, which cannot be overlooke d here?
When he returns to the actual continuation of work, must he first run
through the whole immense chain of groundi�gs back to th� origi�al
premises and actually reactivate the whole thmg? .If so, a SCIence hk�
our modern geometry would obviously not be possIble at all. And yet It
is of the essence of the results of each stage not only that their ideal
ontic meaning in fact comes later [than that of earlier results] .but t? at,
since meaning is grounded upon meaning, the earlier meanmg . gIves
something of its validity to the later one, indeed becomes part of It to .a
certain extent. Thus no building block within the mental structure IS
self-sufficie nt; and none, then, can be immediate ly reactivated [by
itself] .
.
This is especially true of sciences which , like geometry, have theIr
thematic sphere in ideal products, in idealities !rom. whi.ch mor� and
more idealities at higher levels are produced. It IS qUIte dIfferent In the
so-called descriptive sciences, where the theoretical interest, classify
ing and describing, remains within the sphere of sense-intuition, which
for it represents self-evidence . Here, at least in general, every new
proposition can by itself be "cashed in" for self-evidence .
How, by contrast, is a science like geometry poss�ble? J:I 0w , as �
systematic, endlessly growing stratified structure of I�eahtle.s: c �n. It
maintain its original meaningfulness through living reacttvatablhty If Its
* At first, of course, it is a matter of a firm direction of the will, which the scientist
establishes in himself, aimed at the certain capacity for reactivation. If the goal of reac
tivatability c an be only relatively fulfilled, then the claim whi h stems fro the
n
.
.
sciousness of being able to acquire something also has Its relat v lt ; and thIS relatIVIty
also makes itself noticeable and is driven out. U ltimately, obJectIve, absolutely firm
knowledge of truth is an infinite idea.
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cognitive th inking is supposed to produce something new without being
able to reactivate the previous levels of knowledge back to the first?
Even if this could have succeeded at a more primitive stage of
geometry, its energy would ultimately have been too much spent in the
effort of procuring self-evidence and would not have been available for
a higher productivity .
Here we must take into consideration the peculiar " logical" activity
which is tied specifically to language, as well as to the ideal cognitive
structures that arise specifically within it. To any sentence structures
that emerge within a merely passive understanding there belongs essen
tially a peculiar sort of activity best described by the word " explica
tion. " 2 A passively emerging sentence (e.g. , in memory) , or one heard
and passively understood, is at first merely received with a passive
ego-participation, taken up as valid; and in this form it is already our
meaning. From this we distinguish the peculiar and important activity
of explicating our meaning. Whereas in its first form it was a
straightforwardly valid meaning, taken up as unitary and undif
ferentiated-concretely speaking, a straightforwardly valid declara
tive sentence-now what in itself is vague and undifferentiated is
actively explicated . Consider, for example, the way in which we under
stand, when superficially reading the newspaper, and simply receive
the " news" ; here there is a passive taking-over of ontic validity such
that what is read straightway becomes our opinion.
But it is something special, as we have said, to have the intention to
explicate , to engage in the activity which articulates what has been read
(or an interesting sentence from it), extracting one by one, in separation
from what has been vaguely, passively received as a unity , the ele
ments of meaning, thus bringing the total validity to active performance
in a new way on the basis of the individual validities. What was a
passive meaning-pattern has now become one constructed through ac
tive production. This activity, then, is a peculiar sort of self-evidence ;
the structure arising out of it is in the mode of having been originally
produced. And in connection with this self-evidence , too , there is
communalization. The explicated judgment becomes an ideal object
capable of being passed on. It is this object exclusively that is meant by
logic when it speaks of sentences or judgments. And thus the domain of
logic is universally designated; this is universally the sphere of being to
which logic pertains insofar as it is the theory of the sentences [or
propositions] in general.
Through this activity, now, further activities become possible-self2

Verdeutlichung, i .e . , making explicit.
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out of sentences with sedimented signification, logical "dealing" can
produce only other sentences of the same character. That all new ac
quisitions express an actual geometrical truth is certain a priori under
the presupposition that the foundations of the deductive structure have
truly been produced and objectified in original self-evidence , i.e. , have
become universally accessible acquisitions. A continuity from one per
SO? to ano�her, from one time to another, must have been capable of
?em� .carned out. It is clear that the method of producing original
IdealItIes out of what is pre scientifically given in the cultural world must
have been written down and fixed in firm sentences prior to the exis
tence of geometry; furthermore, the capacity for translating these
sente?ce � from va�ue linguistic understanding into the clarity of the
reactIvatIOn of theIr self-evident meaning must have been, in its own
way, handed down and ever capable of being handed down.
. Onl� as long as this condition was satisfied, or only when the possibil
Ity of Its �ulfillment was perfectly secured for all time, could geometry
preserve Its gen� ine, orig�nal meaning as a deductive science through
out the progreSSIOn of logIcal constructions . In other words, only in this
ca �e could every geometer be capable of bringing to mediate self
eVI�ence the m� aning borne by every sentence, not merely as its
sedlmented (logIcal) sentence-meaning but as its actual meaning ' its
truth-meaning. And so for all of geometry.
The progress of deduction follows fonnal-logical self-evidence; but
,
Wlt?�U.t the actually developed capacity for reactivating the original
actIVItIes contained within its fundamental concepts, i.e" without the
" what" ��d the " how" of its prescientific materials, geometry would
be a tradItIon empty of meaning; and if we ourselves did not have this
capacity, we could never even know whether geometry had or ever did
have a genuine meaning, one that could really be "cashed in. "
Unfortunately, however, this i s our situation, and that of the whole
modern age.
The " presupposition" mentioned above has in fact never been ful
filled. Ho� the living tra�ition of the meaning-formation of elementary
�oncept � IS actually carned on can be seen in elementary geometrical
mstructIon and its textbooks; what we actually learn there is how to
deal with ready-made concepts and sentences in a rigorously methodical
way. Rendering the concepts sensibly intuitable by means of drawn
figures is substituted for the actual production of the primal idealities ,
And t�e rest i s done b � success-not the success of actual insight
e xtendmg beyond the logIcal method' s own self-evidence, but the prac
, successes of applied geometry, its immense , though not under
tIcal
stood, practical usefulness. To this we must add something that will
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become visible further on in the treatment of historical mathematics,
namely, the dangers of a scientific life that is completely given over to
logical activities . These dangers lie in certain progressive transfor
mations of meaning* to which this sort of scientific treatment drives one.
By exhibiting the essential presuppositions upon which rests the his
torical possibility of a genuine tradition, true to its origins, of sciences
like geometry, we can understand how such sciences can vitally
develop throughout the centuries and still not be genuine. The in
heritance of propositions and of the method of logically constructing
new propositions and idealities can continue without interruption from
one period to the next, while the capacity for reactivating the primal
beginnings, i.e . , the sources of meaning for everything that comes later,
has not been handed down with it. What is lacking is thus precisely
what had given and had to give meaning to all propositions and
theories, a meaning arising from the primal sources which can be made
self-evident again and again.
Of course, grammatically coherent propositions and concatenations
of propositions, no matter how they have arisen and have achieved
validity--even if it is through mere association-have in all circum
stances their own logical meaning, i.e. , their meaning that can be made
self-evident through explication; this can then be identified again and
again as the same proposition, which is either logically coherent or
incoherent, where in the latter case it cannot be executed in the unity of
an actual judgment. I n propositions which belong together in one do
main and in the deductive systems that can be made out of them we
have a realm of ideal identities ; and for these there exist easily under
standable possibilities of lasting traditionalization. But propositions,
like other cultural structures, appear on the scene in the form of tradi
tion ; they claim, so to speak, to be sedimentations of a truth-meaning
that can be made originally self-evident; whereas it is by no means
necessary that they [actually] have such a meaning, as in the case of
associatively derived falsifications. Thus the whole pregiven deductive
science, the total system of propositions in the unity of their validities,
is first only a claim which can be justified as an expression of the alleged
truth-meaning only through the actual capacity for reactivation.
Through this state of affairs we can understand the deeper reason for
the demand, which has spread throughout the modern period and has
finally been generally accepted, for a so-called " epistemological
* These work to the benefit of logical method, but they remove one further and further
from the origins and make one i nsensitive to the problem of origin and thus to the actual
ontic and truth-meaning of all these sciences .

grounding" of the sciences, though clarity has never been achieved
about what the much-admired sciences are actually lacking. *
As for further details on the uprooting of an originally genuine tradi
. , one which involved original self-evidence at its actual first
. , I.e.
tIOn
beginning, one can point to possible and easily understandable reasons.
In the first oral cooperation of the beginning geometers, the need was
un � ersta� dably lacking for an exact fixing of descriptions of the presci
entlfic pnmal material and of the ways in which , in relation to this
material , geometrical idealities arose together with the fi r st "axioma
tic" propositions. Further, the logical superstructures did not yet rise
' that one could not return again and again to the original mean�o high
109 : On the other hand , the possibility of the practical application of the
. was actually obviou s in connection with the origi
denved laws, which
nal d � velopments: understandably led quickly, in the realm of praxis, to
a habitually practiced method of using mathematics, if need be, to bring
about useful things. This method could naturally be handed down even
without the ability for original self-evidence. Thu s mathematics
emptied of �eaning, could generally propagate itself, constantly bein�
added to I?glcally, as could the methodics of technical application on
the other side. The extraordinarily far-reaching practical usefulness be
came of itself a major motive for the advancement and appreciation of
. � es. Thus also it is understandable that the lost original
these sClen
.
truth-meanmg made Itself
felt so little, indeed, that the need for the
corresponding regressive inquiry had to be reawakened. More than
this: the true sense of such an inquiry had to be discovered.
Our results based on principle are of a generality that extends over all
the �o-call �d � eductive sciences and even indicates similar problems
and mvestIgatIo�� for all sciences. For all of them have the mobility of
sed!. �ented tradltI�ns that are worked upon, again and again, by an
actIvity o� � ro� ucmg new structures of meaning and handing them
down. EXlstI�� .m thiS. way, they extend enduringly through time, since
aIl new acqUIsItions are in tum sedimented and become working mate
r �. als . Ever�w �ere the problems, the clarifying investigations, the in
sights of pnnciple are historical. We stand within the horizon of human
c �vilization, �he one in which we ourselves now live . We are constantly,
�Ital �y c�nsclous of this horizon, and specifically as a temporal horizon
ImplIed 1 0 our given present horizon. To the one human civilization
t�ere cOITes�onds essentially the one cultural world as the surrounding
lIfe-world wIth its [peculiar] manner of being; this world, for every

�

* What
oes H ume do but endeavor to i nquire back into the primal impressions of
.
developed Ideas and , I n general, scientific ideas?
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historical period and civilization, has its particular �eat�res and is pr� 
.
cisely the tradition. We stand, then, within the hlstoncal honzo�
m
which everything is historical, even though we may know very lIttle
about it in a definite way. But it has its essential structure that can be
.
revealed through methodical inquiry. This inquiry prescnbes
all t�e
.
possible specialized questions, thu s inclu?ing, for the sCI�nces,
the I�
. �Irtue of t�eIr
quiries back into origin which are peculIar to them m
historical manner of being. Here we are led back to the pnmal matenals
of the first formation of meaning, the primal premises, so to speak,
which lie in the prescientific cultural world. Of course, thIS. cultur�l
world has in turn its own questions of origin, which at first remam
unasked.
Naturally, problems of this particular sort immediat�ly awaken the
total problem of the universal historicity of the correlatIv� �anners of
being of humanity and the cultural w?rld �nd the a pnon s�ruct�re
contained in this historicity. Still, questIons lIke that of the clanficatIon
of the origin of geometry have a closed character, such that one need
not inquire beyond those prescientific materials:
. .
. two objectIons
Further clarifications will be made in connectIOn WIth
which are familiar to our own philosophical-historical situation .
. to
I n the first place, what sort of strange obstinacy is this, se�kmg
take the question of the origin of geometry back to some undIscover
able Thales of geometry, someone not even known to legend? Geometry
is available to us in its propositions, its theories. Of cours� �e must and
we can answer for this logical edifice to the last detaIl m terms of
self-evidence. Here, to be sure , we arrive at first axioms, and from
them we proceed to the original self-evidence which the fundament��
concepts make possible. What is this, if not the "theory of knowledge ,
in this case specifically the theory of geometrical knowledge? No one
would think of tracing the epistemological problem back to s�ch a
supposed Thales. This is quite superfluou�. Th� presently �vallable
concepts and propositions themselves contam theIr own m��nmg, first
. a
as nonself-evident opinion, but nevertheless as true propOSItIOns. WIth
meant but still hidden truth which we can obviously bring to bght by
rendering the propositions themselves self-evident.
Our answer is as follows . Certainly the h istorical backward reference
has not occurred to anyone; certainly theory of knowledge has never
been seen as a peculiarly historical task. But this is pre.cise.ly w�at . we
object to in the past. The ruling �ogma of �he �eparatIon m pnn�I�le
between epistemological elucidatIon and histoncal, even h Ul:nam�t�c
psychological explanation, between epi�temo�o�ical �n� ge�etIc ongm,
is fundamentally mistaken, unless one madmissibly lImIts, m the usual
way, the concepts of " history ," " historical explanation," and
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" genesis." Or rather, what is fundamentally mistaken is the limitation
through which precisely the deepest and most genuine problems of
history are concealed. If one thinks over our expositions (which are of
course still rough and will later of necessity lead us into new depth
dimensions), what they make obvious is precisely that what we
know-namely, that the presently vital cultural configuration ' 'geom
etry" is a tradition and is still being handed down-is not knowl
edge concerning an external causality which effects the succession of
historical configurations, as if it were knowledge based on induction,
the presupposition of which would amount to an absurdity here ; rather,
to understand geometry or any given cultural fact is to be conscious of
its historicity, albeit " implicitly." This, however, is not an empty
claim; for quite generally it is true for every fact given under the head
ing of "culture," whether it is a matter of the lowliest culture of neces
sities or the highest culture (science, state, church , economic organi
zation, etc.), that every straightforward understanding of it as an
experiential fact involves the " coconsciousness" that it is something
constructed through human activity. No matter how hidden, no matter
how merely " implicitly" coimplied thi s meaning is, there belongs to it
the self-evident possibility of explication, of " making it explicit" and
clarifying it. Every explication and every transition from making
explicit to making self-evident (even perhaps in cases where one stops
much too soon) is nothing other than historical disclosure; in itself,
essentially, it is something historical, and as such it bears, with essential
necessity, the horizon of its history within itself. This is of course also
to say that the whole of the cultural present, understood as a totality,
" implies" the whole of the cultural past in an undetermined but struc
turally determined generality. To put it more precisely, it implies a
continuity of pasts which imply one another, each in itself being a past
cultural present. And this whole continuity is a unity of traditionaliza
tion up to the present, which is our present
[a process of]
traditionalizing itself in flowing-static vitality. This is, as has been said ,
an undetermined generality, but it has in principle a structure which can
be much more widely explicated by proceeding from these indications,
a structure which also grounds, " implies," the possibilities for every
search for and determination of concrete, factual states of affairs .
Making geometry self-evident, then, whether one is clear about this
or not, is the disclosure of its historical tradition. B ut this knowledge, if
it is not to remain empty talk or undifferentiated generaJity, requires the
methodical production , proceeding from the present and carried out as
research in the present, of differentiated self-evidences of the type dis
covered above (in several fragmentary investigations of what belongs
to such knowledge superficially, as it were). Carried out systematically,
as
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such self-evidences result in nothing other and nothing less than the
universal a priori of history with all its highly abundant component
elements.
We can also say now that history is from the start nothing other than
the vital movement of the coexistence and the interweaving of original
formations and sedimentations of meaning.
Anything that is shown to be a historical fact, either in the present
through experience or by a historian as a fact in the past, necessarily
has its inner structure of meaning; but especially the motivational inter
connections established about it in terms of everyday understanding
have deep, further and further-reaching implications which must be
interrogated, disclosed. All [merely] factual history remains incom
prehensible because, always merely drawing its conclusions naIvely
and straightforwardly from facts, it never makes thematic the general
ground of meaning upon which all such conclusions rest, has never
investigated the immense structural a priori which is proper to it. Only
the disclosure of the essentially general structure* lying in our present
and then in every past or future historical present as such , and, in
totality, only the disclosure of the concrete, historical time in which we
live , in which our total humanity lives in respect to its total, essentially
general structure-only this disclosure can make possible historical in
quiry [Historie ] which is truly understanding, insightful, and in the
genuine sense scientific . This is the concrete, historical a priori which
encompasses everything that exists as historical becoming and having
become or exists in its essential being as tradition and handing-down.
What has been said was related to the total form " historical present in
general, " historical time generally. But the particular configurations of
culture, which find their place within its coherent historical being as
tradition and as vitally handing themselves down, have within this
totality only relatively self-sufficient being in traditionality, only the
being of nonself-sufficient components. Correlatively, now, account
would have to be taken of the subjects of historicity, the persons who
create cultural formations, functioning in totality: creative personal
civilization.t

In respect to geometry one recognizes, now that we have pointed out
the hiddenness of its fundamental concepts, which have become inac
cessible, and have made them understandable as such in first basic
outlines, that only the consciously set task of [discovering] the histori
cal origin of geometry (within the total problem of the a priori of his
toricity in general) can provide the method for a geometry which is true
to its origins and at the same time is to be understood in a universal
historical way; and the same is true for all sciences, for philosophy. In
principle, then, a history of philosophy , a history of the particular sci
ences in the style of the usual factual history, can actually render noth
ing of their subject matter comprehensible. For a genuine history of
philosophy, a genuine history of the particular sciences, is nothing other
than the tracing of the historical meaning-structures given in the pre
sent, or their self-evidences, along the documented chain of historical
back-references into the hidden dimension of the primal self-evidences
which underlie them. * Even the very problem here can be made under
standable only through recourse to the historical a priori as the univer
sal source of all conceivable problems of understanding. The problem
of genuine historical explanation comes together, in the case of the
sciences, with "epistemological" grounding or clarification.
We must expect yet a second and very weighty objection. From the
historicism which prevails extensively in different forms [today] I ex
pect little receptivity for a depth-inquiry which goes beyond the usual
factual history, as does the one outlined in this work, especially since ,
as the expression " a priori" indicates, it lays claim to a strictly uncon
ditioned and truly apodictic self-evidence extending beyond all histori
cal facticities. One will object: what naIvete , to seek to display, and to
claim to have displayed, a historical a priori, an absolute, supertem
poral validity , after we have obtained such abundant testimony for the
relativity of everything historical, of all historically developed world
apperceptions, right back to those of the "primitive" tribes. Every
people, large or small, has its world in which , for that people , every
thing fits well together, whether in mythical-magical or in European
rational terms, and in which everything can be explained perfectly.
Every people has its "logic" and, accordingly, if this logic is explicated
in propositions, "its" a priori .
However, let us consider the methodology of establishing historical

* The superficial structure of the extern ally " "ready-made" men within the social
historical , essential structure of humanity, but also the deeper [structures] which disclose the
inner historicities of the persons taking part . [ " Structures" is B iemel 's interpolation . ]

t The historical world is, t o b e sure , first pregiven a s a social-historical world . But i t is
h istorical only through the i nner historicity of the i ndividuals, who are individual s in their
inner historicity, together with that of other communalized persons . Recall what was said
in a few meager beginning expositions about memories and the constant historicity to be
fou nd in them [pp . 1 62[" above] .

* But what counts as primal self-evidence for the sciences is determined by an edu
cated person or a sphere of such persons who pose new questions , new historical ques
tions , questions concerning the inner depth-dimension as well as those concerning an
external historicity in the social-historical world.
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facts in general, thu s including that of the facts supporting the objec
tion; and let us do this in regard to what such methodology presup
poses. Does not the undertaking of a humanistic science of "how it
really was" contain a presupposition taken for granted, a validity
ground never observed, never made thematic, of a strictly unassailable
[type of] self-evidence, without which historical inquiry would be a
meaningless enterprise? All questioning and demonstrating which is in
the usual sense historical presupposes history [Geschichte] as the uni
versal horizon of questioning, not explicitly, but still as a horizon of
implicit certainty, which, in spite of all vague background-indeter
minacy, is the presupposition of all determinability, or of all intention
to seek and to establish determined facts.
What is historically primary in itself is our present. We always al
ready know of our present world and that we live in it, always sur
rounded by an openly endless horizon of unknown actualities . This
knowing, as horizon-certainty, is not something learned, not knowledge
which was once actual and has merely sunk back to become part of the
background; the horizon-certainty had to be already there in order to be
capable of being laid out thematically; it is already presupposed in
order that we can seek to know what we do not know. All not-knowing
concerns the unknown world, which yet exists in advance for us as
world, as the horizon of all questions of the present and thus also all
questions which are specifically historical. These are the questions
which concern men, as those who act and create in their communalized
coexistence in the world and transform the constant cultural face of the
world. Do we not know further-we have already had occasion to
speak of this-that this historical present has its historical pasts behind
it, that it has developed out of them, that historical past is a continuity
of pasts which proceed from one another, each, as a past present, being
a tradition producing tradition out of itself? Do we not know that the
present and the whole of historical time implied in it is that of a histori
cally coherent and unified civilization, coherent through its generative
bond and constant communalization in cultivating what has already
been cultivated before, whether in cooperative work or in reciprocal
interaction, etc. ? Does all this not announce a universal "knowing" of
the horizon, an implicit knowing that can be made explicit systemat
ically in its essential structure? I s not the resulting great problem here
the horizon toward which all questions tend, and thus the horizon which
is presupposed in all of them? Accordingly, we need not first enter into
some kind of critical discussion of the facts set out by h istoricism; it is
enough that even the claim of their factualness presupposes the histori
cal a priori if this claim is to have a meaning .

But a doubt arises all the same. The horizon-exposition to which we
recurred must not bog down in vague, superficial talk; it must itself
arrive at its own sort of scientific discipline. The sentences in which it is
expressed must be fixed and capable of being made self-evident again
and again . Through what method do we obtain a universal and also
fixed a priori of the historical world which is always originally genuine?
Whenever we consider it, we find ourselves with the self-evident ca
pacity to reflect-to turn to the horizon and to penetrate it in an expo
sitory way. But we also have , and know that we have, the capacity of
complete freedom to transform , in thought and phantasy, our human
historical existence and what is there exposed as its life-world. And
precisely in this activity of free variation, and in running through the
conceivable possibilities for the life-world, there arises, with apodictic
self-evidence, an essentially general set of elements going through all
the variants; and of this we can convince ourselves with truly apodictic
certainty. Thereby we have removed every bond to the factually valid
historical world and have regarded this world itself [merely] as one of
the conceptual possibilities. This freedom, and the direction of our gaze
upon the apodictically invariant, results in the latter again and again
with the self-evidence of being able to repeat the invariant structure at
will-as what is identical, what can be made self-evident origin aliter at
any time, can be fixed in univocal language as the essence constantly
implied in the flowing, vital horizon.
Through this method, going beyond the formal generalities we exhib
ited earlier, we can also make thematic that apodictic [aspect] of the
prescientific world that the original founder of geometry had at his
disposal, that which must have served as the material for his
idealizations.
Geometry and the sciences most closely related to it have to do with
space-time and the shapes, figures, also shapes of motion, alterations of
deformation, etc . , that are possible within space-time, particularly as
measurable magnitudes. It is now clear that even if we know almost
nothing about the historical surrounding world of the first geometers,
this much is certain as an invariant, e ssential structure: that is was a
world of "things" (including the human beings themselves as subjects
of this world) ; that all things necessarily had to have a bodily
character-although not all things could be mere bodies, since the
necessarily coexisting human beings are not thinkable as mere bodies
and, like even the cultural objects which belong with them structurally,
are not exhausted in corporeal being. What is also clear, and can be
secured at least in its essential nucleus through careful a priori explica
tion, is that these pure bodies had spatiotemporal shapes and " mate-
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rial" [stoifliche ] qualities (color, warmth, weight, hardness, etc.) related
to them. Further, it is clear that in the life of practical needs certain
particularizations of shape stood out and that a technical praxis always
[aimed at]3 the production of particular preferred shapes and the im
provement of them according to certain directions of gradualness.
First to be singled out from the thing-shapes are surfaces-more or
less " smooth, " more or less perfect surfaces; edges, more or less rough
or fairly " even" ; in other words, more or less pure lines, angles, more
or less perfect points; then, again, among the lines, for example,
straight lines are especially preferred, and among the surfaces the even
surfaces; for example, for practical purposes boards limited by even
surfaces, straight lines, and points are preferred, whereas totally or
partially curved surfaces are undesirable for many kinds of practical
interests. Thus the production of even surfaces and their perfection
(polishing) always plays its role in praxis. So also in cases where just
distribution is intended. Here the rough estimate of magnitudes is
transfonned into the measurement of magnitudes by counting the equal
parts. (Here, too, proceeding from the factual, an essential form be
comes recognizable through a method of variation.) Measuring belongs
to every culture, varying only according to stages from primitive to
higher perfections. We can always presuppose some measuring tech
nique, whether of a lower or higher type, in the essential forward
development of culture, [as well as] the growth of such a technique,
thus also including the art of design for buildings, of surveying fields,
pathways, etc . ;4 such a technique is always already there, already
abundantly developed and pregiven to the philosopher who did not yet
know geometry but who should be conceivable as its inventor. As a
philosopher proceeding from the practical, finite surrounding world (of
the room, the city, the landscape, etc . , and temporally the world of
periodical occurrences: day, month, etc . ) to the theoretical world-view
and world-knowledge , he has the fi n itely known and unknown spaces
and times as finite elements within the horizon of an open infinity. But
with this he does not yet have geometrical space, mathematical time,
and whatever else is to become a novel spiritual product out of these
finite elements which serve as material; and with his manifold finite
shapes in their space-time he does not yet have geometrical shapes, the
phoronomic shapes: [his shapes, as] formations developed out of praxis
and thought of in terms of [gradual] perfection, clearly serve only as
:1

Biemei' s interpola tion.

as given in the critic al ap
"I have reverted to the original version of this sentence
the text ."-D . Carr.
in
given
version
emended
the
of
sense
paratus; I can make no
�

bases for a new sort of praxis out of which similarly named new con
.
structtons
grow.
It is evident in advance that this new sort of construction will be a
� roduct arising out of a� idealizing, spiritual act, one of "pure" think
. matenals in the designated general pregivens of this
. has Its
mg, which
. and human surrounding world and creates "ideal ob
�actu,�l humanIty
jects out of them.
Now the problem would be to discover, through recourse to what is
essential to history [Historie], the historical original meaning which
necessanl. � was �bl � to give and did give to the whole becoming of
geometry Its perslstmg truth-meaning.
It is of p�rt�cular importance now to bring into focus and establish the
. mSlght: Only if the apodictically general content, invariant
followmg
throughout all conceivable variation, of the spatiotemporal sphere of
. account in the idealization can an ideal construc
shapes IS. tak.en mto
.tIon an. �e which can be understood for all future time and by all coming
generatIons of men and thus be capable of being handed down and
rep.roduced with the identical intersubjective meaning. This condition is
valId
far beyond geometry for all spiritual structures which are to be
unconditionally and generally capable of being handed down . Were the
t� inki ng �ctiv ity of a scientist to introduce something "time-bound" in
.
. , something bound to what is merely factual about his
hiS thmkmg,
I.e.
present 0: something valid for him as a merely factual tradition, his
constructI�n would likewise have a merely time-bound ontic meaning;
thiS. meanmg would be understandable only by those men who shared
the s �me merely factual presuppositions of understanding .
It IS a gene:al conviction that geometry, with all its truths, is valid
. uncondltlO
. ned �enerality for all men, all times, all peoples, and not
With
.
merely for �ll hlstonc
�lly factual ones but for all conceivable ones. The
.
. for this conviction have never been ex
presupposItIons of pnnclple
plored because they have never been seriously made a problem. But it
has also beco �e clear to us that every establishment of a historical fact
�hlc. � lays claim to unconditioned objectivity likewise presupposes this
Invanant or absolute a priori .
? nly [throug? the disclosure of this a priori]", can there be an a priori
sClenc.e extendmg beyond all historical facticities, all historical sur
ro� ndmg worlds, peoples, times, civilizations : only in this way can a
sCience as aeterna veritas appear. Only on this fundament is based the
se � ured capacit� of inquiring back from the temporarily depleted self
eVidence of a sCience to the primal self-evidences .
-; Biemel ' s interpolation .
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Do we not stand here before the great and profound problem-horizon
of reason, the same reason that functions in every man, the animal
rationale, no matter how primitive he is?
This is not the place to penetrate into those depths themselves.
In any case, we can now recognize from all this that historicism,
which wishes to clarify the historical or epistemological essence of
mathematics from the standpoint of the magical circumstances or other
manners of apperception of a time-bound civilization, is mistaken in
principle. For romantic spirits the mythical-magical elements of the
historical and prehistorical aspects of mathematics may be particularly
attractive: but to cling to this merely historically factual aspect of
mathematics is precisely to lose oneself to a sort of romanticism and to
overlook the genuine problem , the internal-historical problem , the epis
temological problem . Also, one's gaze obviously cannot then become
free to recognize that facticities of every type, including those involved
in the [historicist] objection, have a root in the essential structure of
what is generally human, through which a teleological reason running
throughout all historicity announces itself. With this is revealed a set of
problems in its own right related to the totality of history and to the full
meaning which ultimately gives it its unity.
If the usual factual study of history in general, and in particular the
history which in most recent times has achieved true universal exten
sion over all humanity, is to have any meaning at all, such a meaning
can only be grounded upon what we can here call internal history , and
as such upon the foundations of the universal historical a priori . Such a
meaning necessarily leads further to the indicated highest question of a
universal teleology of reason.
If, after these expositions, which have illuminated very general and
many-sided problem-horizons, we lay down the following as something
completely secured, namely, that the human surrounding world is the
same today and always, and thus also in respect to what is relevant to
primal establishment and lasting tradition, then we can show in several
steps, only in an exploratory way , in connection with our own sur
rounding world, what should be considered in more detail for the prob
lem of the idealizing primal establishment of the meaning-structure
" geometry. "

Coda

contrapunctus and translation
[
In the

.

.

.

]

Erste Untersuchung of The Trial Joseph K . " thought he re

marked that the s i lent Examining Magi strate , with a look to someone in

rein Zeichen] . " K . cal l s it .. 'a secret sign ' "
( "ein geheimes Zeichen " ), but because he has interrupted the sign be

the crowd , j ust gave a sign

fore any respon se , because he has intervened " prematurely, " punctu
ated the scene

vorzeitig , untimely, with his suspicion and with his " be

trayal " before the si lent Examin ing Magistrate , the " meaning of the
sign , " its

Bedeutung , cannot be known . Joseph K . "abandons quite de

liberately " learning the secret sign 's significance with h i s betrayal and
punctuation . Yet the punctuation begi ns with accepting respon sibil ity
for the sign . In the interrupti on , K . " 'empowers' "

( "ermachtige " ) the

Examining Magi strate to speak with words , not with secret signs (Franz
Kafka,

Der Prozej3 [Frankfurt am Mai n : Fi scher, 1 979] : 42; The Trial,
1 974] : 44).

trans . Willa and Edwi n Muir [New York : Schocken ,

Accepting t h e responsibi lity o f t h e secret sign , wi thout response , in
order to empower with words-the rhythm of the interruption .
How am I to punctuate my reading of thi s text I translated over eleven
years ago ? Will any punctuation be timely or in rhythm? Or is punctua
tion always

vorzeitig ? Can the responsibi lity for such a punctuation be

intentional ly assumed and the mean ing abandoned in favor of another
meaning?
My respon sibil ity is the responsibi lity of the transl ator.

[

.

.

.

]

( 1 962) includes h i s transla
Origin of Geometry. In one sen s e , I would say Derrida

Thi s first extended publication of Derrida
tion of Husserl ' s

has del iberately abandoned any other translation s . Yet in another sense ,
I would say Derrida has never fi n ished translating ; he continues to trans
late , claiming that " the question of deconstruction is also through and
through the question of translation " (Derrida, " Letter to a Japanese
Friend , " trans . Davi d Wood and Andrew B enjamin , i n

Derrida and
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"Dijferance, " ed . David Wood and Robert B ernasconi [Evanston :
Northwestern University Press , 1 98 8 ] : 1 ) or frequently using translation
as the lever for intervening in a textual field, as he state s , for example,
concerning his use of trans l ation in reading Heidegger on the hand:

I am doing so for two reasons. On the one hand, in order not to efface the
constraints or the chances of the idiom in which I myselfwork, teach, read,
or write . . . . On the other hand, I thought that Heidegger' s text could be
still more accessible, could gain some supplementary readability by reach
ing us through a third ear; the explication (Auseinandersetzung) with one
tongue extra can refine our translation C Ubersetzung) of the text that is
called " original." . . . one can write on the typewriter, as I have done,
with three hands among three tongues. ( "Geschlecht II: Heidegger's
Hand, " trans . John P. Leavey, Jr. , in Deconstruction and Philosophy: T he
Texts of Jacques Derrida, ed. John Sallis [Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1 987J: 1 96n)
In Derrida's translation of Husserl 's text,

L' origine de la geometrie

(2nd ed . [Paris : Presses universitaires de France , 1 974]) , there is a note

corpus of Derrida is de facto incomplete , which would disrupt any move
to unity. Second, unlike certain readers (for example , phenomenol ogi
cal , hermeneutic , dialogic , or new critical) that c laim just the opposite
and c lose the corpus in any act of readin g , a translator argues that a
corpus remains incomplete , marked by translation as in need of tran sla
tion , even upon the death of the author, the more common c losure of a
corpus . In other words , translation marks the incompletion of any
corpus and concentrates the problems of reading . The translator wants to
punctuate for c larity, for reasons of c larity, and wants to take respon
sibility, deliberately, for the punctuation that punctuates too early or too
late , because the del ay of clarity to itself is precisely rhythm , punctua
tion , counterpoint .
Derrida himself has punctuated this text and his corpus at least three

times . The first is the 1 967 punctuation of Positions ( see pp. 7-9 above) .

A second is the 1 98 2 punctuation of Joyce , of " Joyc e ' s ghost . . . al
ways coming on board" in the corpus . In this punctuation , Derrida say s ,
"at the very centre " o f the Introduction t o The

Origin ojGeometry, there

is the comparison of Husserl and Joyce , " two great models" or " para

concerning the translator' s task . It reads: " We have strived to preserve in

digms" on the " relationship between l anguage and history " that " try to

our translation the very spontaneous rhythm of Hus serl 's phrasing , even

recapture a pure historicity. "

when it is greatly marked by the incompletion of the sketch . For reasons
of clarity, however, we have had to modify on two or three occasions the
original text's punctuation . . . " (p. 1 73n). This note , which occurs i n
that strange space between the title and the body o f the text, that strange
space of the translator, states an almost traditional desire of the trans la
tor, the desire for fidelity, for matching the original and the trans lation
not simply in sense , but also in rhythm . The rhythm of the phrasing i s
connected with punctuation , which required some infide lity in favor o f
c larity, in favor of, then , the fide lity o f sense . This translator' s dilemma
i s also the reader' s .
How is one to punctuate a text? a corpus? here , now, Derrida's text?
his corpus ? Have I intercepted too early, in an untimely way, a secret
sign? Am I l ike Joseph K . then to accept responsibility for this untimely
designation and empower another significance-for example , that this
" first" piece is to be read as the germ of all the rest of Derrida's work? or
that it is to be read as a youthful work without much interest for reading
the mature Derrida, for reading the true significance of the text? or that it
is to be read as more philosophical than the later, more l iterary texts? or
that this is a preambulatory text, preambulatory to deconstruction?
The punctuation of a corpus raises many difficulties . First, the desig
nation "corpus" i s often understood as an attempt to unify a group of
texts signed by an author, movement, or time period . As of 1 98 8 the

To do this, Husserl proposes to render language [langageJ as transparent
as possible, univocal, limited to what, by being transmittable or able to be
placed in tradition, thereby constitutes the only condition of a possible his
toricity. From this point of view it is necessary that some minimal read
ability, an element of univocity, an analyzable equivocity resist the Joycean
overload and condensationfor a reading to begin to take place, and the
work's legacy. . . . The other great paradigm would be the Joyce of Fin
negans Wake. He repeats and mobilizes and babelizes the asymptotic total
ity of the equivocal. He makes this both his theme and his operation . He
tries to make outcrop, with the greatest possible synchrony, at great speed,
the greatest power of the meanings buried in each syllabic fragment, sub
jecting each atom of writing tofission in order to overload the unconscious
with the whole memory of man . . . . This generalized equivocality of writ
ing does not translate one language into another on the basis of common
cores of sense . . . ; it talks several languages at once, parasitizing
them . . . (Ulysse gramophone: deux mots pour Joyce [Paris: Galilee,
1 987J: 2 7-28; "Two Words for Joyce , " trans. Geoff Bennington, in Post
structuralist Joyce: Essays from the French , ed. Derek Attridge and Daniel
Ferrer [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 984J: 149 [modifiedJ)
.

The third punctuation is Derrida's 1 980 thesis " defense " : " The Time
of a The si s : Punctuations" (in

Philosophy in France Today, ed. Alan
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1 983]). In rela
sur travaux, Derrida punctuates into three periods : ( 1 )
from 1 968 to 1 974 the thesis was neglected as other works were pub
lished; (2) from 1 974 to sometime in 1 979-80 , he thought , " rightly or
Montefiore [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press ,

tion to the thesis

wrongly, that it was neither consistent nor desirable to be a candidate for

as desire " delights in being without defence , " which is designated as a

captatio, that i s , a quest or the disrupted question , this thesi s defense
" has been also as i mpoveri shed as a punctuation mark , rather, I should
say, an apostrophe in an unfini shed text" (p.

50).

How to punctuate now? Should I, as a translator, alter j ust a few occa

any new academic title or responsibi lity " (p.

48) ; (3) during 1 980 and af
sur travaux is accepted and the position of Directeur is

sions for clarity, for the sake of the rhythm? As one way of punctuating

ter, the thesis

thi s text, of punctuating the translation of thi s piece , I want to read the

taken at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociale s . Prior to the

respons ibil ity of translation for Husserl by reading a note with two sig

punctuation of the thesi s , other punctuations abound . From

1 963 to

nifican t punctuations of Derrida, those of trans lation and l i terature , the

1 968 , after the Introduction to The Origin of Geometry, after the first

first being , as we have seen , the " question " of thi s corpus and the sec

thesis on " The ideality of the literary object" (Jean Hyppolite directed),

ond , as Derrida points out i n his punctuations , being his " most constant

and after the

Memoire on " the problem of genesis in the phenomenol

interest" ( " my most constant interest , coming even before my philo

ogy of Husserl " (Maurice de Gandil lac " watched over this work" as the

sophical interest I should say, if thi s i s possible , has been directed to
wards literature , towards that writing which is called literary " [ " Time

"entire examination committee " [ p

o

39]) , there is the working out of "a

sort of strategic device . . . an unc losed , unenclosable , not wholly for

of a Thesi s , " p. 37]) . .

mal izable ensemble of rules for readi ng , interpretation and writing" (p.

40).

Derrida punctuates the Introduction to

[

The Origin of Geometry du

al ly. He states in his thesis defense:

.

In

.

.

.

]

The Origin oJGeometry, in the passage distinguishing geometrical

existence from psychic exi stence, Husserl states that " from i ts primal

Naturally, all of the problems worked on in the Introduction to The Origin
of Geometry have continued to organize the work I have subsequently at
tempted in connection with philosophical, literary and even non-discursive
corpora, most notably that ofpictorial works: I am thinking, for example,
ofthe historicity of ideal objects, of tradition, of inheritance, offiliation or
of wills and testaments, of archives, libraries, books, of writing and living
speech, of the relationships between semiotics and linguistics, of the ques
tion of truth and of undecidability, of the irreducible otherness that divides
the self-identity of the living present, of the necessity for new analyses con
cerning non-mathematical idealities. (Pp. 39-40)
But this punctuation of the corpus (a punctuation sets up a rhythm of
work and organization to the corpus , to the movement of the body of

contrapunctus . In discussing later texts
1 974), Derrida says: "I should have liked i n thi s respect to

work) is punctuated again ,
(those after

have been able to shape both my discourse and my practice , as one say s ,
t o fi t the premises o f my earlier undertakings . I n fact , if n o t i n principle ,
this was not always easy, not always possible, at times indeed very bur
densome in a number of ways" (p.

49) . Whi le the Introduction to The

Origin oJGeometry provided the organization for the subsequent work ,

this punctuation marks itself as disrupted in fact if not in principle , w ith
the burden of its rhythm not alway s possible: this thesis defense , which

establish ment" geometrical existence is " objectively there for 'every

[objektiv Dasez'endem Jur 'jedermann ' ] ' '' is "an existence [Da
sein] which is peculiarly supertemporal [eigenartig uberzeitliches] and
which-of thi s we are certain-is accessible [zugiingliches] to all

one '

men . " The objectivity of this existence i s "an ' ideal ' objectivity, " which
is "proper to a whole class of spiritual products of the cultural world

[geistigen Erzeugnissen der Kulturwelt] , to which not only all scientific

constructions and the sciences themselves belong but also , for example ,

the constructions of fine literature [die Gebilde der schonen Litera
fur] . " Husserl goes on to differentiate th is objectivity from that of tools

or architecture , which , while they " have repeatability in many like ex
emplars

[gleichen Exemplaren] , " do not h ave the identical sameness of

ideal objectivity, which translation guarantees : " The Pythagorean theo
rem , all of geometry, exists only once , no matter how often or even in
what language it may be expressed . It is identical l y the same in the ' orig

[ 'originalen Sprache' ] of Euclid and i n all ' tran s l ations'
[ ' Ubersetzungen' ] ; and with i n each l anguage it i s again the same , no

inal l anguage'

matter how many times it has been sensibly uttered , from the original
expression and writing-down to the innumerable oral utterances or writ

1 60 above; Husserl , Die Krisis der
europiiischen WissenschaJten und die transzendenfale Phiinomeno-

ten and other documentations" (p.
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logie, ed . WaIter Biemel , vol . 6 of Husserliana: Edmund Husserl: Ges
ammelte Werke [The Hague : Nijhoff, 1 954] : 367-68). D 'Amico , in
"Husser! on the Foundational Structures of Natural and Cultural Sci
ences , " states that the difference i s that between the signifier and the sig
nified: " In this context HusserI makes the di stinction between the ' sensi

�

ble u terance ' or means of expression (signifier) and the meaning of
what I S asserted or said ( signified). The ideal object i s at the level of the
signified as a thematic assertion or meaning . The signifier would be the
historically contingent vehicle for the signified (for example , a certain
written or spoken language or set of signs and symbols). The signifier
can be replaced with no loss of ideality or meaning since that aspect of
the sign i s fundamentally arbitrary. Ideality mean s , on the contrary, that
the object suffers no loss of original self-evidence "

(Philosophy and

Phenomenological Research 42 [ 1 98 1 -82] : 1 0) .

B ut insofar a s geometry i s a problem of tradition , there arises the
question of the difference between the repeatability of the same and the
l ike , in D 'Amico 's terms , " between ideality and the corruption of cul
tural transmission , " or in more general terms , of the "authenticity " of
the repetition (p. 1 0) , which i s the cri s i s of the European sciences . In a
note added by Husser! to Fink 's typescript of Husserl 's text, a note with a
number of misreadings and appended to the sentence that ends " con
structions of fine l iterature , " a response is begun by means of transla
tion , which is responsible for the difference or authenticity of the repeti
tion . The translation by David Carr reads (p. 1 60n above ) :

But the broadest concept of literature encompasses them all [the scientific
constructions, the sciences themselves, and the constructions of literatureJ;
that is, it belongs to their objective being that they be linguistically ex
pressed and can be expressed again and again; or, more precisely, they
have their objectivity, their existence-for-everyone, only as signification, as
the meaning ofspeech . [D'Amico mistakenly modifies this to read: " 'or
more precisely, they only have meaning and significance from the speech of
objectivity (Reden die ObjektiviHit), as they have existencejor-everyone' "
( '"Husserl, " p. J J ). Husserl writes (Krisis , p. 368n): "nur als Bedeutung ,
SInn von Reden die Objektivitat , das Fiir-jedermann-Dasein zu haben" :
only as meaning, as the sense of speech does it belong to their objective be
ing to have objectivity, existencejor-everyone .J This is true in a peculiar
fashion in the case of the objective sciences:for them the diiJerence between
the original language of the work and its translation into other languages
does not remove its identical accessibility or change it into an inauthentic,
indirect accessibility.

In this translation , the l ast l i ne seems i n l ine w ith Husserl 's text . In the
obj ective sciences , the difference between the original and the transla
tion does not remove access to the identical sense of the original expres

(un
eigentlichen) or indirect (indirekten). D 'Amico notes that the " use of

sion, the translation does not make the accessibility inauthentic

' inauthentic ' in the above quote suggests the problem raised about the
distortion or loss that haunts the replication of cultural forms" ( " Hus
ser! , " p. 1 1 ).
Derrida, however, fol lows Husserl 's text and translates the last line in

j ust the opposite sense : " ou plutot la rend seulement indirecte, non ex
presse " (L' origine, p. 1 79n). That i s , in the objective sciences (die ob
jektiven Wissenschaften, a narrower category than literature in general),
the translation difference does not remove access to the identical sense
of the original expression , rather it renders the access only indirect, in
distinct, inauthentic , improper

rekten macht [Krisis, 368n] ).

(bzw. nur zu einer uneigentlichen, indi

Husser! seems of two minds here: translatability guarantees the same
sense in geometry (the Pythagorean theorem is " identically the same " in
the original language and all " translations" ) and yet the difference be
tween translation and original renders the accessibility to that identical
sameness ( ideal obj ect), indirect, inauthentic , improper, indistinct. The
counterpoint of these two m inds is the double bind of h istory for Hus
ser! , as we shall see .
Derrida highlights this note in the Introduction :

In an important note, Husserl specifies that "the broadest concept of litera
ture" ( 1 60) comprises all idealformations, since, in order to be such, they
must always be capable of being expressible in discourse and translatable ,
directly or not, from one language into another. In other words, idealfor
mations are rooted only in language in general, not in the factuality of lan
guages and their particular linguistic incarnations. (P. 66; my emphasis)
" Directly or not" e stab li shes the l imits of translatability of ideal forma
tions (or construction s , in Carr's translation) in " the broadest concept of
l iterature . " Derrida remarks the translatab i lity of ideal formations as
"rooted only in language in general . " What are the limits of ideality 's
rootedness in language in general? In distinguishing the ideal formations
of geometrical obj ectivity (the most ideal of ideal formations , that i s , a
free ideality), Derrida argues that geometrical ideal obj ectivity is "abso
lute and without any kind of l imit . Its ideality . . . is no l onger only that
of the expression or intentional content; it is that of the

object itself· All
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adherence to any real contingency is removed . The possib i lity of trans
lation , which is identical with that of tradition , is opened ad infinitum
. . " (p. 72 above). In other words , the ideality of ideal formations
.

opens upon infinite translation ; its rootedness in language is in no de
facto language , but in language in general ; in language , but not lan

guages ; in langage, but not langues. This is the double bind of the B abel

scene: " in one stroke " ideality "commands and forbids" translation "by
showing and hiding . . . the limit" ( " Des tours de B abe l , " trans . Joseph

Graham , in

Difference in Translation , ed . Joseph F. Graham [Ithaca:

Cornell University Pre s s , 1 985] : 204), the l imit between language and
languages . Derrida notes that the factual ity of free ideality is the " cru
cial difficulty of all [Husserl 's] phi losophy of history. " Free ideal ities ,
although free of all contingency, occur in hi story, and this occurrence
means that " free idealities are also factual and world l y. " Thus the cru
cial question i s , " what is the sense of this last factuality ? " (p . 72n
above). In other words , for the translator, what is the sense of l anguages
in B abel ' s double bind?
The double bind of B abel is curiously echoed in the two occurrences
of the tower of B abel in Derrida's Introduction , the first in the discussion
of the asymmetrical transcendental parallels of Joyce and Husserl on
equivocity and univocity, the second concerning the infinities of Hus
serl o Both occurrence s , however, while arguing in opposite directions
on the tower ( one for its destruction , the other for its building), do so for
the sake of univocity. In the first instance , the tower of B abel is to be de
stroyed in order to fix meaning . Husserl 's text reminds Derrida of Leib
niz's statement: " ' it depends upon us to fi x their meanings , at least in
any scholarly language, and to agree to destroy this tower of B abel ' " (p.
l O I n above). In the second , in a citation from Husserl ' s " Crisis of Euro
pean Humanity and Phi losophy, " mathematics is compared to the tower
of B abylon (Babel) as the infinite task to be completed: " ' Math
ematics-the idea of the infinite , of infinite tasks-is like a B abylonian
tower: although unfinished , it remains a task ful l of sense , opened onto
the infinite . This infinity has for its correlate the new man of infinite
ends' " (p. 1 28 above). In these two occurrence s , univocity i s possible
(and so impossible ,

contrapunctus) only this-side-of or beyond (before

fuhrung of language , is also Uberjuhrung, the ev� r transmitte� and
.
transmissible (tradier and tradierbar) capaCIty to bnng to the clant� ? f
reactivation in assuming responsibil ity for sense (p. 1 69 above; Knsl s,
.
pp. 375-76) ; this-side-of or beyond hi story ; this-s � de-of or beyond wnt
.
ing , counterpoint, punctuation , the rhythm of the mterruptIOn .

.
If absolute univocity (the ideal) is the impossible double bmd for

Husserl , how does he work w ith h istory? D ' Amico ends his essay on
HusserI by recalling Marx 's argument against Hegel :

the manner by which we come to know and thus advance fro� imm � diat�
and naive knowledge to that of reflective self-understandmg lS not ldentlcal
to the way in which the object (as real object, rather than object of kn� wl
edge) came about historically and materially. History does not recap� tulate
the methodology of knowledge . Philosophy is, however, pushed to thls ob
vious error because any contingency or materiality threatens the suprem
acy ofthe ideal. ( "Husserl, " p. 20)
He goes on to concl ude that Husserl 's "effort to save t�e theor� tica atti
tude involves [him] in the perennial oppositio ns of reahty .and Ideal Ity or
.
necessity and contingen cy. In each case , while his analYSIS shows an m
separable connectio n , Husserl onl y ' values' ideality ; and thus the mate
d? 
rial , the different , and the contingent are denied or removed from t e

�

�

main of knowledg e " (p. 22). D ' Amico punctuate s Husserl ' s valuat�on m
quotation marks and highlight s the evaluat on . Yet in c ? unterpo.mt to
this punctuati on , there is a counterp unctuatIOn . Husserl I .nvokes Ideal
ity, but that ideality i s always caught in B abel 's double bmd , such that
the material ' the different, and the contingen t are removed from the do
main of kno wledge (ideality) only insofar as they are the condition s of
.
poss ibility of that ideality and thus empower the domain of knowledg �
n
�
absolut
the
of
e
Differenc
l
primordia
"
In other words , B abel , as the
gin , " as " the beyond or the this-side which gives sense to al l empincal

�

<?

genius and all factual profusion , " punctuate s the transcend enta.l as the
double bind of thought , the double bind of " the strange process IOn of a
'Ruck/rage ' " (p. 1 5 3 above) . Or perhaps , untime.ly, t e t�anscendental
is the punctuation , the punctuatio n of the double bmd , m h Istory .

�

[

or after the end of) B abel ( see pp. 1 03-4 above for a discussion of the
impossible " l imiting cases" of absolute univocity ) ; this-side-of or be
yond the double bind of B abel -translate , do not translate ; thi s-side-of
or beyond languages ; this-side-of or beyon d , in HusserI 's terms , the

"seduction oj language [Verfiihrung der Sprache] " (p. 1 65 above;
Krisis, p. 372) ; this-side-of or beyond translation , which , in the Ver-

.

.

.

]

Coda: Have I abandoned prematurely meaning in favor of the signa
ture? As my responsibility i s the translator' s , i s the signature to be trans
lated? Can it be? From

deja to da to j' accepte, signatures punctuate
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Derrida's COrpUS . In the Introduction , one such signature is the signature
of horizon , a " decisive " notion: " Horizon is the always-already-there

[Ie toujours-deja-la]

of a future which keeps the indetermination of its

infinite openness intact . . . . a horizon is always virtually present in ev
ery experience ; for it is at once the unity and the incompletion for that
experience-the anticipated unity in every incompletion " (p.

1 17

above; L' origine, p. 1 23). Always already there , on the horizon, punctu
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